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CHAPTER IX 

PLURALIS-Dd AND PERSOINALISM 

1L. Zarcells vision of the univerpe may rightly be 

defined as a, "pluralistic personalism2l. The convinced 

enemy of all Monisms, he sees reality as composed of a 

multiplicity of spiritual units or 11selved', of which God 

is the "Absolu-4e Self", and'including groups and communitiesr 

in so far as they 'Constitute spiritual units. His 

description of the spiritual unit brings hiýi 'close to 

Leibnizian Monadism, while at the same time separating him 

from Leibniz, in that Marcel's I'monads" are in constant 

communication. 

In his important article on 1'Evaluation tragique (1) 

e Llarcel describes the unit of reality.. as "une certaine unit" 

a la f ois - actuelle et ideale et qui peut toujours Stre pense"a 
"le d1une consCiencel disons, si llon veut, d1une sur le mode 

unite' spirituelle". (P. 70. ) Such a unit may be a person, 

a family, a nation, etc. Further,, 11cette unite' spirituelle 

Pourra dans tous les cas etre regardee comme une volonte' qui 

tend vers certaines fins plus ou moins clairement 

represente"Os, qui pour. le moins se veut elle-meMel. (p. 71. ) 

In short, the unit of reality. is a spiritual centre, a force, 

ý1) Note sur I'levaluation tragiclueg Journal de Psychologie, 
anuary - March, 1929. 
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"will" or 11 cause! ' I realising itself and. actualised in Space 

and Time. Marcel hesitates to employ the terms "Ford' or 

"Cause" , but such indeed it is, with the important reminder 

that it is no mere generality or 11 essence, in the Platonic 

sense, but strictly an individual, -p its. -Prototype being the 

person or individual consciousness. The late J. L. Stocks 

describes the Form or Cause in like manner. 11ý is 

certainly, " he writes, "no mere particular; but its 

universality is not that of an essence; " adding that "most. 

modern attempts to. assert a timeless or . 'eternal order, on 

which the temporal order is dependentg have. failed to give 

adequate recognition to individuality and to its unique 
importance as the principle which perpetually brings 

noveltie's into the temporal process (1). 11 Marcel is one to 

whom this failure cannot be attributed.. 

There, is involved in, this rehabilitation of the spiritual 

unity of the self, as of the other uitimate realities of the 

universe, a certain"substantialism" as M.. Wahl has pointed 

out; a reaction against the Vitalist doctrines of modern 
times, as represented by Nietzschel Gide and Pirandellog 

against what IvIarcel' calls their 11 agnosticisme logique et 

moral"., (Ibid., P. 76. ) In the-article Tragique et 

PersonnalitE( already referred tog he criticises the thesis of 

Pirandellol reproduced by A. Tilgher, of the "infinite 

Personality' , according to which it 11 individu cesse dl atre une 
(1) Time, C-ause andEternity, pp. '157-8. 
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realite aux contours rigides et bien dAinis: ' il apparailt 

co=e un polype de personnalites varie"es et c, ontraste"es qui 

so superposent, so fondent, so repoussent, st, harmonisent 

entre elles (1). " This reduction of the pelf to what is an 

infinite succession of statesmarks, in-Marcel's view, the 

ruin of Personality: 

Par deA le ropantisme, - clest tout une, -, - 
scolastique perim4e que les th4ses de ' 
11. Tileher tendent a ressusciter, et ce que 
je me permettrai d1appeler un substantialisme-, 
vide de tout contenu, un. substantialisme san 
substance... D'un mot, la scission quIelle 

. 
IntroýLuZE au sein meme de 11individu entre un 
courant vital, un "ineffable" d1une part, et', ' 
Ees formes particuli%res, inadq ee uates de 

% 
-11autre, me semble-aboutir ine'vitablement a 
l1abolition m6me du tragique auquel on tend 
au fond a substituer une simple dialectique 
intellectuelle. (T. P. p. 40. ) 

In such a thesis the empiricism of Hume reaches its logical 

conclusion; - it ends up in a new form of that Scholasticism 

Which it set out to rain. For Vitalism destroys "substances" 

only to end by substantialising the courant vital itself. 

It is, moreover, bound up with that "realisme du temps" which 

is central to the Bergsonian posiýionp and which leads to the 

negation of Transcendence, to a philosophy of pure I=anence. 
I Against such views Marcel rehabilitates the 11 substantial 

I 
unity" of the self, as "Ford', "Cause", I'Vill", and 

transcendent essence: 

Je pense dlune ýart que la personne nlest pas 
et ne peut pas etre une essence, et dlautre 
part qulune me'taphysique eidifiee en quelque 

1 
91, 

Adriano Tilgher, Studi sul teatro contemporaneo, Romeg 
, PP. 59-609 quoted by Marcel, op. cit. 
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" lld'cVt ou. a* llabri des essences sorte a 
risque de slevanouir c9mme un chiteau de 
cartes (1)., 

_ 
Not that tulic self is a substance in the Scholastic sense, 

that is an abstract generality (and that is the sole forcle 

of the qualification in the passage quoted); rather a 

concrete individuality, what karcel calls -a 
. 11 toil' , Whose 

content is wholly affective and which is'to other-Iselves a 

"presence" a centre of spiritual energy, feeling', and 

volition:, 
Clest quIen-effet l'unite d1un etre, nlest 
probablement ni celle d1une loi ni celle d1une 
substance; elle est celle de ce que iloserai 
appeler iqit d1un mot insolite mais indispensable 
- un toi: et j1entends par la quelqulun qui ne 
repond pas seulement a mon appel (clest le cas 
d1un dictionnaire ou d1une affiche)., mais qui 
en tous sens d asse, d4borde les reponses 
qulil adresse a l1acte par 1equel je les I 
sollicite - bien plus, quelqu'un qui entretient 
avec lui-meme cette vivante relation, ce 
nourrissant dialogue faute duquel il se 
reduirait pour les autres comme pour soi a un 
th%e'me de discours, meme a un objet de notice 
indefiniment morcelable en paragraphes 
discontinus. Les personnages de Pirandello 
ne sont toi, pour personne. (T. P. p. 42. ) 

The self is but the prototype of all the spiritual units 

or ultimate realities- which constitute the universe. These 

are the transcendentl timeless, space-less Essences with 

which life and experience are informed. As already shown, 
they are immanent ih experience, actualised and revealed only 
in the spatio-temporal process from which. they cannot be 

dissociated. They are, as Marcel, says, "at once. actual and 
Acte et Personnel Recherches Philosophiques IV, 1934-5. 

I 
S 
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ideal" (B. T. p. 70); thereby underlining, in conformity vrith 

his existential standpointq what Dilthey calls the "immanence 

of order and form in the matter of our experience 

This iLuaanence replaces the Kantian dualism of form and 

experience. hot that the transcendent-is in any way 

eliminated; the i4tegrity of the transcendent and the 

"formal" is preserved, as witnessed by the fact, 'stressed in 

a previous discussion, that there is always a "something over" 

not Wholly actualised or exhibited in the spatio-temporal 
r 

instant of experience., Marcells.. thought is. fully expressed 

, by J. L. Stocks when he declares'that the Eternal and Formal 

is in "causal" relation with the temporal of experience. 
The Eternal, the latter writes "is guaranteed as standing in: 

a causal or functional relation, with the temporal. It is 

f O=ally definable in general terms as that higher level of 
being f or the realisatIon of which tipe and the time-process 

provide the means and the necessary vehicle, as that by which 
they are justifieds that in which they are perfected (2). 11 

- 

It is precis, ely this insistence on'the immanence of 
Being*in experience and in the temporal process, the- 

(1) Quoted by Boucher, K. W. P. SolEer, p. 237. Cf. de Corte: 
"... la permanence ontolTg'ique dont il est ici question demeure 

If investie dans un donne psychologique qatelle polarise. " 
OP- cit., P. 66. ý2) 

op. Cirt-9 Po 
1519' 

k 
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recognition that Being is only to be Grasped within the 

actual and concrete of such experience, Which serves to 

differentiate the philosophy of Marcel from that of his 

French contemporaries, such'as M. Louis Lavelle. In a 

general vray, 1.1arcel's definition of the self as Cause or 

Will brings him into line with French Spiritualism. Like 

Elaine de Biran, Lavelleconceiveý the es'sence of -Ithe' self 

as spontaneity and willg revealed in the immediate, self- 

awareness of the acting subject; Being as "Pure Act" (the 

analogy between Lavelle's philosophy and Gentile's doctrine 

of the "Pure Act' is obvious). Similarly,. he insists that 

the "beirgy, " of self *can be recaptured only by a recovery of 

the present, in which alone it becomes a "presence totald' 

to self. In developing this existential'thesisg however, 

Lavelle's theory takes quite a different direction. According 

to him, 'only th e present exists; past and future exist only 

in so f aras they participate 9 by memory or by anticipationg 

in the present. In other words, past and future lose all 

reality, and Time is deprived of its value; the actualg the 

concrete is eliminated and we are left with a doctrine of 

the Absolute; Time isq as it were, absorbed into the Eternal 
I and dissolved'in it. The very expression - "presence totalell 

indicates the divergence of viewpoint. It is much tho same 

point that M. -I. B. Levinas fastens upon in his. excellent review 

of Lavelle's b6ok'g La Pre'sence totale (1). He is quite 

Recherches Philosophiques IV, 1934-5. The influence of 
ebranche, it may be said, is very apparent in Lavelle. 
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justified in declarinG that the author ends by emerging 

completely from Time into the order of Eternityl in shortg 

the realm of the'possible and the ideal. 

Marcel, on the contrary, maintains the irreducible 
, 

character of Time; his is a philosophy-of the actual and the 

concrete. For him, past and future, however deep the 

existential e; ýperiencej preserve ý' reality of which they 

cannot be robbed. His "Present", in whose recovery memory 

and anticipation play a similar roleg remains the point of 

intersection between Time and Eternity, the actual and the 

possible., Being, although fully present to. the feeling 

subject, is never wholl; Z present to such a point *that the 

self isl as it were-, detached froml spatio-temporal: 1ýmits. 

Mareel Is philosophy is opposed to' that of Lavelle q as is 

p enitudell to Utotalite". 

The so urce* of Lavelle's philosophy is French Spiritualism, 

and like it it results, or-would ultiiately -result, in a 

mysticism or a doctrine of 11 contemplatiod' and absorption in 

the Absolute. (From this point of vieivg-Ravaisson is the 

natural and logical outcome of Maine de Biran). Spiritualism, 

like most other Idealisms, ends up in a depreciation of the 

spatio-temporal, 'which it is precisely the aim of Existential- 

ism to* avoid. It'is this which accounts for the "optimism! ' 

of Layelle's philosojhy, as 11. Levinas calls it, in contrast 

with the 11ý essimisnv of the Germans; of Marcel too, if by 

"Pessimiim" -is meant fidelity to the real, conditions of 
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experience and human life. Marcel preserves, together with 

the integrity of the Eternal Orderg the reality of Time'and 

tlierefore of despair; ' he will not misconstrue the "indigence 

ontolo6riqueýl -of the human mind. For, as he sees it, only 

this "indigence, gives value,. to plenitude; only despair 

Gives, value to hope. His philosophy, like'Pascalls, 

recognises 'both the I'misere" and the I' gr andeuVI, and, I in-the 

presence of both, the necessary, condition,, of a*truly 

religious evaluation' of man s. position in'the universe. 

01- 0 

Given the above'definition of realities as c6ntres of , 

ýPiritual energy, 'there arises the problem of the nature and 

status of matter and b6dyj* Vie must. bear in mind, to begin 

withq that, for Marcel, the body is itself sensation -I am 

my body. At the root, of the experie nee-of self isno 

Cartesian du&1ity of soul and body,, but a unityq implicated 

in the initial f act of incarnation" . -By virtue of this 

unity, the body constitutes a "mediateur absolu! ' on the one 

hand, permitting direct participation in the real. On the 

other hand, as an instrument, it is the centre of the various 

activities of llhavine: ", and of "objectificatiox2l. It would 

seem then that-the body, and matter in general; have no 

strictly autonomous status, but serve rather to definethe 

condition of man as a created being with its accompanying 
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#, indigence ontologiqUel. A view which is boiýe out by the 

description of Space and Time as mere 'modes de l1absence". 

In other words, body. 'and matter have meaning-solely in 

relation to modes of apprehending the real. The ideal state 
I 

of Being is that "sup er- cons ci ousness"-wherein' reality is 

viholly.:.. permeable- and transparent to thought.; an ideal limit, 

but one which the subjqpt approaches in`p'ropo*rtiqIn aý he 

exploits the depths of-spatio-temporal experience, \, and 

transcends Objectivity in Existence, and thus, by an act of 

"fidelityi, 9 secures the "presencell. In contrast is the 

"objective" mode of thought, which, using'Space and Time as 

agents of dispersion, renders the reality llabsenV, Co=itting 

thereby the sin of-, "treasoal. Between these two"extremes 

of- "fidelity" and treasong-of "presence" and "absence" is an 

infinite scale of participation; and therein'the spatio- 

temporal condition, either as "modes de-I'Abdencel or as 

-means of securing the "presence". plýy th6 role-that body 

4nd matter play in a more nalve, mysticism. 

Such a view of the material and the bodily, however it 

may appear, does not in any way destroy their positive 

character. Rather, by the transference of the notion from 

the sphere of gross objectivity to the inner existential 

sphere (1), this positive nature and value is enhanced. We 

(1) I'Llorphisme rilkien nous livre ici un de ses plus purs 
secrets: la pesanteur West pas dans les choses, elle est 
en nous, Il faut nous en libe'rer, coruae on secoue un joug 
trop longtmps tole're, pour acc4der *a* la r4alit4 des choses 
qui. est candeur I, et pour participer en notre. Stre meMe a cette innocence 3=7scible. 11. P. 357? ) 
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are confronted with an essentially positive theory of evil 

in terms of 11 treason! ' and "absence, , the betrayal of the lif e 

of the spirit. A conception in complete keeping with the 

philosopily of Existence. for which the ýaltimate factor in 

experience is the mode of approach to reality. Lt. de Corte, 

speaking of the difficulty of -determining -the status of 

11treasoV1 in 1"Jarcel's philosophy, concludes that, the author 

is still-the prey of Idealism... But the'danger whilch, besets 

Idealism and error into which it so' often runs is the denial 

of the positive character of evil, and incidentally of the 

material, and their conversion into illusions. - Marcel s 

philosophy neither runs this risk nor falls into this error, 

The maýbrial, of which spatio-temporal limits are so to speak 

the spiritual expression, although*capable of being trans- 

cended, remains the irradicable datum, of human existence. 

And the fact of evil, which is 'bound up with it, is at the 

hard core of human experience. Marcel is voicing the inner 

intuition of the Christian. religion, which places evil within 

mind itself, -haying its centre in the very spirituality of 

the creature. 

None the less, besides this inner spiritual significance, 

mich is the essential one, besides its "ontological,, status, 

matter has, in his philosophy, a very definite physical status. 

Given-a universe of realities, which are in their ultimate 

essence units of spiritual energy, 'matter appears what Bergson 

terms "degraded energy'. Marcel's universe, as suggested 

beforei is the universe of Oontemporary scienceg of the new 
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"physics of energ7l which has, cast aside the, outworn dualism 

of mind and matter, and explains reality in terms of'a 

universal "energy, of infinitely varying deg: pees. 

-o- 

I. -Tarcel's doctrine is a Pluralism. It contrasts with 

the Leibnizian, Monadism in that his spiritual unittp or 

"monddsit, are open to one another in constant commilnicationý 

and immediate participation. As. in the universe of-Claudell 
there is a constant "co-naissance de nou .s au monde,. ' Such 

immediate relationships Marcel describes as "invocations" or 

"appels". In these incessant, though brief, communications 

and contacts, occult phenomena play a large part. As already 

described, telepathys premonitiong'suggestion are all 

instruments of such supra-normai participations. We'may 

qupte here a passaGe from the Journal: 

I(I. Pai entrevu aujourd'hui, par cette claire et 
merveilleuse journee de printemps, que les 
notions de la science ditellocculte" contre 
lesquelles la llraisoný affecte de se rdVolter, 
sont en re'alite a la racine'de nos experiences 
les plus ordinaires... les plus indiscutees; 
llexpe'rience sensible, lte; tp4rience volontaire, 
11 expe"rience mnef-monique. Que la volonte 
"agisse" comme suggestion, disons suggestion 
magique, qui en douterait? et les corps ne 
sont-ils pas, je ne dirai pas des apparences, 
mais des apparitions, des matdrialisations? 
Et enfin l1experience mnemonique n1implique- 
t-elle pas_la negation effective et reelle du 
temps? Tout cela est trop clair. Trop clair 
pour le demi-jour de'notre psychologie. - 

'(J. 1j. 'pp. 129-30. ) 
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Such a passage reinforces what has already been said about 

the "personnalisme magique" of Marcel. Vie might apply to 

Marcel the term Berdyaov applies to Dostoiewski, when he 

calls. him a pneumat olo gist" rather than a psychologist. 

His description of Dostoiewskils novels--is equally applicable 

to TIarcells dramas, indeed to the whole universe as his 

philosophy conceives it:. "Beneath common life there was 

always hidden an unconsciousý world... (mysterious bo4ds__ 

between characters hidden in their unconscious life) ... there 

is nothing contingent-in their relationshipq no place for the 

accidents of an eipirical realism: it seemsýas though the 

meeting of these beings were ordained from all eternity by a 

higher will, that they are branded with the mark of a. fate 

that must be fulfilled (1). " 

In conclusion, a universe of spiritual centres 

energising' in Space-Time; '41 so many "persons", linked by 

mysterious bonds$ communicating in sudden, mystical participa- 

tions; a dynamism of living centres of energy; on its 

physical side, resembling the universe of a Whitehead and the 

contemporary physicists (2); on it's s piritual side not unlike 

the universe of William James. A Pluralistic Personalism 

may aptly describe it. 

-0-0-0-0- 
N. Berdyaevt Dostoievsky, transl. by D. At, taater, London, 

Sheed and Ward, V534, pp. 26-7. 
(2) Described by Professor D. Emmet as"a maze of interrelated 
Processes which'can only be seen throuGh the medium of minds 

. 
Whicli are themselves immers6d in the process. " (The Nature 
of I-Jetaphysical Thinking, -London, - Macmillang 1945,. p. 217- T_ 
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In his last two works , Alarcel has clarified f urther his 

conception of the pluralistic universe and universe of 

personal relations in a series of highly detailed phenomeno- 

logical investigations (1). They serve to fill in the detail 

of our sketch and are necessary for the. 
-comprehension of the 

final orientation of his thought. 

In his intro duct i on__-to Du Refus 'a 1 'Invocation, NI'arcel 

has attempted to show how the Idealism of'a Le''on Brkinschvieg 

leads to a veritable philosophy of depersonalisation. Quoting 

from the communication, to the Union pour la. verite, already 

mentioned, he shows how such an Idealism substitutes for a 

world of persons al'sujet depersonnalise"19 namely that 

"conscience ihtellectuellel of his v; hich*is noýhiný but 

'Ila monade, zonque comme subjectivite infinie de la, 

reflexiod'. (R. I. p. 10. ) 

Vlhat, -is thisýphilosophy but a philosophy of '. 'thought in 

general"? And what does it signify but a radical failure to 

take into account and to make room for the experience of 

personality and communion? A thoughtg or-consciousness, so 

emptied of individual content and figure cannot be the basis 

of an "authentic spiritual communionlIq whose character is the 

paradox of unity within multiplicity: 

En re"alite*, il nly a pas de co=unaute' ve"ritable 
I dans un cas de ce genre, et cela pour cette 

LIEtre incarne; AUartenance et Disponibilite"; 
-Ebauche I ule Ený'Ilo 0-51iie conerbte; Sur 1 1Btre en situa ion; Le 

-1 Invoca- Iýranscendant comme m6taproMmati ue. (Du Refus N1 
LlLOLn -) IvIol et autrul; Le ! ýkvstdre f amilial. ( Homo Viator. ) 
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I% simple raison quIon nlest la en pre'sence- 
d'aucune pluralitdveýitableq d'aucune 
distinction reconnue comme telle.. (Ibid., p. 13. ) 

'Uhat, indeed, characterises the religious consciousness as 

opposed to this intellectual consciousness, 
ýetached 

from 

the "concrete substructures" of expe#ence, is the 

apprehension I of a certain "universal existent, 19 a plural 
% 

world of Being, experie_nced as the 11 sormiation, dell 'Etre a 

l1ame qulil'investit". (Ibid., p. 16. ) It is in, the form 

o: C a pliii&alistic "'Realism, if we may so call itq that Mar , cells 

philosophyg as-opposed to a subjective Idealismq develops its 

most characteristic features: 

Pour poi comme pour Al. Maurice Blondel'q la 
pensee pensante ne se constitue que par une 
sorte de ravitaillement incessant qulas'sure 'k 
sa perpetuelle coiarmini cation avec 1 'Etre meme., 

(Ibid. 9 p. 22. 

The primary affirmation of a "concrete philOsophyll a 

"'philosophy of participatior2l'is a negation - tho-negation of 

the Schopenhauerian thesis that the world is my representa- 

tion: 11je ne suis au monde que pour-autant que-celui-ci 

nlest pas une representation, pour autant, dirai-je, qulil 

mtinforme. 11 (Ibid., p. 44. ). 

The elucidation of the "engagement" implicit in immediate 

experience starts from, the central 'mystery" of self- 

consciousness. But this theme is taken up, anew from the 

point. of view of personal relationships. This is the 

characteristic manner of Marcel's dialectic, which develops, 

so*to speaks musically, by intermingling and repetition of 

themes on various planes and with infinite variations: 
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AU depart de cette investigation, il nous 
f audra placer un indubitable, non pas logique 
ou rationnel, mais existentiel; si. 1'existence 
nlest pas a 11oricr-ine, elle ne, sera nulle part; 
il nly a pas, je pense, do passage a 11existence 
qui ne soit escamotage ou tricherie. (Ibid., p. 25. ) 

Marcel rejects as valueless for a concrete philosophy" 

and for Ontology the Cartesian CoSito which posits as the 

condition of self-consciousness the substraction-of the self 

from the real world. Valueless in that the-contact with 

reality-and existence cannot be regained by subsequen-ý_-' 

inference: 

Ce que je n1ai pas cesse" de vouloir marquer le 
plus fortement possible, clest qa1une philosophie 41 1 qui ýart du cogito,, clest-a-dire dulnon-insereg 
ou meme de la non-insertion en tant qulacteg 
risque de ne pouvoir jamais rejoindre 1,16tre. 

(Ibid p. 90. ) 

Valueless, too, in that it distorts the primitive datum or 

"mystery' of experience, which is that of "situation!, or 

engagement" 

Je dirai de ce point de vue qulil ne saurait y 
avoir selon moi de philosophie concrete sans 
une tension continuellement renouvelee et 
proprement creatrice entre le Je et les 
profondeurs de lletre en quoi WU par quoi 
nous sommes, ou encore sans-une rýflexion aussi 
stricte, aussi rigoureuse que possible, 
sl, exereant sur. 1'expe'rience la plus intensement 
vecue. S (Ibid. 9 p. 89. ) 

The implications of the ego sum of self-consciou-5ness 

are all-important. For they point the way to transcendence. 

Self-consciousness is essentially"intentional" in character, 

containinG a reference to a transcendent order, of being and 

other selves which at one and the sa; ne time solicit and 

command my participation: ' 
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Si I'affirmation i1existe peut Otre retenuej 
ctest dans son unitd inddcomposable, en tant 
quIelle traduit d1une facon non seulement 
libre, mais assez infid6fe, une donnee 
initiale, qui est nonpas je pense, non pas 

I. I merae je vis, riais j1eprouve. (Ibid., p. 26. ) 

Assurement je puis - par un acte d'abstraction 
ddlibere - me saisir copae pur sentant; je 
ýuis -meme a partir de la conclure que Je suis, 
aI la. fapn cartesienne. !.., Iais lorsque je dis: 
j existe, je vise incontestablement quelque 

J# chose de plus; je vise obscurement ce fait 
que je ne suis pas seulement pour moi, mais 
que je me manifeste; - II vaudrait mieux, dire 
que je suis manifestd; le pre"fixe ex, dans -- 
exister, e5 tant qulil traduit un mouvement 
vers l1exterieur, et comme une tendance 
centrifuge, est ici*de la plus grande importance. 
Vexiste- cela veut. dire j'ai de quoi me faire 
connalitr; -ou reconnaitre'soit -car autrui, soit 
par moi-meme en tant que j'affecte pour moi une 
al; tdrite" dlemprunt; et tout ceci nlest pas 
separable du fait quIllil y'a mon corps". 

(Ibid. 9 p. 27. ) 

The fact that Being is in situation is q moveover, 
deterinined by the primitive body-self unity - , I, etre incarne! ', 

'the.. fundamental mystery which eludes the process of reflexion. 

This fundamental situation of my bodý is indeed the mani- 

festation of the nexus which binds me to the universe, "nexus 

de ma presence. au monde, mon corps nlAant. qUe ce nexus-rendu 

manifestell. (Ibia., P. 32. ) For it is by virtue of my 
incarnation in a body that I participate in other existences: 

I'mon. corps est le repere par rapport auquel se posent pour 

moi les existants, etq ajouterai-jej sletablit la demarcation 

entre existence et non-existence"; and according as I treat 

my body as mine'or, disrupting the unityl transfona it into 

.. 
an object, my participation. is or is not realised.. 
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In short, ihe fundamental situation of existel=e is the 

engagement'. by virtue of the body-self unity in a world of 

thin(ý, s and selves which transcend the self and whose presence 

is conditional on the maintenance of the bodily presence. 
_ 

And this situation is what is meant by-transcendence. I'Le 

propre de l1acte de transcendance pris dans son ampleur est' 

dldtre orieiite;. en langage phenome"nologiquet disons qulil 

c6pporte une intentionnalite, ". the latter definable as "une 

participationla une. realite' qui me 4eborde et mlenveloppe, 

sans que pourtant. en aucune maniere je puisse la traiter - 
It 

comme extdrieure a ce que je suis". (Ibid.,. p. 188. ) 

The transcendence manifest in this sitxiation is bound up 

with the spatial structure of the latter. Being-in-situation 

(lletre-en-situation) is placed at. the 11jonction de 

l1exteriorite et de ltinter ioriVe"I '(Ibid., p. 113. The 

definition of the spatial location o: t*a place is made in terms 

of. other points in space which serve as "points de repere! '. - 

Now the very fact that these latter pointsg external to the 

place in question, must enter into the definition of th6 

latter, is the formulated expression of a qualitative sense 

of direction at the heart of all spatial situations: 

Un lieu dAermine" se siýýe par rapport 7'a des 
reperes qui lui sont exterieurs: oui, sans 
doute, mais ;l faut ajouter que ces reperes, 
ces coordonnecs entrent dans l1enonce Gr, Rcce 
auquel Ce site se precise. Ici 1'emploi du 
Pronominal suffit en verite' a constituer ce 
quIon me permettra d'appeler un emplacement 
pour la reflexion ou, comme un dedans virtuel. (Ibid. ) 

What characterises spatial situation is precisely its 
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, ualitative essencev as opposed to mere local delimitation a 

in the world of objects. The prepositions or prepositional 

phrases "bet-a-ec rYI , "above" 'etc., express, when their 

implications are'analysedg this qualitative content: 'A.. - 
Une clairiere entre des arbres, une valle'e 
entre des montagnes; vivre dans cette 
clairiere, dans cette vallee, clest a nlen 
pas douter se trouver dans une- situation, ou 
meme a un carFefour de situations dont', le mot 
entre, -malgre les apparencesq nous-pre"sente 
dTja7un schameg sinon dynamiqueg tout au, 
moins pre dynamique. (Ibid. 9 p. 114. ) 

Therefore: 9 

Dwis tous les cas de ce genre, il convient 
dl^tre me e )thodiquement en garde contre 
11 

' 
abstraction sterilisante qui consiste a 

traiter la, place comme simple determination 
spatiale, et de reconna^lti; e comment elle 
devient situation qualifide. (Ibid. 9 pp. 114-15-Y 

Spatial situation is then by this qualitative sense of 

direction and purpose inseparable from a certain finality 

and intentionality: 

Maisq, ýtautre partg un hotel ne peut etre 
pense independamment d1une certaine finalite; 
il est destine a recevoir des voyaGeurs. 
Quand je dis que celui-ci est mal situe ,, je .* veux dire que ceux qui y habitent so4t. eposes 
de par sa. situation dans llespace precisement 
a Ztre incommodes par qeq bruits ou des odeurs 
universellement consideree. comme de'sagr6ables. 

(Ibid., p. 116. ) 

This intentionality is well expressed in French by the 

reflexive pronoun in the veýcb se situer. (Cf. Ibid. 9 p. 113. ) 

In short, it manifests transcendence, and this it does 

precisely because no situation in space is mere local 

determination but is the situation of and for an existing 
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subject. Beine-in-situation may, as transcendence and 

intentionality, be defined as Being "exposed to". "D'une 

facon generale, nous sommes en'droit., de dire que du-fa0ment 

oU llon est dans 11ordre du vivant, 6tre situe, clest ftre 

expose a... " (Ibid., p. 117. ) It is -dssentially -"permeable"- 

or 'loped' 

Lorsque je reflechis sur le fait que j! occupe 
une certaine place dans le monde, lorsque je 
m1applique ýL mettre ý nu ýe que recouvre mon 
eccdite" je suis conduit a reconnaitre que ma- 
condition de vivant fait de moi un etre non 
peulement soumis, comme cela va de soi, a des 
d4terminismes 

" objectivement reperablesq mais 
encore expose, ou, si llon veut, ouvert a une 
realite autre avec laquelle jI entre en quelque 
sorte en commerce. (Ibicl., p.. 119. ) 

The relation of the self to his body, which is the primitive 

I'Ieccehtbý', is itself spatial direction, transcendence and 

Itopennesdl. 

To conclude on this first point, "the essence of man is 

to be*in situatior2l, (IVid. p. 113):, and thi5 beine-in- 

situation expresses "beyond the opposition of the sub`ýect and 

the object", beyond all dualism, a cardinal iýnity of self 

with body and, through the #absolute mediatoVI of the body, 

vvith things and others. 
_ 

It is not located but exposed, 

participant, intehtionally'directed in the sense of trans- 

cendence. It expresses, in short, that "fundamental 

cohesior2l %Yaich Idealism has disrupted. 

--0 - 
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In a series oi important passages Marcel elucidates 

the character of the relation which binds the self vvith 

reality and the consciousness with other consciousnesses. 

This he does by way of a phenomenological analysis of the 

bhenomenon of "recep-tior2l and the act of- "receivinVI for, 

he'declares, his whole philosophy is bound up with the 

recognition of the "priorite mAaphysique du sentir, 'du 

je sens". (Ibid., pe 43. ) 

Generally speaking, receptivity-may be understood as a 
jhenomenon which at, one limit is mere passivity (pgtir)g at 

the other activity and self-production: 

En siýivant cette ligne de penseeg on sera 0' amene a reconnaitre que le terme de receptivite 
slappl Ve en realite a une sorte de clavier 
dispM entre des limites fort eloignees l'une 
d6 l1autre. L'une serait le p6tirg auquel je 

O'ýerais en. parlant de 1'empreinte recue me re 
par une cire molle; l1autre serait en refilite 
un don, * et meme en derniere' lyse un don de 

', 
ana 

so celui avi est implique dans l1acte 
d1hospitalite. (Ibid., p. 123. ) 

But closer 6malysis shows'that reception cannot be equated 

with pure passivity. This is seen in sensation itself 

where there is presuppo6ed the interiority bf a consciousness 

whose active reception of the affective phenomena constitutes 

sensation: 
Si nous reflech; ssons profond4ment aux implica- 
tionEý d1un donne quelconque - du fait dle'tre 
donne, "des Gegebenseynsg" - pus voyons bien 

.4 que lle: kteriorite qui caracterise ce rapport, 
en admettant que clen soit un, suppose une 
inte(riorite essentielle, clest-a-dire la 
conscience elle-m6ke, (Ibid. j p. 38. 

On this point the Sensationalism 6f Condillac is easily 

refutable: 
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Certes, jo no suis, ou du moins je ne me 
saisis corame Aant - qula condition de 
sentir; ot llon peut admettre ausslque 
sentir, clost recovoir; mais il faudra 
aussitot spicifier que recevoirl ici, clest 
mlouvrir, et par consequent me donner; ýien 
pluýft que ce nlest subir une action 
eXterieure. (Ibid., p. 123. ) 

In actual factq theng reception is essentially 

intentional in character: ' it presupposes'an-active and 

%rilling, movement- of the mind or self to. vrards the reality 

it adiiits into participation with itself mid whose pres-ence 

it aspires to as an end. "Je poserai en princlpe qulon ne 

peut parler de reception et, 'par conse'q'uentg de receptivite** 

qulen fonction d1une certaine pre-affectation ou pre- 

orclination. 11 (Ibid., p. 120.. ) It may be. described as an 

a: ct of "hospitality, or admission to the 11 chez soil' or 

"zone qualifigel which constitutes the self and its -spatial 

"ambiance" or "area' piarc, el employs the English term). 

"Recevoir-clest admettre ou accueill# chez soi-quelqulun 

du dehors. "'(Ibid. 9 p. 41. ) "Slil en est ainsig nous' 

devrons dire que recevoirl clest'introduire l1autret 

lle/tranger, dans cette zone qualifie"o et lladtýettre en 

quelque sorte ay participer. 11 (Ibid., p. 42. ) Reception 

is, t#eng equivalent to a "don de so: V1 whereby the reality 

of selves and things is invited to participate in the zone 

or "Plenituddl of the self's immediacy, which is his spatio- 

temporal subjectivity and Vvhich the guest is invited to share: 

Il ne slaGit pas en effet ici, ýe combler un 
vide avec une pre'sence etranr, 3ere, mais de 
: Caire participer l'autre a une certaine 
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certaine plenitude. Donner 
cles-I. - vraiirlent communiquer ýa 
chose de soi. (Ibia. , 

5.123. ) 

to, chxracterise t-Ae intricate type 

of relaýj-ioiis. aips -ýAiich selves entertain in the personal 

universe: a tyl,,, e of "recariti-ovl vvtich is both a process of 1) 

receivLri-ý a,,. -id a p-rocess of gpiving, a 11 call" and. -a "response" , 

and. %which is the condition as well as the medium of self- 

realisation and self-creation. It is most easily grasped 

V"0 

in the phexiomenon of'artistic creation, vjhere we see at its 

e clearest the llzý. ystere initial et en son --urefonds impenetrable 

de la Inaissance au reel"t, (lbid. ), that is the junction and 

union of passivity and activity, of what is received from 

without and %-fhat is Civen from within: 
^N L'artiste slapp=ait a lui-mOze alimentue/par 

cela m6me qulil tente dlincarner; en lui se 
realise ainsi a la limite I leatification ic 
du recevoir et du donner... monrae intermediaire 
eri. tre le clos et llouvert, entre'llavoir et 
lletre, et d9nt mon corps ap-ox., alt ne'cessaire- 
ment- coame le symbole ou le noyau materialise. 

(lbia., 13.124. ) 
The structure of -the universe of I)ersonal relationships 

can be Grasped only by analysin6 the c! ontent of what IMIarcel, 
has called the "areW. The area, if we grasp his meaning, 

is the spatio-temporal locus of the self's i=ediacy: the 

point , where transcendence and immanence meet in the core of 

self-hood, vfaere the transcendent being energrises, is 

realised and made manifest in the body-self datum of 

immediate rmparience. 

lillexcel beGins to analyse this content by way of a 
discussion of the meaning of I'slappartenir, 19 'Ila re'alite 
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It NA 

He finds concrete qui m1unit a moi-memd'- (Ibid., P. 59) 
that such a relation is unthinkable without a "duality": 

Si, par De Talap. ýartienst j1entenas Je suis 
coL. ý2table d. e Ct cette identification 

ne se. lafsse pas ef.,., ectlýcr sans un Slissement 
apprecial:. )le de la panseeg - je suis amene a 

J nenser que to e si JI (ýtaj s deux ut se passe conTra. 
colir-, ie s-, -jI et of. - sp ar exemple- A -1 afo is aýi n6 et 1e 
caaet de moi-m3llme (ilimagine ici deux freres 
orphelins dont 11L aurait la charge de llautre. ) 
(1bid. 7 p. 60). 

4 
Of'course, this tauality's must not 'be thought of asa 

dualism, as the relation of myself to a self treated Esa 

"he" or as an object, but as a type of relation where, within 

the duality2 a superior unity is incarnated. None the 

less, the relation of the "I" to the "Mysel-C" is unthink- 

able apart from this 11 dymorphisme de basol ,' un dymorphisme 

de base, qýitil ne faut dlailleurs pas substantialiser, 

mais comprendre bien plutOt dans sa valeur fonctio=elle. 11 

(Ibid., P. 65) In a word, the datum of self-consciousness 

is revelatory of a transcendent: the self is a "dyadic 

relation! ' vrith respect to an essentia 1 self vfaich transcends 

the sel-P of consc: Lousness. 

This dyadic structure is well brought out if vie 

consider the type of consciousness of the "anarchistM. 

The anarchist is the individual who denies this "duality", 

this transcendent self within 
ý. im; who declares he "belonGs" 

to nothing, who recognises repponsibility to nothing, 

I 

not even to himself: 
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11 serable quo la formule dans la bouche ae 
I wiarchiste ait unc port4e exclusivement 
iie, 'atJ ve; elle siCnifie: je n1appartiens 
a i)ersonne, nul individu, nulle coi=unaut4 
n1a le moindre droit stir moi. lei, dire 
raoi, clest dire on verite nersonne autre; 
I-c-contenu i-aoi se determine 

_par cez'ce 
e-.,: c'I-usi, Dn et nor, point autrement. (! bid., pp. 61-2. ) 

If and vfhen he af f inas 11 je n' appartiensP , then 11 je n' appar- 

tiens est une affirmation qui se detruiau-__ ell e-raeme , parce que 

ýe nlest plus que la no'gation do tout contenu saisissable en, 

general (Ibid. . PP. 63-4. ) "Wou a llinte'zieur meme de 

sa penseel-une. dualite qui ne saurait etre resolue puisquIelle 

nlest meme pas apprehendee. " (Ibid., P. 62. ) 

Moreover , the anarchist is and must be the prey of a 
I temporal "instantaneisme". For, by his refusal to recognise 

a transcendent essence of self, he thereby denies the value 

of past and future, whose determination of the present is 

the condition of that transcendent self's realisation. He 

is the prey of momentary impulse and, caprice. - At the 

extreme 1 imit, if we could imaSine an ideal, "pure" anarchist, 

he would be without self-consciousness. And- therein lies 

the point of contact between self-consciousness and the moral 

conscience: 

Si nous imaUinons un 6tre enti6rement 13-vre"'a 
ses imp 

. Lulsions et a ses caprices, et ne vivant 
que dans Ilinst-ant, il ne somble pas cue nous 
pu: ssions lui appliquer ceette cli stinc-6ion sauf 
d? "ý 1 une f acon t.. -eorique ou. nominale; il se pout "L , dlailleurs - et cc sorait 'a exarainer - que ce 

ea n soit I plun cas-limite et qui se situerait N a la frontiere de l1lituiain: le cas dlun. ei-re depourva de toute conscience. Peut-6tre 
saisissons-nous ici la signification Profonde de ce mot de conscience, peut-etre disc=-nons- 
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nous comment slopOre la jonction de la conscience 
: psycholoGiquo et de la conscience faorale. 

(Ibid. 9 61. ) 

The m-i. arclaist-2 the exý-, reme of individuzilism, is the mani- 

festation of ar,. extreme 11 self- deif i cation" "Au centre d1un 

anarchi. sme conseque. -Lit, on trouve une deification de soi qua. 

le plus souvent ne slavoue point. " (Ibid., p. ' 62. ) In him 

we see the loGýical aboutissement of a philosophy of "autonom, 711: 

Le principe legislateur ou nomothetique ne, 
- se confond en re, ýýlite que verbalement avec __ le moi ou le soi dont il semble ciulon veuille 

proclamer Ilindependance. (Ibid., p. 64. ) 

The principle of 11autonom3? 11 exalted by 11-ant, experienced by 

a self iVaich, as vie have said previously, seems to be outside 

time and therefore outside the sphere vfaere ends and purposes 

. may be realised, is perhaps, in Idarcel's view, at the root of 

this type of arrogant individualism,,. -. and "anthropocentrisme": 

On ne ,, 
le clira, je crois, jamais trop fortement 

la revolution copernicierme accom-plie par Xant 
risquait de degenerer et a QsAd'"rie en fait 
chez beaucou-, -) dlesprits en un anthro-Docent-ripme , du second. deý-re qui ne pre(sentait pas 11ingenuite 0 de llant-'=opocentrisme traditionnel, et ou 
11orguoil de la raison ne trouvo pas son 
contrepoids d. --is l1affirnation theocentrique 
de la souverainete' divine. (I: býd., p. 45. ) 

But, and here 11,11arcel has noted, indeed, a paradox výhich 

never fails to strL',, e the onlooker, so powerful is the urGe 
to transcendence even in the most subjective of individualists, 

the very failure to reco-nise a transcendent self endowed 

with deeply felt ends and aims leaves such a void that the 

individual is obli6ed to ere-ate a substitute in the form of 
purely abstract revolutionary ideals of truth, justice and 
humanity - he becomes the slave of ideoloLýZr: 
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'y 
.% ml 

.., 'ais- par la le sons du je pLI) rtiens se 
Urouvera radicalo-mont tY7jns-. LL'ori., id; 'J.: T sera 
touts p-. c%s ae passer dans son contraire, aans 

je ne ml ap:? artiens pas" jI ap---lart-Jens par 
exe, xple 'a tolle Idee (a -la justice, a` la 
výr-Lýo , etc. ). (ibid ., p. 63. ) 

To return to the main topic of the dyad. The t e= , 

eiaploYed serves to stress that the relationship 'isýone of a 

duality ýrzithin a unity: ... ne -devra-t-on pas dire que ce 

1dymorphisme presuppose necessairement une unite qui le rend 

, ossibleL? 11 (Ibid.., P. 65. ) "o It is a type of primal relation- 

ship or 11-parent-ell, in this not differing, as we shall see, 

from the relationship of self to other selves vfhose-unity and 

equilibrium aerive from a sentiment of charity unitinG the 

members in loving acceptance of an authorit-j iYaich makes no 

oppressive claim - as between the 11 allne, " and "cadet" of a 

f auily: 
4f Ula Cquilibre stable est ici realise 3? our 

autant: 10 que la distinction du cadet et 
de 11 aa'ne" est ef f ective , C, ' est-a-dire cue 
I'aa"ne assume une autorite; 20 que ceite 
autiori've est reconnue par le cadet. (ibid., P. 61. ) 

In short, what we have is a unity within multiplicity, or 

multiplicity, r-rithin unity. 

Thereby vie nay perceive tha: t the content of the 11 cite- 

cellule" located in the aroa of the self's immediacy is not 

yet f ully wtalysea or eýchausted. For tho self is there in 

rellation not only vdth 
i 

self but with other solves: 

ý-.. il est d1ailleurs possiblp que cette 
relation pUisse 6tre regardee comme plu--al- i0able, clest-a-dire qulil m1existe pas de 
rapport familial. ou hunain qui no puisse etre f reconnu sous une 'Lorne transposceA llintdrieur 
de la cite-cellule que je constitue avoc moi- 
m6me. (Ibid., P. 64. ) 
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The self's immediacy is, indeed, a "city-cell'! wherein is 

located a EluralitZ of persons bound in an initial unity. 

Uith the self others are also given in a "presence globale". 

We have already discussed the, implications of the statement 

made by t1he child offering flowers: II. Clest moi qui les ai 

cueillies, " to show how there is implied therein not only 

the positing of a self but, as the, necessary accompajaiment, 

and even condition of this, the positing of an IIotheVI or 

"others-, claimed as "witnesses": 

.1 On., ne saurait, je crois, trop insister sur la 
presence de l1autre, ou, plus exactement des 
autres, qui est impliquee dans cette affirma- 
tion:. clest . 203. quJ.... Il y a, d1une part, 
l9s exclus -. auxqaels tu dois te"Garder de 
penser, il y a; d1autre part, ce toi auquel 
l1enfant sladresse et qutil prend a* temoin. 

(H. V. p. 16. ) 

In the self-i=ediacy we encounter a phenoýnenon of "inter- 

subjectivity,. To posit the self is simply to "confer an 

accent" on some particular aspect of this global plural realm: 

Si cette analyse est exacte dans son ensemble, 
il faudra voir dans ce. que jappelle moi, non 
pas du tout une realite isolable, que ce soit 
un (ý14`ment ou uu principe, mais un accent que 
je conf(ýre, non pas, bien entendu, bý mon 
e: q)erience dans sa tota-lite, mais ý, telle 
portion ou tel aspect de cette experience que 
j1entends sauvegarder particulierement contre 
telle atteinte ou telle infraction possible. 

(Ibid., pp. 18-19. ) 

Any final localisation of the self is false and deceptive. 

It is impossible except in objective thought. to assir. n to 

it precise frontiers: "Clest en ce sens quIon a souvent, 

juste titre, fait ressortir lliiapossibilite et a qu I il ya 

a assigner a ce moi des frontieres pre"cises. 11 (Ibid., p. 19. ) 
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In that deceptive localisation is one of the sources of 

"dread" as 11 self- encumberment, ' - born of the "contradiction 

entre le tout que j 'aspire 'a posse/der, 'a mlannexcer, ou meme, 

si absurdo quo cc soit, a monopoliser - et la conscience 

obscure de cc rien, de cc neant que jiý_. suis malgre tout, * 
(Ib-, 1d. j p-20. ) And this explains the impossibility of 

answerin-,,, the question: * "who am' IT' For I am at one and 

the same time aI plendtudell and a "neant". I am only by 

virtue Of the f act that I am given, vrith what is , 'in a sense 

not me and yet is me; that is a transcendent reality of 

myself and other selves: 
_ 

... cer, encore une fois, je ne peux rien 
af firmer de moi-meme qui soit authentiquement 
moi-meme; r3. erL non plus qui soit permanent, 
ri en qui so it a, 11 abri de 

" 
la critique et de la 

duree. DIOU' ce besoin ePerdu de la confirma- 
tion per le dehors, par l1autre, ce paradoxe 
en vertu duquel clest de l1autre et de lui 
seul ciulen fin de con-pte le moi le plus centre" 
sur lui-m8me attend son investit-ure. (Ibid. g. p. 20. ) 

Le moilleur ae moi ne m1appartient pas, je n1en 
suls wacunement prop ridtair-c , mais seulemeiit 
depositaire. (Ibid., p. 23. ) 

Ilarcel aimself quotes as an illustration of this inter- 

subjective comnunication of selves a passaGe from his play: 

Un Quatuor en Pa aie", ze, where by the intermediary of music 
the two principal characters, Claire and RoGer, come to 

understand the character of their relationship and to a 

reconciliation. Ro-er is Claire's second husband, brother 

of Stephane, her first husband, whom she had divorced for 

infid6lity. At the moment of illumination procured by the 

music they both -suddenly Grasp that they are, linked by this 
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co=on communion vith Ste'phanee, and Claire in particular 

that she loves Roeýer not only as himself but as his brother: 

AA% C. Toi-mome... lui-meme... Ou commence une 
/'ý Ct personnalite. oNait bien toi tout, de 

i, --, C! ae; ne crois-tu pas que chacun de 
nous so r. rolonGe dans tout ce qulil 

11 ya co=o une douceur. dans cette pensee. 
C. - Son6e: c1dtait bien toi malgrý tout. 

et R. - Et pourtant c" ait lui... (R. I. P. 520 

It must, of course, -be stressed that this theory of the 

self Is : the contrary of a mere indeterminism and, above all, 

of a I-Jonism: vie know and are conscious of our self and other 

selves as multiple, individual "persons" vithin the-unity or 

inter. subjectivity. But vie are, in the presence-of a 

I'mystery" I for this knowledGe is one with the experience of 

being. I am and the others are, and in being myself I know 

it. ',. rnat vie cannot- ansiver is: llvfao or what am I; " for 

this disrupts the content of experience and deGrades the 

I'mysteryl into a llproble,.,, rill. But nothing is further from 

,, I. arcells vieiv than to interpret the "intersubjectivityl as 

a sort of world Geist. 

- 0- 0- 

Vie turn now to examine within the field of existence 

and self-realisation the modes and conditions of partoicipa- 

tion 'Petaeen selves. First and foremost is the relation of 

self to the essential self. in existence, the attitude of 

self to self is one-of I'disponibilit6l, that is a state of 
"Charity towards myself, '. Such an attitude is inseparable 
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from the recoGnition oL - the transcendence of self to self. 

The relation of self to LVsolf in existpnce is not one of 

mere causal mechanism; it is the relation of someone who 

posits his sell' as endowed with certain ends and purposes 

which constitute its essence'and ifho, by his acts, realises 

these ends and, so doing, this essential self: 

'aJ Lfý', is la plus simple reflexion montre que c6tte 
mecanique est inWvitablement au servic6 de 
certeines fins ciulil m1appartient de poser, 
et qui ne seront telles que parillacte par - lequel je les reconnais et les etablis. (H. V. P. 30. ) 

"Disponibilitd"- is such a relationship: it is unthinkable 

except in terms of 2ersonal creation. Indeed the relation- 

ship is experienced and made manifest in the "person! ' , who 

exists only by-virtue of such final, purposive action aiming 

by fidelity at realising transcendent ends immanent vdthin it: 

L. 
A 1% 

letre disponible sloppose a celui qui est occupe 
ou encombre de lui-me'me. Il est au contraire 
tendu hors de soi,, tout prSt a se consacrer a 
une cause clu.;,, le depasse, -i-naiS (julen m6)ne temps 
il fait sienne. Et ici clest llidee de 
creb. tion, de puissance et de fidelite creatrice 
qui slimpose a nous. (Ibid.., 31. ) (1) 

Personality is, -at bottom, a "work, of art"; it is self- 

creation and, as in artistic creation, the work tVanscend3 

the artist even although it is only by his action that it is 

(1) It is of interest to recall that Coleridge relates self- 
consciousness to fidelity in the sarae manner. "It appears then, that even the very f irst step, that the ini, - on of 4-4 ajv--3 the process, the becominG conscious of a conscience, partakes 
of the nature of an act. It is an act in and by vfhicla vre take upon ourselves an , allegiance, and consequently the 
obligation. of fealtyj and this fealty or fidelity implyinr, ' the power of beinG unfaithful, it is the first and fundamental 
sense of Faith. " (Aids to Reflection, p. 343. ) 
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brouF_ht Into existence: 

Comm ent ne pas recor-na2tre que la personne ne 
Se laisse pas concevoir on dehors de llacte 
par 1equel elle se cree, mais en miýmre temps 

.1 que pette creation se suspend en quelque 
rtaniere a un ordre clui la de". passO (Ibid. I P. 31. ) 

Personality, therefore, manifests transcendence: it is. not 

"something there, but a constant depassement: the person is 

and cannot affirm he is-except in terms of a transcendent 

being which he is not but brings intO existence by his act: 

il ne semble pas a la rigueur quIelle puisse 
affirmer delle-meme: je suis. Elle 

'se saisit 
bien moins comme etre que comme volonte de 
depasser ce que tout ensemble elle est et elle 
nlest pas, une actualite dans laquelle elle se 
sent a*, vrai dire engagee ou implique"ej mais 
qui ne la satisfait pas: qui nlest pas a la 
mesure de l1aspiration aveo laquelle elle 
slidentifie. Sa devise nlest pas sum, mais 
sursum. (Ibia. , p. 32. ) 

Ce cue j'ai voulu dire, clest simplement que 
la personne ne serealise que aans llacte par 
lequel elle tend a slincarner (dans une oeuvre, 
dans une action, dans llensemble d1une vie). (Ibid. ) 

Personality is, then, the expression of a relationship of 

self to an essential self which is transcendent to it-and 

vInich is both the principle and the final cause of its 

activity: 

ýwýce. cju I elle participe de la plenitude 
"' elle e"mane. J. nepuisable de lletre d1ou 

La est la raison profonde pour laquelle 
il est impossible de penser la personne 
ou lI ordre personnel sans penser en meme 
temps ce qui est au del& d'elle et de . 

1. uit 

I jui 
, 
pre une rcalite*'sulor-a-i, )ersonnell-e cs ide 

toutes ses initiatives, qui est a la fois 
son principe et sa fin. (Ibid., pp. 32-3. ) 

This definition of the relationship of self to self in 
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excistence suffices to brinU out its identity with the process 

of self-realisation. And, as such, its inseparability from 

spatio-temT poral process. "Disponibilitef" indeed necessitates 

both that llpa: ýiencc envers . -oi-memell which, as ive have seeng- 

is'dependent on renderinG operative'past and future in the - 

present; and on the maintenance of that "distance and 

proximiýyll with regard to the self whiCh characteris6s 

spatial presentation: 

Liais tout coci nlest possible et ne garde 
M^ , que la "' sont rAlisees en emeun sens ou 
soi et par rapport soi a la fois la 
distance et la proxi ite qui d4finissent 
l1acte de ch-ariie pris en lui-m6me. (R. I. p. 66. ) 

Finally, such a relationship, defined as I'd-isponibilitell 

and "charity towards oneself" transcends, of course, the 

dualism of objective experience. It is "charity" precisely 

because the essential self is treated as a reality which, 

although it transcends jnyýelfq'is myself'because it comes 

into existence* only in and by my act': because I am towards 

it 'as towards somethinE; which is under my protection, a "seed 

which I have to bring to f ruitioV, (Ibid. ), such a type of 

experience as may be expressed in the form: 11je suls sous 

Lia garde ou sous ma propre tutelle. 11 (Ibid., P. 60. ) 

In short, such an intricate, immediate relationship is 

conditional on the self Is *being treated as a 11 thoiV I not as 

an object. Such an objective treatment may be adopted vrith 
the consequent disrupting of the personal relationship of 

self to self. It may take two forms: either self-love or 
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self-hate, both of which are forms of "indisponibilitel, 

Both attitades convert the self into an object divorced 

frora the self and the self's activity. Thereby, they 

produce an "anxiety" which is at once an effect of this 

loss of self-creative power and a cause, 
-, 
Of its continued 

loss and which results in the complete paralysis'of personal 

effort: 
I Cette anxiAet clest le souci comme ronseur, 

comme Ae'u)6nt paralysant-, 71-TE Vient arr8ter 
t(ýus les elans, toutes les initiatives 
genereuses., . Ce qulil faut bien voir, clest 
que anx , 

ýete ou le souci peut se resorber 
dans un etat d1inertie intWrieure au sein - 
duquel le monde est vecu comme stagnation, 
co=e putreseence. -(Ibid., pp. 76-7. ) 

Now the personal relationship established in existence 

between self and self and manifest in self-realisation and 

"personality" has for its condition, even more than its 

accompaniment, communion with "others". For if'the "person! ' 

is created by an activity which realises a transcendent self, 

acting as its "principle and its end" by virtue of the 

primitive -lintersubjectivity", the final cause of such 

activity is a transcendent self in communion with other 

selves and given with it. So that the very condition of 

personal destiny is'not only self-creation and self-realisation 

but throuGh and by them the realisation of and participation 

in other selves: 
tI Ir Lla jiberte ne peut en v6rite, nous l1avons vu 

de*'jal slaffirmer jusqulau bout, quIen 4pousant 
ma destin4e personnelle, bien loin de pre endre 
la survoler. Mais d'autre part, cette destinele 

'elle-meme ne se creuse, ne slapprofondit qu'a 
CO. ndition de slouvrir aux autres. (Ibid., p. 46. ) 

,I 
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... pour la pensee chre/tienne, il ne saurait 
Y av-0-It do salut individuel au sons privatif 
et atomiclue de ce mot. (Ibid., p. 67. ) 

11 I. hus "dis-nonibilite" is above all a state where the self is 

viewed or experienced not only as the 11 gerr2l of. the individual 

personality but as "un point d'affleurement-possible du 

4 spirituel ou meme du divin dans le monde'. (Ibid., p. 66. ) 

Existence, theng is the field of a'nexus of, perbonal 

relationships and participationswhose individual, and 

particuiar realis'ations are mutually interdependent. The 

process of sel: C-creation is at one and the same time a 

process of other-, creation, if we may use such. a term. 

IJarcel institutes several phenomenological investigations 

bearing upon the relation of self to others ih existence, all 

of which lead to the unveiling of a similar mode of 

presentation. 

First, the phenomenon of "appartenance". In what way 

may a-self be said to "belong"to another self. * When the 

affirmation is made: 11je mlappartiens, " the meaning is 11je 

t1ouvre un credit illimite", tu feras de moi ce que ta 

voudras, je me donne a toV. It is essentially a "don de 

soil'. or. an "appel". But it is inseparable from the 

"reponsell vfaich is comprised in the affirmation of the other 

self: 11tu mlappartiens. 11 Of course, these affirmations may 

be made, on the plane of Objectivity, but then they constitute 

no longer a '. 'call" and a "responsell but serve to define the 

attitude of a self which gives itself as a 11thing. 11 to be 

disposed of. There is then no intimate relation, of mutuality 
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and interdependence, no gift of self, no charitable and 

loving acceptance. There is no I'disponibilite/11 on either 

side. 

A secon(I phenomenon bearing out this structure of self- 

others commini cation is admiration. H! Pre Marcel is 

supplemonting Schelerlsstuay of sympathy. Admiration is 

essentially transcendence: I'll est tout*a fait certain que 

le propre de I'admiration est'de nous arracher d'abord a** 
A 

nous-memes... 11 ya la d'ailleurs un des fondements du 

realisme. " (Ibid. I P. 68. Moreover, it too manifests a 

similar type of mutual participation. On the one hand it 

is an irruption! ' a revelation! ' of something: 1 admiration 
"le a noas. 11 (Ibid. ) est liee au fait*que quel. que chose se reve 

It is therefore an 11 appell, a call from another self; ''On 

the other hand, it is a "response" to this 11appel" springing 

from the depths of one's-being - "une re'action venue du 

trefonds". 

This mutual creativity of admiration is borne out by 

the consideration of the negative incapacity to admire. The 
I latter has its source in a I'lancinante preoccupation de soi" 

an "indisponibilitell or "spiritual atonv,, I which accompanies 

self-absorption. For on such a self the "irruption" or the 

"call" has no effect and can induce no "response": 

... cette irruption ne pout se, produire, qulau sein. 
d1un etre qui ne forme pas avec lui-meme un 
systeme clos, hermetive, dans lequel rien de 
nquf no pout plus penetrer. (Ibid. ) 

II 

,I 

* The subject is divorced from the other and ca-a consider him 
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only in comp arinon with his ovn self: whereas the essence 

of a(lairation is to be, absolute, prior to any comparison: 

11 achAration, pour autant clu I elle se laisse 
t-oaduire sous forme de jugement, est precis6ment 
llc-, ffirmat-ion d1une superlorite non pas relative, 
ia, als absolue. 

Cc nlest que paýr, un mouvemenýi ' reflexe que Je 
peux etre ýmene a me penser par rapport a cet 
absolu et a mlincluieter de la position clue 
j1occupe par rapport a lui. (Ibid., p..,, 69. ) 

To resume, then, the personal relationships obtained in 

existence are mutually interdependent: they constitute an 

intricate, mystical complex of "calls" and "responsev, as 

between 11: 01 a-ad 11thov, and "thou" and "thou". This*mutual 

and mystical connexion of personal substances can'only be 

broken up by the conversion of the "thou" into the "he" or 

I'substitut de l1autre", as illustrated in the characters of 

Proust. Such is the, price paid for man's "moral egocentrisn2l. 

The universe of personal relations is only upheld when * 

man refuses to see in his self the "repaire de lloriginalitel 

and eýTeriences it rather as the focal point of mysterious 

presences, as e. ssentially the realm of "don-0 rdhich are and 

yet are not. himself; when he realises that the task set his 

seýf in this world is to assist those substances to achieve 

their destiny as persons and that, in so doing and only by so 

doing, can his own self be affirmed and it too brougý, ht to 

plenitude of beinG: 

Pour mieux le comprendre, il faut faire inter- 
venir ici la notion injustement discred-itee 
des dons. - Le. bieillcur de moi'ne mlappartient 
pas, je nlen-suis aucunemenýt proprietaire, 
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; pitaire.... 131 je les mais soulemont depqp 
regarde comme un depot que Qe suis tenu 
de faire fructifier, clest-a-aire au I-ona 
cor-une Ile-c. pression alun appel qui m1a, ete 
I. -a, ice ou meme parfois d1une question qui 

lei 'L ott, posee, Je ne sonGerai pas*a'mlen 
onorGueillir ot a paraaer devant autrui, 
clest-a: --aire encore une fois, devant moi- 
-A 'flechir, il nly a riemo. !, ' ai sa bien y re 
rien eii moi qui no puisse ou ne doive etre 
rer,, arde comme don. -PI est pure fiction - 
d' ima6iner, un moi preeýcistant auquel ils 
auraient etd confere"s en vertu d1un certaiii -- 
dro r0em ites 

, it ou en etributi nd er 
prealablement posse(de's. (H. V. p. '23. 

For the individual personality can be realised only in 

conjunction with the realisation of other selves, by an 

"engagement" or "fidelity" towards a transcendent which 

englobes the self and others: 

Jo-mlaffirme comme personne dans la mesure 
ou jassume la responsabilite de ce que je 
fais-et de ce que je dis. I'lais devant qui 
suis-De ou me reconnais-je-responsable? Il 
faut re-Oondre que je le suis conjointement, 
devant moi-meme et devant autruil et que 
cotte conjonctionest*preciseMeiat caracter- 
istique de l1en-aGement personnel, (julelle U est la marque propre de la'personne. (ibid., p. 26. ) 

Responsibilit-j is but another namef or "fideliV, , the 

instrument of self-realisation. It implies a temporal 

immediacy where the present assumes responsibility fOr past 

andfuture. But such a present instinct 'with responsibility 

contains a reference not only to past, present'and future of 

the self but to those of all the selves who have accompanied 

the self in its existence. It Geathers i; _D 
in itself all the 

I 
"appels" heard on its way, atid in the. sudden miraculous 

immediacy of the "instant" some such "call" may and does by 
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its insistence d6mand its "resp6nsell and work upon the 

subject its mysterious ways for his salvation, reclaiming 

and self- coia Drehens ion: 

Disons encore q:, -ie 
je tends a mlg-firmer 

corwaic personne dans la mesure ou, assumant 
la resl)ons, -: bil,. ite` de mes actes, je me 
conporte co=e un &tre reel, participant "a 

une certaine societe reelle (et non pas 
comme un rcveur Tai detiend-rait le singulier 
pouvoir. do modifier sesre^Ves, mais sans 1 .0 
avoir a se demander si cette moan-fication so 

1 qu e oU' ropercute dans llau-aela' hypothet. 
existent --les autres). No- 

' Lis pourrions aire 
encore, et du meMe point do vue, que je 

. mlaffirme com:, ae personne dans la mesure ou 
je croas reellement a Ilexisten. ce des autres 
et ou" cette croyance tend a informer ma 
conduite. (Ibia., p. 27. ) 

The self is bound irrevocably in a chain: "Personne - 

engasement - commlinaute realite. " (Ibid. ), The destiny of 

the - individual depends on his capacity to 11 give himself to 

become I'disponiblelf or open to such Ilappels", "Une aptitude 

a se donner a ce qui se prelsente et *a* se lier par ce don, " 

and in pro-portion as it denies and distorts this "intime 

connexi6rL. entre ce qui est de moi et ce qui est de l1autre", 

it loses substance and"inclines towards death". (Ibid., 

p. 29. ) 

So at the bot"Com of all self-realisation is this 

intimacy . 'vitli the plural universe of other selves, and this 

again depends on the ir: Llial intimacy wit'la the body: 

De meme q: qlil est do non essence on tant que 
vivant dletre on situation$ il ost de Ilessence 
0.0 mon corps en tant que mien dletre la 
sub-staxice de llepreuve ciui est a la let-tre 
cons'l; itutive de moi-meme, 

(ffisqulau 
torme jo 

s=ai ou ne serai point. -I. P. 136. ) 
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It must here be recallea that Marcel Is personalism is 

bound*up vrith the conviction thcat meta-psychical phenomena 

play an activo role. _r1e appeals to his -ovm experience (he 

has been rý-Jftued %,, jith certain meaiumistic powers as he relates; 

cJ. L'. R. I. 47-8). He believes that the present may become 

the focal point of presences or "appels" from past or futures 

transcending temporal succession, and, transcending space, 

from distant selves, or from beyond. the grave itself. 'Faere 

exist such ex-periences, he believes, and they cannot be 

accounted f or merely on a theory of the subconscious mind; 

they are essentially , invocations,, and have the power to 

accomplish "une certaine transformation interieure, ou encore 
I un afflux mysteraeux, une pacification ineffable".. His 

plays abound in such e)Teriences illustrating such transforma- 

tive action, as in the play already quoted, the Quatuor en Fa 

dieze. 

Taken as a whole, his universe is out and . out 

personalistic; it -is a drama of mysterious, sudden 
participations apprels" and reponses" , of rautual and 
interreleceýd creativity. 

- 

Like all personalist philosophers, Gabriel 1. -, arcol has 

been much preoccupied by the problem of the family. In 

Le !. ýY stere familial we have a lengthy and fascinatinG study 
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of tho ontoloGical siCvnificance of the family which 

illustrates a&mirab. ly his personalipt theories. 

TI-rie 'Ln,. L-. ily is essentially a I'myster: rl , an example of 

11 incarnatioiV : 

... Ilacte ir2inlmeirc i., lyoteriauy. ll, ýar lequrbl 
une essence prond corps, acto qu4 ae, ýjýý 

. . P.., i la medita- orD. 'r, "allisor autour ae so tion dlun Platon, et do, ryý les philosophes 
modernes ne tendent 'a' detourne-r lour attention 
). ue dans la mesure ou q ZL ils ont perdu la grace 
essentielle de llintelligence, qui est cello 

- do llemerveillement. (H. V. P. 97. ) 

If I elucidate *t. Us mystery, the., is my situation as member 

of a family, I recognise that I am linked vrith my fýmily as 

a 11 response" to an 11 appeall, : 

la re`pop; ýe au double appel, que 
sont jetes dans 11inc I 

he 
', onnu et ' quo sans slen%douter ils ont lance au dela 

dleux-Taemes, a une puissance incomprehensible 
qui ne sle-., cp; ime quIen donnant la vie. Je 
suis cette reponse dabord informe, mais qui 
-Tr 

.,. )eu ý-^peu, ý lesure quIelle slarticulera, se 
connaitra elle-meme comme re"ponse et co=, e juGement. (! bid., pp. 98-9. ) 

T aTa placed within a reality which constitutes an "amont de 
moi-meme, '?, linked to a nexus of persons by a complex of 

relat-4ons both terk-joral and spatial: 

Clen est assez cependant pourqUe, suivant - 
cc fil ombilicall de mes antoceýents tem-porels, 
je voie so former devant roi et pourtant eZi 
arri'dre de ma vie un reseau indefini quil a la 
limite7 serait peut-etre coo:, ". 'tensif au Genre humain lui-mellae. (! bid., pt 99. ) 

Relations which are not strictly causal but constitute 

veritable "occult realities": 

... entre mes ascendants et moi, il doit 
exister iAne relation infiniment plus obscure 
et plus intime, j'ai part a eux comme ils 
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ont part a moi - dans llinvisible; ils me 
sont, je leur suis - consubstantiels. (Ibid. ). 

Here then 6s a primary tf situationt, or "engagement" J 

Par cot ensemble inextricable ae rappor-ts 
eu do pros. pntiments se aofinit le I-Vstere 
: ýali'LliaL OU Jo suas engarr 

% ge par le fait meme 
quo jo suis: a I'articulation d1une 
--t-ructure dorýt. je no discerne que les 
premiers lineaments, d1un senýiment qui 
module entre 11intime et le metaphy sique - 
et du sernent consenti ou refuse par 1equel 
je suis appele" a faire mien le voeu diffus 
qui est comme le centre de fomentation 
maSique, de mon. existen(ýe personnýlle. Tel - 
ost mon site, a moi creature jetee en ' ce 
t'LL-aulte, telle est Mon insertion en ce monde 
impOIIA"rable. (Tbid., pp. 99-100. ) 

. It is -precisely the loss of this conscýousness of "my 
ý. 

situatiod' which explains the dissolution of the family* in 

modern times. At'its root there is a phenomenon'of 

11decroyance! ' bound up with an individualism which has lost 

el the 11sens du sacr/1 and comes to see'in the family relation- 

ship*a mere contingency. 

, Jhat has been lost is the knowledge that the family is 

a "value, ' and a "presence". A value, in that it demands an 

act of recognition and fidelity; a certain "fiert" ei 

conceived as "une certaine reponse jaillie du fond de moi-meyac 

a une investiture dont il slasit p. our moi de rester digne". 

(Ibid., p. 106. ) The family is a value because 

elle est une hierarchic reconnue, dans laquelle 
je iVai pas seulement "a rilint&, -rer en 70 recoraiaisssait l1autorite qui slincarno en son 

_chef: 1 
ily suis pris des lloriGine, j1y suis 

enSaGe, jly ai mes racines. et mon etre m; ýme. (Ibid. ) 

SecondlY2 it is a presence, a personal reality trans- 

cendent yet irimanent within. the self Is experience. And t1hat 
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inlies a prosence in time ana in space. It is a "nous 

=chetypo et privile/Gief, 'ai ne se realise norme-aement que 

dans la vie familiale. Un nous qui nlest d'une facon 

genera-le aurwicTaont sop=able dlun chez nouisti (ibid. 107) 

t. 'L-ie latter linked with the "conscience spontanee, i=edi e 

., 
ui sI attache aux dlun toujours, d1une perenn-Ate vecue q 

objets familiers parmi lesquels no'us vivonsee. " (lbid. ) The 

I'sens de 11habitat" is essential to the sense of the famil7. 

Without it the latter withers, but no less the possibility 

of any self-realisation. For, isolatea from the habitus 

vii-iich compose the foundation of his being, the_, individual is 

removed froa the beneficial action of space and time as 

lacmurray's expression; he becomes subject to a fundamental 

incoherence" 

Il, est manifeste au surplus clue la disparition 
ýe ; 'habitat, ou ps e-xactement du foyer, est 
inseparable de lleýuanouiýsement des traditions. 
Celles-ci sont en offet a Ilho=e inte'rieur ce 
que le cadre familier est a. llho=e visible. 
On ne peut pas dire suulement quIelles 
llenv-4ronnent, elles contribuent a le faire; 
sans elles il risque d16tre le jouet des 
iiifluences auxquefles le livrent les rencontres 
de hasard; son devenir est dý tous les 
risques de llincohe'rence. (Ibia.. j pp. 108-9. ) 

There is, vie have seen, a cosmic rhytIxn, or Ilrythme 

vital" ifdich is the spatio-temporal duration in which all 

realities enerCise. The process of despiritualisation in 
I 

modern times is bound up with the acceleration of this vjtaI 

rhythm which forbids the "'lent e sedimentation des habit,, us" 
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(Ibid. 1099), that "Patience" vf: iich allows the past to 

operate in t, -hoo d: 
. ac present for realisation of self 

11 C, _, irte au surplus un lien etroit entre 
-1 11 a- L. faccoleration du rythme vital et pparition, 71 d1une human-Ltc do plus en plus paurre 
Late. rieurement, de plus en plus interchangeable. 

(Ibid. I P. 

In the 1 =-Ge cities of modern times we find substituted for 

"-he cosmic rhythm the rhythm of the machine "non point suprat U 

mais infra-orSaniquell. (Ibid. ) That is a thythm wI hich isp 

at b ot 1-tom, a discontinuity, a series of shocks, reducing the 

individual to a state of incoherence, where neither fidelity 

nor hope can come into play: 

Chacun a pu constater comme, une intimite( pout 
perdre sa transparence, comment le courant qui 
portait deux 8tres et les unissait dynamiquement 
pout perdre sýL fluidit4, si bien que les 

a Aeure encore se individualites qu-; tout " 11 
s, entaient fondues, envelopPees au sein alun 

'iant, slinsularisent element tute"laire et viv-i. L 
a present, se heurtent en une succession de 
discordances instantane"es dont chacune a la 
bru'-alite d1un coup. Je-ne quis mlempecher U 
do conjecturer quIentre 11homme et la vie, il 
slest Produit au cours de ces derniers si6cles 
dans notre civilisation, un dissent4ment du 
m6-me orare, et qu slapparente aux obscures, 
au7x organiques mesintelligences ou finissent 
par sombrer tant alexistences conjugales. 
Clest ainsi que la. famille slest trouvee en fin 
de comote atteinte aans le do Ple ressort de sa 
vitalite propre: la fide'lite et llespe*rance. 

(Ibid., p. 113. ) 

Given this destruction of the vital rhythm with its slow 

organic development, the essential conditions of spirituality 

are sapped. Llan becomes a prey of ennui, "lie non seulement 

a une inaction, mais a un demantelement". (Ibid., P. 115. ) 

On the contrary, vie must posit Ill 'existence pacte, j1irai 

L. 
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jusquIa dire d1un lien nuptial, entre 11homme et la vie". 

(Ibide, P. 116. ) And it is precisely in the family that 

this pact finds its expression. 

Mhat characterises the family is the fact that it grovis 

S 

and endures in conformity with the vital bhythm, thus 

providing the temporal and spatio-temporal structure vrithin 

which the individual may construct his self in a present, 
- 

instinct wit-h nemory and alive vrith antici*oation: 

Ctest une union qui stopere non pas seulement 
qaýis 11instant, mais pour durer: clest un 
e "týýIissement. Une fa., iille se : ronde, elle 
sI edif ie comme un monument . aont la pierre . 
angulaire ne saurait etre ni un instinct qýil'on 
assouvit, ni une impulsion a laquelle on cede, - 
un caprice auquel on. slabandonne. (Ibid. 9 p. 117. ) 

Iloreover, it is itself a transcenaent reality, created in 

space and time by a long process of fidelity on the part of 

its members from out temporal change. ', And it is -in the 

fidelity of each member, his collaboration in the creation 

of the family that he himself can ac"hieve self-realisationg 

whose condition, as always, is the accepted presence of 

other selves alive, dead-ana yet to be born - creatinG his 

own personality within the supra-personality or community of 

persons related to himself by immediate and occult bonds. 

-'Uid this supposes the recognition of the "caractere 

proprement sacramental du lien contracte". (Ibid. ) It is 

here that marriage has its true religious significance, as 

somethinF, more than a. nutural or legal pactl*as involving a 

responsibility of continuing the family. 1,1arcel denies that 

marriage is only concluded with a view to procreation - both 

i 
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marriage ana procreation are complementary phases Ild'une 

certaine histoire que c1aacun de nous aa vivre, et'a travers 

,., uollo laq). -1 accomplit sa destin'Oo dlgtre createur". la 

collaboration active clulil est aonne" a' chaclue 'etre libre 

alapporter a l'oeuvre universelle qui slaccomplit aans notre 

monde et sans doute infiniment au dela. "*(Ibid., p. 121. ) 

It is a supreme example of the "attestaticii creatrice".. 

In brief I t'ne family is the, instrument of'111 eternisation! ' 

of the edification of personality and destiny within th6-" 

personal universe: 

Peut--e'tre est-on en mesure de cliscerner 
maintenant pourquoi il est vrai de-dire quo 
le riystAre feanilial est un mystere de i fidelite et desperance: >i l'oric-ine de la 
crise des-ins«t-iitu-u-ions familialos, l'analyse, 
decouvre une moconnaissance de plus en plus 
pro-Lý'onde de ces vertus en le s quelles se 
conso=, e llül-ii*'ý. -14 de no-tre destine'e a la fois 
teiaporelleýet supra-terrestre.. (Ibid., 'p. 123. ) 

Its foundations are ontological, and marikind, in denying the 

familyt cuts away his 11 attaclies ontolociclues" 

Mhat it manifests -is relig-io in the pagan sense,. the 

primitive religious consciousness 'pasic to all-religions, 

and now lost to us and vfhicki even dogmatic Christianity has 

done mueh to screen from us: 

,. 
Iais en contre-partie, je serais tres dispose' 

a croire qutil existe une relirio dont les 
palens eux-memes nous ont lai-s--sd' d'admirables 
te'MOicmares, une piete envers les morts et les dieux qu, foyer, qui, en, ýecý de toute 
spiritualite proprement Chretiennej assure la 
solidit(ý de cc pacte entre I'lio=c et la vie 
auqiýel j'ai eu si souvent lloccasion de. me 11 ,/ re-I'drer... Je quis tente de croire que clest 
cette religio, ciulil faut dlabord recouvrer, 
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ot lialheurousomont une sup,, zr structure 
claretie=e, qui nloý, 3t tro-o souvent ciulun 
ca-aouifla, e, pout 'ort bien en dissimuler 
llinsufficance nefaste. (Ibid.., p. 127. ) 

I The f ar-lily indeea 11 en tant clu I elle est la matrice ae 

I IlindiviAualite, se situe vraiment a llarticulat. ion du vital 

et du spirituel". (Ibid., p. 130. ) It J--s nourished upon a 

certain "piety towards lif ell , not understood in any racial 

or empirical sense, rather a piety towards those personal 

realities.. ana communities of which the family is th6 chief , 
as beinS t-hemselyes transcendent and instriunents of 

transcendence: 

.' 11illusion En d'autres termes, ' contrairement a 
tenace quIentretient 11humemisme, il y aurait 
lieu d'affirmer clue les relations familiales, 
compe les choses humaines en ge'neral, ne- 
presentent par elles-memes aucune consistance, 
aucune garantie de solidite; clest seulement 
la oýL elles sont ref erees a. un ordre surhumain 
dout il ne nous est donne ici-bas de saisir 
que les indices qu I elles : nvet&-it iin caracte're 
authenticjuemeýnt saqrd". (Ibia., p. 131. ) 

Clest quIen ver'ite 11humain*nIest authentique-ent 
humain cue la", ou il est soutenu par l1armature 
incorruptible du sacre: faute de cette armature, 
il se decompose et- il pe'r'it.. (! bid. 132. ) 

For the family is 

l1acte de creation perpotuellement renouvele 
par leqiýel la f amille tout enscuble se maintient 
dans lletre et dispense 'a 119me quIelle forme et 
quIelle oriente le redoutable pouvoir de 
llaccom. plir, mais aussi, h6las! de la renier. (Ibid. ) 

i th' J. Ln, e structure of the family reveals with utmost 
clarity the conditions of mutuality vihich Govern the personal 
life in its hope and aspiration towards plenitude of being: 

Lles "rance, disais-je, nlest pas separable d1une 
,pe ex-perience de co=union, et- en meme temps du 

I 
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recours plus ou 
moins ex-olicite 
cott-e communion 
I- toi pour nous'. 1, 
au-tihentique de 

I'loins conscient2 plus ou 
a une puissance garante de 
olle-mtýte. "ifespere en 

telle est la f ormule - 
Itespe'rance. (Ibid., p. 128. ) 

-0- 

Such a personal universe has mucil in co=on with that 

of Llartin Buber and, in British philosophyl of John Macmurray, 

1. . 1arcel himself, admits an influence of Hooking. (R. I. p. 46. ) 

It has this in common with all these that the personal 

universe transcends the merely ethical and opens-on'to the 

1,, 7 

religious. (juoting iinkowski: "Le phe*'nom*ene j'appartiens a 

ne vise aucunement les formes -oarticulieres de. la vie sociale. 

11 nlen constitue pas moins leur base co=une, et rend 

plausible le= existence. Co=e tel, il se trouve en 

1 

I rapl)ort etroit avec Ile!. /, lan ethique (1), 11 laarcel adds: IIIýa I 

ou 114-inkowslti parle d1elan, je prefererais pour ma part parler 

de religion. " (R. I. p. 129. ) Indeed, "-Tareells approach to 

religion is not unlike that of . ', Iaciaurray in his Structure of 

religmious ex: oerienca, in that the ap:,? roach is made by way of 

a philosopIV of personal substances and personal relation- 

ships dependent on a mode of"being real in one's feclinGs". 

"The field of religion, " writes idacmurray, "is the field of 

personal relations, and- the datum from vAnich religious 

(1) La '2em-os velcu , Paris , 1933, p. 119 , quot ed in -RI. 1. $ p. 128. 
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reflection starts is the reciprocity or mutuality of these 

(1). " "The rcligious attitude sees tho relationship of the 

self-to other selves as the centre of valuation and values 

everything else in relation to this... The religious activity I'D I- 
of the self is its effort to enter into'co=union with the 

other (2). 11 

AAd. this leadLs to., a final all-Jimportant aspect of 

klarcel's universe of personal relations - the kiýowledrgre of a 

personal God and His place in this-universe. 

Vle have seen that the question "who am Pt treated as 

-the matter for a problem, admits of no answer; It is an 

intellectual distortion of what is a "mystery", the central 

ego si=, In the latter, on the contrary, the lliý fho am P is 

an expressi6n of the primary self-consciousness, in its 

intentional nature, or of the act whereby I posit myself as 

open to the other: "Le propre de l1acte de transcendance 

pris dans son ampleur est dletre oriente; en langaSe 

phenomenologique, disons q ulil comporte une intentionnalite. 

(R. I. P. 183. ) It is properly a "call", admitting no 

"answer! ' (for only a proble., La has an "answer") but bearing 

within itself its ovin "response". And this response is 

precisely t. he transcendent revealed. 

Now, if we interpret 1.1arcel correctly, eadlh and every 

subjective e=erience manifests the presence of the 

(l 
X2 

The Structure of Religious Experience, Terry Lectures at 
e University 19. ý61 London, L: 1'aber and 17aber, p.., 43. L 

(2) Ibid. 
I p. Lr-7. 
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transcendent and the othor. But each and every experience 

involves the revelation of an Absolute Other, the "Absolute 

Thou" , or God, as the Person in whom all finite personal 

relati-onships have their g: bound and being: 

La transcendm-ce de Celui que, jlinvoque slaffirme 
nar rapport a toute exp6ience possible, ou me"me 

. j- uoute sup-putation rationnelle oui ne serait 
encore que de l1experience anticipee et 
schematise"e. (Ibid., p. 189. ) 

Mie expression: transcendent "to every possible experience" 

does not of. course imply that Goa is a mere logical universal 

or logical, Ground, rather that t -he Absolute Person is implicit 

in all ex-periences, actual or possible, where the self is 

given with others, Goa as the Absolute universal personality 

is certainly no idea. If He is the universal, it is as a 

"universal person to vihoM the self stands in universal 

relation (1). 11 "Goa is not primarily apprehended as an 

idea , but 'in lif e Which is centred in the intention of 

mutuality, as that infinite person in which our finite human 

relationships have their ground and their being (2). 11 He is 

every whit a Person, in intricate personal relationship with 
the self, and manif 'est in the latter's personal, individual 

activity, as the Absolute universal personality, the trans- 

cenaent Being in whom the being of the self and the selves 

'stands by participation, since the finite person "participe 

de la plenitude inepuisable de Iletre d1ou elle emane". 
(H. V. p. 3.2. 

J. 11acnurray, op. cit. , P. 80. 
(2ý*; bid., p. al. 
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In this recognition and affir. -mation of the Absolute 

nbsolute "response" to the absolute personality- as the 

call" q ti-le af f irmation I am, is replaced by the sole 

affirmation can ground it and give it significance, - 

the I azi, God is of the Cartesian philosophy, 1ý. hich is both 

the affirmation of the self's fullness. of being by its 

participation in the Divine-Bein:, -- ana of the self, 's neant 

with respect to this . 
8eing: 

ite Que suis-je? Toi seul en ver I me connais 
et me juges; douter de Toi, ce nlest pas me 
libe'rer, clest Mlaneantir. mais ce serait 
douter de Toi, bien plus, ce serait Te nier 
que de regarder -Ta rYalite( cornne sujgtte a 
proble'me; pua-sque ces problemes ne sont Ve 
par moi et pour moi qui les pose, et qulici 
clest izioi-m6me qui suis mis en question, dans 
l1acte sans retour par 1equel. je mlefface et 
me soumets. (R. I. pp. 189-90. ) 

The complex relations of mutuality obtaining in this 

universe of selves are seen to be grounded in the primitive 

mutual relationship of selves to the. Absolute self. This 

pr3. Mal ontological relationship in iýfhich all personal 

relationships are based may be denied and broken by the 

process of objective thouGht, v. hich would transform God into 

a "he" and, by breaking this primary bond, destroy the 

personal bonds vinich depend upon it, for, "assurement il ya 

une, intermittence de la conscience religieuse ou de 

Ile- xperience raystique - lice elle aussi a la structure mene 

d§ la cre'ature que je suis,, (Ibid. , p. 53); but in so far 

as the individual realises -his bein%r, ) he can do so only 

inasmuch as this "refusal" is surmounted and "invocation! ' is 

restored. 
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It is in God that the intention inherent in the self's 

consciousness, and by virtue of which he transcends his self 

in existence, finds its ultimate "object" as a presence, 

perhaps llveiled! ' in the self's fragmentary experiences of 

personal life, but made fully actual in-the fully developed 

religious coisciousness which is none other thaýn the 

-personal, consciousness become explicit. "Tu ne,, ', me 

chercherais pas si tu ne me possedais. " 

At that culminating point, the ethical plane is 

transcended, a passage secured to the plane of religious and 

mysticai aevotion. 'Uhat has appeared hitherto-as, 

epistemologically, intentionality, ast on'uologicallyg 0 
transeendencel. as, 'ethically, fidelity, now appears, from 

the highest standpoint of religion, as "invocatioVI and 

adoration! 4. 

"ýIais il slagit de savoir pr*' * "' ecisement si 
eiýtre la metaphysique et la mystique, en 
f ii) de compte, il existe une, frontiere 
precisable. Les phrases auxquelles j'ai 
eu rocours ne decrivent nullement une 
experience; elles traduisent une situation 
foadamentale que le philosopho doit 
reconnaitre, quelle que soit la confession aN 
laquelld il appartient en fait, q "Ile que 6 , ae. 
soit sa pro-pension person). -ielle ou au contraire 
son inaptitude n int * a lleffusio erieure... 
11 est temps ]3our le metap. Vsicien,. slil 
V. ut sortir definitivement de 11orniere 
episteiaolo6iclue, ae comprendre cue 

adoration peut-et doit Otre p6ur la 
roflexion une terra firma sur laquelle il 
ost tenu de pre; dre appui, meme si, en tant 
qu, iriaividualite eiapirique, il no lui est donne' dly participer que dans la mesure 
chetive que compo--tp son indigence naturelle. 

Slil en est ainsi, une pAilosophie de 
la transcendance ne se laissera nullement 
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separer, meme on droit, Sfune Teflexion qui 
S'exerce sur les modalite s hierarc'hisdes de 
lladorcý'Uion et aili culmine non certes dans 
une t1aeorie, mais dans une reconnaissance 
de la saintete, appreAendele non. corLze 
m-anic"re' dletre, mais comme donnee siSniýiante 
va -, Iwsý pur de son intention. CI est !a en 

problematique cfiýetvj et 1, -k seulemenq que 
est surmonte, et ený meme temps que lli=inence 

port slannule aýs cette vie. en une de 
plenitude crai est Iletre m6me. (Ibid-, pp. 190-1. )(1) 

(1) On the similarity between the religious Pluralism of 
h1arcel and the final pAilosophy of 1daine de Biran, cf. 
introduction. -I 



C-HkPILDIR x 

PERSOý"I. AIITY 11-i"T FIDELITY 

For the etaical problem is merge'd in the meta- 

physical one. One sole problem interests him: in. what 
i 

measure the actions of-the individual are expressive of the 

Essential Self. - In Existence alone resides'value; -it 

therefore provides the sole principle of evaluation of human 

conduct. Tile purely ethical principlesof evaluation in 

terms of good" and "bad! ' , in so far as these relate to 

norries e. /thiques f ormulableVI , find no place in his system. 

They belong indeed to-what he calls the "order of for and 

aGainst" vAlich the Existentialist seeks to transcend by a 

superior, tragic viewpoint wh-ich carries us beyond "good" 

and evil" The Existentialism of,!. Iareel involves-a. 

11transmutation*of values" similar to that of Nietzsche. 

We may take as - basis of our discussion 2"arcel Is important 

article Acte et Personne (1). In this paper he discusses 

t1le nature of personality in its relation to the act. 

method of enquiry he employs is strictly phenomenological: 

par voies et approches concretes, aussi specificlues que 

possible' (P. 155). An act, as distinct from a mere 
velleity- or' F, ý*esture-, er-Ea,, ýýes the door, the latter assuming 
the responsibility for. it. An act is, by essence, I'mon 

(1) ReehercLles Philosophiques, IV, 1934-5. 
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0 acte", otherwiso it would cease to be an act and become 

11 a so rt of r-esticulat-ioi2l. It f oliows theref ore that there 

is no sucli thinG as an "acte gratuUitll: 
: ]n d-lautres terlaes il nly a pas dlacte sans 

es-ponsabilite et il suit ir_n,. "diatement e 
do, la cue les mots acte gratuit Sont en 
realite contradictoires. 

'Thus at tile 'very outset Marcel puts'himself in apposition 

to Andre Glide, whose ideal is a state of complete moral 

disT poni-bilitev, on the part of the. person, of immediatb 

response to the- momentary impulse. Such a state would, in 

Marcel's view, sig,, nify the destruction of personality in its 

true sense, inasmuch as the latter involves, of necessity, 

a "permanence ontologiquell ana therefore a certai4 formal 

continuity. 

Finally, acts may be said to constitute a hierarchy in 
. value, according to the degree in whi ch they are , incorporated 

in the totality of what I aim! ': 

Un acte est d1autant plus acte, dirai-je, 
oulil mlest moins possible de le rapudier 
sans me renier intýgralement moi-meme; et 
ceci encore fait ap-paraitre la radicale 
inpossibilite do l1acte gratuit. On 
pourrait dire que. Plus une vie sera 
mcpiayee, clest-a-dire distribuee en 
deý, -aarcl-ies discontinues, moins elle comportera 
dlactqs, moins elle sera assimilable ello- 
ra&me a un aýte. -Inversement, moins elle 
sera monnayee, plus elle sýpra, au sens 
profond du terme, consacree, plus elle 
tend. ra a prendre toute ent-lere la fisure 
d1un acte unique. (P. 155. ) 

In the liChl; of this elucidation of the act$ Larcel 

proceeds to ey. =ine the nature and status of the "Person". 
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He distinC, -uishes first of all between the "persor0l and what 

, 
110 Calls the "or2l, the anonymous individual. The person is 

a res. -ponsible aGent; he "confronts" a certain situation, in 

other wo--ds "evaluate-Oll it, and, in-the act- by vfnich he reacts 

to the situation, assumes the responsibility for 1ýis act. 

The act- is thus the means whereby the self realises itself 

as a "P=sor2l: 

Clest dans llacte que. se realise le nexus 
par lequel la personne se conjoint *a** elle- 
m6me, mais il faut ajout -er aussitot quIelle 
R, Iest. pas hors de cette conjonction. Un 
e-cre qui ne serait; pas conjoint a lui-me^ae., 

ali "n '- et par 1a-mome serait au sens strict ee 
incapable d'agir. (P. 159. ) 

The "personne absoluO , or God, is one J-n whom the act of 

I'laffronting! ' a situation and of "assuming responsibiliVI 

for his acts are identified; Ilqui se pose comme integralement 

responsable de l'histoire. " (p. 159. ) 

Now what exactly is the metaphysical' status of the 

person? For the self does not constitute a p'erson in his 

07111 ri6h, "v. The self does not ana cannot always express in 

his acts his ýEssential Being. The activities of practical 

living require him to be an 11 or. " *, an anonymous inaividual, 0 

vfhose acts aeFenerate into mere "operat-ions" , in other words 
"objects" indifferent to the self (1). For man is a "prey 
(1 On the '. oersorY, and tlic 11thou" cf. Kierkegaard, That 
Ind)ividual in The -Point ofý View (oxford Univ. Press, 7799). 
ýn berdFraev too -Enere is a samilar distinction between 
personality, vf1iich is a "spiritual-religiousIL category, and the*IIindivjdu=I-, which is a "biological" and "socioloGical" 
ce,, egory. (Cf. The Origin of Russian Comunism, transl. by 
R. M. French2 

_Londý=H, 
GeoiTrey BIgs, 1ý57-7 pp. 216-7. ) 
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to history"; he is liable at any moment to disperse. his 

self and his actions over Time and Space and to lose that 

contact wit. 4 his essential'being which is the very basis of 

personality. 

Vlliat, then, is the ontoloGical st'atus-of the "person! "?. 

Either it is a pure 'If ictio3a! '-. 

Peut-etre au sens le plus fort nly a-t-il pas 
de personne humaine et ne pout-il pas y en 
avoir; ce ne serait alors oulen Dieu que la 
personne devier-drait realitJ. 

, 
Chez nous - 

autres elle ne serait quIun aspect qui risque 
toujours de de`g4ndrer en 

, 
une altitude, une 

anticipation palpitante mais qui ýL chaque pas 
so degrader, se durcir en un d6guisetent, pout 

so parodier en une mascarade sacrilege. ' (p. 162. ) 

Or we must assume that the person remains * 

ol correlative de cet erle'ment anonZ7me ou M8. ScIUC 
q lelle affronte et quen ieu, en qui cet Su/ ZD eiaent dispardit, pre/cisement marce qu'elle 
emerge en pleine lui-aiCre, elle slabolit. (p. 163. ) 

z 

It is this latter solution that Talarcel aaoi)ts. Personality 

is never entirely unaccompanied by an element of "anonymity" 

and, ' objectivity"; it is* not given to the creature to realise 

fully the plenitude of personality; Goa alone, who alone is 

wholly His :, ýtkjernal Essence, is a "personne absolue" We 

can know only a scintillement existentiel" . (R. 1. p. 225. 

it is the very condition of our finite existence that the 

'bl=C of "having' cannot be totally nor continuously 

transcended: 

Une condamnation swýs , appei'de Ilavoir 
e, quivaudrait au fond a la plus te'mdraire 
repudiation de lie-.,, dstence finie par 116tre 
L fini lui7raýme; celle-ci ne saurait etre 

J' 

. Prononcee sans un exces d1humilite qui 
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ressemblerait, au point ae se confondre 
avoc lui, a llorgueil le plus demesUre', Ct 
le plus sa=ilege. (H. V. p. 83. ) 

f transcends the "objectivity" But-in 1):, -o-portion as the sel., 

and elirdinates the llox2l within him, he realises personallity, 

to a greater or less degree. 

It follovrts from this that Human personality involves 

a double state: it implies momentary posse. 'ýsion and 

recurrent loss of Being. - The drama, of Existence'. is adrama. 

of discontinuity. Certainly, as a spiritual unity existing 

beyond Space and Time, the self in its fully realised state 

is one vzýth its essenc e. But, given the limitations of 

human e.:, -perience, the self has only rare moment5of Existence 

when it can realise this essent ial self. in its acts and 

constitute a person; these all too brief moments of' 

Existence are lost in a sea of "anonymous" living. Human 

personality involves, therefore, an amitional factor-not 

yet taken into account: the factor, as it may be termed, 

of edification or construction. For if personality is, in 

the absolute sense, a 11 donnee absolue" , I-ae presence of Being, 

human personality is somethinG more: it is also edif icatior, 

and construction. In other words, it involves a continuity 

established and maintained between the moments of -Existence 

over and above the recurrent losses of true personality; a 

continuity vidich may reflect something of the unity of the 

essential self or of the, Divine Being. As vie have suGgested, 
Divine existence may also -be def ined as fidelity or self- 

creation, butu this further factor of edification proper to 
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man is entirely absent f rora the Divine Personality ,, vhich is 

in the full and unreserved sense-of the term, a I'donnee 

absolue". I 

It-is this problem of edification and construction Which 

constitutes the real concrete problem of personality (the 

Divine Personality constitutes no problem). It is the 

problem as to what constitutes the principle of. edification 

of personality which. now confronts us. The answer is-to be 

found in , fiaelity,. The elucidation of fidelity is at the 

very core-of Elarcel's Existentialism, not only in that it 

offers an explanation of personality, but also that it marks 

the passage f rom what would. be a mere . phenomenolO&r to a 

properly religious philosophy. Fidelity has already been 

aefinea as the"reconnaissance alun permanent". (B. A. p. 138. 

It is the common denominator of all participations; and as 

such it is already at the basis of personality,. in so far as 

personality constitutes a I'donnee, absolud'. But to this 

definition must be added yet another. Fidelity is more 

than a I'donnee absolue", it is also the principle of 

elaboration, edification and construction of personality. 

it provides the means of preserving the vision of the 

essential self over and beyond the Caps in existential 

experience, over and beyond the "intermittehees du coeur" 

described by Proust: I 

Je prends aussi uno conscience de plus on plus 
claire du role ae la volonte dans la foi. Il 
sI arýit de se maintenir dans un certain cýtat 
cjýU, sur le plan humain, correspond a la Grace. 
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Eii ce sens, clest essen-bielleraent une 
fide'litg, la plus haute qui soit. Geci 
Jý l'ai reC01-LnU iM1L10cUa»beraelit, des la 25 
: Cevrier avec une not-bete foudroyante. (E. A. p. 27. ) 

is the principle of continuity, enabling- the CO 

-L uv moments 0' plenitude to bo, as it viere, linked and 

perpetuated over and. above the gaps, or I'vides; l in Existence. ' 

Jmd as oucli it has its source in the idlle 
IT . Jo musto pause here to note rather a curious ýoint- 

if our interpretation is correct, the -problem of personality 

. raises a somewhat new and even paradoxical aspect of 

f idelity. 

Fidelity has already been dese,, ribed as the instrument 

of existence. All moments of existence involve a trans--ý 

cendinG of temporal succession in duration whereby the present 
becomes the focal point of willed activity aiminS, at 

perpetuation and self-realisation. All noments of existence 

are themselves the result of 11.1-idelity". But, given the 

essential discontinuity of human exTerience, personality 
involves a further and additional type of fidelity aimed at 
filling the Caps ih existential experience. Thus hope 

(synonymous with fidelity) is to be defined in'this sense: 
On voit par la -nourquoi il est leGitime do 
regarder II esperance com: iie une vertu: cI est 
que toute vertu est une specification d1une 
certaine force interieure, et clue vivre en 
esT)drance, clest- obtenir de soi de rester f "le aux heures d1obscurite iae )- cc ne fut peut-6tre a 11origine qulune inspiration, 
une. e, dcaltat-ion, un ravissement. (H. V. pp. 84-5. ) 

Its -Mode. of, operation is essentially JU. Iae same. - It is M1 
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"attestabion creaturice". appealing to the creativity of 

essential being, accepting responsibility in the present for 

past and future in terms of the ideal purposes whose achieve- 

ment the self hopes for by its voluntary and present activity. 

But it differs in that this act of will, fidelity or hope has 

to be made "aux. heures dlobscurite! ', at moments when the self 

nollonger experiences the plenitude of existence. 

In this extended form, fidelity becomes the principle 

of an existence of the second deEree. There are moments 

when we must act not so much as existing beings, but "as it"' 

we exist. This is the further condition of, personal*life 

and continued stable personal relationships. '. The expression t 

"as if" would no doubt be repugnant to Marcel, but by using 

it it is not intended to suggest that personal life is merely 

artificial. Thellas if" is not used in the sense in which 

Vaihinge uses it, but ýo-underline how fidelity involves in 

'the life of the self or person v; hat*we have called edifica- 

at least, seems-to tion, somethinS Which, at first sigbt 

imply an arbitrary element. 

It is perhaps, we suggest, in part at least to make room 

for this element in fidelity and for the extension of fidelity 

to cover the enlarged field of existence, that Marcel has 

come to speak in terms of h2pe ratherlthan of fidelity proper. 

In any case, fidelity as a principle of edification 

cannot exist in the Divine Being in whon there are no 

llbreýches*l or "fissures" - although His existence is, no less 

than human existence, a self-creation or fidelity in. the 
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first sense. 

Now, as such, as a principle of edification centred in 

will-power, fidelity raises countless problems; problems 

raised in any type of fidelity, but in their acute form, in 

this type. First and foremost its relation to sincerity. 

The whole course of contemporary French thought, in its most 

intimate aspect, is dominated by the ideal and pursuit of 

sincerity; and the problem of sincerity has given rise to 

endless discussions. Marcel here intervenes in a renowned 

debate between the-partisans of an 'absolute" sincerit'l of y 

whom Jacques Riviere is the principal representative, and 

those who place before sincerity itself the claims of 

personality, construction and continuity, such as Ramon 

Fernandez. Marcel, s contribution is highly important from 

the point of view of this debate, as well as for the present 

discussion. 

The debate (1) centres round the problem: whether 

personality resides in a pure state of I'disponibilite", in 

the maintenance of the essential mobility of the self, that 

is ýn what Riviere and Gide both term "sincerity" (as, for 

example, when Gide, contrastins the French and Russian 

attitudes in their moral judgments, declares: "Nous 

sacrif ions la verite' (c I est- a*-dire la since'rite) 
I, 

a la 

ýýl) Of. J. Rivie're et R. Fernandez, L-loralisme et Litte'rature. 
'or a detailed analysis of the debate anT-a-d-ds-c-u-s-s-io-n-of--t,: He 

ethical problems involved, 
, 

cf. the present vxiter's article, 
Personnalite et Relativit6, Rev. de A, 16t. j JulYs 1937. 
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3ij; ne (I)v oi- zhe"Zme" continuite, 'a la p=e-tUe de 31a. Il 0- .6 
the contrary, personality does not rather reside in voluntary 

construction, edification and choice, as Fernandez puts itq 

the "product (albeit unstable) of a tension (2). 11 In short, 
the choice is between an amoralism or, --as Fernandez prefers 
to call it, a "pre-moralisme, (3), which aims at preserving 
intact the multiple virtualities of the ego unhampered by any 

moral principle of evaluation or choice, and a "moralisme" 

which sees-in personality the result of alldecreel imposing 

form upon what Gide terms the IIinformVI (4). 

Marcel proceeds from this starting-point. Fidelity 

implies ". engagement", the engaging of one's word, to make a 

promise. * To make such a promise is to commit one's feelings 

in advance, to decree that a present state of mind will 

repeat itself at a future date. Fidelity involves a decree 

and vfhat would seem an arbitrary decree: 
Je ne peux mlemp6cher de me demander 83. t aux yeux d1une ethique de la since'riter 
pur 

* 
es commecelle que llon professe le 

plus comaninement autour de moi, ce decret 
ne se pre'sente pas co=e un scandaleux 
coup de force. (E. A. pp. 69-70. ) 

1 Dostoievskyj Pari: ý, Plon-Nourrit, 1928, p. 137. 
2 i; ioraiisme et Litterature, p. 91. 
3 Ibid. 7 p. 10. 

(41 This problem is but one form of a more general problem 
on which contemporary French thinkers are divided, the 
problem of the "virtual" and the "actual"$ to which the 
present writer. has devoted an initial study, Le Relatif et 1lActuel, Rev. Phil., November-Decembert'1937. - 1.0he terms 
in whiCa this problem is posited are those of Paul Vale"ry 
who7 incidentally, is a defender of llfornýl over and against the "informell. 

I 
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Does it not then involve a manifest insincerity? Comment 

I justifier cette dictature qulau nom d1un certain etat present 

I je pretends excercer sur mes actes \a venir? " (B. A. P. 70. ) 

Such precisely is the viewpoint of' a Jacques Riviere or pm 

Andre Gide. In their pursuit of a total sincerity they 

refuse to recognise the authority of'an enRagement which 

would impose limitation upon the fluidity and devenir Which 

for them characterises the essence of the self. IlPurity ofý 

heai: t", in their eyes, is a condition of complete 

"disponibilite", obedience to what is most immediate in the 

momentary impulse. Any attempt to impose "form!, on the 

self is a sin of insincerity. It is this, cult of an 

absolute sincerity which accounts for Gide's ideal "acte 

gratuit". It is, as he defines it in the Caves du'Vaticang 

the type of the acte pur or the acte desinteressel the 

immediate expression of an inner virtuality, for bet. ween it 

and the vital u. -ge there is no inter vention of the will. or 

the intellect and consequently no, deformation of the pure 

tendency (1). 

Such a thesis, in so far at least as Gide Is concerned, 

seems to involve that identification of the self with Time 

and Change, already mentioned, at the root of the "infinite 

personality" of Pirandello and Tilgher and their great pre- 

decessor, Schel ling. Marcel refuses to subscribe to it for 

(1) It is interesting to remark that Vale'ryt in his M. Teste 
and Leonard de Vinci$ has transferred the notion of the "acte 
grat-uTF to tte plane of intellectual relations. 

I 
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the reasons already discussed. In his View it boils down 

to a mere abandoi=ent to the dispositions of the moment. 

It involves the inadmiusible assertion: "Je coincide avec 

ma vie, " (B. A. p. 283) -I am wholly that, contingent, 

empirical self that is involved in Time. On the contrary, * 

the self is not identifiable with its devenir; the true 

self, although involved therein, transcends it. 
, 

Therefore, 

fidelity is quite compatible with sincerity. Forlbeyond 

sincerity to one's devenir is a deeper sincerity to the 

essential self, ' the transcendent "forrd' or' "reality". as it 

is revealed from time to time in existential experience: 
Cette unite clest moi precisement: c-lest 
un meme et unique principe - forme ou 
r6alite - qua. exige sa propre permanence. 
Fide/lite non plus a un devenir, ce qui n1a, 
point de sensg mais a un &tre que je ne vois 
pas la, possibilite de distinguer de moi. 

(B. A. P. 74. ) 

Qulest-ce que clest que mettre son point 
d1honneur a remplir un engagement sinon 
justement poser cet accent sur llidentite 
supra-temporelle du sujot qui lecontracte 
et l1execute? (Ibid. ) 

Like Pirandello and othersq Gide is the victim of the 

Bergsonian "realisme du temps". He sees as the sole- 

substance common to selves and things Time, change and 

novelty. Hence That Marcel calls the "instantane'isme 

gidievl. For him Time and the temporal instant are ends in 

themselves. "Heureux, pensais-je, qui ne slattache a'* rien 

sur la terre7l'-says Nathanae'l, 'let proMe'ne une deternelle 

ferveur a travers les constantes mobilite"s For Marcel, 

(1) Nourritures terrestres, p. So. My italics. 
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Time and the instant are only means to the end, vfaicý is 

the recovery of the eternal timeless self I alone real. 

Fidelity thus, far from being incompatible with 

sincerity, is itself the only true form of sincerity, for 

it alone provides the voluntary principle vLereby, over and 

above the contingencies of Time, the brief contacts with the 

tran cendent being of self may be linked up so as to exhibit 

the continuity and the structure which is the essential 

feature of a human personality: 

Re/flechi cet apres-midi... que la seule victoire 
possible sur le temps participeg selon moi, de 
la fidelit6 (ýaot de Nietzsýýe si pro: Cbnd#*'. llho=e 
est le seul etre qui fasse des promesses). 

(E. A. pp. 15-16. ) 

ue pour nly a-done dlensagement possible q 
Un etre qui ne se confond pas avec sa 
situation du moment, et qui reconnait cette 
diffdrence entre soi et sa situation, qui se 
pose par consequent comme en*quelque facon 
transeendant a son devenir, qui rdpond ae soi. - (Ibid. I P. 0 - 57-8. 

"If man is iVaolly relegated to the time process. " writes 

Berdyaev, "if nothing of eternity and for eternity exists 

in him, thon the image of man, the image of personality 

cannot be preserved (l). 11 And if we admit the eternal in 

man as alone providing a, proper basis for the. concept of 

personality, vie must at the same time admit a principle of 

edification a-ad construction having its seat in the will.. 

Fidelity, in short, is essentially transcendence. it 

marks a triumph over Time and temporal succession: 

(1) Origin of Russian'Communism, p. 222. 
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La f 3. aAite no sI af f irme vraiment que A ou" 
elle defie ltabsence, ou elle tribmphe de 
11a-bsence, et. en particulier de cette absence 
qui se donne a nous - peut-ftre, sans doute 
fallacieusement - comme absolue et que nous 
appelons la mort. (R. I. p. 199. ) 

It aims- at preserving within the flight of time the "Presence! ' 

of self and others: 

Lorsque. j'affirme de tel ou tel: clest un, 
ami fiddle, je veux dire avant tout: clest 
qu? lqý , un qui ne fait pas defaut, quelqu'un 
qui resiste a 116preuve des circonstances; 

- bien loin, qulil se de"robe, lorsquIon est dan-s 
I'adversite on le trouve pre'sent. 

_(Ibid. 9 p. 200. ) 

Moreover, its true nature is mani est when it is linked with 

hope and the modes of hope - faith, love and charity. 

Hopel we have seen, is inseparable from a certain 

conscýiousness of time as process, a certaii2lpatiencell or 

IlrecoGnition of time" - "faire confiancel: 

... un subtil respect de la duree ou de la- 
cadence vitalb propre 'a l1autre, tend 'a 

- 
exercer sur, ce dernier une action trans- 
formante analogue a celle qui parfois, 
recompense la charite. (H. V. p. 54. ) 

It involves a consciousness of time as other than a pure 

succession of instants, as a process of realisation of the 

transcendent in the presentvecu. 

Fidelity is then a mode of hope and faith, as it implies 

a certain 'credit, accorded to the temporal process, a 

confidence-in the, willed temporal activity as being the mean 

whereby the foundation of being may become actual. It is 

intentional in character, as it posits. as the aim of its 

activity and bs implicit in that activity ideals which 
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transcend the actuality and are given within its for hope 

"transcends the f act". (H. V. P. 88. ) And what constitutes 

the paradox of personality and all personal edification is 

precisely the fact that even in the "hours of obscuriVI 

when this consciousness of time as process is obscured, *yet 

by the exercise of fidelity, hope and faithq the loss may be 

redeemed, the attitude of "patience" preserved while awaiting 

the further gift of existence, so that a final continuity be 

, secured, 

But this is to say that fidelity involves an element of 

risk and the will to assume a risk: 

Peut-etre la condition humaine se caracte'rise- 
t-elle non seulement pF les risques quIelle 
comporte et qui sont lies, apres tout, a la 
vie elle-meme considerde jusque dans ses plus 
humbles manifestations, mais encore et bien 
plus profonde"ment par la necessite d1accepter 
ces risques, et de slinterdire de croire qulil -I 
serait possible et, en derniere analyse, k 
avantageux de parvenir 'a' les supprimer. (Ibid. 9p. 73. )" 

I 
The rationalism of the modem world has lost hope precisely 

by this refusal: 

1.1ais il ya lieu ae remarcluer que llattitude 
do celui qui, au nom de la raison, prend 
position contre llespe- 'rance est en tout point 
com-oarable a celle do llho=e ae mi pr tend :L echapper au risque. (Ibid. ) 

And if the rationalist does so, it is because he remains 
I 

within the field of immanence and temporal instantaneism. 

Thus he demands reasons or motives for hoping, and as he 

does not find then within the false actuality of the disrupted 

instant, he refuses hope. He does not see that the motives 
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for hoping are included in the willed act of belief . trust 

and fidelity which is an act transcending the false actuality 

and bearing implicit within it possibilitýes of being trans- 

cending the fact which is their means of realisation. Thus, 

to. the mother who affirms: "John will. -return, 
" seemingly 

against all reasons and without motive, he replies by an 

objective judgment: "Non, objectivement parlant, ce retour 

doit etre conside're" comme impossible. " (H. V. p. 83. ) But 

this. judgment on the motherts part is-something more than a 

judgment: it is an act of hope and fidelity whose i7easons 

cannot be explicited in objective terms but are one with a. - 
recognition of possibilities transcending the fact: 

Mais 'a la racine de ce jugement objectif de 
la mere qui, en tant que tel, ne peut etre, 
valide, il ya chez elle l1acte d1une pensee 
aimante qui refuse ou qui transcende le fait. (Ibid. ) 

And that is to say that fidelity and hope partake of the'' 

I'mystery" and not of the "problem! '. 
. 

Only to the objective 

thought of a self Which Ilse detache en quelque facon de son 

esperance" can the act of f aith become the matter for qu estion 

and calculation. As to the reasons for hoping: 

Mllais en palite, la question que le sujet 
est cense se poser. 11 lui-mýme et, dans le 
cas particulier, resoudre negativement, ne 
surgit pour lui que slil. se d6tache en 
quolque fagon de son esperance; elle surgit 
dans un r6gistre diff4rent, en fonction'd1une 
raison calculatrice qui procedej avee les 

, moyens; bien approximatifs dont elle dispose, 
a une veritable comptabilite des chances. 

(Ibid. j pp. 86-7! 

But for a self "engaged" in the act of hoping the affirmation 
is itself the act and the sufficient reason by virtue of its 
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transcendent and intentional reference: 

Ce qui est donne" dans llesperance, clest 
cett. e simple affirmation: Tu reviendras. 
Et sur ce 'Itu reViendras" , la critique 

I objective est, de ourvue de prise, elle ne 
slexerce le"gitimement que la. ou il est 
traduýt dans un langage qui est celui do 
la, prevision ou du jugement de probabilite. 

(Ibid. 9 p. 88. ) 

Fidelity of any'sortj to churchg nation or to the self 

in the construction of personality involves this same act of 

hope and. faith in-a being and realm of possibilities trans- 

cending the temporal actuality but to which that actuality 

provides the "voie'dlapprocheil. I Without this element, the 

consciousness, of permanence and self-identity would be 

impossible and no less the deeper, truer sinceritj. More- 

over, this transcendence of hope and fid6lity renders 

unth-thkable their assimilation to a mereýfideism. and 

subjectivism. For if they at first appear iinnotivated, they 

are really, to employ Marcel's term ", surmotivated". They are 

the very contrary of an arbitrary, gratuitous act-of will- 

Power. 

For if Marcel finds himself in opposition to Gide on 

this score, he is almost equally at loggerheads with 

Fernandez on another. Fernandez sees in personality 

essentially a construction, but one which is purely the., 

labour o: t the individual's %mill-power, having its principle 

in what he calls the "tension du vouloir`ý. I'La resistance 

personnelle, " he writes, 'Ile refus dletre ceci ou celat clest 

le point de contact entre 11imaginaire et le reel, la 
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premiere pierre dure de la personnalitý (1). " Such a 
voluntarist view deprives the personality of, any ontological 

value; vihich$ again, is the reverse of Marcel's viewpoint, 

in thýt personality is in some sort the expression of an 

eternal reality or Form. In certain respects, selfhood IS 

and must be a I'donne"e absolue". According to Fernandez's 

proposition, personality, fidelity itself would be merely 

"gratuitoud, cm asseitic>n vjhich L�jarcel vigorously, *rej, ýcts: 

Ge que VentrevOis clest que malgre'les 
aPParenees, la fiddlit6 ngestrýf%als\ 
fidelite"'h soi-me%me, 'mais se eace qiýe 
jIai appele' la prise. (E. A. p. 64. ) 

Lviais/ce qulil faut voir, et clest la que je 
me separerais, 

/ 
je crois, de Fernandez, clest 

que cette fidAitle, sous peine de aemeurer 
st6rile, bien plus, de se reduire a une 

,, 
pure 

obstination, doit avoir son point de depart 
dens ce que j'appellerai une donnee absOlue... 
A lloriC. ine,, il faut qulil y ait 1' experience 
d'une. remise; - quelque chose nous a 4t6 
con±ie, en sorte que nous ne sommen pas 
seulement responsables vis-a-vis de nous- 
m6mes, mais vis-a-vis d1un. principe actif 
et supdrieur... (Ibia., 

-p. 
16. ) 

This notion of a "prise de 116tre sur nous", of a 

"remise", occupies a progressively ikportant place in Marcel's 

philosof. ay. Indeed, we have now come to what might be 

termed the grand climacteric of his thought. This notion 

serves not only to indicate the transcendent element in 

Selfhood (it is this aspect with which vie have been previously 

'concerned), 
but, as the context shows, introduces a new order 

of thought. Marcel is asserting that personality, however 

(1) De la Personnalite, p. 35- 
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much it may involve an element of construction, is no mere 

gratuitous elaboration oA -the vvill, ' but is itself a gift. 

In short, the true nature of fidelity can only be understood 

in its relation to faith ana grace: 

Acto de transcendance avec contre-partie - 
ontologique qui est la prise de Dieu sur 
moi. Et clest par rapport a cette prise 
que ma libert e m6me slordonne et'se definit. 

La mysterieuse relation entre la grace 
.I et la foi existe partout OU il ya fidýýIitd`; 

-et la oýl toute relation de ce genre fait, 
defaut, --i: ý nly a place ciup pour une ombre 
de la fiaelite, une contrainte peut-Stre 
coupable et mensongere a laquelle 119me 
se soumet. (E. A. p. 76. ) 

Hence it. is that fidelity is devoid of pride; - it consists. - 

in no obstinate attachment of self to self, but in the 

humility that befits what is ultimately a gift of grace: 

La fidelite, precisement 1ýL OU elle est la 
plus authentique, la o'u' elle nous montre I 
le visage le plus pur, slaccompagne de la 
disposition la plus contraire a llorgueil 
qui se laisse imagýnerj la patience et 
11humilite se reflýtent au fond de ses . prunelles. (Ibid., p. '79. ) 

The iaentif ication of the orders of morality and grace 

brings Marcel close to Maurice Blondelt with whom he has 

indeed much in common as a thinker. For if he admits that 

morality is an experience personnelle" with Freder'ic Rauh, 

and sees in action expressive of the true self the very 

essence of morality, he does not limit himself to a mere 

"morale de l1action! '. On the contrary, vvith Blondel, he 

finds in the"Imeth0de de 11immanencell a method'which leads 

,t 

to the vision, of a Trar cendent; he'brings together and 
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finally identifies morality and faitht attributing to them 

ultimately a common source in God himself. The domain of 

moral ex-perience opens up the wider vistas of'religious 

revelation. 

Thus it is that Llarcel passes f inally from the realm 

of Ontology, in the narrow sense, to the realm of grace. 

His thought culminates in a religious philosophyl, the fruit. 

of his o7m religious experience and conversion. For 

although the present discussion has been concerned prima ily 

with personality, it has the' widest application. I! idelity 

is the co=on denominator of all other pwýticipations. They 

all involve for their sustenance and for their continuity-the 

same principle of edification vhich has its'roots'in the 

individual's will, but its ultimate source in the Divine gift 

of grace. .' 
In Marcel's 'vision of things God becomes the 

ultimate giver not only of personality, but of all "being! ' 

and all "ExistencO. 



CHAPTER XI 

GlýACE 

In 1darcells final view of the human situation, the 

domain of Existence opens on to a transeendent, order. of 

grace. What has hitherto been described as a participation 

is seen properly to be a revelation operated by Divine-grace. 

The passage is accomplished, as in the philosophy'of Maine 

de Biran, from sensation and feeling to grace and, faith 

itself. If at first f idelity, which is the common 

denominator of all participations, has been defined in terms 

of will-power, as having its source in an act of will on the 

part of the individual, we are now made aware that this 

exercise of will-power-is itself dependent oh the gift of 

grace. The will-power, says Marcel, is "lie a la. possession 

dlune sorte de grace": as such it is the'll, bien en soil'. it 

is indeed false to see in its exercise a IltensioVI; rather 

does it mark an attitude of surrender to a Transcendent 

which invades and takes possession of the self. "Jd pense 

que vouloir, clest au contraire se deltendre et n on, pas, se 

crisper (1). " 
The victory over Time and Space whereby the self 

transcends the contingencies of ordinary living and. 
(1) Quoted by Mme. R. Bespaloff, Notes sur Gabriel Ijarcel in 
Cheminements et Carrefours, Paris-, Vrin, 1938, p. 8-5. Mhe. 
. Bespaloff describes it well as a sort of "active non- 
r6sistancett. 

, 

,I 
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. pai2ticipates in BeinG, is ultimately the 1=oduct of faith; 

its essential condition is. the vision of God and the receipt 

of His Srace.. Faith is the ultimate axis of reference by 

which all other fidelities and participations may be 

comprehended. This plane attained, what hitherto appeared 

as a "donned' is'seen now to be a "don! ': ' 'Ila donnee devient 

don!,. - Existence opens on to a revelation; 

In this higher view of Existence, where the self 

appears recipient, there is no place for the notion of 

liberty in so far as the term implies an "autonomous'. self. 

Autonomy belongs to the order of "Hav-1ng". It is when the 

self converts the real into an object and isolates it in 

Space and Time for the gaining of power over it, that it may 

be said to be autonomous: 
jf Je crois en rAlite' que ilidee d'autonomiel 

-quoiq, 
ýilon en ait pense, est liee a une sorte 

de reydýiction ou de partiMlarisation du sujet. 
(E. A. p. 253. ) 

And in all such situations. l-the self is a mere "soil', a Victim 

of the 11ýutocentrismW already described. For*'a self, 

howeveri in i=ediate-participation with Being, this 

"autocentrisme est entierement resorbe dans l1amour". (Ibid., 

p. 254. ) Here the self is "engage"" or I'linvesti" by a. 

Presence which encloses it all about and*absorbs-its every 

activity: 
x Des que,. nous sommes dans 119t 

' 
re, nous sommes 

par dela l1autonomie. Voila pourquoi le 
recueillement, pour autant qutil est reprise;, 
de contact avee lletre, me transporte dans 
une zone eu l1autonomie nlest plus concevable; 
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et ceci est tout aussi vrai de 11inspiration, 
de tout acte qui engage globalement ce que je 

U 
sulso (Lamour pour un 6tre rigoureusement 
assimilable/a Ilinspiration sous ce rapport. ) 
Plus je suis,, plus je m1affirme co=e 6tant - 
moins je me pose co=e autonome; plus je 
parviens a penser mon etre, moins il, mlapparAt, 

_ co=e relevant de sa juridicti6n propre. 
(lbid. 9 pp. 192-3. ) 

- 0-0-0-0- 

The f act of liberty is no less central in the meta- 

physics of Marcel than in that of Berdyaev, that great 

apostle of freedom in the contemporary, world. He is not loth 

to definemetaphysies as "une logique ac la, libertell. 

p. 40. ) Human libertyq indeed, is grounded in the'strUcture 

of human existence, with its alternating moments of achieve- 

ment and failure: 

Llordre ontologique ne peut etre reconnu cue 
personnellement pwý la totalite dlunýetre 

I engage dans un drame qui est le sien tout en 
le ddbordant infiniment en tous sens - un 6tre 
auquel a et6 impartie la puissance singuliere 
de slaffirmer ou de se nier, selon qulil 
affirme IlEtre et slouvre ýa lui, ou qulil 
le nie et 

- 
du meme coup se clOt: car clest 

en ce dile=e que reside llessence meme de sa 
liberte. (B. A. P. 175. ) 

For Existence is a world of discontinuity, rupture and 

antinomy; a world whereboth the empirical self and the true 

existential self cohabit. And it is in the struGgle of the 

self to obtain, and above all to maintain possession of its 

being, and in the choice which such a struggle involves in 

face of the temptations of Objectivity and the Dasein that 

I 
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. liberty alone resides. The anGuish and despair which beset 

man are but the external sign of this freedom; Marcel might 

well describe anxiety in Kierkegaaraian terms as the 

"possibility of liberty". Existence is the result of a 

"choice" (the term is Jasper's) on the part of the self, a 

choice whereby the latter opts for Existence, for a 

particular existential situation, hope, lovet aespair - 

assuming it as hil ownt renderinG himself responsiýle for his 

act, and thus realising the Eternal within him(l). ' Such is 

the sense, as Wahl points out, of_Jasperts Grenz-Situationen 

or "boundary situations" (2). They are what Marcel calls 

(1), Cf. Jaspers: "Wie Freiheit schon ist indem ich sie 
erfrage so kann auch die M8glichkeit der Transcendenz nur 
in der Freiheit selbst sein. Indem ich frei bin, erfahre 
ich in Her 1'reiheit a37er nur durch sie, die Tran cendenz. 11 

Philosophie, Vol. IIt p. 195 
ý2) Le ProbleMe du choix, l1eZstence et la transcendance- 

ans Iq hiiosoi)1iie de Jaspers loc. cit., pp 412-15-. -Cf. $ 2 
lf the subject of tensions Jaspers: "Here man iýinds End 

regarded as definitely the outcome of limitary situations 
that are inevitable in life, these becoming manifest with 
the peremptoriness of selfhood. If man. be no longer 
recognised as being (which he is), then he finds himself 
cognitively in the suspense of absolute possibility. Therein 
he experiences the appeal to his freedom, in virtue of which 
he is able to become what it is possible for him to become 
but what he is not as yet. As freedom he conjures up being 
as his latent transcendentalism., ' (blan in the Modern Age, 

' p. 171. ) It is, for Jaspers, precisely 5he failure-oi-the 
individual involved in the limitary situation to comprehend 
himself in terms of objective knowledge which reveals his 
inner transcendence and entails the appeal to freedom V. inereby 
the existential situation freely chosen upens up the way to 
self-realisati on. "Alan is always something more than what 
he knows of 11ýmself. He is not what is simply once for all, 
but is a process; he is not merely an extant life, but is, 
within that life, endowed with possibilities through the 
freedom he possesses to make of himself what he will, by the 
activities on which he decides... (Ibid. 9 p. 169. ) The 
lgraspinSl of a situation modifies it$ insofar as the grasping 
of it renders possible the adoption of a definite attitude towards it and an appeal -to the tribunal of action. " (Ibid., 
p. 24. ) 
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"options raaicales! l (I. ). 

The fact of liberty is coi-, sequently bound up with the 

presence of sin and evil and the possibility of sin and evil. 

Freedom is essential in allmonde cass"', a world of rupture 

and contradiction, xhere at each and every moment 11treason! ' 

and "absence", betrayal of the transcendent and eternal 

essence of the self, is a possibility. It is all the more 

cardinal in a Christian metaphysics which puts the, fact of 

sin at the very root of human existence. For "Christianitylg 

to quote Berdyaev, "is the religion of freedom (2)., '. , The 

Thou meets me through grace, " as Martin Buber puts it, "it 

is not f ound by seeking. , 
But my speaking of the primary word 

to it is an act of my being, is indeed the act of'my being 

this primary freedom is essentially unconditioned. 

It is contained in the moment of dread when the fascination 

of time and death is experienced at such a level that time 

itself is transcended in a febling oil. utter nihilism and by 

virtue of this gap or temporal void freedom of choice can 

come into play: 

Le desespoir absolu auquel me convie en quelque 
mani6re ma. condition mortelle restera pour moi 
ae facon permanente une tentation dont il nlest 5 

(1) cf. situation fondamentale et situations limites chez 
K. Jaspers, Recherches Philosophic 

. 
jLi e s, ) 19 3 2-a3. (This 

article 'IS reproduced in Du Refus & ilInvocation, from which 
the quotations are taken. ) of. also Boucher, Jaspers et 
1'Existenz-nhiloso-ohie, loc. -cit., p. '364. 
ý2ý Dostoiew2Lyj P. 71. 

31 anT lohou . p. ii. 
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donne qu'a la liberte' seule de triorApher 
1. a un-- liberte / qui se manifesterait a la ve'r'ite' 
jiýsque dans le suicide, jusque dans llabsolue 
neSation de soi. (R. I. p. 186. ) 

Freedom at this moment is a 'If aculte" de detentUl (H-V. P. 62) 

transcending all representation and all conditions, by the' 

suspension of the consciousness of the past and of all 

motivation. For in this initial moment, what Marcel. calls 

the "re/flexion du second degre", being can be affirmed or 

denied by arbitrary choice. Marcel describes this moment 

of free choice in quite KierkeSaardian terms as the instant 

of Ilabsurdityýl and "paradwel: 

Cette reflexion du second degre, cette 
e our et r /flexion philosophique nlest que 2 

'ieur 
i 

moi par la liberte; rien d1exte'r 
ne peut mly contraindrei llidee meme de 
contrainte est dans ce rdgistre vide dd 
tout contenu possible. Des lors je peUx 
choisir llabsurde, parce qulil 
soit de me persuader qulil niest pas l1absurde, 
soit meme-de le pre(fer'er en tant'quIabsurde; 
il suff it pour cela que'j linterrompe 
arbitrairement une certaine chaTme de- 
reflexions. Cbtte faculte qui mlest 
laissee et que personne ne pourra jamais 
me denier ae quelque fapn d1ailleurs qulon 
llinterprke - de poursua; vre ou non une suite 
de pens, %, es, cette . 11-faculte qui nlest en. - 
derniere ýnaýyse quIun mode de llattention, 
est appelee a slexercer ici de la maniere 
la plus directe; 

' et nous constatons ainsi 
qae notre liberte est implique'a dans la 
reconnaissance de notre participationa 
l'univers. (R. I. p. 35. ) 

There is, therefore, in 1.1arcel's philosophy, as in Kierke- 

gaaýrdlsj a r6le or function to be filled by free-will, 

freedom of choice or liberum arbitrium; but this r8le or 

function is preliminary and restricted. ' It does not 

constitute the essence of human freedom, of the higher human 
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freedom. 

For, if Existence is a product of an act of unconditioned 

liberty, it none thb'less culminates in a surrender to aI 
I transcendent reality which operates a "prisell upon the sel;. 

Inasmuch as I realise participation in-my, true being, or in 

the being of'other selves I submit to a transcendent which 

invests me and may, be said to take possession, of me more' 

than I take possession of it. It is this "prise de. la 

realite sur nouV1 which Marcel conceives as, resulting from 

the action of grace, as constituting a lldon! ý rather than a 

11 donne V. 1, 

In'this intimate relation of grace the pure possibility 

J stential situation is of the subject confronted by the ex- I 

replaced by or, more accurately, -is conjoined with the 

"necessitZPI of a state where the subject is invested by the 

Transcendent (1). Such allnecessity" does not involve any 

determinism destructive of human freedom. The recognition 
I 

of the "prisel of the Transcendent in no way-impairs the 

initial'liberty of the'self. "La libertG, " says Berdyaev,, 

I -, I "precede chez Ilho#mo llaction de la revelation'et de la 

I grace. Llacti6n de la*grace suppose la liberte de llhommej 

elle se di6tingue par cela meme de llacte de la creation du 

monde. Un transcendantisme consequent, pousse jusqulau bout, 

ý1) Of. Jaspers: "Diese übergreifendo Freiheit mit dem 
ewusstsein der Not-. vendigkeit, die ich selbst bin, indem ich 

sie schaffe, bleibt mir der existen7gielle UrsprunS, Über den 
hinaus keine Freiheit ist. " (Philoso]2hie, Vol. II, p. 199. ) 
See IM. Wahlls. commentary, op. cit., p. 421. 
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est impossible; il nie la possibilite d1une vie religieuse 

et la comprehension juridique des rapports existant entre 

lo=e en montre f ort bien les resultats. Le fait Dieu ot 111 

meme, de llexperience religieuse suppose deja un certain 

immanentisme, llexistence de la conscience religieuse et de 

la liberte dlesprit dans la nature humaine (1). " The 

intervention of grace demands the coo]ýeration of the human 

will. A higýier form of freedom is attained at a deeper 

level than the fo=er-. The relationship between the two has 

been described by Saint Aiigustine in terras of a libertas minor 

and a'libertas maýjor; the one, freedom to choose the good, 

the other freedom in the good (2). The relation of the 

Transcendent to the self in Existence is akin to t he relation- 

ship obtaining in love, where there is no external compulsion 

but an intimate surrender on the one hand and possession on 

the other, the two movements fused and constituting a freedom 

in necessity. It is precisely this freedom within necessity 

which characterises the relationship between selves in the 

pluralistic personalism of lvla-.. cel and, in particular, the 

relation between selves and God, the Absolute Self: 

Un ordre de la liberte"et de l1amour ou les 
rapports dletre 'a 6tre, loin de slintegrer 
en un systeme rationnel unique qui apr`bs 
tout ne sera jamais qulune nature, 
demeureraient les expressions d1individualites 
solidaires etto distinctes qui participent a 

(1) Esprit et Liberte/, Paris, Editions "Je Sers", 19339 
pp. 14-6-9. 
(2) Cf. Berdyaev, Ibid. ', p. 143 sqq. s and Dostoievsky, 
p. 68 sqq. 
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Dieu dans la mesure merae ou elles croient 
I en lui. (1) 1 

- 

This concept of freedom as necessarily accompanied by 

the a6tion of grace is fully developed in L. 1arcel's later 

works. It is indeed essential to his Whole metaphysical 

position. '- 

The primary act of freedom is, Marcel believes, the 

starting-point of a more positive freedom whereby the self, 

having chosen existence, proceeds to exist effectively: 'Ice 

contrepoids ontologique ne peut resider que dans Ilusage 

positif d1une liberte qui devient adhesion, clest-a-dire 

amour. " (]ý-I- P. 187. ) The choice once made, the way is 

open to Vhat. Kierkegaard, ý* calls "repetition!, , and Marcel 

fidelity and hope. Moreover, the freedom which such 
_fidelity 

exhibits is not of choice, but in choice, and is necessarily 

the product of a cooperation of grace and the will-. 

Marcel's personal universe may be described as a system 

of It I 't echangre. 61. (H. V. p. 82. ) As we have seen, self-creation 

is inseparable from the action of other selves. The self 

can exist only in so far as it makes the "response" to the 

"call" of the transcendent other. And it is this-mutual 

relationship which can be conceived, according to I. -Ilarcel, only 

in terms of a grace received, the "doVI. Hope or fidelity, 
(1) La TwIeta-physique de Josiah Royce, Rev. de Met., 1919, 
P. 246. 
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it proclaims, are far from being a mere assertion or claim 

on the part of an autonomous self: they claim no rights and 

no due, they make no demands as such. Rather are they 

attitudes of self-effacement on the part of a self which 

knows that its ovm realisation and existence demand 

submission to the other and its active transforming power: 

Peut-etre justement llesperance presente-t-: 
elle cette originalitd, et, ajouterai-je, 

.1 cette dignite souveraine de ne pas 
reve. rridi. quer, de ne pas slarroger de droits. 
Et il est permis d'6voquer ici par analogie 
la situation d1un 6tre qdi attend un bien- 
fait, une gr6ce, d1un autre 6trej mais 
seulement de la-libe'rialit6 de celui-ci, 
proclamant tout le premier que cette. gr9ce 
demandee est une grace, clest-a-dire 
ýrecisement le contraire d1une obligation 
a acquitter. (H. V. P. 74. ) 

Moreover, the cooperation of grace and will which this 

entails inaugurates a higher type of freedom than the 

liberum arbitrium preceding existence; it is a freedom not 

of choice but in choice, the libertas major of Saint Augustine. 

True, effective liberty involves liberation of the self from 

objective necessity, the reign of determinism and constraintt 

and the acceptance of a hiSher "necessity" %v. Uch does not 

gonstraia,, 'but indeed frees the will and is the essential 

condition of its free action: 

Tout soul, on ne serait point parvenu a slen 
deGager, mais la prdsence do llautre'ope"re 
ce miracle, pourvu quIon lui donne son 
consentement, quIon accepte de ne pas la. 
traiter co=iie simple intrusion r par rapport 
a soi-intme - mais comme rýalite. Rion de 
plus libre, au sens výritable de ce mot, que 
cette acceptation et ce. consentement. (R. I. Pp-72-3. ) 
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True freedom is,. then, a'certain 'Ir'esponsell to a "call": 

"Je crois auant aý noi que le terme de re"ponse devrait gtre 

reserve a la reaction tout interieure que suscite ltappel. II 

(Ibid., P. 73. ) This cooperation of grace dnd will is 

already maniLest within self-consciousness 'w'I'lere tho type of 

freedom within necessity vfaich yet excludes"determinism may 

be clearly seen. The latter, as'already noted, is 

characterised by a duality of self and essential self, the 

process of self-realisation involving aý certain type of 

'. 'belonging! ' to one's self which is fidelity. Now, this 

llappartenanceýl manifests precisely the cooperation of a grace 

with human will-power such as we are dealing with. For the 

self is realised by its activity, but this activity is 

governed by the transcendent purposes of the'essential self. 

And %, when we say governed-, , the type of determi-ni sm implied 

is not a constraint. f or the determining motives do not 

subject the self Is will but on the contrary bring it into 

action and are týie very condition and means, of self-creation. 

In Marcel's doctrine of liberty, the free act lies bpyond the 

categories both of determinism and free-will for it trans- 

cends both the motives and the will. 

Here. then, vie have exemplified this type of pure 

activity, -. 1hich is the "response" to a "call" and where the 

"call" evokes the "response". For without this impulse 

proceeding from a transcendent being, the self-creating 

activity of the individual self would lie dormant. The very 

condition of the self's being and existence is a submission 
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to a grace: 
Au fond, je ne puis dire valablement,, 

. ic ralwo-oaxtiens qýie aans la mesure ou je 
=d, e, M je me cree; clest-a-dire, 
recoranaissons-le, ou metapliysicluement 
parlant, je ne mlappartiens pas. (Ibid., p. 130. ) 

This is what- Llarce]. calls "appartenance ontologique": 

... apparztenance a ce que je suis, appartenance 
0 n-b 0 ML 0, L�'i que. M., ais je pourrals di. -e tout 
aussi bien: appartenirce creatrice; et ces 
de= expressions ont a mes yeuzz exactement 
la mgmýe valeur. .. Plus on y ref le"Chira, plus 

- on se convaincra, je crois, que clest a 
Ilinterieur de l'appartenance que sleffectue 
le passage de la contrainte a la liberte". 

(Ibid. 2 p. 130. ) 

Now, by virt-ae, of the self Is 11 opennesV1 to other selves 

and the inextricable relations vinich link the self Is 

existence with that of other selves, the realisation of the 

self comprehends a similar type of llbelonginEý, to others. 

And here again, since the presence of others is necessary 

to self-realisation, we have an infinite activity of grace 

calling forth and bringing into effect the will of the self: 

'Ila question fondamentale restant celle de savoir si tu, fais 

appel a ma- liberte en tant que liberte, ou si au contraire 

tu la veux alienee. " (Ibid. 9 P. 53. ) f" Here, as alwaysq 

fidelity is inseparable from a'certain grace or active 

presence of others conditioning the hopeful activity of the 

subject and being the condition of his self-realisation: 

"Des lors il est inexact de pretendre que llespC'rance est un, 

simple stimulant objectif 9 elle est au contraire un aspect 

Vital du processus meme par lequel une creation staccomplit. 11 

X-A P. 77. ) 
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We can now see clearly howg in the personal universe 

envisaged by Marcel, human freedom is essentially, a. freedom I 

in necessity. For that reason, it becomes effective, this 

higher freedom, only in time, thereby differing from the 

preliminary "instant" of choice which is accomplished outwith 

time and by virtue of a total tran cending of time in the 

experience of draad at its limit. ' This freedom in existence 

is that of a self submissive to-the transcendent investing 

it and cooperating with that transcendent in a process of 

mutual creation and-liberation. 'This is true "disponibilite(It. 

It is at bottom 11 creativity' that'is in process: dis poni- 

bilite et creativite sont des notions connexes. " (R; I. i P. 75. ) 

It is and'must be a "creation continue! '. In thisq the 

f Gide. "disponibilite! ' of Marcel differs from, that o 

Between the categories of graceg transcendýnce and 

process on tho one hand and those of nature, immanence and 

successivity on the other there is an intimate link. It is 

the merit of Marcel's philosophy to have brought out this 

link. and established this connection. 

Now, looking at the world of personal relations as a 

whole, it is a world not only of communications and mutual 

creativities but a world shot through with the working of 

grace. It is-not ultimately explicable in terms of the 

natural order, for the ýatter everywhere conceals the 

supernatural: 

Clest " la a , conscience de ces e'changes, de 
cette mysterieuse et incessante circulation 
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que J, ý mlo-avre dans llesperance - conscience 
prophot4que, nous llavons diti, mais Clilffuse, 
et qui pour a-ýtant quIelle prhendrait se 
commuer en prevision, risquerait de, 
slobliterer. (. H. V. p. 82. ) 

A world of S-race, charity and'love, of relations which' 

con. strain. withvat necessitating, call up the pure activity 

of the individual members and so realise their essence and 

being. 

But this grace vfhich so operates has and must have its 

source in. God, the Absolute Person, by vtom all other beings 

exist. Fidelity. and hope have their foundation in "absolute 

hope, and "absolute faith! '. Only there. can despair*be 

finally exorcised, the "instant" of being and existence 

recovered and the "preseneVI secured: 

Des le Moment 0\U. je mlab^ime en quelque sorte 
devant le Toi absolu qui, dans sa condescer. - 1 dance infinie, m'a fait sortir du neant, il 
sem. ble quo je mlinterd: ise a tout jamais de 
desesperer, ou plus exactement quo jlaffecte 
iraplicite12, eut le desespoir possible dlun 
indice de trahison tel quo je ne pourrais 
mly abandonner sans -orononcer ma propre 
condannation. (H. V. P. 6-5. ) 

Ce Toi absolu en qui j*e dois espe/re-, mais 
quo je Sarde aussi toujours la possibilite, 
non pas abstraite, mais effect-4ve de renier, 
est ýLu coeur de la citd quo je forme avec 
moi-me-22e et qui, l'experience nous llatteste 
tra, -, iquement, reste investie du. pouvoir de 

JI 
se : ceduire elle-Mehe en cendres. (Ibia., pp. 81%-2. ) 

Here, in faith in God, fidelity and hope can alone find their 

basis and their validity. 

But this f aith is, as is fiaelity proper, a submission 

to Grace, to the Divine Grace from which all Grace flows as 
between being and beings: it is the absolute "response" to 
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the absolute "call": 

Cet appel suPT)os 'e 
une hiLmilite radical- du 

zujet'; hundlite polarisee par la trans- 
cendance meme de celui 

* quIelle Jrvoque. 

-ou Ns so=nes ici commme 'a la jonctJ on de 
llon-arsement le plus stric' et de llattente 
la ps erdue. lu ep Tl ne saurait stagir de 
corapter Sur S03.9 Sur ses propres forces, 

" pour faire face dý cet engaSement demesure; 
mais dans l1acte par lecuel., je le contracte, 
j1ouvre en m8me temps un credit infini 'a 
Celui envers qui je le prends, et 1'Espýrance 
ntest pas autre chose. (R. I. pp. 217-18. ) ' 

Here, in its. 1 acute form,, is raised the problem of the - 

relation between Divine grace and the human will. It is 

solved in the way described (1). 

For the transcendent action of Divine grace acts as a 

"call" to man's freedom, to the possibilities within him 

which*it brings into effective existence: 

Il faut ajouter cependant aului: i don quel 
qulil soit nIest jamais purement et simplement 
recu par un sujot qui nIaurait qua lui faire 
5I-a"-ce en lui-mdme. La 

' 
verit6 est bien plut3t 

gýc le don est un appel auquel il slagit de 
repondre; clest comme slil faisait lever en 
nous une moisson de possibles, parmi lesquels 
nous aurons a choisirg ou plus exactement a 
actualiser ceux qui slaccordent le micux. avec 
1-sollititation qui nous a et6 adressee du 
dedans, et qu nIest au fond quiune mddiation 

m '% entre nous- 
ge 

et nous-me-me. (H. V. p. 84. ) 

The will remains "frecit to refuse to respond to the call , 
(1) It is worthy of note that Marcel considers the relation 
of grace and dependence obtaining between God and ran as identical with : ýhe type of relation between man and man. In 
this he agrees with 11acmurray. The religious consciousness, 
vrrites the latter, "must affirm botil the freedom of Man and the omnipotence of God, both free choice and free Srace, both 
responsibility and impotence. But What is expressed is a Universal fact of human experience, in spite of the contra- diction, li (Structure of IR7eligious Experience, P. 69. ) 
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remaininES2 to employ the Augustinian terms enslaved to the 

delectation of the flesh: 
/I 

Clest do cette observation generale qulil 
ýaudrait pextir pour reconnaltre qulil est 
a la fois vrai et faux de dire qulil depend 
de nouS dlespOrer. A la racine de 
Ile, sperance, il ya quelque- chose qui nous 
est litte'ralement offert; mais nous pouvons 
nous refuser *a' llespe"rance co=e a llamour; 
et sans doute pouvons-nous aussi renier 

.. llespe'rance, co=,, e nous pouvons renier et 
deSrader notre amour. Ici et la le rale 
du Kalros semble Otre de donner 'a notre 
lib-er-=loccasion de slexercer et de se - 
ddployer, co=e elle ne Dourrait le faire 
si ellq etait abandonnel-e a elle-mmeme - hypothe'se au surplus peut-&t-re contra- 
dictoire. (Ibid., p. 84. ) 

The relation between the self and God is a relation of love, 

not of constraint: 

'o.. cl, est, justement en tant quIll nlest pas, 
en verite, quelqulun dlautre qu'Il slarroge 
sur moi ce droit, mais bien en tant qu'Il 
nlest plus interieur que moi-nehe. Ce 
droit, clest en fonction de Ilamour et non 
point du tout de la puissance qulil se 
laisse comprenare., (R. I. p. 134. ) - 

For God is "interior' to the self and motive power of the 

self's very*liberty and possibility of realisation through 

the exercise of that liberty: 

En verite, qui suis-ie pour pretendre cue 
je ne 16-1appartiens pas? Clest quIen effet 
si je T'appartiens, cela ne veut pas dire: 
je suis "Ala possession; ce nlest pas sur le 
plan de-11avoir que ce myste'r'ieu. % rapport 
se situe, comme ce serait le cas si Tu etais 
une puissance finie. Non seulement Tu es liberte, mais Tu me veux, Tu me sus, -. -, '- tes moi 
auspi comme liberte, Tu m1appell', on 

Tu es cet a el meme. 2ýt Sý ie me 
-efuse a lui, cfest-F-dire b, Toi, si je 
Lilobstine declarer que je n1appartiens 

ae aul\ moi-m me, clest pour autant co=e si je, me murais; clest co=e si je InIattacha-is 
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a etranvler de mes mains cette reýlitel au 
nom de laýuelle je crois Te resister. (lbid. 9 P-135. ) 

So that the self cannot exist except by cooperation with the 

d the acceptance of this necessity without ,, sift, of r-race, an 

constraint is no less the true f orm of 11i sf reedom and f ree 

activity: 

ýIil en est ainsil reconnaitre que je Vappartiens 
a Toi, clest reconnalitre que je ne-mlappartiens 

.a inoi-m8m. e qu Ia cette condition, - bien plus, 
que cotte appartenance est identique, et, 

- quIelle se confond avee la. seule liberte 
aut. hentique et pleniere ýi laquelle je puisse 
pretendre: cette liberte-la. est un don; 
encore fauý-, il que je l1accepte; la puissance 
qui mlest d artie de llaccepte3z ou de la refuser 
nlest pas snarable de'ce don, eý il ya pour moi 
une facoýL de revendiquer cette liberte qui 
revient a un refus, et ce refus portant sur 
cela. meMe qui le rend possible a les caracteres 
distinctifs de la. trahison. (Ibid. ) 

In his views on the hnrmony of grace and freedom, Marcel 

seems-to follow the Augustinian trendo as illustrated in the 

French religious thought of the 17th century. It involves 

the rejection of the liberum arbitrium of the Molinists. 

Freedom of the vrill consists not in free choice but the power 

to act according to the solicitation of the good. Yet this 

is no necessitarianism. In the state of sin, solicited by 

the delectation of the flesh, man is the slave of evil. In 

the state of salvation, solicited by the delectation of grace, 

he is no longer a slave, for the endhe purs ues is the true 

end of his being and nature, so that in submitting to the 

Divine solicitation, he is freeing himself from the only 

truly described necessity in order to accomplish his destiny 

and realise his being and his freedom. "Clest ainsi que 
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Dieu dispose de la volont4 libre de 11homme san lui imposer 

de necessitel; ýt Ve le libre arbitre, qui peut toujours 
" la grace, mais qui ne le veut pas toujours, se resister a 

porte aussi librement qulinfailliblement a Dieu, lorsqulil 

veut llattirer par la douceur de ses inspirätions efficaces 

(1). " 
- 

'In both*cases he is , aetermined", but in the former this 

is a necessityl in the latter a liberation. In both cases 

he is "free" in ihat he pursues his purposes, but in the 

. 
former, case* this freedom is illusory, the purposes failing to 

express his true nature, in the latter authentic and fruitful 

ontologically, his purposes being one with his being and 

destination which-is God himself. It is within this 

Augustinian and specifically 17th century framework that 

Marcel's religious philosophy is situated, as we shall see 

more fully later. 

In fine, Alarcel's metaphysics involves the "moral wagev, 
of a Pascal and a Kierkegaard, and one v&ich, like theirs, is 

not the expression-of an autonomy within the self, but rather 

synonymous of a submission to the invading reality, an act of 

surrender to Being. It finds its culmination, therefore. in 

Pascal, Lettres Provinciales, ea. Havetq Delagrave, 1919, 
Vol. I!, P. 230. M 

-Laporte defines well the efficacious but non-necessitating character of the Divine'love as fonceived by the Augustinians: "En r4pandant son amour dans 
la volont6, il fait quIelle se porte de son propre mouvement 
a ce. quIelle pr4fere, et quIelle'se'sente dl5iýtant plus libre 
dans son mouvement que cette pr6ference la determine davanta-Se.: 
(Pascal'et la Doctrine de Port Royal, Rev. de Met., 1923, 
P. 

I 
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the revelation of an order of Crace transcending the order of 

nature. It is thus not surprising that Marcel should stress 

his opposition to most moaern philosophies of liberty. alum 

philosophie de la liberte" telle que ja la concois ne saurait 
.S 

ýtre oppose'e a la philosophie de lletre. " (R. I. p. 40. ) For 

all such philosophies are doctrines of I=anence, involving 

the negation of the Transcendent and the affirmation-of the 

autonomy of the self. In a note appended to"the passage 

already quoted criticising the notion of autonomy, he writes: 

Ces propositions /pre sentent un caractýre 
axial pour une 3netaphysique qui tend 'a 
assigner a une certaine humilite" ontologique 
la place qulehplupart de5 -p: Alosophies 
traditionnelles, depuis Spinoza, - ont - 
accorde/e ý- la libert6, cela, Ijout au moins, 
dans la mesure olu celles-ci impliquaient 
la. pr4tention chez le sujet de, slidentifier 
lui-meme rationnellement a une certaine, 
Pensee immanente au Tout. Clest la. 
possibilite mdme d1une semblable identifica- 
tion qui est radicalement rJee dans une 
i /tqphysique telle-que celle que, je cherche ýe 
a definir ici. (E. A. p. 193, n. 1. ) 

_ 
He goes on to subject the Bergsonian philosophy to a 

vigorous criticism on this score. Liberty, for Bergson, is 

salvation itself. One-ness with freedom, life and change, 

as his Immanentism postulates, is the sole religious ideal, 

as it tends to be that of the 111odernists. As already 

indicated, this Immanentism fails to account for the eternal, 
transcendent element in the self, with regard to which 

personality is edified. The failure to account -for 

personality and the failure to recognise an order of grace 
have a common source in the denial of the Tran cendent. For 

a Properly religious philosophy, that is one which preserves 
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the integrity of the transcendent realml over and ýbove 

liberty is salvation, precisely the surrender to a 

T-: canscendent reality which takes total possession of the 

su=endering self: 

Pour un bergsonien, le salut-est dans la 
liberte pure, au lieu cue pour une meta-, rtienne, la liberte pbjmique dlessence ob-re 
est ordo=ee au salut. (E. A. P. 116. ) 

The Bergsonian philosophy is out and out a philosophy of 

autonomy, It sees the supreme reality in a subject which 

knuas no law other than itself and its own will. It has no 

place for the intervention of grace, for it recognises no 

ofder other than the natural order. As Berdyaev points out, 

and. as T. Tarcel underlines for his ovm part, autonomy is the 

very opposite of true liberty, which is a 11 spiritual and 

religious category". Autonomy is, -as a vievpoint on the 

problem of freedom, as deficient as its contrary, heteronomy- 

As the latter ends up in what Berdyaev calls a, 11transcend- 

entism! ' so the former culminates in. a pure 11 i=anentisz21 

both are defective, in that they fail to recognise the 

intimate fusing of the two orders of Immanence and Trans- 

cendence on the plane of grace. We Cann do better than 

quote a passa6e from Berdyaev: "Llais la liberte' est, une 

cate"gorie spirituelle, elle reside a une profondeur plus 

grande que toute controverse sur llautonomie et llheteZonomie. 

Un monde dans lequel l1autonomie slaffirme contre-11hete'ro- 

nomie a perdu la liberte'de llesprit. La conscience 

autonome est une conscience formelle. Elle correspond a*' ce 
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stade de la vie spirituelle OU la liberte n1a pas d1obSet, 

ou elle nlest pas encore orientele vers un. but dditermine, ou 

je veux etre libre de toute contrainte et de tout arbitrai-re 

exterieur, ou je veux me de/terminer par ma propre volonte/, 

ou je veux vivre selon ma loi. Llautonomie sloppose non 

seulement a 11heteronomie, en quoi elle a raison, mais aussi 

a la theonomie, en quoi elle a tort (1). " On the moral 

plane, Bergsorism, might lead to a similar deifiýcation of the 

individual, with all its disastrous consequencesq as that 

reflected in Nietzsche and so often portrayed in the 

characters of Dostoiewski. 

It is inspired by the same viewpoin't', that Llarcel 

criticises certain-aspects of Jaspe3: ds Existentialism, to 

which in so many other respects he is obviously much indebted.. 

In his study on Jaspers he suggests that the latter still 

remains e=eshed in certain Idealist ways of thought. 

Notably in his failure to integrate in his philosophy 

properly relig gious factors: - "Nous ne pourrons nous empecher 

de nous demander si en fin do'compte il ne proce"de pas 

simplement a une sorte de lalcisation indue de notions 

religieuses dans leur essence, mais dont le ressort vital a 

ete' en quelque sorte* prealablement bris*' I 
e. 11 (R. I. P. 325. ) 

Thus, for example, the notion of original*sin becomes, as the 

concept of I'llimilk-oation", the "trace ou residu abstrait du 

(1) Esprit et Liberte, 'pp. 1S 5. ' 

tSafl---- 
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peche originel", (Ibid. ) (1). In co=on with that is his 

reliF, ious indifference and his refusal to admit the orthodox 

dogma ý,. vhich for the Christian Marcel are part and parcel of a 

complete OntoloCy: I'La position de Jaspers quant a l1exist- 

ence tend inevitablement a lui faire rejeter toute idee du 

canonique et do llorthodoxie, et coci meme West que I 
I lley-pression, sur'le plan specifiquement religieiLc, d1une 

sorte de refus radical de. llontol-oCi: qiBc=e'-tell. '(lb4&. d. 9 P. 326. ) 

Jaspers' metaphysics, in fact - and this is at the root 

of the above-mentioned inadequacy, - marks an effort to attain 

the Transcendent, but an unsuccessful one. In the final 

assessment it lacks one essential dimension -"the religious 

and, at bottom, the transcendental one: ... on sera amene a 

reviser toutes les positions de Jaspers et ýý-ajouter aux 

dimensions de sa pensee une autre dimension qui qn, tran forme 

entierement la figure. " (Ibid. ) Jaspers' philo--ophyg indeed, 

as an examination shows, culminates in a purely "negative 

ontology (2). 11 In its moments of existential experience the 

self comes into contact with a dark beyond, an incomprehen- 

sible; it is this "incomprehensible,, never wholly absorbed 

in exTerience, which plays the part of a Transcendent in his 

philosophy and vidich becomes the object of what Wahl calls a 

(ýý On the concept ofilllimitation! l in Jaspers, cf. Vlahl, op. 
ci .1 pp. 416-7. Wahl makes a similar criticism. (Ibid., p. 
443. ) We might well apply to himself this co=ent which 
Jasr. ers makes in a somewhat different context: "The epoch 
has produced a vast number of persons devoid of all faith and 
receiving their stamp exclusively from the apparatus. " 
(Man in the Modern Age, p. 159. ) 
(2) Cf. Wahl, op. cit., p. 423 sqq. 
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1, croyance ambigue (1). 11 Nothing is further removed from the 

positive Ontology of marcel. Jaspers' final position 
. 

is, in 

fact, similar to Marcel's initial sta--tin, -, -point at the 

Idealist stage. Moreover, this "negative ontology" is 

accompanied by a "negative theology" , again similar, to the. 

theology in 1.1arcel's first phase. - On the one hand, it brings 

us back to the "agnosticism! ' of Kant's Critical Idealism. 

More especially; Jaspers' definition'of the Absolute Being as 

11das Umgreifende?, 'and 11das Eine", pure undifferentiated Being, 

echoes the One of Plotinus (2)., Jaspers denies personality 

proper to God: "Wenn diese mythische Persönlichkeits- 

vorstellunG als Chiffre einen Augenblick zur Gegenwart werden 

kann, so wehrt sich trotzdem das echte Bewusstsein von 

Transcendenz dagegen, Gott schlechthin als Pers6nlichkeit zu 

. juite foreign to the positive aenken A definition q 

theology of*11arcel, where Goa is by essence the "personne 

(1) Cf. Wahl's criticism of this "negative ontolog7l', op. cit., 
pp. 441-2. Existence-philosophy, writes Jaspers, "can only 
have a possible significance if it remains unfathomable in its 
unci-rcumstantiality. It awakens what it does not itself 
know; it illustrates and gives impetus, but it does not 
f ixate. 11 (Man in the Modern Aýe, D. 137. ) The transcendent 
is the realm, of vibat Jaspers calls the "nameless povrervl. 
This "namelesol is both "Bein-d' and "Nullity'. "It is the 
straightforwardly sinister, which promotes unrest through the 
uncertainty against what'and on behalf of what ona is 
fighting. 11 (Ibid., p. 2030) 
12) Cf. H. L. Mieville: Le probleýme de la transcendance et de 

a mort dans la philosopHie'e-xistentie-Lie de Xarl Jaspers, 
loc. cit., pp. 89, -90. The au96hor remar, 4ýs: "Une 6tude com- 
P16te de la nensee de Jaspers demanderait sa., confrontation 
avec la. doctrine plotinienne, la the"oloGie negative de Denys 
PA26AppLgite et le kantisme. 11 (Ibid., p. 90, n. 1. ) Mr 
Tillich suggests the affinities of German Existentialism with 
the old. German theologies of, -Eckhart and Boehme. (Op. cit. ) 
(3) Philosophie, Vol. III, 'p- 166. 
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absolue" or "*'v-oi absolu, and, in general, to the whole 

personalist theory of reality elaborated by Allarcel. 

- 

In strict fact, Mlarcel's philosophy finally transcends, 

in a manner unknown to Jaspers, the limits of mere phenomeno- 

logy. It-ceases to be mere description and yields to 

revelation. The affirmation of the Transcendent comes 

and more to signify for him the affirmation of 'an order of 

grace. The manner in which the Transcendent reveals itself 

in moments of Existence, and the peculiar relation of liberty 

Ii within necessity which this revelation involves for the 

experiencinS subjectj seem to denote the presence of something 

other than a mere 11 datur2l 

and even, in the narrow s, 

something which is rather 

which can have its source 

personality, God Himself. 

of psychological, phenomenological 

ense of the term, ontological import; 

of the nature of a" donum! ' and 

only in the Absolute transcendent 

Thms, by natural and even stages, X'Larcel passes from a 

p'hilosop'.. V of Existence and. a philosophy of . Fersonality, in a 

manner reminiscent of Maine de Biran, to a philosophy of 

religion. The pluralistic Personalism, which seemed the 

final word of his metaphysics, is absorbed and integrated, 

albeit without loss to itself, into what vie might term a 

theocentric mysticism. 

11flarcel has yet to evolve a complete theodicy; neverthe- 
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less its broad lines are already apparent. It involves a 

transformation, in terms of the Existential philosophy, of 

the old theological doctrine of "continued creation (1). " 

Lilian, with due allowance for the collaboration of human will, 

is wholly dependent on God. His "being" or "existence,, is 

the result of what is ultimately an arbitrary*gift of grace, 

moreover a. gift of grace which is repeated and continue , and 

but for which he could. not continue to "bell or " e: dst" as a 

personality. If fidelity is the principle of edification 

allowing the self to "link up" its momentary and fragmentary 

realisations of Being'and its*participations in other beings, 

God included, this fidelity, itself subject to discontinuity, 

operates only by virtue of a grace continually repeated. 

This conception of the human and universal condition has found 

no more feeling interpreter than Pascalt as when he writes, in 

a passage which I'Jarcel's metaphysics may be said to echo: 

"Ainsi la continuation de la justice des fideles'nIest autre 

chose que la continuation de llinfusion de la grake, et non 

pas une seule grace qui subsiste toujours; et clest ce cjui. 

nous apprend parf aitement la dependance perpe'tuel 1eA nous 

(l This theory of "continued creation! ' has its apogee in 17th 
cen'tury theology. It is related to a metaphysical and 
physical system in Descart-es who, thereby, gives it a 
considerable 

, 
reEain de vie. In relation with the doctrines 

of"physical premoti-ovl and"efficacious grace" it is prominent 
in Jansenism and in the theologies touched by, its influence, 
notably in Boszu0t. Together with, 11-physical, prenotionil , it 
linds perhaps its most complete expression at the end of the 
century in the writings of Father Boursiert (of. De l'Action 
de Dieu sur les creatures, 6 Vols., Lille, J. B. Brovellio, 
1713). It is, however, in Pascal, as indicated aboveg that 
vie find it exp. .,. ressed in what are already existential terms. 
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sommes da la mis "-ico. -de de Dieu, puisque si 1 Ion interrompt 

tant soit peu la cours, la secheresse survient necessaireinent 

I 

(1). " Thus no-', -, only the -person as such2 bu-to the whole 

universe of selves and realities, with their realisations of 

selfhood, of co=. unication and participation, is irrevocably 

suspended upon the continued action of God. 

By the integration of this prof oundest of Cbristian 

intuitions in his Existentialism the latter'acquiries a deeper 

value and significance. The world of Ylarcel, like that of 

other Existentialists, is a world of discontinuity and 

rupture. But by the addition of this further dimension it 

takes on an even greater poignancy. It becomes the basis 

for a more fully"tragic!, sense of life. Grace is at no 

moment secure nor, final;, the vision of Being is not secured 

as by-right. The world is one of constant ruptures of 

contact and of recurrent despair. Hope is balanced by 

"unhope". The condition of nan is one of tens ion and 

anxiety$ of utter dependence on God. Like that of Pascalq 

his universe is riddled with "contradictions"; the I'Dasein! l 

'.,,: ith its complement of evil and temptation is a positive 

obstacle to faith and selfhood, which no barrier can break 

except God's infinite love. His is therefore a tragic world 
in the lull Christian sense of the term, the world of Pascal, 

(1) Lett--e de Pascal et de sa soeur Jacqueline a The. Perier, leur soeur, Pensges eýE oDuscules, eH. B5u'-nscWicSt !: Iaris, Hachette, p. 93. ýf. Brunschviog, oeuvres de Pascal, ed. Brunschvieg, Paris, Hachette, vol. IV-, -T-n-Er-ocL., p. LN sqq., and Le Genie de Pascal, Parisq Hachgttet 1924, P. 5. 
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Kierkegaard, Chestov and Unamuno -a world in which faith 

itself remains a mystery and a "Parado: -'. 't having its source 

prehensible act of God. in what is ult.; mately an incom 

-o-o--o-o-- 

From the point of view-of literary and philosophical 

criticism, it is interesting and important to POint, Out-thev 

Marcel's religious philosophy represents a revival of the 

Augustinian current of-17th century thought. 

First and foremost is the recognition, over and above 

the natural order, of a transcendent realm of grace, implied 

in man's incapacity to act fully for himself f of the purposes 

of his'existence and realisation. The human will cannot be 

other than a secondary cause whose activity is called forth 

and brought into effect by the divine activity. As when 

Pascal writes: "Car, quand on dit que Ilaction vient de notre 

volonte, on considere la volonte humaine'comme cause seconde, 

mais non pas comme premiere cause; mais, quand-on cherche la 

premiere cause, on llattribue "'a la seule volonte" de Dieu, elt- 

on exclut la volonte"-de 11homme. Clest ainsi qae saint Paul 

ayant dit: tJ'ai travaille plus quIeux tous, ' il ajoute: 

'Non pas moi, clest-L-dire je n1ai point travaille, mais la 

ýrace qui est avec moi a travaille'f. 1 Par oUý llon voit qulil 

attribue son travail a sa volonte, et qulil le refuse a sa 

volonte"O suivant qulil en cherche, ou la'cause seconde, ou la 
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-oremiere cause. ) mais jamais a soi reul; au lieu clutil le 

donne ae Or9ce... Voil*** 11origine ae toutes"ces "' la seul a 

contrarielte's xoparent-es, quo 11ijacarnation, du Verbe, qui a 

joint Dieu aý lIL-. or-=e, et la puissance *a' Ilinfirmite, a mises 

dans les ouv: caf. 7es de la grace (1). st 

It is precisely by this refusal of the primacy to the 

secondary cause in favour of the first cause that 17th century 

religious thought in France, in its most characteristic and 

authentic aspects, repudiates the Semi-Pelagianism of the 

A"'Olinists. And this position, at first sight paradoxically, 

is not inimical to or destructive of human freedom, for it 

replaces the irresponsibility of free-will (liberum arbitrilui) 

by a higher concept which relates freedom to the intrinsic 

purposes of a being whose existence is the mean of realising 

an essence or nature divinely allotted to him. ' For what is 

central in 11arcel's doctrine is the notion of willed activity 

as an "attestation crýatricell which is both the "so=ation de 

l'Etre*a 
Illäme aulil investit mais aussi llacte�ide. -. itique en 

ses specifications infinies, par 1equell 11a'me rend temoignaSe 

a cette mgme pre'sencul. (R. I. p. 16. ) An act of freedom 

called forth by the call?? , without vvhich our freedom 

could not become effectual, that is to say wit', '-ý-)-, t %; Inich the 

essential self, for our liberty is our self, could not be 

realised nor exist. 

(1)-Lettre sur la 
cle Dieus Ocuv--es c 
p. 95. 

The action of DivLne Grace is not that 

ossibi ite dlaccomplir les cor-mandements 
! in q5lýVes, Paris, Hgc-lieýte, 1865-7, Vol. 11, 
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of something external to ourselves but of a presence hidden 

within ourselves, 'bringing, by its influence, our freedom, 

which is the mainspring of our being, into activity and 

directing it 114owards the realisation of. those purposes which 

constitute its essence. This precisely is the inner 'sense 

of Elarcel's oft-repeated assertion that freedom lies within 

the field of the "meta-problematical" and the "mystery", for 

our freedom does not and cannot subsist by itselfi but-as a 

power which partici2ates in the Divine power. 'as our being 

participates in the Divine beingi. so that what constitutes 

man as an existing and spiritual-being is the-mysterious 

junction and cooperation of the h=an nall and Divine grace. 

And this assertion repeats., in modern t: er. --s the'traaitional 

Pauline and Augustinian viewpoint (1). From this follows 

inevitably the notion of a continuous creation of man. 

Fidelity and hope, the process of seli-f-realisation and 

existence are only possible by a willed activity called into 

effect by repeated gift of grace. - It is, in Marcel's o-. m 

wordsi a 11cre"ation continue" (R. I. P. 76) on the part of a 

will responsive to the "call" of 6race-. So that in so far as 

the self can be said to-existl it is by constantly renewed 

grace. Man depends from moment to moment for his being on 

God, and without Hin his being perishes, 

Iffe have already noted the r6le played by this doctrine 

(1) Cf. St. Aur, ý, -astine: "Non ego autem, sea gratia Dei mecum 
(i Q-or. xv, 9,16): ia-est, non solus, sea gratia Dei mccum; 
ac, pe. - hoc nee gratia Dei sola, nee ipse solus, sea gratia 
Dei cum illo. 11 (De gratia et libero arbitrio, V, ý. 12. ) 
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in the 17th century. - To the quotation from Pascal many 

others mish-I. - be added: "'En la moindre rencontre, nous C. 
dependons toujours du Souvernement e. t de la conduite secrete 

de Dieu... Clest pourquoi---nous avons besoin. dtune priere 

continuelle (1). " 

"Slil ne nous retenait et conservait dans lletre qulil 
A 

nous a donne/. nous nous ecoulerions au meme moment, c'o=e 

des eaux qui nlont point de consistance (2). " (15th October, 

1642. ) 

... (L'oraison)..,,. est la voie par laquelle nous. disons 

a Dieu et a Jesus-Christ, qui est notre unique libe"rateur 

qutil nous sauve, ressentant daus nous de si grande mouvements 

dlinfirmite, que slil ne nous secourait ý tous moments par 
des graces nouvelless nous pe'ririons tous (3). " (1st January, 

1641. ) 

In this light, fidelity tek. es on a new meaning and 

significance, as in the Augustinian writers. By his return 

to a philosophy of fidelity, klarcel is reviving a very 

essential theme of Christian philosophy and of the Augustinian 

theology in particular (4). Fidelity, as thus conceived, 

signifies a mutual creation of'selves and things under the 

LIS. 
&1) Saint-Cyran, Theologe familiýdere, Rouen, 1652, pp. 209, 

"j 
I-L 

-_ 10. Cf: "A querclue degmrvle jus-U. '. -7 Ice que nous soyons 
parvenus, nous avons besoin dlune continuelle assistance de 
Dieu, pour nous y maintenir. 1f (Ibid. p. 76 ý 
J2) Saint-Cyrang T' 4'tienneslet spi i Dettres chir. tuelles, Rouen 

645, P. 416. 
(3) Ibid. 2 p. 434'. 
LL 'Cf 

ull . Bremond's discussion of the notion of "adherence" in 
e Histoire du sentiment religieux en France, Paris, 

Bloud an Gay-, 1921, Vol. III, Cj3. p. 11). 
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guidance of Divine grace - 

the repetition. -, of grace - 

attain and'Maintain their 

they realise the being and 

being and existence of all 

love: 
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a continuous creation inspired by 

an order of love where all beings 

axistence and being in so f ar as 

existence of others, and where the 

are upheld by the Divine grace and 

Un ordre de la liberte et de Ilamour OU les 
rapports dl6tre 'a dtre... deme-Ureraient les 
expressions dlindividualites solidaires et 
distinctes qui participent a Dieu dans la 
mesure meme ou elles croient en lui (1). 

The activities of fidelity create a co=unity oý persons 

and personal realities transcending- the natural order and 

suspended upon t1ae supernatural order of grace: 

Il faudrait montrer avec pre'Cision co=ent 
dans la nature humaine elle-merae, elle 
constitue la zone dans laquelle une vie 
authentiquement 3ýeligieuse, une vie de 
grace peut slinserer, a la fa-veur bion, 
entendu dlinitiatives dont leprincipe 
reside hors de nos possibilites a nous, 
de nos volonte's a nous. (R. I. p. 15. ) 

Such a type of fidelity surpasses the-purely ethical plane. 

It is every bit an action de Er&ces, 'a gratitude in no sense 

passive, but made manifest in the joyful creation of the 

universe, whereby, by each and every act, man cooperates in 

God'& creation and recreation of his riches. I. Ve may recall 

here the wonderful passage of Traherne: "As among divines, 

it is said, that every moment's preservation is a new 

creation: and therefore'bless-ings continued must not be 

despised, but more and more extended: because every moment's 

(1) Loc. cit., p. 246. 
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. preservation is another obligation: even so in the continual 

series of thoughts whereby vie continue to uphold the frame of 

Heav, ren and- Earth in the Soul towards God, every thought is 

another woria to the Deity. as acceptable as the first. Yea, 

the continuance putS an infinite wOrth-and lustre on them' 

For to be desultory and inconstant is the part of. a fickle 

and careless soul, and makes the imagination of it worthless 

and despised. But to continue, serious in upholding these 

thoughts for God's sake, is the part of a faithful and loving 

Soul: which as it thereby continues great and honourable 

with God, so is it thereby Divine and Holy: - and every act of 

it of infinite importdnee: "and the continuance of its life 

transcendently esteemed. - So -Vhat thouGh you can build or 

demolish such worlds as often as -you please; yet it 

infinitely concerneth you faithfully to_conýinue them$ and 

wisely to repair them (1). " By his fidelity. 
-as 

Traherne 

rightly remarks, man becomes, as it were, divine, by partici- 

patibn in the divine activity. 

In this context, Marcel has given much thought to the 

notion of "paternitYl. Paternity has become more and more 

for him the exemplar, of fidelity, the supreme type of the 

I'voeu createur (2). " The essence of paternity is the bringing 

into existence of possibilities transcending the individual: 

Le voeu crdateur nlest autre chose que le 
fiat en vertu duquel je irle decide a mettre 

(1 Centuries of jkleditation, pp. 139-40, § 91. 
(2ý (if. : Ge Voeu createur co=e essence de, lapaternite, in 

-Ho Vi at or. 
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toutes mes energies au service de ce possible, 
qui ddjh slimpose ýL moi, mais a** moi seul, 
comme une realite't afin de le transformer en 
une rEýalite pour tous, clest-a-dire en une 
oeuvre consti-. I, -uee. (H. V.. p. 162. ) 

Thus is constituted the family. But human pat. ernity is 

simply the image of the Divine paternity., itself the 

exemplar of all Divine creations. And the latter constitutes 

the u. niversal faiiily of persons. 'Human paternity, is . then 

nothing else but a participation in'the Divine paternity, 

for God is the sole first cause: Je ne'peux pas plus f aird 

exister un autre qae moi - que je ne peux me faýire exister 

moi-meme. 11 (ibid., p. 165. ) All fidelity on. the part of man 

peration in a divine fidelity, in the creation is thus a*coo. 

and maintenance of the universe of persons. 

The ultimate aim of fidelity is the realisation of 

I'llunite supraconscientO.. et suprahistorique do tous en tous... 

autour de la Personne absolue qui, seule, pout lui apposer le 

s. ceau infrangible de 1 lunite". (Ibid. $* p. 170. 

The final version of Marcel's pluralistic and personal 

universe is thoroughly Augustinian in its vision of-a 

co minity linked by bonds of love suspended upon the love and 

grace of God: a community existing only by the participation 

of its memb, ers in the Being of God, their origin and sustainer. 

For at the root of this vision is al. ways the dependence 

of man and the world of selves on the Divine grace ttich alone 

can vouchsafe them moments of being and continuity of being: 

"Le meilleur de moi ne m1appartient pas. " (Ibid., p. 23. ) 

For-the self cannot plunge into the mystery'of its being 
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without finding as the solo source, oriSin and inspiration 

of that boii2, r, --, the Absolute Being of God. Marcel makes his 

ovm this quotation of Gustave Thibon, as a fitting conclusion 

to his own religious philosophy: "Tu to Sens 'a lletroit. 

Tu re"ves d'evasion. Alais prends garde aux mirages. -Dour 

ttevader, ne cours pas, ne to fuis pas: creuse pluto4t cette 

place etroite qui tlest donnee; tu y trouveras Dieu et tout. 

Dieu ne flotte pas sur ton horizon, il dort dans ton 

epaisseur, La vanite courtg llamour creuse. Si tu fuis 

hors de toi-me'm'et ta prison courra avee toi et se retrecira 

au vent de ta course; si tu tlenfonces en toi-memeg elle 

sI evasera en paradis. " 
. 
(Ibid. I 'P. 35. ) 

- 

I 

In contemporary French religious thought, Marcel comes 
. close'to, and may indeed have -been influenced by, Eaurice 

Blondel. Certainly the latter 'is much more systematic and 

more of a theologian. But their point of connection is 

their common adherence to an Augustinipýn viewpoint and to the 

traditional current in French Catholic thought (as opposed to 

the Neo-Thomist Mlaritain) 

The'movement of' Blondel's thought is similar. The 

affirmation of a transcendent, Pur Agir as implicit in the 
incapacity of human agir. I'Llimpuissance de fait et de 

ý1) On, this point cf. D. Eastwood's chapter on Blondel in her 
he Revival of Pascall, 

_Oxford, 
Clarendon Pý? essj 1936, Chp-VII. 
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I droit, qui slest r6vele'e a notre effort volontaire et par 

les exiCences meMes de notre action, traduit imperieusement 

la necessite ou nous sommes d'affirmor un transeendent(l). " 

"Au no= meme du determinisme, il nly a qu'une conclusi6n * 

inevitable; ot la voici dans sa rUdesse, -sans plus ni moins: 

par son action volontaire 11homme depasse les phenom'e'nes; 

il ne peut egaler ses propres exigences; il a. en lui, plus 

qulil ne peut employer seul; il ne reussit point, 'par-ses 

seules forces, a mettre dans son action voulue tout ce qui 

est au principe de son activite volontaire. Ainsi,. qulil 

pretende se passer de toute religion ou. slen faire une a son 

ere, il n1en excede pas moins son droit et n1en satisfait pas 

plus son 16esoin necessaire ni ses volontaires exigences (2). " 

Thus is necessary the passage from an agir naturel to an LEtr 

transnaturel. The assertion that man's true freedom lies in 

submission to grace, by a participation in the divine E. Zir, 

becoming the cause seconde of God's activity: I'Mais aussi 

nous avons de nouveau a revenir vers nous et a discerner 

comment nous aussi nous pouvons etre vraiment des ýtres 

agissants. Slil est vrai que nous sommes naturellement des 

causes. efficientes quoique secondes, ce nlest pas d'embleo 

que nous realisons, que nous egalons en nous le dessein do 
A 

notre Cause premiere. Car, pour participer a son agir, nous 

avons a depasser les e/tats passifs ou. spontane's et**a nous 

conformer\a l'idee de la veritable action, liberee des 

(1) L'Action, Vol 11, (1937), P. 343. 
(2) Z-'A-c-'-E3on, 189ý,. p. 321. 
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"' llinitiative m8me dont proc'edent notre passions et soumise a 

existence et notre efficience, en vue de la fin suprgme 

qulimperent la motion et llaspiration'initiales et constantes. 

En ce qui concerne Ilaction des causes secondes, la definition 

qui est possible et normale est clone une definition per 
A 

generAtionera et exercitium plutdt qu'une, definition 

intrinse*que ]2er ssentiam. Et c"est par son itineraire, 

de son origine aý son terme, que l1action. des cre/atures 
I comporte la precise de'termination-de ses etapes et de son 

orientation. Nous avons maintenant a examiner ce, probleme 

theorique: comment, en principet llaction des creatures 

pout-elle se libe"rer de sa passivite" premiere et se rattacher 

a llagir divin, non point pour une servitude (comme ce serait 

le cas sous le joug d es passions) mais pour le r"egne d1une 
A 

liberte qui, meMe sous les epreuves purifiantes, est deja 

pleinement active: servire Deo regnare est (1). " A parti- 

cipation which is in no sense a constraint, for it is only by 

it that human activity can come into play:, "Slil est vrai 

quIen effet nos actions, dans la mesure oU elles prockent 

dfune intention interessant notre vie spirituelle, mettent 

en cat; se et meme en oeuviýe la pre"sence stimulante et 

cooperatrice de 1'Etre transcendant, nos initiatives 

personnelles entralnent des conse"quences proportionne"es 

ýý) L'Action, Vol. ]:, (1936)t pp. 208-9. Cf: I'll no slaSit 
one pas (le', propo 1; ý libert ser du dehors un devoir ýL 

slagit de decouvr-jr*le devoir dans la liberte-meme et do 
trouver dans ce VIelle nlest pas encore le voeu secret do 
ce quIelle est ddjýL... En posant le determinisme, on en tire 
la liberte , En voulant la liberte, on exige le devoir. 11 
(L'Action, 1893, P. 143. ) 
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a ltenergie TnJ so aý notre disposition. Deja nous avions 
montre precedemment quo notre agir h=ain nlest pas un 
simple ph4nomC%ne et qulil a 

metaphysique, une fonction 

voit ici la portee du drame 

developpe en l'homme - mais 

de sa volonte (1). 11 

intrinsequement une consistance 

ontoge"nique. Llieux encore, on 

plus ciulhumain qui se noue et se 

non s-ans llho=e, ni sans llusage 

Further, Blondel defines this cooperation of will and 

grace, as does blarcel,., in terms of a "call" and "response, ': 

"Essayons dlentrer un peu plus avant en cette action 

ý 
iutellectuelles au sein meine du pur, intelligent et 

intelligible Agir. Dans -11 ordre humain le P'Cre doit 'a 

travers la nuit des origines reconnaitre son fils et faire 

acte de paternite, co=e le-fils reconnait sa secrete 

filiation, en sorte qulil ya comme un. double temoignage 

qulexprime le not latin agnoscere. Dans llordre intelleetuel, 

une semblable reconnaissance, une agnition confesse et sce116 

pour ainsi dire ce double rapport de la generation qui assure 

ltunitCl authentique de la race et de llesprit. Combien ces 

verite's naturelles trouvent leur type par'bit dans la pure 

generation divine ou tout est lumiere, unite, reconnaissance. 

Et ce dernier terme prend ici en toute plenitude son double 

sens; car reconnaitre clest, en un premier sens, voir, 
01 i acbuettra, ratifier la connaissance de la vdrite" recue et 

authentiquee par l'adhesion reflechie et en quelque sorte 

L'Action2 Vol. 'Ij, pp. 345-6. 
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verifie/e des aeux termes, des ae= agents *a' llunisson; mais 

c1 est aussi , en un autre sens si 11 on peut dire =oral, f aire 

a6te de gratitude pour ce qui est recu et pour ce qui est 

rendu la ou. lunite parfaitement conso=ee implique un 

echange et co=e une circulation infiniment riche de l'un a 

llautre de ceux pour ciui tout est co=un (1). " 

Finally, he envisages a universe of persons constituting 

a commimi ty or ý unity upheld by grace and participatingg by 

its own activities, in the action of this grace: "Tout 

llordre des choses nlest que llensemble, des moyens, Ve nous 

devons vouloir et employer pour realiser notre propre 

personne, *en co=union avec, le dessein. du tout et la volontel 

du Createur. Dfun-tel Point de vue, les objections tirees 

- des susceptibilites de chaque moi, pris co=e fin en soi, 

perdent toute specieuse signification; elles servent 

seulerient a souligner la meprise fondamentale, llillusion 

meurtriere qui evtribuerait une fausse et dangereuse 

suffisance aN chacun de ceux qui ne sont vraiment des etres 

bons et heureux que par la realisation de la belle maxime: 

chacun pour tous, tous pour chacun et en chacun (2). " 

That there is here similarity of themes and content-no 

one can aeny. But Marcel, by the very fact of his failure 

to systematise, remains more closely-in touch with concrete 

experience than Blonael, whose philosophy at times verges on 

a transcenaentalism. which ItIlarcel would be the first to 

(1) Ibid., Vol. II pp. 177-8. 
(2) Ibid., Vol. II, P. 356. 
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repudiate. For to affirm the Tranocenaent and its onto- 

logical priorit-y and primacy is'not to misunderstand that 

in concre*[. -, eý. cxperience what is primary is human action. A 

valid philosoph-y of* transcendence defeats its purposes as a 

, religious philosophy if, by too great emphasis upon the 

primary cause, it fails to establish the necessary role of 

the seconaary cause in the complex' activity of salvation ana 

spiritual pýrogress. The authentic Christian"theology, 

avoiding both the extremes of naturalism and supernaturalism, 

must neces-arily constitute a humanism if only by reason of 

the fact that it is man's salvation and not God's -which is 

at stake. 

To brin- out the humanistic strain in Marcel's doctrine 0 
of transcendence, let us first su=arise, the preceding views. 

The religious philosophy of Marcel centres round a 

concept of freedom which is largely Augustinian in character 

and inspiration. This freedom has two distinct moments, 

the first a moment of free choice, dependent on a certain 

suspension of time procured by the experience of dread, and 

which may result in the "moral wager" , source of existence 

and faith. Such an iiiitial moment of freedom is recognise(I 

by the Lgustinians, and notably by Pascal. It will be 

recalled that the preliminaries to the vaGer argument are 

aimed at disrupting the indifference of the freethinkers by 

arousing in them the "inquietude" vidich results from the 

realisation of man's contradictory nature, his dissatisfaction 

as a being aspiring to infinity and confined within finite 
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limits. Indeed, the waG. er in itself . as Pascal recoGnises, 

has its psycholoGical basis and foundation. in this despairing 

realisation, the mathematical argument itself being suspended 

upon it. 

However, the initial moment of freedom is but a 

starting-point for the recovery of a higher freedom within 

existence and within salvation and f aith. ' It determines an 

attitude to the self rather than it procures . its recovery. 

It is the faculty of suspension: "de poursuivre ou non une 

suite de penseeVI a faculty which is ultimately "un mode de 

llattention! '. (R; I.. P. 35. ) It anticipates rather than it 

achieves existence. It asserts the possibility of freedom 

rather than it is itself freedom. 

T11is second, higher freedom is a freedom not of choice, 

but in choice, secured within the framework of temporal 

duration, wherein Transcendence is conjoined with Immanences 

Eternity vrith Time. It is made manifest only in the junction 

of a transcendent grace with human vrill. Here, though grace 

is paramount, it is not destructive of human power, for it 

calls the latter into effect and realises the possibility of 

freedom. 

By thi, s recognition of the order of grace and the 

necessity of its integration in a valid philosophy of liberty, 

in so far as liberty has no meaning apart from self- 

realisation and therefore transcendence, Marcel's metaphysics 

develops along the lines of the traditional Christian 

humanismg as opposed to the pagan humanism of an Averroes or 
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later Renaiscance thinkers. 

The term humanism is all-important. 
6 

Marcel is one of t 
the'most "humanist-' of contemporary religious thinkers and 

in the traditional-Christian sense. For him, as for Saint 

Thomas and Saint Augustine, and unlike a Luther, the primacy 

of grace does not imply the destruction of nature but rather 

its completion and crowning. Marcel, Blondel and Maritain 

are together the three defenders in-France of an "Antegral 

humanism! ', to employ the term of the last (1). This elementý 

of humanism in Marcel's religious thought is of the utmost 

importance and serves ý'articu. larly to distinguish it from, 

that of a Kierkegaard or a Karl Barth. 

The radical pessimism as to man's moral nature whichwe 

find in the latter thinkers is equivalent in his view to a 

complete anti-humanismo a modern Jansenism (if we take 

Jansenism in its most extreme form) which exaggerates and 

distorts the fact of man's depravity. This moral pessimism 

is accompanied necessarily by a "metaphysics of faith" pure 

and simple which sees no remedy to man's corruption except 

in an arbitrary gift of grace which replaces and is 

substituted for corrupt nature. Thoy are thus ledq and, in 

Marcel's viewq vxonglyq to, "sacrifice the ethical" and to, 

establish a divorce between-the moral and religious life, an 

(1) On the concept of a Christian humanism, cf. Be Gilson: 
H61olse ot Ab4lwrd, 14, tude. s sur le moZen-a5e et 11humanisme, 
. V, lr: Lsg Vrin, 19ý561 Appendices, "Ce que le thomiste malln-Nient 
on effet sous l1action de la Grace, clest une nature que le 
peche n1a pas ddtruite et que la grdee n1a pas pour effet do 
Supprimer, mais d'accomplir en la restaurant. " (p. 198. ) 

,. - 
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irreparable rent in the very staff of Which our humanity is 

=aae". (H. V. p. 222. ) R., arcel , ind. eed., admits a form of t 

natural religion and natural morality or sort of incipient 

grace wlhich is antecedent to the grace of salvation. He 

spea], ý: s of it as a "grace naissante qui palpite au coeur de 

la nature". (Ibid. *, p. 226. ) It is manifest in the sense 

of communion and participation, "lien ontologlquO with 

the spiritual universe: 
"e ae morale h1ais precisement 1ýecliýse ae Ilide 

naturelle est le p enomene qui commande toutes 
Mexions; et ce phe. aom6ne est lui-m-- ces r. gme 

lie ,a un autre fait., tres g4neral qui donine j 
me semble-t-il, Ilevolution de llhumanite( 
occidentale depuis un siecle et demi: la. 
disparition dlipLe certaine confiance a la fois 
spontan4e et metaphysique dans 11ordre cýu 
slinzere notre existence; ou encore ce que 
ilai appele ailleurs la rupture du lien 
nuptial entre 11homme dt la, vie. (H. V, p. 225. ) 

it shows itself as a certain"Piete envers la vieý' which has 

been lost to-day: 

Vincline fortement a% penser que cette piete' 
est le seul vinculum authentique qi nuisse 
relier les h7o-=es entre eux, en deca 6 la X ReWlattion, et cue tout universalisme 
abstrait qui pr(? ýend slen passer, si droite 
que soit Ilintention qui l1anime, ne peut en 

.1 fait que pre - parer la. voie a un nihilisme 
dont nous discernohs partout l1action 
de'vastatrice. (Ibid.., p. 226. ) 

He also calls it a "sorte de pie"te pre-cb--Letienne ou- peri- 

chreýtiennell. (Ibid., p. 228. ) 

This excellence in nature and this confidence in life 

he believes to have been obscured by certain Christian 

exaggerations and notably Jansenism: 
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Bien des aAmes marque . es par le janse*nisme 
ont cdde sans nul-doute 1% 3. la tentation de I 

"5 renier 11humain et de deserter la terre, t 
sans pour cela peut-etre se rapprocher 
beaucoup du ciel. (Ibid., p. 127. ) 

I All such versions of Christianity fail to recognise this 

primitive Srace, allreverential love of the created" which 

seals the pact between man and life. There is I theng he 

declares ,., jith Rilke, a "permanent value of Orphism!, 

exhibited in the pagan religio which Jansenism will not 

recognise: 

Mais en 'contre-partie, je serais tres 
dispose a croire qulil existe une reliFio 
aont les paians eux-memes nous ont-laisse 
alacimirables telmoignages, une piet4 envers 
les morts et les dieux du foyer, qui, en 
de9A de toute spiritualite pro 

, 
prement I ch: betienne, assure la solidilte de ce pacte' 

entre 1 1homme et la vie au u91 jI ai eu si 
souvent lloccasion de me rT: Cerer; et il 
nlest que trop comprehensible que la ou 
cette relligio a cErd-e' a* la pression 
im-pitoyabre, non pas de la technique, mais 
d1ZLne mentalite fascinee et desorbitee par 
les progres de la, techniques on voie se. . multiplier de nos jours les infractions a 
ce que nos peres appelaient encore 11ordre 
et la morale naturelle. (Ibid. ) 

There is thereLore a sense, and Xierkegaard and Karl Barth 

are a case in point, where supernaturalism becomes an excess 

and can indeed"empty the notion of salvation itself of its 

substantial content". (Ibid., p. 222. ) Iffe see its disastrous 

effects in its power to sterilise in its victims that love of 

, life which is God's gift to man and all created beings: 

Chaculi de nous peut connaltre en effet des 
chr6tiens surnaturalise"S ýL llexcýes, et qui 
ont perdu le sens, ne disons. pas de la 
nature, mais plus exactement de cette grace 
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naissante qui palpite au cocur de la 
L nature. (Ibid., p. 226. ) 

Now, there is nothing in these views of Marcel which is It 

not orthoaox wid capable of being reconciled with the 

Augmstinian tradition. "All Cbristirm philosophers, at 

le'ast from the time of Saint Paul onwaras,,, says Professor 

Abe=ýombie, "recognized the possibility of a natural 

religion', and- some rudimentary theodicy independent of 

revealed truth;. the possibility of a natural cultus 

correlative to such a theodicy was familiar to the 

Scholastics (1). " 

The 11 orphic, element" to which . 11arcel refers may be 

traced notably in Fe'nelon and other semi-Quietist and 17th 

century authors, who interpret the universe in'a Platonic, 

Augustinian mann er and. who f izad in nature, seea- in its 

spiritual aspects, the emblem and image of divine simplicity 

and propose the contemplation of nature as one principal 

means of commerce 7iith the Divine, once the soul has by 

exercise and meditation achieved the inner simplicity which 

renders that harmony and participation possible. For nature, 

created'by God, bears the traces of the Divine grace, and 

even original sin has not completely disrupted the soul's 

link with the Divine manifestations. 

Similarly7 human nature, corrupted though it be by 

original sin$ yet retains a certain excellence which sin 

(1) N. Abercrombie, Saint Augustine and Prench Classical 
Thought, P. 52. 
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cannot destroy. And even the pagan religions, deprived as 
I 

they are of the Divine Revelation and the Grace of Christ 
3t 

which saves, may"reflect a natural bond with the spiritual 

wherein the lingering power of the creator's grace may bp 

discerned: that -race which all created things possess as 0 --- 0 
from the source and ground of their being. 

This "grace naissantel , 11 sense of the sacred" or 

"ontological sense!,, is no-more man's by his own right than 

the grace which saves. Yet it is x4an's possession and he 

brings it to the work of his salvation; 'wherein, by faith 

and the outpouring of actual grace, iLat is a mere religio 

becomes conversion in the Christian sense; thepact between 

man and the spiritual-is'consecrated and rendered effective 

by the revealed presence of God. It is the human 11possi- 

bilityl the providential intention of the human will or what 

Pascal, calls the "idea of-truth" Which, however lacking in 

sufficiency and inevitably diverted into the channels of 

"divertissement" , yet awaits only the Divine call to become 

an actuality and a power. 

The task of STace is thus double: it is first to 

rectify nature, in so far as nature is distorted by the 

origiZal sin and man has come to centre his life upon himself 

and his desires rather than upon God, his true end. It ist 

secondly, to confirm and crown nature by providing the'power 

to realise his inherent apirituality and sense of spiritual 

destiny and communion, not only to restore but to give new 
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meaning to his humanity and to his being created in the 

image of Goa. 
St 

Grace does not then destroy a nature wholly-corrupt and 

replace it, but restores the integrity of this nature,, and 

it can do so because there remains a certain excellence 

therein which is man's as the creature of God. 

-0-0-0-0- 

1-Joreover, it 'is in terms of a certain natural 

consciousness that Marcel comes to define dread and the 

preliminary role of dread in preparation for the impact of 

actual grace. Dread is, as he says in a recent fragment, 

what characterises the state- of preparation for grace; 

without it graceg as Pascal himself savi when he sought to 

convince the Libertins of the horror of their pliGht, would 

not find the way prepared for its full effect. Dread may 
be described as the recognition of a principle of death, what 
Marcel calls he:. -a 'Ile telýologique a rebours, clest-a-dire... 
l1existence d1un principe qui serait oriente/ comme vers sa 
fin propre vers la destruction de toute finalite/ positive (1). 11 
As such, it renders the individual conscious o-C. his imper- 
fection. But, says blarcel, this latter is not yet the sense 
of sin essential to salvation. Dread can only become the 

sense and recoGnition of sin when-the sense of imperfection 
(1) Journal lvle'taphydque III (Frag-ments), Fontaine, ' April, 1946. 
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is experienced in the light of grace: 

Il me semble que la realite de mon peche 
n1affleure A maconscience que dans la 
mosure oA je mlevoille a l1amour infini 
dont je suis 11objet; et inversement, 
si cetj amour nlest pas reconnu parmoij 
jo ne peux pas non plus me reconnaltre 
pecheur. (P. 594. ) 

Thus it follows that without grace no conviction of sin 

as sin, necessary for salvation, can ariseg-and that a purely 

philosophical consciousness of imperfection is not su-Eficient: 

Llerreur, ou la faute, dans la mesure ou 
alle nIest qulune varidtd de lterreur, 
peut etre constatee et reconnue; il me 
se---rable qulil soit de liessence du pdchd 
de na pouvoir gtre pe r4v616 clest-a-dire 

-au fond de nlapparan-tre qu'a la lumiare de 
la grace. On pourrait clire que ce dont 
nous prenons i=ediatoment conscience nIest 
pas, nIest pas encore le peche4. II 
suivrait de la, semb10-t-il, qae le philo- 
sophe livre" a lui-nreme na peut af f irmer 
ltexistence du pe(chg. (p. 600-) 

So that upon the action of grace depends whether or not 

b. 

st 

I 

dread can become effective for salvation and the recovery of 

existence. For only then is imperfection, the "tehe"ologique 

a 3: ebours", localised within man's will. Dread-may be the 

medium, it is not the motive-power. Tho ultimate motive- 

power workinG on the occasion of mam Is will is the Divine 

Grace. 

It is in quite traditional terias that Marcel expounds a 

Christian humanism, similar to what Dr Abercrombie calls the 

"enlightened (or inspired) humanism Of Augustine (1). 11 And 

it is in the light of it that he, rejects the anti-humanism 

(1) OP4 Cit-t P. 52. 
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and excessive supernaturalism of a Kierkegaard, a Karl Barth 

and nuch contemporary thooloGy of an eminently Existentialist 

type. 



OHAPTER XII 

TRýMCBMDEITCE AND HOPE 

Gabriel klarcel is the greatest living representative 

of Christian Existentialism. As such, *he stands in. clear 

opposition to certain current forms of the Existential 

philosophy. Although Kierkegaard himself, by reason-of 

his Christian premises, preserves intact the vision of the 

Transcendent and the perspective of hope, there are certain 

elements in his doctrine its cult of the "absurd", its 

primat ae l1action, its at times apocalyptic sens, e, of dread - 
vidich are more consonant with a philosophy of irrationalism. 

it is those v1dich have provided the. germ of the German form 

of Existentialism and, indeed, of the present Sartrian 

current in France deriving therefrom. Irrationalism, cult 

of absolute liberty, cult of despair, these are the three 

features that characterise the current non-Christian 

Existentialism, sprung from an interpretation or even mis- 

interpretation of Kierkegaard in terms of certain themes of 

Nietzsche. 

A comparison with the doctrines of Jaspers and HeideSger 

is illuminating. And here a brief historical account is 

necessary, our purpose in this chapter being to place Marcel 

in the Existential movement in general and in particular with 

respect to Sartre. 
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The fundamental distinction in Jasperst philosophy is 

that made between the Dasein, the plane of daily and 

anonymous living, and Existenz, wherein the individual 

becomes momentarily conscious of his true being. Those 

moments of existence are given in the "limitary-situations" 

(Grenzsituationen) of life: lovej suffering and$ above all, 

the apprehension of death. In the life of the Dasel nj 

reduced to an anonymous "one", the individual is the prey of 

necessity and despair. Once, however, made conscious of his 

true being (Selbstsein) in the limitary situation and, 

notably, under the sense of the proximity of death, he may 

emerge as an existent being by personal decision, by free, 

willed action, assuming personal responsibility for the 

creation of his destiny. Yet, reasons Jaspers, it must be 

recognised that this effort itself is doomed to failure; 

man's search for being is irrevocably vain, and heroic action 

bears irretrievably the mark of "absurdity". 

The essential characteristics of this'Existentialism 

are interdependent. These characteristics are: first of 

all its negative character. According to Jaspers, we pursua- 0 
Being without ever being able to grasp it. And this Being - 

whether the self, others or God - is in his philosophy 

characterised purely negatively; it is the UrsprunS, a sort 
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of vague and indeterminate beyond to Waich we aspire (1). 

Secondly,, its cult of despair. It is indeed what Jaspers 

calls "the failure" Which constitutes the being of man; it 

is by and in "the failure" that he affirms himself as an 

existing individual. "The failure" is-in Jaspers' philo- 

sophy the true. 1'essential"; and if*it constitutes an 

Ontology it is an Ontology of despair. Finally, the'cult 

of unconditioned liberty or autonomy. The free act of 

personal decision is the "absurd"; it aims consciously at 

the possession of a Being*that it. knows it cannot grasp; it 

is a self-assertion in failure, essentially motiveless, a 

despairing and prideful assumption of destiny in a world 

which offers no reasons and where man is called upon to 

strive without reason and make for himself a reason of his 

unreason. 

We see how the notion of transcendence has been trans- 

formed; tran cendence has become the'movement towards 

transcendence, the meaningless pursuit itself; whereas for 

Kierkegaard transcendence implies not only the aspiration to 

all 
Jaspers calls Being the "nameless poweVI which, beyond 
designation and determination, is at one and the same time being and not-being. "The nameless is not only the 

true beinS of man, which tends to vanish in dispersion, but 
also the true not-being, which seems, however, to claim the 
whole realm of life... To describe namelessness would make 
an end of it, if description were to become knowledge.,, 

! ýIan in the Modern A- ne, p. 191. Cf. P. Tillich, op. cit., 
Pe 57. ) It iE obvious that the negative philosophy of Jaspers, accompanied as it is by a negative thoolOEY, has an important source in the mysticim of Neoplatonic inspiration 
of the old Germanic philosophers, notably Echhart and Boeh--c. 
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possession, but the realised and completed possession itself, 

-a true, positive transcendence. In actual fact, Jaspers 

remains close to German Idealism which, developing the 

Kantian notion of autonomy, puts the accent on pure liberty. 

With Heidegger, the tendencies of the German School 

become more e: ýTlicit. His Existentialism is in the first 

place frankly atheistic. Transcendence'is not the movement 

towards God - for He does not exist - but the movement 

within man himself towards the creation of a personal destinyq 

his "pro-jection! '. Vrhat we have is an uncompromising 

humanism putting, man at the centre as unique. value and 

unique source of value. Man's primitive situation is that 

of a being in the world (In-der-101elt-sein): this'is the order 

-of the Dasein or daily living; there, existing as a mere 

11thinig', degraded into an anonymous interchangeable cipher 

(das Y, the self falls a prey to ennui or "preoccupation! ' 

(Sorge), being the form in which he exeriences his state of 

11dereliction! ' (Geworfenheit). But, experienced at the limit, 

preoccupation becomes dread (Angst) and thereby acquires an 

ontological function, for it is by the experience of dread 

that the individual is enabled to pass from daily existence 

to the "authentid' existence and recover his being. Dread 

is at its root the sense of death and nothingnessq and it is 

as such that it opens the way to Being. 

In a masterly analysis of the phenomenological. content 

and ontological implications of dread Heidegger brings out 
the close relation between dread and consciousness of time. 
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In daily existence, the self is the, victim of time, 

experienced as a flight of instants that renders impossible 

the realis&tion of ends. At its very limit, this 

consciousness of time becomes the certainty of death and 

nothingness; we then experience "the impossibility of 

possibilities! '; everything we construct is seen to be doomed 

to decay. But at this point the self recovers its 

"possibility"; the way lies open for a recovery o4 his 

freedom and the affirmation of his being. He may, by what 

Heidegger calls the "resolute decision!, I assume for himself 

his finite-destiny, once that finite condition, has been 

revealed as an absoý. ute and as being-constitutive of the very 

being of man. For death and nothingness are absolute ends; 

they are our "fundamental possibility"; in the universal tý, 
becoming and passage of all other aims and endsq they alone 

remain stable; they are the "infinite" of. man's finiteness, 

the very essence of his finite condýtion. Therefore they 

alone can provide the true ends of his action and, freely 

accepted as bis destiny, constitute man in 'his essential 

being as a meaningful existent. For that it suffic6s, ý- to 

act and live in the dread of death, to infuse into each 

moment the sense of nothingness. There lie the true 

freedom and the true self-realisation - in the exaltation 

and the cult at its extreme limit of the f inite human 

condition. So much so that according to Heidegger, at least 

theoretically7 the essential act of freedom and of being 
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would be suicide. 

It would seem that this Existentialism, granaiose in its I 

structure and dialectic, conceals. a barely disguised nihilism. 

It bears all the marks of a doctrine of absolute freedomq a 

freedom born of despair and pride. Being, for Heidegger, is 

one with liberty, but'the liberty he envisages aims not so 
I 

much at the possession of Being, in the positive sense, as at 

the destruction of Being. It is indeed in so far as man 

into his life death and nothingness that he cozies to infuses 

"ex-sist" and transcend the anonymity of "brutd' existence, 

and the free act is simply this infusion of the, death 

principle. "En courant au devant de lui-meme, 118tre-lL 

prend conscience de son abandon a llon-mýme et de'-sa 

possibilite dletre soi-meme, mais soi-meme en tant galetre 

delivre de 11illusion de. 11on, en. tant que participation a la 

libertelpassionnee de la mort (1). " 11 

Being-liberty-dread-NothinG: -such is the Heldeggerian 

equation. Such too is the notion of transcendence in 

Heidegger - that of a mere negative transcendence which 

consists in espousing and extracting all that is most finite 

in finite time, all that it conceals of quintessential dread 

anadespair; whereas we might well ask whether a true, 

positive transcendence does not aim rather at transcending 

dread and death and, ivith them, finite time, opening up a 

11) ý, uöted by S. Ma--ckt La Philosophie de l'existence dans 
tocuvre de Karl Jaspers et di mIartin heidegger_p Rey. el 19.36- 4vzy itali s. 

I 
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perspective of hope and of positive possession of Being. 

The late Benjamin Pondane points out that Heidegger, however 

successful in laying, the foundations of an Ontology, never 

emerges on to the plane of Ontology proper. ItLe philosophe 

allemand, " he urites, "cherche et trouve de nouveaux 

fondements en vue de 1163/tablissement d'une ontologie. - Do 

nouveaux fondements, mais non de nouvelles conclusions: -car 

les structures deja trouvees il les accepte et aussi, les 

conclusions (1). 11 And he goes on to enquire-whether a 

metaphysics centred on the "existential of death", can give 

any positive meaning to transcendence. I'La mission de 

I llauthenticite nlest pas dle/difier une science sur le nelant; 

sa mission est de surmonter le. neant. " Heiaegger, he 

concludes, stops where Kierkegaard begins; it is only 

superficially that he appears as a disciple of the latter. 

The fact is that Heidegger's philosophy embodies nihilistic 

elements borrowed from German Idealism, from Novalis, for 

example (2). And it is not without significance that 

Heidegger's cult of "liberty for death", however misrepresented 

it may have beent found favour in Nazi, circles. 

_ 
que la 10et (1) Review of QuIest-ce aphysique? Cahiers du Sud, 

July, 1939. 
(2 Cf. this fragment of Novalis which Heidegger's remarks on 
the) metaphysical siguificance of suicide seem to echo: "Le 
veritable acte philosophique est le suicide. Clest le reel 
commencement de toute philosophie. CI est a lui,, qu I aboutissent 
tous les de'sirs du disciple, et cet acte seul repond 'a toutes 
les conditions'et "a tous les signes de l1action transcend- 
antale. 11 (Les Disciples ý Sais et Fra2ents, transl. by 
M. Maeterlifi7c=, Brussels, 1909, P. 62. ) 
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To state the opposition most clearly, we may say that 

Heiaegger remains riveted to what Marcel has called an 

actualisme 6ýthiquell , in short to what is ethically an 

I=anentism. His position involves an implicit identifica- 

tion of Being and Time (M. Marck hints at this while 

stressing the close connection between Heidegger and Bergson). 

The acceptance of death is littie more than an amor fati, 

by virtue of ifhich each instant of time is savoured as 

itself an end, as itself a death,. To "ex-sist" is, for 

Heideggert at each and every moment to "die". *The ethical 

significance of his philosophy lies in the, recognition that 

life (as existence) is but the obverse side of death. So 

that his position consists of a sort of reinterp , retation of 

the "philosophy of life" in terms of death, the "realism of 

timd' common to both being preserved. In such a philosophy, 

transcendence has little ethical import; little more than 

it has for Bergson. 

Curiously enough, as ive have already seen when 

discussing the temporal theories of Bergson and Heidegger, 

this same Immanentism exhibit. -A itself, ontologically, as an 

extreme Transcendentalism; for if the "authentic life" 

dissipates eternity in time, it no less-dissolves time-in 

eternity, once the "being!, of time has been revealeaas the 

llnothinEýl of Time. 

It would indeed seem that every philosophy of I=anence 

is, on its obverse side, an extreme Transcendentalism, and 
that. this identity is but an expression of man's dual status. 
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The equivocal mixture of Transcendentalism and Immanentism, 

in Heidegger is further explained'if we remember, how he 

himself definesIlranscendence. What he taI: es f or trans- 

I cendence is the elan w1lereby the individual, instead of 

suffering passively the fatum of his condition, accepts and 

becomes one with it. But the sole transcendent is this 

unalterable, finite situation which constitutes his fate. 

So that-$ strictly speaking, Heidegger's tran scendent is 

simply the finite subjected to a decision of'unconditioned 

liberty (1). All the positivity of the transcendent is 

-thus transferred from the transcendent to the movement of 

transcendence, and so ultimately becomes lost in the hidden and 

undefinable subjectivity and pure ipseity of the'self - the 

realra of what M. Wahl calls "trans de scendance" and which is 

the false "othernesdl that lurks in the self Is depths. As 

M. de, IVaehlens. has put it in his masterly analysis of 

Heidegger's philosophy: "On montrerait sans peine que Ilappel 

au transcendant est trahi'dans son essence meme lorsqulil 

sladresse a cette forme d'alte'r'ite quo sont certains, besoins 

6t ne"cessite's de ma nature; car si ces e'lans me menent de 

(11 "Son Ine-antl. (Un-wesen), le fondement le doit au fait 
qu il\tient sa naissance d1une liberte' finie. Cette 
derniere elle-m6h. e ne peut pas se de'rober ý-L ce qui prend 
d1elle ainsi naissance. Le fondeilent qui prend naissance 
en transcendant repose a\ son tour sur Ia libertd elle-meme, 
et celle-ci devient, en tant quIelle est elle-m8me origine, le Ifondement'. La liberteest le fondezient du fondement, 
Ia raison de Ia. raison., ' (QuIest-ce cue Ia P; i6zanlh7sýaue? 
etc., transl. 'by H. Corbin, p. 109. Vom -Uesen des Urundes 
III. ) Marcel has himself underlined the inadequacy of 
Heidegger's transcendence in much the same terns. (AutouJ2 
de HeidegEer, Dieu Vivant, No. 2. ) 
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quelque facon au-dela% de rioi-me"Me, ils me conduisent 

neanmoins a une recalite dont le statut metaphydque est, au 

mieux, somblable au mien, definissant ainsi une f au 
* 
sse 

transcendance. Tout appel a la transcendance comporte un 

risque do slembourber dans la transdescendance qui nlest 

ciulune illusion de transcendance"(l). " 

We may remark in passing that the same strictures may be 

made of, Jaspers' transcendent, all the more so by its more 

obvious negative character, and proceed to stressthat Marcel 

rejects any but-thq most positive transce3ýdence; the latter 

involving for him-the attestation of a Presence endowed with 

all the attributes of a person and the obýjcct of a positive 

participation. 

The corollary of all these negatively conceived philo- 

sophies is a philosophy of despair, for both in Jaspers and 

Heidegger transcendence is none other thqn the act of self- 

realisation in "failure", born of it and grounded in it. 

Marcel, on the contrary-, positing a Transcendent fully 

positive in nature, itself the positive term of the movement 

of transcendence, substitutes for a philosophy of despair a. 

philosophy of hope: 

Une philosophie ae ae'ses-poir se condarane peut- 
e**"tre elle-mSme, si elle se laisSe affecter par. la situation quIelle decrit; ce nlest pas - 
assen dire: cette situation m6me, elle risque 
de nous en donner une image alteree pour peu 
qu lelle sly complaise, et qulelle deSene '*Se en 
und apolog4tique de 11intenable; cat 
11intenable nlest vecu que par une conscience 

(1) OP- Cit*s P. 362. 
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qui ne sly enlise qulen tentant de slen 
arracher; et clest justement cette volonte 
dl. arrachement - do salut - qui fait ici 
defv: at. II nlest pas d'autre ressource pour 
i: mo philosophie digne de ce nom, si elle ne 
vout : pas entrer on collidon avec ilinfra- 
hmma-In., que do se fr. ayer ý travers tous les 
obstacies que llho=e dlaujourdhui 
,,. moncelle, pour slentraver lui-meme, 11acces 
a u1ne esparance qui ne sera vraiment-neuve 
QuIa" condition dl&trela plusancienne de 
toutes, celle qui fait corps avec 110rigine, 
et qui ne sera pas definitivement aveuglee 
tant qulil demeurera une a2me fide'le'pour 
garder sa foi 'a' Ilinconditionnelle promepse 

I du Dicu.. vivant. (1). 

For a recognition of the true nature of tho Transcendent is 

the condition and the justification of a religious philosophy. 1 

Vie see thus that in Marcel's 1-11etaphysics despair is not an 

end in itself but a means, the portal to hope and the promise 

of salvation. It cannot have the positive, or at least 

irreducible character it possesses in German Existentialism. 

-It is in the light of this positive transcendence that 

we may understand Marcel's repudiation of the current inter- 

pretation of KierkeSaard. In the important article from 

which quotation has just been made and Yýhich deals with 

M. Jean 'Mahl's Etudes Kierkegaardiennes,, he criticiaes tho 

author's thesis that hierkegaard defends an "untenable" 

position, the corvllary of which is a total despair (2). 

(1) D4sespoir et philoso-phie, Nouv. Rev. franc., 1939, 
P. 1052. S 
(2) IiLa position kierkegaardienne est-elle une position oý, 
on puisse tenir?... Peut-etre, corime lla dit Vet-tor. 
Kierkegaard est-il 11hpimme qui defend une position 
Bt ce qui nous attire 'a lui, plus,, peut7ftre encore quo sa I position, clest ce quIelle a de desespere. " (Etudes 
KierkeEaardiennes, Parlý; Aubier, 1938, p. 445. ) 

4 d( ". 
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Marcel rejects this interpretation of Kierkegaard and, no 

less, the philosophical implications unerlying it. M. Wahl 
k 

J ndi, cates a preference for what he calls "trans-deseendancel 
.L 

as opposed to "trans-ascondance", namely for a type of 

negative or subjective tran candence, the object of what he 

himself has called elsewhere a "croyance ambigue'. 

Wahlts position, says Marcel, is 11hyper-KierkegaardianPq 

but at bottom it is, in his view, a distortion of Kierkegaardlsýl' 

thouGht: "pour autant clulelle'revient non seulement a couper 

llauteur de Crainte et Tremblement des racines par lesquelles 

il plonge dans une certaine tradition evangelique moins 

recornue qu'12. eritee, mais. encore a abonder dans le sens de 

cet extre'miis-me, de cette philosophie de la croyance non- 

croyante, clest-a-dire d1un existentialisme comme eperdu (1). 

On the contrary, he declares, KierkeSaard's doctrine is, seen 

in its true perspective, one of commimion and of positive 

transcendence: 

"Cierkegaard (non plus que Pascal), ma-gre" le 
son a6ressivement pFadoxa-1 de beaucoup de 
ses formules, ne pretend pas instaureiý une 
nouvelle t4le des valeurs. -11 se refe're 
non certes a un areaetype platonicien, 
mais a une Presence au centre de 11histoire 
qui ne peut etre qa'attestee; et si, en 

ýslautorisant de je ne sais quel texte, on 
venait me denier le droit de parler de 
refýrences, je dirais que, dans cette 
mesure on refuperait a Uerkesacýrd la. 
qi; alite de chrCtien, car le chretien ne se 
definira jamais 'que par. 

Ile 
pouvoir 

d' eutestation. Mais des le moment o'u' cette, 
. r4ference existe aA la base$ la foi est donnee, 

elle ne peut plus etre mise '6-n -question, e4v* 
(1) O. P. cit., P. 1031. 
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ýela quelle -q-qc sOit l! epreuve. dialedti4ue' 
a laquelle-la pensd'e la soumet; et jlajoute 

%/t 

qufa parIvir de cette r of erence, parce quIelle, 
est une insertion dans, 116tre, une communautk0e, 
une cor., munion devient possible, llesprit est 
arracýa() a cette insularite' desespe'r6e dans 
laquelle On prýtendait Ilemprisonner (1). 

that M=col overlooks somewhat the While admitting 

f the "untenabld' element in strength and importance oý 

Kierkegaard's philosophy, we may agree with his judgment. 

Not only has the "untenable" interpretation led to an 

unfortunate divorce between-religion and ethics and one which 

it is Marcel's wish to avoid at all costs, but it has had 

for effect to rob both the religious and the moral of their 

proper positive content, the one by substituting for positive 

faith what Marcel so well terms a "non-believing belief", the 

. other by substituting for Positive*communion an llinfra-human! ', 

subjectivity. The failure to recognise a positive trans- 

cendence and a positive Transcendent has laid the way open 

to a confusion of terms-Of which examples are to be found not 

only in the Existentialism of Heidegger and Sartre, but also 

in certain current apocalyptic versionb of Christian doctrine. 
I 

- 01- 0- 

The philosophy of Marcel assumes however its full 

I signiiicance when contrasted with tho most recent and most 

notorious form of Existentialism, namely the doctrine of 

(1) Ibid. , p. 1030. 
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M. Joan-Paul Sartre. 

The central prinoiple of Sartrels thought, as exposed 

'in LlEtre ot le ', Teant, is the distinction between being 

, 'in-itself" cuid. being "for-itself" (the en-soi and. the 

soi). The former is revealed by*consciousness itself which 

ait po. -Atee sur un. Stre qui nlest pas. elle", in conformity 

vvith Husserl's principle taken'over by Sartre and according 

to which consciousness is always consciousness of something. 

The object so present in consciousness exists ilin-itself", 

that is, it is all that it is: it is and possesses its 

essence. We can say no more about it than that it iS simplY ' 
If 

lithat, l or simply "there". Such is the t-jpe of being 

attributable to existing "things". There is however 

anothert unique type of existence - human consciousness, man 

himself, whose being is "for-itself". Man is never, like 

the mere thing, one with-himself, a-self-possessed entity- 

whose data are fully absorbed. He is never entirely urhat 

he would be; - there exists always a "distance, between his 

aspiration and his realisation or between the-object given 

to consciousness and the consciousness he takes of it. He 

is obliged, by the fact that he is a conscious being, to make 

what is - what is given immediately "in-itself" - other than 

it is. So that we may aff irm, - and- that is it s very 

definition - that 'Ila conscience est ce quIelle nlest pas et 

nlest pas ce quIelle est (1). 11 

(1) In spite of'the novel terminology$ Sartre is simply 
e=ressing the idea$ elementary in itselfq that all conscious- 
nel; s is relation. What is original is the metaphysical con- 
clusions which he. dravis therefrom. 
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From this definition of consciousness Sartre draws the 

conclusion the. there is in human consciousness an element 

tilat is not BoinGs an element which he calls 'Ile Neant". 

Where does this element come from? It must be produced, 

because, being llothin6, it is not able to produce itself. 

ItLe Neant nlest pas, le Nelant lest el-Ite". 11 On the other 

hand, it cannot come from the en-soi, i, ýaich by definition 

excludes nothingness and negation. It must therefore, 

argues sartrej come from man himself. 14V- is consciousness 

itself which 'Isse desenglue de 1'Etrell which introduces into 

the initial immediacy ofone-ness a "neant', relation, 

separation and distance. And it is'precisely. in this refusal 

of. being in-itself - the plenitude of absolute being - that 

resides the liberty and possibility of liberty which is the 

unique characteristic of hurla-a consciousness. 

From this metaphysical basis springs the despairing 

picture of life tIo be found. 4-n his works. Consciousness ist 

by d6finition, I'mensonge". Sincerity is impossible from the 

fact that coincidence with one's self is an impossibility; 

for the being of man, in sofar as it differs from more 

thinghood" is characterised by a lack" or a 11 flavII For 

Sartre as fol. Valeryq man is the I'def-aut" in the I'diamant" 

which is the Absolute. For similar reasons, as we shall see 

more fully. later, co=union with others is ruled out; 

conflict is týe very essence of personal relations. 

There is however another side to the PhilosoPhY Of 

I 

Sartre' - the side that presents itself as a humanism. Man is 
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and that is what makes him a man he vfho refuses that 

total possession of self and being which would make him a 

thing. It is in this*refusal that he makes room for freedom. 

It is in as -Mwich as he is llnothingý-L that he is free; he is, 

zi For conscious- as Sartj-. e pu'ý "condemned to be fred'. 

ness, by creating a ceparation between himself and his being, 

enGenders time. Since the self cannot coincide with its 

essence, there remains constantly a margin of being'not 

realised in the present; it constitutes then a "pro-jec-t7l 

levelled at the future. Time is thus the instrument of 

man's free activity; consciousness, creating an interval 

between himself and his being, obliges him irrevocablý, 
-ýto 

an incessant pursuit of this being in time by -action. "La 

realite' humaine est depassement perpetuel vers une coincidence 

avec soi qui nlest jamais donne/e. " 

Since the'concept of self- coincidence, within the frame- 

work of consciousness (an en-soi-2our-soi) is self-contra- 

dictory, this pursuit is valm and absurd. Yet it is for 

man the only transcendence he can Imow. His salvation lies 

in this activity of renewal and constant depassement, the 

recognition that, as a consciousness, he can never rest on 

any momentary realisation or any assured positiong that to do 

so and attempt to'use them as sufficient motives for 

subsequent action would be to convert himself into a "thing". 

He must act and accept responsibility for his acts in'the 

sure khoziledge that he is alone in the world and that What- 

ever he is, is what he chooses to be; careful not to succumb 
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to the teraptations of I'llesprit serieuv., Which would impose 

values or auties drawn, from outside himself or even from his Ii 

own past. He must realise that all values are what he 

chooses for himself at each moment and that, havinS chosen 

them, he must never look back, like Oreste in Les Mouches 

free. from remorse; then alone is he master and creator of 

his destiny. I'Man is what he makes himself. " 

Such is the groundivork of Sartre's philosophy. Let us 

consider it in greater detail in the light of Marcel's 

doctrine and, Ln particular, the criticisms he has made of 

Sartre (notably in his analysis of LtEtre et le Neant in 

Homo Viator). 

In the philosophies of both Sartre and Marcel, the 

11cogito prereflexif, constitutes the point of departure. 

But the conception of its nature and'function differs 

completely in the two thinkers. Selfý-consciousness is 

defined by Sartre in terms of a negation and refusal of Being. 

I'De toutes les negations internes,, celle qui penetre le plus 

prof onde"m-ent dans lletre, celle qui constitue dans son etre 

lletre dont elle nie avec lletre nutelle nie, clest le manque. 
llý 

Ce manque nlappartient pas a la nature de llen-soi, clui estv 

tout positivite". Il ne parait dans le monde qulavac le 

surgissement de la realite" humaine (1). " 

Certainly, the existence of a transcendent is supposed 

in his doctrine of the "transphenomenality of being! '. Sartre 

(1) LlEtre et le Ne"ant, '15th ed., Paris, Gallimardl--1943, 
P. 129.1 
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starts from the assertion that all existence is existence for 

a consciousness or"phenomenal". The existent is but "the 

series of apparitions which manifest it (1). 11 Yet the, 

llbein(gl of the phenomenon, although "co-extensive" with the 

,, 
latter, transcends its apparition in, consciousness. In 

shorý, consciousness bears upon a reality which is itself 

non-conscious. 'This fully positive being on which thought 

bears is the en-s6i, the world of things Wherein the self is 

immersed. It. is simply "what it is"; wholly its essence, 

it "coincides with itself", a "plen=" devoid of relation 

and, therefore of any possibility of free activity. From it 

emerges the being of man which is "for-itself" (pour-soi), 

characterised by consciousness, that is the power to'intro- 

duce qualities of relation and difference, what "is not" into 

what is given 11 in-itself" in short, to transcend and 

constitute "for-himself"-tho*brute world and organise his 

situation in it. 

Now, the Re4ism here propounded in phenomenological 

terms and aiming at cutting und 6r the classic dualismg con- 

ceals none the less an essentially idealistic and so2ipsistic 

premiss. For the transcendent implicit in consciousness is$ 

accordi4c to Sartre's own argument, "in-itself" beyond 

knowledge. 117ious so=, aes, ici sur le-plan de lletre, non de 

la connaissance; il ne slagit pas de montrer que les 

phenomenes du sens interne impliquent l1existence de 

(1) Ibid. I 
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phenomenes objectifs et spatiaux, mais que la conscience 

implique dans son etre un 6tre non conscient et trans- 

phenomenal (1). ". By that meaninr,,, -, not that it constitutesq 

in the Kantian sense, a reality subsisting apart from 

appearances (on the contrary, it is "co-extensivul with them),, 

but that it appears in consciousness'not as it is'llin-itselfl,. 

but as it is knovm "fov, that consciousness. 

The being proper to man is constituted precisely by the 

refusal of all that is given 11 in-itself I., by the power it 

assumes to make the latter other than it is, in short to 

construct it "for-itself"; and this human being is 

consciousness, the being-of the knowine; subject. So that 

the fundamental datum of self-consciousness is a self whose 

presence is made known in its distinction from a transcendent 

or 11 given!, which is simply 11 therVI , as a mere matter to be 

organised; and by virtue of this*construction the self is 

posited and affirmed in its autonomous and freely created 

being as a llnothinEý' umthin the full beiný that it has 

bracketed. 

It is in this way that Sartre's philosophy develops in 

terms of a series of negations of iýhat is given. Conscious- 

ness exhibits itself with respect to the brute existence of 

things as a "Pro-ject, t as separation from, refusal and 

negation ofl, being in-itself. It is an activity of 

"neantisation! '; its whole essence resides in its power to 

Ibid., p. - 29. 
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aaopt negative attituaes to Being. Perception itself, where 
the object in-itself becomes an object "for" the subject, 

which constructs it in terms of its perceptual activity, 

involves a negation of the objoct as such. Consciousness 

is thus definable, in contrast rith the positive being of 

the en-soi, as that wh-lch "is what it is not and is not. what 

it is"..,, it is, moreover, ' an imaginative process, imagina- 

tion consisting in positing an ideal object Ilen marge de la 

totalite du reel, "thus negating or "keeping the real at a 

distance". And it is consciousness itself, bringing 

relation-into what is undifferentiated, that introduces this 

novel element of lldist=cell, "absence" or "nothingness (1). It 

It is in this way that the world, is constituted f or 

consciousness in space and time which, in Sartre's view, are 

engendered wholly by the pour-s oi. It is consciousness 

which "spatialises! l space. The space in which I find myself 

as a beinE? -in-the-world is an'undifferentiated medium 

experienced as a global weight threatening my freedom; it is 

a pu I re I'dehord'. From out this ground I construct"a-stable 

system of spatial relations centred upon myself and my 

ý1) Sartre explains theemotions similarly in terms of negation. 
uppose, he says, one is attacked by a vrild beast; one is 

seized by fear and faints. This'fainting is an evasory 
action but one commanded by an act or project of negating the 
danger. "Ainsi lloriFine de l1enotion clest une degradation 
spontanee et vecue de la conscience en face du monde. Ce 
quIelle ne peut- supporter d1une certaine maniere, elle essaye 
de le saisir d1une autre maniere, en slendormant, en se 
rapprochant des consciences du sommeil$ du reve et de 
11hysterie. " (Esquisse'dIune theorie des emotions, 2nd ed., 
Parist Hermann, 

'1948, 
p. 42. ) - 
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projects. I reject the world in space and substitute a 

space "for myself". Such is the properly human space, or 

what Sartre calls*"distance". It is, moreover, identical 

with the llimaLr-inary space" of the artist or the sculptor 

such as Giacometti, the first, according to Sartre, to 

11sculpter llho=o tel qulon le voit, clest-a-dire a distance" 

and take for his aim to I'degraisser llespace... lui faire 

egoutter toute son exte"r-Jorite/ (1). " 

The dimension of time is-similarly constituted- by 

negation. The en-soi, -itself outside tegporal relation, 

appears in consciousness as what is past. Vlhý, t I am in-myself 

is experienced as the"perpetuel depasse"; the past is the 

en-soi of consciousness. It is true, then, that the self 

is its past, yet, because it is not a thinG, it is also a 

negation of its past: its being consists in declaring itself 

transcendent with respect to it. The pour-soi, as such, is 

a "depassement-neantisant". Similarly, the self affirms 

its transcendence with respect to the future with which it 

seeks to identify itself. From which it follows that the 

2our-soilexists wholly in a present definable as a point of 

pure indetermination, a "pro-ject" or "possibilisatio3wl or, 

as Daniel puts it in L'Age de Raison,, 'tun invisible arrache- 

ment a soi vers l1avenir (2). " 

It is therefore clear that the transcenaent in Sartre's 

ý1ý La' Recherche de l'Absolu, Les Temps 1, lodernes, Jan., 1948. 
2 ZIAg6 -d-e haison, 30th eil.,. Paris, Gallimard, 1945, p. 93. 
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doctrine is little more than a matter or neGative limit (1). 

Marcel has perhaps gone rather. f ar in speaking of an 

"agnosticizra, strani-%ely reminiscex): t of It/lIat of Spencev'. 

(H. V. p. 252. ) But he is very near the truth in speaking of 

ealisme nepateuVI coupled with a llmaýv-erialisme i*, -qfra- CD 
, 91 alectique (2). " What is of prime importance, in any case2 

is the consequence of this iaealistic, turn. However we look 

at it, the transcendent in Sartre is itself devoid of value; 

moreover, it can be never more than a grouna, never constitute 

a sufficient motive or posilv-ive ena of se-I'l-conscious activity, 

such activity originating preciselyi, fO-" Sartret fn the 

negating of the ground as a sufficient motive for actýion. 

The transcendent remains little more than an indeterminate 

backE; round upon which the self uprises in its unique nature. 

It is also in the light of this conc9pt0ion that Sartre 

describes the drama of human consciousness in La- IYause"e and 

elsewhere. The -:. ndividual oscillates between a state of 

absorption in the objective world where he experiences, in 

the form of "naused' , the loss of hi s freedom as he is sueR: ed 

UD and as consciousness collapses into thinghood, and on the 

(1) it resembles somew-hat the llnonýsubject`l of Fichtean 
Ideali-sm, providinE; the condition vilaereby the self dolimilds 
and affirms itself in its ovrn ipseity. 
K2) LIExistonce ot la 1ý ibertO humaine chez Joan. -Paul Sartre in 
Les Grands konels de 11homine conteraporain, Paris, ýdit-lons du 

has -iEr-e6-sed the mixture of I'dealism and. Reali, c; -, 
that posits on the one hand consc:. ous- ess- 

as a power of 11 --ric antis atioV I and, 'on the other, a "-Tcant" 
endowed -, n., "uh substantive reality. (Cf. 1ý, ssai sur le neant d1un pro"10-Lio 'Deucalion, 11 1946. ) On the eýmeri oncToý7the bo dy in6e Is doctrine and its relations with, 11 nausea! l I c-f* R. Polin, Introduction a la philosophie de J. -P. Sartre-, 
Revue de P7azls, Apin. -L, 11)46- 
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other hand, t'-, e consciousness of his selfhood, emerging 

whenever he detac: aes himself from being in-itoself and 

introduces , distance" , "relation" or "nothingness" into the 

global unity of irreflective e: Terience, into 

the world of cc, -ruinSent and superfluous. brute eydstence or 

of "nature without man! ', 

. So that what constitutes the "bein,, 711 of consciousness 

*-ely the "n"ant'l which and the experience of selfhood is prec. A. - e 

the subject forms for himself within the plenitude of - 

immediate experience. , 
He affirms and becomes conscious of 

himself as a self only in so far as he refuses and negates 

- given - his own self, other selves and the world all that i., 

of things as they exist "in-themselves". The being of man 

is a "suspensior2l of the-immediate; it exists in its own 

proper mode as a-vacuum or as what Marcel has called an 

"air-pocket". it is by definition the voluntary rupture of 

the primitive plenitude of compresence; it is through and 

through riddled vrith negation. 

Now, in Iýarcells version of the coRito, the latter is 

def ined in t erms of a 11 pl enitudell , in other wo rds as the 

experience of participation in the world of positive, trans- 

cendent Being. In the simple relation of self-consciousness 

itself, the self Of immanent ex. perience is in the presence of 

an essential self transcending it and constituting the end 

and purpose of its activity, conferring upon that activity 

meaning and siCnificance. The realm of self-conscious 

activity -_s the. field of a positive duality in unity 
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where the i=anent and the transcendent selves sustain the 

intimate iýelations of mutual creativity without which both 

self-knowledge and sel. C-realisation are impossible. 

Moreover, this transcendent realm of "essences" provides 

and can alone -Drovide the basis of value. , Divorced from the 

active subject, Sartre's transcendent or en-soi, with its 

status of negative limit, is without operative power on the 

self, and the latter is bereft of those "guiding starVI that 

are the eternal purposes directing the self's activity-and 

without %, ihich choice cannot be transmuted into value, in so 

far as value presupposes purposiveness anatherefore trans- 

cendence with respect to time's fluctuations. For Sartre 

there is n6 transcendent domain of value, value being equated 

with unconditioned claoice. For Illarcel, there must exist 

values transcending and directing choice; these being in 

some sort "givoi2l as ends in terms of which chcte is made and 

vfhich by means of twhis choice are realised in personality. 

Between the startinEý-points of Sartre and Marcel there 

is all the difference between an Idealism and a Realism, 

between a negative and a positive view of existence. Both 

are ExiSJt. Icntialists in that for both existence involves a 

question; but whereas for Sartre existence is the very act 

of questioning one's beine- and therefore of suspending and 

negating it, for Marcel it is the act of affirming one's 
being, the question bearing not upon this being but upon the 6 
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manner of realising it (1). 

- 

The predominantly Idealistic basis of this Existentialism 

is exhibited most clearly in Sartrets doctrine of the "others". 

If we look at it closely, the concept of "intersubjectivityl 

he introduces is, understood in the positive sense of the 

term, incompatible vvith his philosophy, as Earcel has pointed 

out (2). Certainly, Sartre affirms that others are given 

with the self in the fact of self-consciousness. "Par le 

je pense, contrairement a la philosophie de Descartes, 

contrairement a la philosophie de Kant, nous nous atteignons 

nous-memes en face de llautre, et llautre est aussi certain 

pour nous que nous-memes. Ainsi, llho=e qui statteint 

directement par le coi', -ito de'couvre aussi. tous les autres, et 

il les de"couvre co=e la condition de son existence (3). " - 
But, they are so Jr- ovm . given, not as persons existing in the. 

right, but as reflected in the emotions of the subject; any 

co-arminion of consc-iousmsm:; such as IhIlarcel envisages, is 

ruled out. 

The "othei", in Sartre's dialectic, appears firzt. to me 

as an object situated in the system of spatial "distances" 

which form part of my world picture and by virtue of Which 

ý1) Cf. J. Delho=e, Telmoignage et Dialectique in Existential--ý- - 
Isme chreltien, pp. 177--37 

hxistentl'alisme et Humanisme, J'ai lu, No. 2. 
(3) =stentiali-c-me est un humanisme, Paris, Nagel, 1946, 
P. 66. 
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I. put the world at the service of ray freedom. But the 

"otheV' is likewise a consciousness situating me in his 

system. He and I are enemy freeaoms intent on incorporating 

each other's project. And it is in this complex relationship 

that the 11 othor" is experienced as 11 subject" , in the -leelings 

of shame or pride accompanying this-struggle of two absolute 

wills. Personal relations oscillate between those two poles, 

according to whether I impose my will on the other or vice- 

versa. The Sartrian woric! is a world of persons eternally 

at cross-purposes, typified by the"absurd" relations of 

Mathieu and Ivich in L'Age de Raison. 

This struggle of two freedoms is expressed otherwise by 

Sartre as a conflict of" two "regaras,, or scrutinies. The 

scrutiny of the other transforms me into a thing$'knows me 

as I am "in-myself', and so petrifies me and robs me of my 

freedom. - Personal relations revolve around this struSSle to 

31 ca pter la liberte dlautruill by 'Ile regard!, (central theme of 
Huis Glos). "L., a chute originelle cles«b l'existence de 

l'autre; et la honte est - comme la fierte/ - l'appre�/hension 

de moi-meme co=e nature, encore que cette nature m6me 

mlechappe et soit inconnaissable co=e telle... Et l1autre, 

comme regard, nlest que cela: ma transcendance transcendele 

Love itself is reducible to such a conflict of two 

autonomous freedoms or activities of transcendence, each 

striving to assert itself at the expense of the other. 

(1*) LIEtre et le Neant, P. 321. 
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Thiýs, in Sartre's doctrine, I knovi the other not as a 

person, by direct conmunion, but in the subjective feelings 

of shame or pride that I experience on the occasion of his 

presence, and in accord with which I ýiffirm and have knowledge 

of my self-hood. The other is known, as it were, by 

"reflection!, and never in his own right, always as "the otheVI 

and never as this or that other. 

In 1111.1arcel's view, this is a misrepresentation of the 

positive intersubjectivity of self-consciousness. The other 

implicated therein (in this he and Sartre are in agreement) 

is known directly as a person by immediate participation. 

This is the very sense of love, which is nothing if not 

co-mmiini on. 

En realdte, Je ne puis distinguer, semble-t-il, 
que Par abstraction et de facon intenable, 
entre 

- 
autrui et tel autre, qjiýest par 

. excel-Lence toi pour moi, et a t0ravers qua. 
ilaccede a la reconnaissance d1une reaiite 
I- uranssubjective. (H. V. p. 246. ) 

The ultimate distinction between the two doctrines of 

11 autruil" lies in the attribution or non-attribution to 

others" of the status of value. For Marcel, the realm of 

persons, implicated in the primary intersubjectivity of the 

cogito is a realm of, value, inasmuch as these personal 

entities direct personal choice. In Sartre's doctrine they 

cannot be so, if only by the implications of his theory of 
the transphenomenality of being. For, in accordance ixrith 

the latter, they, like any other transcendent, constitute a 

mere ground or condition for the assertion of the self as an 

absolute freedom and sole originator of value. More 

I 

'S 
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precisely, they are that Nvith respect to which the subject 

posits and han Immriledge of his being, according to the dec,, ree 

in which they aiýe robbed of their intrinsic "otherness". 

Value emerges on a ground of llau"Grui! l vfhich provides the 

condition but. naver the geri4. - 

Sartre may proclaim that I'llacte indiviauel engage 

toute lth=anitef (1), " or propose as'an. ethical precept: 

I'decider s eul, sans point d'appui, sans guide, et cependant 

pour to4s (2). " How can that be possible if in his system,, 

to quote his disciple Simone de Beauvoirs tvil ntexiste entre 

le monde et moi aucune attache toute faite'(3). tl , Sartre's 

fundamental position, vrith all its consequences, has been 

expressed by himself in the most exp"I'LeLt in the 

following passage: "Vainement souhaiterait-t-on un nous 

humain dans 1equel la totalite intersubjective prendrait 

conscience dlelle-meme comme subjectivite"unifiee. Un 

semblable ideal ne saurait etre qu'une reVerie produite par 

un passage 
"a la limite et a l1absolu "a partir d1expe"riences 

fragmentaires et strictement psychologiques (4). " In this 

passage, whose Idealistic assumptions are manifest, the whole 

Realistic philosophy of a Marcel, with its doctrine of 

participation, is condemned - and, wit-h it, what has perhkos 

been the most fruitful development of Phenomenology itself 

in the field of religion and ethics. 

*-0-0-0-0 1) L'Existentialisme est un humanisme, D. 27. 
2) ýýuoted by P. lwmmanuel, Refiexions su'r une Elise au Doint, 

Pontai. -ae, April, 1945. 
(3) quoted. Ibid. 
(4) LIEture et le Ne'ant, P. 501. 
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Refusing, as it does, to posit any operative trans- 

cendent, Sartre's thouSht reveals itself primarily as a 

philosoplay of unconditioned freedom. "Lorsque je declare 

que la liberte a travers c1haque circonstance concrete ne 2eut 

avoir d'autre but Ve de se--youloir elle-meme, si une fois' 

11ho=e a reconnu qulil pose des valeurs, dans le delaisse- 

ment, il ne peut plus vouloir qu'une chose, clest la libertel, 

comme fonaement de toutes les valeurs (1). " -Values, indeed, 

according to Sartre, are created by the individual by his 
I 

free choice and are whatever he chooses them to be; fillhomme, 

doit se cre"er sa propre essence": "faire et en faisant - se 

faire et nletre rien que ce qulil slest'fait. 11 I'La valeur 

tire son etre de son exigence et non son exigence: de'son etre. 

E . 
lle ne se livre done pas a une intuition contemplative qui 

la saisirait comme e/tant valeur et, par A meme, lui Oterait 

ses droits sur ma liberte*', Mais elle ne peut se devoiler, 

au contraire, quIa une liberte active qui la fait exister 

comme valeur du seul f ait de la reconnaltre pour telle. 11 

slensuit cue ma liberte est l'unique fondement des valeurs 

et quo rien, absol=Ont rien, ne me justifie dIadopter tolle 

ou tolle valeur; tolle ou tolle echolle de valeurs. En 

tant quletre par qui les valeurs existent je suis 

ini u st- i fi abl e( 2) . it 

It is this negation of transcendent values which seeras 

to IvIarcel the grave error of the Sartrian philosophy. 11 Je 

(1) L'Existentialisme est un hu-maniSMO, p. 82. Italics, mine. (2) Llýýtro ez le Neantt p. 7-6. 

t. 
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ne crois pas du tout, " he says, "ciulune philosophie, 

existentielle si vous-voulez, puisse prendre nlimporte. quelle 

liberte avoc les valeurs fondamentales, ou, plus exactement, 

elle le peut assur(1ýment,. elle le peut dans la mesure ou, en 

tant que philosophie, elle estg si vous voulez, la liberte / 

en acte; seulement resta %"2 savoir si cette liberte/exerce"e 

de cette facon, je dirai de cette facon autodestructiveg ne 

va pas a son propre anelantissement (1). For in his system, 

far from being the arbitrary creation of the individual, 

values are 11 given! ' , not, of course, as ready made but as ends 

and purposes to be realised. Such are the 11 essences" 

presented to the self in self-consciousness., 'They are 

ontologically prior to the Ilepreuve ontologique", that is 

to the choice or option that brings them effectively into 

existence; giving them direction and meaning: 
rl 

Dans une phi; osophie comme celle de Sartre 
la valeur presuppose le choix, /la valeur 
ast choisie, elle eýt commandee par une 
option. Illais en realite il semble bien 
que ce soit la valeur qui corraande lloption 
et non inversement. Une option qui 7 nli=liquerait aucune conscience prealable 

. de, la valeur sleffectuerait au hasard, au 
petit bonhour, ce ne serait pas une, option 
authentique. (2). 

Freedom is, therefore, other than mere autonomy; ' it is 

"implied in the recognition of our participation in the 

(1) Rpted by J. Wahl, Existence ýýa-ine et 
NeuChdtel, Editions do la Baconni-dre, 1944, 
The quotation is taken from a pronouncement 
at a discussion of the Sociýte Francaise de 
4tvh Dec., 1947. 
(2) Btraý Valeur, Lýberte, unpublished text 
ExIstentia-Lisme clir6týen- 9 P. 170. 

_Transcendance, Appendice, p. 117. 
made by M. Ilarcel 
Philosophie, 

quoted in 
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universe",, (R. I. p. 35); it is a bringinG into existence 

of a "reality apprehended", both"independent with respect 

to my'v; izi volition and ... yet tributary of the act whereby 

I bring it into being". (H-V. p. 162. ) It is as much a 

11, recognitioV1 as a creation, inlevery sense of the term a 

"response" to a "call". So much so that 11 values can be 

effectively safeguarded only where being is effectively 

safeguarded" and that 11 being, value, liberty can only be 

saved together (1). 11 

Freedom, in short, is directed by and towards the 

transcendent: it is choice, but choice in terms of certain 

germs of value and towards whose realisation the act of will- 

power is intended. It is therefore, in Marcel's viewq a 

serious error to confuse thel'sursum! ', or act of trans- 

cendence, - the effort of will - with transcendence itself 

which is the term of the movement and itself supposes a 

transcendent governinG that movement as final and efficient 

cause; 

n. 

. be propre de l1acte de transcendance pris 
dans son a: qpleur est d' etre oriente"; en 
langage phdnomenoloGique, disans qulil. 0 comporte une intentionnalite. (R. I. p. 188. ) (2) 

(1 Ibid. 9 p. 169. 
(2ý The coincidence, and yet distinction, of the two aspects 
of transcendence have been well underlined by M. Wahl: "Si 
la transcendance-mouve-ment slexplique par la. transcendance 
co=e terme, il nly a plus de transcendance a propremont 
parler. Si la transcendance-terme stexpliquait par la 
transcendance-mouvement, il en serait ae meme. De sorte 
qulil y---, a une tension entre le mouvement etv; son terme et que 
ni le, terme ni le mouvement ne doivent et-re considd`rýs co=e donnes, ni l1un par l1autre, ni l'un sans l1autre. " (Op. cit., 
pp. 35-6. ) 
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Now, in Sartre's philosophy liberty is conceived not in 

terms of a fulfilment, nor even in terms of an "engagement" 

or "participatiox2l, but rather-in terms of negation. Indeed, 

Sartre identifies human freedom with the "neant" of conscious- 

ness. It is precisely the "ne"ant" established between the 

motives and the act, whereby, the former are revealed as 

inefficient., which allows for liberty. Liberty is poheeived 

by Sartre in terms of allmanqudl, by Marcel in terms of a_ 

"Plenitude": 

Pour lui, nous sommes condamne"s a 6tre 
libres, la liberte" est7-not-r-e-l-ot, notre 

(Note (2) contd. from previous page. ) 

One must theref ore disagree with 111le. Delho=e when she 
says: ' 

"La participation est done beaucoup plus appel a une 
volonte de participation que participation accomplie; lletre 
est enjeu, 11 es'U'toujours a 651, re, et la condition humaine... 
est une cond-i tion itinerante. 11 (Existentialisme c1aretiens 
P. 185. ) Althoug-h--tSie-no-El-on of lif e as a I'voyarge, is 
central in L'I'arcel's thought, and time is therefore the mode n 
of the self's existing, life itself being a sequence of 
Itepreuves" where man is called upon to exercise his freedom 
for a self-realisation which can never be fully adequate to 
his aspiration, yet : i:,, is wrong to see intime more t, han what Mle. Delhomme herself calls the 'If oriae meme de son epreuvell 
nor in 

- 
the "e"preuvell itself more than the condition of 

existence; inas=ach as the condition of all value is the 
"obstacle" which brings the subject face to face with the 
necessity of choice. But this choice is a choice in terms 
of ends and values whose realisation does accomplish the 
existence of the subject and bring hiz from time into eternity. 

Transcendence, for Marcel, is not only the exercise of Will-power in life's various tests, but the final consummation; its repetition may prove to be fragmentaryt but it is in 
itself a completion., for it realises a "presence". This is 
most It / clearly seen in the existential of death, the epreuve absolue. There at-least the "test", and the purposive act of faith which springs from it find their object in a momentary repossession of being. 
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servitude, bien plutot quIelle nlest notre 
conquete. Clest clulen realite elle est 
ici, ýonque a partir d1un manque, non d1une 
plenitude, et on est par moments tente de 
se demander si elle nlest pas une tare, si 
elle nlest pas notre imperfection rendue 
manifestcý. (H. V. p. 244. ) (1) 

The operative words are I'lack" and llplenitudeý'. 

Marcelts clearest discussion of the problem of liberty is to 

be found in an article entitled A-oercus sur la liberte (2)9 

one which is additionally useful for our purpose in that it 

constitutes a deliberate reply to Sartre. 

The solution of the problem of liberty is, says Marcel, 

dependent on the understanding of a "certain paradoxical 

structiýre of the personal life". Sartre is correct, he goes 

on, in declaring that non-coincidence with itself is the 

characteristic of the conscious subject. But the conclusions 
L 

he draws are-erroneous. By virtue of 'his doctrine of trans- 
n 

phenomenality of being, Sartre assumes, beneath the conscious 

and therefore divided self, an undivided self 11en-so: V1. 

This transcendent self would be wholly self-absorbed and 

coincident with its states. It would constitute a 

plenitude, , but the plenitude of a 11 thingý' , extraneous to 

freedom and conation. He is then obliged, on the other hand, 

to posit the self of consciousness as entirely non-coincident 

with itself, as constituting what 1.1arcel calls a sort of "air- 

(1) This identification of freedom with a lllacIý' is the 
corollary of Sartre's "ontologie du n'eant". For a further 
development, cf. Appendix to the Chapter. 
(2) La Nef, June 1946, 'extract from a lecture entitled Etre, 
Valeurt Liberte", given at Brussels, 12th Feb., 1946. 

I 
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pocket" within absolute Being. It comes into being 

precisely by refusing its being in-itself . by adopting towards , 
it an attitude of indifference and detachment (1). 

i ousness as a I'laciV and By defining -'tj--he self oL .. consc- 

total non-coinciaence, Sartre is obliged to define freedom 

as being unconditioned, the lack and the non-coincidence being 

the very condition of its appearance and exe"rc: Lse. -',. It is 

prese4ted throughout his work as pure indetermination, it 

arises within a situation ýzhich the self negates and into 

which it introduces a vacuum of its own making. It is thus 

absolute and wholly transcendent to the given circumstances 

which form the ground upon w1lich it uprises. The situation 

provides the occasion, but not the motive, for it owes its 

entire sense to the project the self adopts with regard to it. 

If I believe my body too weak to attempt some climbing feat, 

this fact of the weakness of my body only comes to light in 

relation to my project: - it is I by my choice who make it a 

f act. The whole constitutes a situation whose brute elements 

take on meaning, solely by virtue of an option on my part 

which owes nothing to them and whose sole motive is my 

freedom. in another passa,, P-e he relates freedom to 

"facticitett: "Ainsi la liberte" ne sau: cait-elle etre vraiment 

libre (luten constituant la facticite' co=e sa pr opre 

restriction. I! ne servirait done a rien de dire que 

L 

I 

Ln 

ý1) Marcel surggests vvith some justice that Sartrats theory 
is a version of the epiphenomenist doctrine. (H. V. pp. 249- 
50. ) 
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je ne suis pas libre dtaller aý Now York, du fait que je suis 

un, petit fonctionnaire*de Mont-de-Marsan. Clest, au 

contraire, par rapport a mon projet d'aller 'a New York que 

je vais me situer a Llont-de-Marsan (1). " Unether he 

actually goes to New York or not is immaterial; it is by the 

act, of negating what constitutes the present immediacy that 

he is free. It is by the refusal of determining motives 

that I constitute myself as it were in vacuo and find room 

for a'freedom wholly ex nihilo. 

It is this conception of freedom as residing in an, 

indetermination or vacuum which is the basic theme of 

Sartre's Existentlialism. And when the characters of his 

novels "experience their freedor2l it is as a state of 

I'disponibilite", of "suspension! ''of all determinin6 motives. 
3. 

Mathieu 'Inletait'plus nulle part, il se sentait libre (2). 11 
in 

We find when we look closely that Sartre does not place 
freedom even in the decision of the will, but in the 

negations of consciousness. It is a state rather than an 

act, a suspension of the being that constrains. As a 

conscious being, man is "condemned to be free". ' He is free 

precisely by reason of the vacuum which constitutes his being 

and which makes him a centre of indetermination. 1.1arcel 

rightly der, -, =do if there is not here a paralogism: 

Effectivement la liberte pour Sartre est 
manque, co=e d1ailleurs la conscience 
elle-meme, elle 

_est 
ve"ritablement un. Lt. 

(1) LIEtre et le Nelant, P. 576. 
(2) L'Age de Raison, p. 69. 
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I defaut, ce nlest que par une, sorte de 
paraloGisme qu I il pourra SI evertuer 
ensuite a fadre apparaltre ce pur defaut 

-,,, o une conclition positive d'apparition 
' lui dlun monde, clest-a-di-re en somme a 

assiF, ner une valeur creatrice (1). 

E, ees it, Sartre's concept of freedom is the As 

logical ou-t; come o-IL E his erroneous concept of the cogito. 

The latter envisaGes a cog to_prereflexif displaying a 

"plenitude" conceived as a-complete coincidence of self with 

self and-such as to render freedom impossible. He is then 

lc-a- to oppose to it the cooito of conscious experience 

exhibiting a "vacuity' or complete non-coincidence of self 

with self such as to entail a wholly unconditioned freedom. 

Both, argues Marcel, are distortions of the ego sum. 

Tlae first is the merest assumption, logically necessary for 

Sartre's subsequent definition of liberty. At no level can 

we envisage a wholly-absorbed subject of this type other than 

as an abstraction: 

Bien loin qiýe la, coincidence avec soi doive 
etre regardeecomme un terminus a quo, comme 
une base d'equilibre, disons en langage 
musical comm. o une tonique, je pense au 
contraire qulil faut nly voir qu I une 
fiction (2). 

But the other is equally a distortion. It establishes an 

arbitrary separation between the self and the transcendent 

self immanent and operative in the depths of the former. 

It certainly does not give a true account of the datum of 
(I L'Existence et la liberte chez Jean-Paul Sartre, loc. cit 

Aperýus__sur la libertd, - loc. cit. s P. 69. 
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i=ediate subjective experience. V-rhat the latter exhibits 

is a unity within duality, allowing for both participation 

and clifferentiation; even moreq a unity Vrithiii multiPlicitY9 

in so f aa. - as t-. 1ac essences of others are co-present vvith that 

of the self; 'Ile propre do Ifetre spirituel ei'tant d16tre 

interieurer-ent*a la fois un et plusieurs (1). 11 

Hence the eZo sum properly understood, is a: 'Iplenitudeý' 

in that it is the focal-point of multiple relationships of 

self with self and o. self with otherýselves. But it is 

not, on the other hand, the, fictive plenitude of Sartre, as. 

here we are confronted not with a total coincidence but with 

relaýions of "participation" allowing for both one-ness and 

distinction (2). 

11 faut meme proclamer que je ne sul's moi 
que dans la mesure ou' je suis en meme temps 
autre que moi,, disons, si vous voulez, o' 
je suis un excedent sur moi-meme. La 

u 

destin6e propre du moi semble ehre de se 
trouver Perpýtuellement eý, decL ou au deA 
de cette coincidence qui etai-e tout 'a' 11heure 
pose te comme 11 tonique" , et qui a la r(ýf lexion 
apparalit dlauta-nt plus fictive quIelle n1a 
meme aucunement la valeur d1une limite 
ideale dont j'aurais a m1approcher, et 
qiýlelle nlest pas non plus un ppint de 
depart: clest un eidolon forge par lle-zatendement, et ce ne peut e5tre autre 

(1) Ibid. 
(2). Ibid. It will be recalled that Yarcel def ines partici- 
pation as "relation1l, relation of a peculiar type, and yet 
relation. Cf. Martin Buber's description: "The Thou neets 
me. But I step into direct relation with it ... I become 
through my relation to the Thou; as I become-1, I say Thou. 
All real livinG is meeting. " (O. P. cit. $ p. ly. ) The same 
novel type of relation of unity within distinction and distinction. within unity is'described by Paul Claudel and by 
Profesaor-, -. - John Alacmurray. In all cases its prototype is the personal relationship. 
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chose (1) - 

Tilis is what ý,, Iarcel calls the "paradox" of multiplicity 

in unity constitutinis the IInLlenituae,, of self-conscious 

experience. And it is 'it, that -oarmit sa -U-rue concept of 

freedom as neither a pure determinism nor a pure indeterminism., 

Freedom can only be understood in the light of the intimate 

interrelations of the contingent and the transcendent selves, 

each informing the other, the one roposing ends, the other p 

accomplishing them. 

We may well enquire, says Marcel ,a propos of a 

particular act whether it was-accomplished freely or not: 

11 se-Reut fort bien que je me reconnaisse 
fonde a Aire a la fois: j'ai pris librement 1 
telle decision, et: tel que Oe suis et dans 
teiles circonstances, je ne Douvais pas agir 
auzrement; ce serarý a recomnencer, 
j'agirai-s. encore de meme (2). 

This is suffic. i -lent to indicate that an act may be free and 

yet necessitated. its freedom consists, indeed, not in its 

being independent of constraining motives, but in its 

adequacy to realise and exTress motives intimately felt; the 

act lacking in freedom being precisely that where the element 

of gratuity is uppermost and which, for that reason, is 

indifferent to the realisation of the self's essence: 

(1) Ibid. It will be seen that this passaBe bears out the 
contention put forward in Chapter VII that L'arcel at no stage 
envisaGes$ even in the state of full realisýýion, a completely 
non-temporal and necessary entity, devoid of activity. (2) Ibid., P. 69. 
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Je dirai que le fait do ceder, a une 

, *, cue *e -Orends... de =a propre liberte I 
(iq Ces o'tSe="a'vLo--Z'.. cue la v 

Confus on C20= do 
I'- I. I/ 'on acte se zoa. E--neusement ý, vitee. 

a -. o. -A. co=e libre dans la 
uezure Ou il m1exprime aut-hentiquement a 
mes propres yeux 

With Leibniz and Bergson, Elarcel relates freedom to self- 

realisation and so raises the contradiction between freedom 

and necessity. -Here there is no determinism, in so far as 

the latter means the power of factors extraneous to the life 

of the self to prevent its willed, accomplishment. It is a 

self-determination; and that precisely is freedom: 

Un acte est libre dans la mesure ou je me 
reconnais en lui. Il ne pourrait etre 
autre autil-nlest s' ans que moi-meme Je me 
saisisse comme altere. Le desavouer, 
ctest done me de'savouer moi-meme (2). 

Marcel then posits a conditioned, moral freedom. The 

motives and essences governing action and which it has for 

its purpose to realise are to be unaelýstood neither as 

physically determining nor as logically determining, but as 

subýectiveiy determining. They are the very constitutive 

stuff of the self; the obscure "presences" both personal 

and sup-rea-personal within it. Marcel in his works and 

conversa:, cion employs readily the example of the forgotten 

name iýfhich acts as allveiled presence" upon týe mind, 

although the latter cannot articulate it: 

klais rappelons-nous ce qui se passe lorsaue 

(1) Ibid. 
Ibid., P. 72. 
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nous. cherchons un non oublie"; nous 
procedons a une serie de tatonnements, 
d. lessayar-es -)uscul, -,,. u moment ou jaillit 
(laýas une 1, ; ere dle'vIdence le non claerche. 
Coz=e=t ces essayaGes Sont-ils possibles... 
tout se Das-se co=e si cependant ce non op 
,, e aacrcý'-ac a ma- romemorer'dtait non donne 
cz. evanzo maLs present en moi. bien que 
1ý70 -I /. 11 Lle Clest une-l; ýresence de cet ordre, 
cles-u-&-dIre une -oresence non objective, 

p eut seule etre celle de llidee 
dont je rappelais le -, 6le 

essentiel (1). 

'Vie may, then, speak of the act as being not determined, 
_but ---I 

"surdetermin6l or llsurmotiveý': - 

De toultoe*evidence'ce nlest pas sur le 
terrain de la, causalite quton peut, se 
placer pour distiinguer entre llacte 
libre eý ilacte non-libre, moins encore 
sur celui de la determination. Je serais 
tente de dire cue llacte libre nlesý pas 

mais au contraire surdetermine; 
cles-'U-a-dilre qulil se laisse comprendre non 
co=e ma-illon dans une chal"ne de causes et 
dlefýe-lv-s7 mais comme expe'rience de Ilunite' f 
concret-e et supra-intelligible qui constitue 
la pe-, -so=alite*' (2). 

Here, l. 'Ohen, in contrast vdtlbý a gratuitous, =otivated 

freedom is a positive freedom which preserves all the reality 

o. j- liberty and yet safeguards value, envisaging an act that 

is free, not simply because it is in itself free, but because 

it frees us. And such a freedom is only possible within the 

context of a positive inter-subjectivity, that is one where 

the contingent and the transcendent self are in effective 4 

mutual relation, the latter as the end informinS and callinG 

forth, the former's acti-Vity; and not as in Sartret where the 

i es-Pp. 71-2. 
Ibi -, P. 69. 
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self stands out against a transcendent indifferent to it. 

- 

ference between the two To 6rasp the fundamental dif. A 

, xistentialisms, that of Sartre and that of 111arcel, we must 

face the fact that they are expressions of two quite 

different thinEs. The former is a philosophy of the tragic 

consciousness in the Hegelian sense, the latter is a moral 

philosophy. 

We have suggested elsewhere that Sartre's '-Existentialism I 

in spite of its claims, is not even a philosophy of action (1). 

Sartre employs the terms 11 situation" , "engagement' and 

"responsibility' in a special sense. 'To take them at their 

face value leads one to assume, as Sartre would have us 

believel that we have to do with a philosophy of action. 

But if Les 14ouches and later statements such as LI: H; xistent- 

ialisme est un humanisme are put in the general context, this 

seeming philosophy of action appears in a ne-,., light. Liberty 

as defined by Sartore is one with the process of negation 

whereby each and every "representation! ' of the self, all that 

is "given! ' is denied. It is identical with the dread and 

feverish instability of a co: 6sciousnessuh. Without J ch cannot 

destroying itself, maintain any position it has received or 

acquired. It is what Daniel calls an "arrachement 

("A. ) jean-Paul Sartre and Existential Philosophy, The Cambridg-e 
Journal, ; Sep-t;. -, 1978-3. 
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It will be recalled that Sartre places freedom in the 

lac'-, r. and in the refusal of constraining motives. Is not 

the true ff"reedom, then, simply in inaction? He who 

"experiences his freedot" is, he not- simply the one who, 

S 

recognising that, no cause, either from outuside himzelf or 
from his owb. past, has claims upon him, refuses to act at 

all? This is tho case with Mathieu in LIARe de Raison, who 

has become a mere "attente (1). " But Sartre vjill'. not have 

thisl what he is aining at is a valid philosophy of action. 

And the solution he proposes is outlined in Les Mouches. it 

is, he assures us, possible to act and yet retain the 

essential of freedom by means of an"engagement" whereby we 

act r-ith the full conviction that the end we pursue is of our 

own free choice and, in addition, with the full determination 

that thatever end or cause we choose will be instantly and 

incessantly negated as a sufficient motive for subsequent 

action. Each moment , will be then a new and tragic moment 

of a never to be repeated decision. Responsible action will 

then be cozipattible vdth an absolute freedom. Thus it is that 

Oreste com=its his act of 'killing Egisthe and, having 

accepted it as his, refuses its claim upon his repentance. 
For to acceDt it as it is "in-itself", to admit it to be a 

crime would be to allow its power to, determihe his life and 
to enclose hi=self in a final. formula. 

I-Tow if we look at this solution closelyl we find that 

(1) LtA2e da Raison, P- 56. 
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our contention still holds good; it is still not really at 
bottom a philozophy of action. Take Oreste, for example, 

vfaom Sartre proposes as the type of I'llho=-- engageýl, it 

an act- and so "engaged" is true he hars e. --. presSed himself 

himself. But uhat is the orecise value of this act and the 

nature of this "enGage-ment"? All he can say of the act on*ce 

accomplished -Js'that it is his; he cannot pass any judgment 

as to what it is, f or by so doing he would enclose himself in 

a final fc He must a. continue eternally to nege-e his 

act as it is; whatoevor sense he gives it will at each moment 

be unique. -It can then have no objective value. - Once 

accomplished it enters into his Seneral situation, that is as a 

mere ground for a subsequent pro-ject which owes nothing to 

it. In short, it cannot constitute a motive conditionins 

his freedom and Siviacj purpose to his activity. It cannot 

as the normal sense of =oral responsibility requires2 work' 

vithin the presseat and introduce a principle of Continuity 

and growth into his lif e. And if thatt is so, Oreste's act 

has no more significance than 0 any preceding or future act. 

Each and. all are gratuitous; each being "free from the 

others", all are equivalent. To be free is not to be 

oneself, it is rx"uhler the capacity to be neither this nor 
tha, t, but all indifferently accordin, - to what one chooses. 

Novil 'viaat would appear un: venable viewed as a philosophy 

of action assu=es another valiclIty when seen for what it iss 

namely a philosophy of the tragic consciousness. In fact, 
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Sartre places liberty not in the decision of the will, but 

in the ner, -ation of consciousness. A state' rather than an 

act, it consists in a "suspe2: Lsion" of the being that 

const-ra. -ins. rLacre is than little difference between the 

libe--ty of !.: a. 'jI"-ieu and that of Oreste. -- The one is an 

-a "suspensioi2l. The intervention of absencer' 2 the o-'Uhe. - 

an act does not change their essential substance ývhich is'to 

be identical with the negating consciousness (1). 

Here lies the inner sense of this Existentialism. it 

is the d-. ama of what might be called the sceptical conscious- 

ness. It describes the GnavrLngs of a consciousness mhich 

cannot rest on any position and whose freedom is not the 

power to act and realise a permanence of moral endeavour, 

"a thought that cannot rest but must -ability oj. but the inst 

al,,., 7ays doubt, deny and refuse. That is why, as Sartre 

himself recoGnised in an interviewq his novels are not novels 

of character, his people are not persons but centres of 

-eworthy, as his declaration indete=iination. And it is not 

.- shows, that he places liberty not in the act but in the 

inde-GO erminat ion. "Cela m1apporte jus-IV-ement la libe--te. 

Gela rie de, ', 'liv--e de la ne'cessite de creer des ca--acte%res... 

Glest*Jean Vauda-- qui... a note" qu'au coeur de chacun de mas 

- personnagres, il y avai«%L# 11indelltermination, le neant, et non 

- his finGer on the spot when, he asks: (1) I'llar-cel has put 
"Pa-n pelle prestidigitation peut-on passer du manque, de 
11 incleteraination. a la ddcision proprement dite? " - 

LlExistence et la liberte humaine chez Jean-Paul Sartre, 
oc. cit. T- 
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pas un ca±actere... Clest pourquoi chacun de mes personnages 

apres avoir fait nlimporte quoi, peut faire encore nlimporte 

quoi (1). " 

The all-important point is that in Sartre's doctrine 

there*is no place for the moral consciousness I as such. The 

foundation of the latter is what we call feeling, the slow,, 

imperceptible growth of bonds linkinG us with the world and 

other selves. This type of vivifying interaction of self 

and world, each giving meaning and purpose to the otherts 

activity, is ruled out, by Sartre's premises which, in spite 

of his doctrine of, "inter-subjectiviV', remain. Idealistic. 

As he sees it, the worldq'in itself devoid of meaning and 

intelligibility, only acquires those when organiseld by 

consciousness. He is therefore obliged to deýy two things. 

Firstq the possibility of an unconscious activity. Secondlyq 

the existence of any elements of value in what is objectively 

given. Consciousness is placed in the world as an absolute 

freedom in face of an inertia. The situation is a mere 

ground or matter to be organised . :' I'La situation. " we read 

in La Nausee,, "clest de la matiere: ' cela demande*a 6tre. * 

traite"(2). " -Freedom, which is identical with consciousnesst 

consists precisely in the negating of the situation as it 

"is", in order to constitute itself as an end in itself, 

independent of the world and its motivation. Even other 

selves give nothing, for thoy appear simply as elements of- 

(1) Lee Lettres Frangaises, 24th November, 1945. 
(2) Parisq Gallimard, 1938, P. 192. 

\4 
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I 

the situation to be transcended. 1,71,. atever values and 

meaninSs, taen, are Given to the world are conferred by 

consciousnens alone; and, more iMPortant still, they are 

what it claooses tulh,. ý- to be from moment to momentul it being 

the condlt-foz of conscious and self-conscious activity that 

each s-acceszive valuýý or meaning, having entered into the 
I 

geaeral situation, should be negated$ and its power to 

p-rovide sufficient mo-tivation for subsepent decisions be 

denied. 

It may well be asked if this is an adequate account of 

-he self constructs his moral lif e. the process whereby t 

Does man exist wholly in the mode of criticism and self- 

criticism? Is he not, at a deeper level, immersed in a 

process in wh-Lch he and the world are joint participants and 

wki ere 
JL C Lie r6-1vas meaninG to the world, it too gives meaning 

to his excistence by providing given ends for his activity. 

TAoral f reedoiA -J, s surely in the relation. of. mutuality 

obtainin-- bet, ýýreen Taim and others daereby he 11 xrecogn4 ses" , as 

11'arcel says, rat-herk th-an constitutes values inherent in''his 

situation and strives to realise thea as ends by his personal- 

activity. it is the context of feelings, developing 

in the maroin of consciousness from an initial compresence oil. 

self and things, that freedom finds effective means of 

operation. ýTt is this essential basis of moral freedom that 

Sartre does away with, by transfo=ing feeling itself into 

"facticitVI: I'Le sentimcntý se construit par les actes quIon 
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f ait (1). " 

There is entailed. a corresponding misunderstanding Df 

the function o--f -Iýi-rae in the moral lif e. The past has no 

claim on the -p 
., 

rcsellt; it is a mere 'matter-, whose value is 
I 

determined by the present and whichl, as it- is I in-itself" . 
i 

the latter negates. Temporally the self exists wholly in 

the present of consciousness which introduces a "neant" into Lt 

the past-present immediacy. Anything, therefore, in the 

nature of a duration, the concept of llrýpetitioVl as defined 

by Kierkegaard and hitherto considered as fundamental to 

Existentialism, is excluded in Sartre's definition of 

existence. But it is precisely in duration that. a tissue 

of feeling, those mu ltiple strands binding the individual 

to the community and others, is slowly elaborated - by virtue 

of the immanence of the past in the present, working within 

it beneath the conscious level. Sartre's philosophy makes 

no place for history; and this is shown most clearly in his 

treatment of repentance. The picture he draws in Les Mouches, 

all the more easily as he confuses superstition and religion, 

is a caricature of repentance. In no religion is it 

construed as the subjection to a dead past; if it means 

anythin, rg, it means the past and present conjoined in a process 

waere each vivifies and gives meaning to the other. 

As Marcel rightly observes, the relation of the self to 

its past cannot be defined in terms of negation. The self's 

(1) L'Existentialisme est un humanisme, p. 45. 
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trans cendcnc, ý vrith respect to toho latter is everywhere 

maniýcst in rcparritance vihich, although forviard looking, does 

not excludo -U. ae presence of meanings, values and virtues 

Jnherent in ulic past as such. For if it is true to Say 

t1dat the subject must preserve a I'liberte de regard" in 

relation to his past, that certaihly does not mean thbt his 

freedom consists in his independence of his past, to the point 

of its being indifferent to his-present (indifferent in the 

sense iMPlied by ýartrels 
conception, that is as an indeter- 

minate matter devoid of value in itself and acquiring value 

solely from the choice of the selfý 

Oui certes, il est vrai de dire que je dois 
conserver en face de mon propre passe une 
certaine liberte de regard faute de laquelle 
je-risclue de me perdre dans l1automatisme. 
Millais qi; e faut-il entendre au juste par cette 
liberte de regard? Avant tout, me semblo- 
t-il, que je dois sans cesse confronter ce 
que j'ai fait et ce que je me dispose peut- 
dtre a faire avec une certaine idde 
infornulable', qui est en moi comme principe 
ultime de regulation personnelle (1). 

, 
We have to remember -ehat Marcel has defined freedom as a 

power of self-l-Lberation. This means in temporal terms 

that we become free not in freeing ourselves from our past 

as such,. but from what in our past represents so much dead 

weight, all the sin, error-and self-destroying stuff 

accumulated therein. But vie do so ': bo release the active 
virtue %, faicA our past contains, all that represents personal 

construction and vfaich, operating asIIveilqd Presences" or 
Apercus Sur la libertel. P. 71. 

I 
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evidences" I are then enabled to work for present salvation. 

Such is the very sense of repetition or hope, the making 

operative of the value- which the past contains in its own 

ri ght. - 

The fundamental "point 

a self-consciousness whose 

basis of the moral life. 
-- 

temporal growth, the sense 

said, is the very sense of 

Existentialism fails to re 

is that Sartre is the victim of 

ceaseless action corrodes the 

He has lost the sense of natural, 

of "patience, which, as Marcel has 

time itself., Sartre's 

cognise that existence is as much 

a datum as a construction; there are elements in our 

situation which have to be accepted as such; once subjected 

to disrupting reflectiong they evaporate and, with them, the, 

complex tissue of our being within Which our freedom and 

self-creation are effectively deployed. 

In Marcel's view, Sartre distorts the fundamental datum 

of human existence, which is its insertion in a transcendent 

world, a world no mere anonymous matter or g round upon which 

freedom uprises as an end in itself, but a context informing 

the self Is liberty and providing it with the endsto, enable it 

to be deployed in meaningful and hopeful process of self- 

realisation. He fails- to see, remarks Marcelt that man does 

not so much "choose his values as 
That the 'dimension of true transcendence and hope is lacking, 

he adds, is due to Sartre's failure to admit anything in the 

nature of a I'dow. ' Quoting a phrase of the latter - "Donner, 
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clest-slapproprier par la destruction en utilisant cette 

aestruction pour slasservir llautre (1)" - he observes: "Au 

fond, pour ca, un Stre libre repugne a recevoir (2).,, And 

this precisely because, with X,, ýnt, he identifies wrongly- 

"recevoir" withlbubii-1, the spiritual with the material; 

the true meaning, ofl, recevoir, including ýIýe notion of' 

"response" and signifying other than a mere passivity. it 

is, in fact, for IVIarcel the relation of "call" and "response" 

which best describes the mutual interaction of self and 

transcendent., Given Sartrels unsuspected dualism, ''Illinser- 

I tion concrete ou orSanique de 116tre individuel dans le monde 
I J devient impensable; -on n1a plus que deux termes en'presence: 

une facticite"en quelque sorte inerte, - et une liberte"qui la 

nie pour l1assumer en-suite (3).. " 

ý-Ve have suggested (4) that Sartre's Existentialism is 

the', expression of the dilemma of the' modern intellectual, 

particularly felt in Frahce; one, moreover, w]hich simply 

states in a new form a dilemma experienced throughout modern 

French thought and literature and indigenous in a highly 

intellectual people. The opposition between'Sartre and 

Marcel mirrors in a sort a permanent opposition in French 

thought expressive of the conflict between the two structural 

patterns of 1'rench civilisation - the intellectual and the 

(1) LIEtre et le Nelant, p-685, 
(2) LlExistence et la7liberte humaine chez Jean-Paul Sartre, 

p. ý2. 
(3) Ibid., pp. 32-3. 
(4) Loc. cit. 
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moral. 
At the same time, the opposition is already implicit 

in the equivocal vievipoint of the Phenomenology from which. 

. modern Existentialism derives. The, Phenomenology of Husserl 

aims at cutting under the mind-object dualism. No doubt, 

Husserl posits that the world exists for a consciousness, 

that is 11 phenomenal ly' but this seemingly Idealistic 

premiss is modified by the doctrine of intentionality which 

states that all consciousness is consciousness of something, 

Thought is an activity of transcendence aimed at constituting 

the world, and the self within this world, giving' them and 

tAeir relationship sense and significance. Consciousness 

is the positing of"lmyself-in-the-world". 

The Existentialism developed by the Germans simply 

identified consciousness with existence. Here Kierkegaard' s 

influence came into play. The self, he stated, 'finds itself 

in a characterless world where both are meaningless; but by 

purposive action the realm of anonymity is transcended and 

the self and the world emerge as significant existents. it 

is, however, Heidegger who represents most fully the 

existential position. He shows how the 601f by its aec-Isions 

comes to "ex-sist" and transcend its "in-sistencell in the 

amorphous'llbrute existence" (das Seindes), attaining t. he 

Plane of authentic human existence where the world and the 

self acquire significance. 
Now, if we look at this Existentialism in thd light of 
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its phenomenological sourcesq we discover it is. open to both 

a Realistic and an Idealistic interpretation.. We have a 

self immersed in a world to be constituted as meaningful 

existents by the conscious, purposive activity-of the former. 

But Vie can view this construction as a-mutual activity where 

self and world each constitute the other - the point, of, view 

of Gabriel Marcel. Or we can see the world as a mere inert 

matter which consciousness organises and against which the 

self is set in opposition. 

(1). 

This will be Sartre's viewpoint, 

In the case of Sartret however, an influence as important 

as that of Phenomenology or that of*Heidegger is that of the 

classic French philosophie de la conscienceg derived from 

(1) This'seems to be Husserl's view. "We thus see that 
consciousness (inward experience) and real Being are in no 
sense co-ordinate forms of Being, living as friendly 
neighbours, and occasionally entering into Irelationt or some 
reciprocal 'connexion' ... Between the meanings of conscious-, 
ness and reality yawns a veritable abyss. Here a Being 
which manifests itself perspectively, never givin6 itself 
absolutely, merely contingent and relative; taere a 
necessary and absolute Being, fundamentally incapable of 
being given through appearance and perspective-patterns... 
Consciousness, considered in its 'purity', must be reckoned 
as a self-contained system of BeinE, as a system of Absolute 
ý! ýTUHT-E-ovmlca nothing can penetrate, and from w1hUcH_ 
nothing can escape; which has no spatio-temporal exteriors 
and can be inside no spatio-temporal system... On the other 
side, the whole spatio-tempora-1 world, to Which man and the 
human Ego claim to belonG as subo-r=nate singular realities, 
is accordinE to its own meaning mere intentional Being, a 
Bei-nS. taerefore, which has the merely secondary, ýe_aý La; ive 
sense of a Being for a consciousness. It is a Being which 
consciousness in TE-s own experience5 Erfahrunacn) posits, 
and is, in principle, intuitable and etermi I-e- only as tae element common to the (harmoniously) motivated appearance- 
manifolds, but over and beyond this, is just nothing at all.,, (Ideas, pp. 152=3. ) 
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Maine de Biran and represented in modern thought by Lagneau, 

BrunschvieGs Alain and Vale'ry. This Idealism anticipates 

-soi and the Pour-soil as Sartre's distinction between the en 

between the existence appertaining tollthings" and that 

appertaining to man, and describes the: -latter, in terms of, a 

consciousness which "refuses", "negates! ' the world of things 

and by its activity constructs a transcendent order of being 

and value in its place. 

Sartre has much in co=on with Valery in particular. 

In Vale'r'y too w-e find the opposition between being 11 in-itself" 

and the being of consciousness which negates the former and - 

organises it "for-itself" in terms of its own project. The 

whole philosophy of Valery revolves around the fact of 

liberty, with which the being of man is identified and which 

is defined by him, as by Sartrel as a', pure, umo-,. 41. -. ýated 

freedom. For in Valery too the self in-itself is "nul et 

informe", incapable of proposing ends or values. Its role 

is that-of an undifferentiated ground from-Which the conscious 

self forms whatever values it chooses (1). Thus conscious- 

ness, says Vale'ry, constructs both the world ýnd the self's 

personality, but its constructions have value only in so far 

as they are freely created. Within those momentary and 

(1) It may be noted that Valery's doctrine of ' 
time and space 

envisages) like Sartre's, an initial pre-temporal and pre- 
spatial undifferentiated medium. Space and time as such being ideal constructions. For Marcel, the primitive medium in which man finds himself inserted in the plural world is 
already through and through spatio-temporal; it is no* more 
Undifferentiated ground, but the matrix of value. 
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gratuitous constructions the self of consciousness cannot 

itself be enclosed, it remaining free to be neither this nor 

that. sartre too, in similar manner, underlines that 

although consciousness is "positional of the object, 19 it is 

not "positional of itself" . for consciousness must remain 

free-to negate each and every objective "appearance" it may 

have caused the self momentarily to ass=e 

The inner link attaching Sartre, and Valeýry is,, apparent 

in many formulas of the latter: "Rechercher le comble de la 

Iliberte" (2)11; "Qui, es'tu? Je suis ce que je puis (3). " 

Both philosophies*are versions of-the philosophy of the Pure 

Act. 

-0-0-0-0- : 

A prominent feature of the Sartrian doctrine is the 

relation established between liberty'and despair. Absolute 

and unconditioned, freedom is so because it is in its 

essence despair and anguish.. It is inasmuch cz; '=, an is a 

negating consciousness that he is free. "Le. desespoir ne 

fait qu'un avec la volontý (4). 11 "Ltangoisse est... la 

saisie refflexive de la liberte par elle-meme His 

attempt to present his philosophy as a doctrine of optimism 

(1) "Toute conscience positionnelle dlobj'*et est en memo temps 
conscience non positionnelle dlelle-mOme. 11 (L'Etre et le 
Neant,., p. 19. ) 

1 p. 137. 
3 Ibid., P. 157. 
4 Quoted by P. Emmanuel, op. cit. 51 L'Etre et le Neant, P. 77. 
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is a pure play on words (1). 

However, the cult of"absurd" and despairing action 

finds its full development-in the'thought of Albert Canus, 

and Georges Bataille. Marcel has subjected it to searching 

criticism, laying hare its implications -in so f ar as it bears 

witness to the spiritual confusion of the contemporary world 

(2). 

The central principle of Camus is the opposition between 

man and the world. Man finds himself in a world which is 

both ine: ýplicable and alien t6 him. A creature of reason, 

he stands alone in an irrational universe with -all the 

lucidity to see its irrationality and vanity. ' I'Si j1etais 

arbre parmi les arbres, chat parmi les animauxg cette vie 

aurait un sens ou plutot ce probleme nlen aurait point car 

je ferais partie de ce monde. Je serais ce monde auquel J*e 

mloppose maintenant par toute ma'conscience et par toute mon 

exigence de familiarite. Cette raisOn si derisoireg clest 

elle qui mtoppose a toute la creation Such is the 

"absurd" situation in which man finds himself. And the 

reply to it can only be the '? absurd" life, revolt and 

defiance. Man must live in-complete'lucidity, without hope, 

accepting his finite and absurd situation, exalting his 

humanity in a world "where everything is given and nothing is 

explained. " I'Llhomme y retrouvera enfin le vin de l1absurdo 

(1 L'Existentialisme est un humanisme, p. 62.1 
2ý Le hefus iiÜ salut et l'exaltagion de lthomme absurde, in 220- 

Viator. 
i (3) de-Sisyphe, Paris, Gallimarde-19429 P. 74. 
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et le pain do 11indiffe'rence dont il nourrit sa grandeur (l). 1l 

With Georges Bataille the cult of "ab6urd freedor2l 

reaches a paroxysm. What he calls "experience" is for him 

the sole value. He calls on man to* launch'upon "un voyage 

au bout du possible de 11homme (2). 11 For this he must 

renounce all ends that. might circumscribe his action and live 

wholly in the instant of experience, the "project,, as he 

terms it, being flune remise de l1existence 'a pl us*tard (3) 

Rejecting all ends and all knowledge, man must live in 'Ila 

nuit du non-savoiVI, "noye dIangoissdI -a life of "absurdity" 

la limite du rire and irony, "a 

Here Existentialism turns its back upon all transcendence 

and ends up in a sort of super-Nietzschean philosophy where 

action becomes an end in itself and a sort of despairing, 

daemoniacal. ecstasy. A sort of exaggerated humanism denying 

any transcendent values, any claim upon the self of others or 

God, and. leaving man alone, defiant inan indifferent world. 

In these doctrines we see revealed, more clearly than in 

Sartre, the relation between a philosophy of despair and a 

philosophy that exalts action at the expense of the trans- 

cendent values which can-alone give it meaning. 

In his analysis of them Marcel brings out first of all 
their*temporal implications. Ba-taille's doctrine of 

I'llexp'e"rience interieure" centres r the condemnation Of 

(1) Ibid., P. 75ý 
(2 L'Exoericnce interieure, Paris, Gallimard, 19439 P. 22. 
(3 Ibid. 9 p. 't6. 
(4 Ibid., pp. 49,62. 
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the "project"; and by the latter he means the attempt at 

self-ý-construction in terms of repetition. The "project" 

is a "postponing o-f existence' ; In opposition to it he 

places the"sacrifice", namely a constant self-destruction 

or destruction of all'that might bind or restrict the 

gratuitous self-expression of the individual from instant to 

instant. 11ýe sacrific I e---est immoral, comme la poe'sie, puisque 

le plan moral est le plan du projet, co=me celui du discoups 

d'ailleurs (1). " 

Marcel sees in this philosophy a form of the 

"instantaneisrP that he has so often denounced, but one which 

is of specifically Nietzschean origin, - "nietzscheen ou 

pseudo-nietzsche'en, -dyonisien ou pseudo-dyonisiený" (H. V. 

p. 265. ) The, personal order is reduced to a sequence of 

fragmented moments of ecstasy and frenzy sustained by the 

inner despair; veritable "culture de ltangoissell considered 

as 'Ila valeur centrale". 
But the negation of transconaent binaing values 

condemns the author to a distortion of the personal lif e; 

for vri. thout the recognition of such values, immanent in 

subjective experience and operating by way of a past and an 
I 

anticipated future to enlaree the present and so provide 
I 

permanence and grovtho personality would be doomed to an 

anarchy i-faich belies the very notion of personality: 

Comment ne pas voir que, de ce point de vue, 
tous les rapports structuraux qui constituent 
llarmature, non seulement dlune commiinaute fI 

(1) Ibid., Jý. '269. 
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mais dlune vie humaine digne de ce nom, 
sont a la fois ddprecies et dludEýs. (H. V. P. 273. ) 

No doubt, ho, goes on, there is a sense in which the dominance 

of the "project" may be harmful'- when moral ideals degenerate 

into abstractions and stultify. the very growth it is their 

function to facilitate; but without the work. of purposive. 

"projection!, the moral life is impossible. "Condemner le 

projet, clest condamner 11homme tout simplement. 11 

At tlýe root of this cult of experience for experience's 

sake is a quite-mistaken notion of the nature of "experience". 

For - here Marcel reverts to the conclusions of Phenomenology 

- experience in its very inmost subjectivity is experience of 

something; it is intentional; a transcendent isalways 

implied and operative as the end and motive: 

Alais cette consecration do llexpe'rience en 
tant que telle pout a bon droit apparaitre 
co=e lanegation e: ýýresse de l'Amour, et 
par consequent du martyre., en tant que celui- 
ci est une attestation creatrice tendue vers 
une transc9ndance qui ne pout en aucune .. fapon se pesorber dans le dynamisme interieur 

I quIelle emeut et quIelle oriente. (H. V. pp. 269-70. ) 
It is only in this context th6Lt the terms salvation and grace 

Can have peaning, and Bataille's attempt to explain them in 

terms of mere immanent'experience and so 
* 
lipsistic action is 

a distortion which to blarcel savours somewhat of "imposture". 

(H-V. p. 278. ) 

It is much the same type of criticism that llarcel makes 
of Calius, whose works on other counts he admires. Here too 

we have the cult of an absolute liberty rooted in absurdity" 
and despair; ' for once the absurdity of the universe and of 
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moral values has been recogniseds man can affirm himself in 

his specifically human status only through a revolt "from 

day to day", born of the sense of despair, death and, ultimate 

decay: "Que siEnifie la, vie dans un tel univers? Rien 

d1autre pour le moment que llindiffe"rence a ltavenir et la 

passion dlepuiser tout ce, qui est donne"... Savoir si llon 

peut vivre sans appel, clest tout ce, qui mtinteresse 

Here again we have a total negation of the transcendent. 

Camus's philosophy offers a sort of laicisation of Pascal's 

wager. But, asks Marcel:, "Peut-il y avoir de-/fi ou pari 

sans valeur? " (H.. V. p. 2859) -- a wager which -engages a self 

wholly i=ersed in time and torn away from, those ontological 

roots that alone give meaning to his wager. As Ia 
philosophy, 

it ýs the very epitome of hopelessness, allmonadisme radical" 

which places man alone bLnddestitute, in a world devoid of 

purpose. 

Therein, in Marcel Is viewo lies revealed the source of 

this Modern Mal du siecle. It is, he believes, simply pride 

-a pride which refuses to admit the manifest presence of the 

Transcendent. Mhat dominates is not the will for salvation. 9 
but the will to self-deification. And this self-deification 

man has made possible by an arbitrary isolation of values 

such as courage and sincerity, which assume meaning and 

validity only when linked with the fundamental ontic values. 

Llillusion para i, t consister ici"a accorder 
ujýo valeur intrinseque au courage, ou dans 

Le ljýythe de Sisyphe,. p. 84. 
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d'autres cas a la since/rite'ralors que le 
courage ou la sincOrite, conditions 
essontielles do la valeur., -nedeviennent 

. 
vaieurs autftenziques Tu-reia slarticulant, 

. 10 avec d'autres valeurs constitudes. 
Grave est la tentation de desorbiter le 
courav ou la. sinceriter. - cI est-a-dire de 91 les detacher artificiellement d1un certain 
orF-,, anon spirituel, au sein duquel l'un et 
I'autre exercent leur fonction propre. (H. V. p. 290. ) 

This process of disarticula: tion is itself the outcome 

of the "solipsistic Idealism! ' which instal-led the thinking 

subject--in the place the age"old philosophy reserved for 

Being: 

te L'ontologie se"culaire nla-t-elle pas el' 

, 
fondee a affirmer, trop souvent d'ailleurs 
en un langage inadequat et peu convaincant, 
que le veritable centre clest lletre meme, 
et non point du tout le sujet 4ui affirme 
lletre, surtout si cette affirmation est 
representee comme, une projection ou comme 
l1acte d1une pensee constructrice. (H. V. p. 291. ) 

It is the. destruction of the ontological sense, 

imprisoning man in the narrow confines of his contingent and 

ephemeral selfhoodt that has produced the ennui-Which is 

everywhere manifest to-day and of which the cult of unbridled 

. action is but the reverse side. Man, losing the vision of 

the transcendent, has lost the joyful impact of Divine and 

human penetration, has. lost too the sense of time's 

fructifying influence in the soul's spiritual growth and the 

sense of freedom directed towards ends transcending time. 

In short, he has lost the hope which is both the physical and 

spiritual symptom of a well-fashioned and God-directed 

freedom and the essential virtue of a true humanitas. 

- 
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Marcel's "phenomenoloLZr of hope" has been analysed in 

passing, but it would be advisable here to take it up again 

in a stricter reference. Undoubtedly, it is as a philosophy 

of hopel'an oppo sition to 'the current philosophy of despair 

that his thouGht assumes its highe . st significance. 

Certainly, the concept of 11-angoisse" occupies a central 

position in Marcel's philosophy*as in all forms of existential 

thinking. But the function that angoisse" plays in the 

personal life as defined by him is'almost wholly different 

from the function ascribed to it in those Existentialisms 

derived from Heidegger and Jaspers and, beyond, them, from 

Nietzsche and Kierkegaard himself in his darker aspects. 

Life as it resents itself to the "anonymous7l man is a p 

prison, depicted in colours no less black by Marcel than by 

Camus. An object adrift in a world of indifferent objects, 1; ' 
he experiences his life as a species of "lottery" regulated 
by. a fatum over which he has no control and which has assigned 
to him certain numbersq some already drawn, others to be 

drawn: 

Des 11instant oU j'ai ete admis a* participer 
a cette., loterie - et cette participation a 
commence 

I 
lejour de ma conception - un 

billet izi a ete deLivre sur lequel figure 
une sentence de mort; le lieu, la date, 
le comment de l1exe"cution sont en blanc. 

(R. I. p. 183. ) 

L'xpressed in temporal terms, as we have seen, this subjection 
to fate is linked with the isolation of the present from its 

past and from its future; life is experienced objectively, 
as a series of isolated events which, indifferent to the 
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subject and outwith his control, have a quality of monotonous 

samenessl of wearisome recurrence. The result is a "despair 

%vithout issuel,; we become "prisonniers d1une expe"rience 

ecartelante, opposant irreýductiblement un donneet un 

rememore qui, bien loin de pouvoir se fOndre, sont voues, a 

se dementir inlassablement llun llautrql. (H. V. p. 42. ) 

All sense of futurity and of renewal is lost. At this 

point, life is transformed into an Ile/preuve" whose term is 

the It epreuve absolue. 1 , the extremity of despair when it 

becomes infused -throughout with the sense of death: 

Au milieu de tant de nueles qui slaccumulent 
et qui descendent en quelque sorte de - llinconnu, de l1avenir Vers les profondeurs 
d1un paýsse qui de moins en moins sýe lais. se 
reconnaitre comme donne, une assurance 
demeure invariable: e mourrai Ma mort 
seule,, dans ce qui mtajttendq est non- 
problematique. (R. I. p. 184. ) 

-For in a life seemingly doomed to flow away in a stream of 

perpetual sameness and purposelessness, one thing alone looms 
I 

up as the sole end of life, namely death itself: 

-Par la se constitue pour moi une me"ta- 
proble'matique du n'6tre plus, qud, est en 
meMe temps une syýstematique du desespoir, 
et qui ne se supprime quIen staccomplissant 
dans le suicide. (Ibid. q. p. 185. ) 

Despair has become 11 absolute" and death appears to provide 
the pivot of human destiny. 

Up to this point there, is little to distinguish Marcel 

from Heidegger and Sartre. Now, however, they part company. 
They "differ completely in assessing the ontological value and 
import of thiB "existential of death". Whereas Heidegger and 
the Sartrists find in death and the-sense of defeat the final 
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metaphysical truth from viaich sprinGs, or rather which 

contains, the solution of the problem of man's destiny, 

Marcel see. s therein only the II occasion! ' for the revelation 

of a deepor truth, of the real metaphysical truth of which 

it is but the sign. To see no deeper than the appearance 

is to succumb to the- "fascination de lteched', no less 

dangerous than the fascination of Objectivity, and to remain 

cloistered in a purely negative "meta-problematical". 

Despair. is, indeed, only the 11tremplin de lIespoiVI; 

it is'a condition pure'and simple, 'the condition requisite 

to the apparition of hope: 

La ve"rite est d'ailleurs qulil ne peut y 
avoir a proprement parler esperance 

', 
qu e, i% O\ a u. intervient la tentation de desesperer, 

l'esperance est llacte par lequel cette 
tentation est activement ou victorieusement 
surmontee. (H. V. p. 49. ) - 

t 

It is in itself, as Kierkegaard says, a ,, witch's letteV, 

exorcised by the positing of the true selfhood. For death 

and despair are nothing except by the collusion of a v; ill 

that alloivs them to exercise their fascination. 

Ma mort no peut rien contre moi quo par la 
collusion d1une liberte qui so trahit elle- 
m8me pour lui conferer cotte r4alite, ou 
cette apparence de rAlite dont j'ai, 
constate , d'abord le pouvoir de : ýascination 
rý e -_-, 4- S. Cle-st cette libe-r-te", e'w el-lee 

de cac--er a =a -; -ae 11inconcevable ric: hesse de l'univers. (R. I. pp-136-7. ) 

If that is sol. a. positive dialectic of the j1existe becomes 

. 11 possible in place of the negative dialectic of the nletre 
Plus: 
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... du mgme, coup se constitue pour moi une 
it /taproblematique positive dont la m; /ta- 
ýi me i 
J probICMatique du "ne plus 8trel, du .1 

"non-6tre" , nletait en derniere analyse que 
la prefiguration retournee. (Ibid. ) 

An" ontological counterweight" to death is revealed, and this 

is no other than the transcendent: 

Ce c-ontrepoids ontologique ne peut resider 
que dans llusage positif d1une liberte qui. 
devient adhesion, cI est-a-dire amour. 
Mais du coup la mort nlest plus seulement 
contrepes4e, elle est transcendee. Le 
metaproblematique, clest le transcendant. (Ibid. ) 

With the positing of the self in its full inner plenitude 

cormi3nion is restored with the world of persons and with the 

Godhead in which the latter participates and from which it 

dravis its strength. It recaptures the sense of "ope=esd! 

that its prison-like existence had hitherto stifled. 

Vie spoke above of the "positinV'- of the true selfhood. 

But in actual fact, it would seem, if we interpret Marcel's 

thought correctly, that a distinction has to be made between 

hope and libe; ty itself. Hope aris-, es with the vision of 

the transcendent and of the possibility of communion, a 

vision vfnich the act of liberty has to transform into reality. 

Hope itself is rather a certain spiritual state or state o. -, ' 

grace recovered. This is apparent in Marcel's description 

of it as being unaccompanied by the sense of effort: 

I'llespelrance est llacte par lequel cette, tentation est 

activement ou victorieusement surmonte"e, sans que peut-etre 

cette victoire slaccompagne invariablement d1un sentiment 

dleffortg" (H. V. p. 49); elsewhere he defines it as a 

"faculte de detentol. (Ibid., p. 62. ) It is not then itself 
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. the act whereby I realise what I hope; on the other hand, 

it is certainly not a type of illusion. It is an affirma- 

tion, the affirmation that by hoping such and such a thing 

"I contribute in reality to preDare it'. (Ibid., p. 65. ) 

Let us pause here to compare the starting-points of 

M-arcel and. the Sartrists respectively. For the latter, 

solitude is the fundamental fact of existence, by virtue of 

the nothingness which in the human being precludes commmini on 

of self with self or of self with selves. So that the 

acco=pazqing despair is ultimate; if the individ, ýal is to 

act freely, it can only be that this despair-itself contains 

his freedom. The latter is in some sort implicit therein; 

and the Vnole purport of despair, experienced at its 

extremity, is to reveal itself as being in fact freedom. 

Despair, in Sartre, becomes sole cause. This is not 

surprising vfaen we consider that he, like Heidegger, 

substantialises "nothingness"; for this in turn means that 

the will which, to use Sartre's expressions is "one with 

despairs', is made a self-sufficient cause. Pushed to its 

extremes despair is found to be the very "being' of liberty, 

as liberty is found to be the very "being" of despair. 

On the contrary, in the Marcelian dialectic, despair 

experienced at its most intimatet is seen to be "nothing! ' or, 

as Kierkegaard puts it, a "witch's letter (1)911 a mere 

appearance; for with the annulment of fate, the mind 
(1) Tne Concept of Dread, p. 143. 

________- 
04.. 
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recovers its natural and habitual state of grace, which we 

call hope and which is and becomes, not the cause but the 

climate" for r4illed realisation. In Homo Viator Alarcel 

quotes a- note, not inserted in his oriGinal Journal Xleta- 

physique,, Vhere he defines the positive- reality concealed 

in "metaphysical anxiet-YI: 

ýýtuqe m aphysique. - 11 me semble bien Inquie. et 
ciulune me/taphysiclue nlest rien si elle nlest 
pas l1acte par lequel une incjuicýtuae se 
definit-et partiellement. - mysterieusement 
aussi - parvient, sinon a se supprimer elle- 
meme,. tout au moins a se tran poser, a se 
transmuer en une expression de soi qui, bien 
loin de paralyser la vie supe'rieure de 

1ý 
ltesprit, l1affermisse et llentretienne au 
contraire. (pp. 192-3. ) 

For "to be dreadful" is not an ultimate condition, "it is 

not to be sure of one's centreq it is to be in search of 

one's ovm equilibri='. (P. 193. ) In short, dread encloses 

a positive force directed towards self-affirmation. This 

positive force may even be defined; it-is the-"spirit of 

truth". (P. 195. ) 

From this. follows the dialectic of hope, passing from 

despair-to hope and from hope to realisation, the latter by 

an act of liberty securing the transcendent -whose vision 

hope has procured. 

It may be observed that in the Sartrian dial. ectic, 

ho*-wever subtle it may bq, the distinctions tend to be verbal, 

and the progress largely illusory. As is normal in all I 

philosophies rooted in an Idealistic premissq it establishes 

a series o--" identities: despair - liberty - transcendence 

or self-realisation. With his usual penetration 1.1, arcel 
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sp. eaks of it-as involving a sort of "infernal circle. " (H. V. 

p. 255. ) The value of Alarcells positive dialectic lies in 

the real progress accomplished in each phase; in-such manner 

that the ontolof-,, ical advance cannot f aill to be recognised, 

nor one term be confused and arbitrarilyidentified with 
I 

another. 

What then is hope? 
-- 

It is, says Marcell neither 

knowledGe nor action, it is a call to both; itis vision 

and anticipation, conmuni on restored but not yet eff ect-aated: 

Llesperance est essentiellement... la dis- 
om, -bilite d'une.. 6. meassez intimement pL 

encragee dans une experience de commimi-on 0% pour accomplix llacte transcendant a 
llopposition du vouloir et du connaltre, 
par lequel elle affirme la perennite" 
vivante dont cette expEýrience offre 'a la: 
fois le gage et les premices. (Ibid., p. 

It is a state of mind intentionally directed and capable of 

providing 
,,, out of its vision and foresight the ends for 

freedom to achieve. 

17hat grounds, however, can hope offer to justify action? 

On this point Marcel has many interesting things to say. 
Briefly, hope wouldl in his view, be assimilable to faith. 

All hoýet indeed, is"absolute", even in its seemingly more 

limited forms referable to an absolute: 

Par la so trouve determine ce quIon peu; t 
appeler le repere ontoloUique de llesperance 
- espeFance absolue, inseparable d1une foi 
elle-meme absolue et qui transcende toute 
conditionalisation, et par la meme, bien 
entendu, toute representation quelle 
qu I elle soit. (Ibid. 0 p. 63. ) 

Vie employed above the term "affirmation! '. But we must be 

" C- S .5 
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careful to define the sense of this affirmation. If vie 

mean a judgment formulable in objective terms and consequent 

upon deliberation, no term could be more inapplicable. it 

is precisely such a conception of hope which does away with 

its validity and gives grounds for scepticism. To make 

explicit both the object of and the reasons for our hope, 
i 

to ask if the motives for hoping are sufficient or insufficient' 

is to detach ourselves from our hope; that is a question 

Yýaich alone an outsider can put: 

Mais en realit6, la question que le sujet 
est cense se poser "a lui-meMe et, dans le 
cas particulier, resoudre ne"gativement, ne 
surgit pour lui que slil se detache en 
quelque fagon de son esperance; elle surgit 
dans un r4gistre diffe/rent, en fonction d1une i 
raison calculatrice qui procede, avec les 
noyens bien approximatifs dont elle dispose, 
a une veritable comptabilite' des chances. 

(Ibid. t p. 87. ) 

For the man who hopes, in the act of hoping,. the reasons are 

always sufficient, for they are in some sense independent of 

the so-called f acts. So much so that, to quote Marcel Is 

example, a nother asked to account for a hope that her son 

will. return may, while hoping, at the same time admit 

objective17 that his return is ikoossible: "a la rdcine de 

N ce jugement objectif de la mere qui, en tant-que tel, ne 

Peutietre valýde, il ya chez elle llacte dtune pensee 

aimante qui refuse ou qui transcende le fait. " (lbid. 9 p. 83. ) 

There is then in hope an affirmation, not objectively 
determinable, yet absolutely valid for the subject: 

Ce qui est donne den 11 espe'rance clest cette 
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simple affi=mation: Tu =eviendras. Et 
sur ce 11tu =eviendraW19 la critique 
objective est d6pourvue de prise, elle ne 

-que la ou, il est slexerce le'gitimement 
traduit dans un. lan-age quieest celui de / C) 

la prevision ou du jugement de probabilite. (Ibid. ) 

This is so true that any attempt even to delimit the object 

of our hope destroys it, whereas the more it "transcends 

the imaginatiorVI the more solidly, nourished it is. (Ibid. 

p. 60. ) 

What then is this affirmation if it is not to be a mere 

taking our desires for realities? It is a certain state of 

mind (in the phendmenological sense, that is involving an 

intentionality), what we might call a spiritual "climate! '; 

at bottom it is a call to action and realisation-of a trans- 

cendent anticipated: "Ce clui d4pend de nous, clest en somme 

de nous disposer favorablement par rapport la une grace 

possible. " (Ibid., p. 197. ) Its relation to grace and its 

religious, connotation are everywhere stressed by Marcel: 

... la verite est 1: ýen plutot que j'ai 
conscience en esp erant de renforcer, en 
desesperant ou simplement en doutant, de 
distendre, de relacher, un certain lien 
qui, mlunit a ce qui est en cause. Ce 
lien, de toute evidence, est dlessence 
religieuse. (Ibid., P. 65. ) 

Such is the function of hope in the mor. al and religious 
life. Vie might, however, distinguish two moments in its. 

operation, as we did for Marcel's "liberty'. An initial 

moment, when it paves the way for the choice of existence, a 

second momentq vAien it prepares the ground for further 

repetitions. In the first moment, the "spirit of truth" has 

C. "4. j "* .. I 
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to deal witia the temptation of death. It disposes the soul 

to a state of grace, the very contrary of an exaltation - 

"une absolue possession de soi, un calme en quelque sorte 

surnaturel" . (Ibid. q p. 199. And in this spiritual climate 

it allows space f or the will to destroy--the fascination of 

death: "Llesprit de verite... clest un refus explicite, une 

negatioa, expr. esse de la mort. " (Ibid., p. 205. ) With this 

destruction communion is restored. In its second phase, 

its function-is to maintain the state or "habit" of grace so 

as to allow the continued infusions of the actual grace which 

seconds the will in its effort at realising communion and the 

prospects of hope. Here it. operates as a sense of participa- 

tion and implication, of communion and openness to spiritual 

exchanges: "recours a la communionj recours a llesperance". 

(Ibid. 9 p. 81. ) Above all, as a sense of implication in the 

temporal process, whereby the perennity of the self and of 

other personal entities, such as the family, is secured: 

... celui qui espere, pour peu que cette 
esperance soit reelle et ne se reduise pas %e 

a un vocu platonique, slapparait ä luj-meme 
co=e implique dans un certain. proces. (--Lbid. lp. 47. ) 

For"hope implies an original relation of consciousness to 

time". (Ibid., p. 70. ) It is essentially the recovery of 
the prospective sense working through the union of past, 

Present and future: 

Par la sleclaire et se complete ce que nous 
disions plus haut sur le rapport qui 
sletablit entre lISme et le temps dans 
llesperance. Ne pourrait-on, pas dire 
que celle-ci implique toujours la liaison 

-- 
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su-pra-logique dlun, retour (nostos) et 
d1u. ne nouveaut6 pure Kainon ti ? On 
pourrait des lors se emander si conser- 
v5tion ou restauration dlune Dart, et 
revo. A. ution ou. renouvellement ZL'autre part, 
ne sont -oas les deux moments, les deux 
aspects ýLbstraitement dissocies dlune 
meme unite qui est posee dans llesperance 
par dera tout raisonnementl-toute mise en 
forme conceptuelle. (Ibid., p. 90. ) 

the "specification of a certain inner force". (Ibid., p; 84. ) 

It is sYnonymous with love*and faith and like these it is one 

-ith the very spirituality of the selfo inasmiich as it 

partakes of the Divine vitality which sustains all Being and 

fro= which it emanates. It is the habitus divinely 

implanted that calls each and every member of the personal 

universe to collaborate in the process of mutual creativity: 

In short, hope is the prophetic and fructifying 

consciousness of "possibility" operating as the call to 

self-realisation-ih time. It is essentially a "virtue", 

Espe"rant, je ne'cree pas au sens pre"cis de 
ce motg mais je fais appel ýL llexistence 
dlune certaine creativite dans le monde, ou 
encore de ressources reelles placees a la 
disposition de cet"kOe creativite. (Ibid., p. 69. ) 

I Il slaggit au fond dlune confiancespontwaee 
dans la vie, qui peut Otre regardee presque 
indifferemment co=e un appel ou co=e une 

11 reponse; clest par elle et par elle seule 
que ll. 'ao=e peut slenraciner dans llunivers 
et y ýevelopper toute sa stature. (Ibid., p. 164. ) 

.-0, - 0- 
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Such is the Christlan humanism centred on the action of 

grace and hope which Ylarcel proposes and with which he 

confronts the atheistic humanism of Sartre and others,. 

centred on t1he play of a despairing and deified will-power. 

The opposition is profound and grave in-its consequences, 

philosophical, literary and political, Philosophically, it 

is concerned with the status and functiol'ito be allotted in 

modern society to values, whether they have to. be given a 

basis in a Transcendent or to be denied other than empirical 

value. One of the important features in Earcel's philosophy, 

in view of. the moral and political crisis the-world is now 

traversing, is the clear perception, no less clearly stated, 

that Being, Value and Freedom will be either saved together 

or lost together. Destroy or misinterpret one, the two 

others are likewise destroyed and, distorted: 

Quoi, quIon puisse pretendre, on ne sauvera 
pas la liberte sans les valeurs, et a fortiori 
contre. les valeurs. Clest la une tenta: rive 
d- cýsesperee qui 'a la limite equivaut 'a un 
veritable suicide spirituel. 1.1'ais d'autre 
part, les valeurs elles-mgmes ne peuvent 
etre effectiveme-,. -it sauvegardees que la ou 
Iletre est effectivement sauveGarde,, non 
comme il pouvait lletre dans les anZ-iques 
philosophies de 11objet, mais comme un 
myste're auquel je, participe du moment o'u' 
i1existe (1). 

If. in particular, freedom is divorced from value and 
deprived of the basis on which it is. nourished, 'being simply 
dissolves in nothingness, liberty becoming, as for Sartre, 

"llattribut, d'ailleurs neSatif, d1une creature qui se nie 

Apercus sur la libertel, loc. cit., P. 73. 

C--. 4.. -.. 
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co=e telle, et ne parvient a rendre compte de soi quIen se 

traitant comae rupture, comme Idefaut de llerternel diamant' 

1 

'We face an either/or where choice is a matter of life 

and death, for it involves the acceptance or rejection of 

life and concerns the possibility or not of endowing it with. 

signAficance. The alternatives of hope and despair are no 

mere philosophical concepts; they are ways meeting at a 

cross-roads where the choice of the Christian is fraught 

with peril.. 

In his most recent writings I-Jarcel puts before all 

other problems the present-day crisis in values (2). He 

believes this crisis has come about under two main influences. 

Within religious thought itself$ the revival of semi-Jansenist 

heresies, associated with the contemporary disciples of 
Kierkegaard, has played a conspicuous part. Their mis- 

representation, as Allarcel sees it, of the doctrine of original 

sin has contributed to dehumanise man and to poison the 

sprinss of life. Sin, says Marcel, is a principle of death 

set within the authentic. life; redemption is the act whereby 

God, by His Grace, restores the balance. But it is false to 

conceive man, life and nature as in themselves wholly evil. 

Ex<,, gerated insistence on the principle of sin and death leads 

to an arbitrary separation between man and God and between 

(1) Ibid-v P. 74. 
(2) Cf. La Crise des Valeursq a lecture given at the Tribune 
Franco-Beige at bruss-els--InF-Januaryj 1948, and yet unpublished. ' 
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man and life as between what is bereft-of value and what is 

wholly valu. e. From there it is but a step - and here is 

the second influence - to the Nietzschoan "transvaluation! '. 

Man sets himself up as the being who denies God and the 

created order of life and who refuses all. intimations of 

value in order to centre himself upon and to glory in his 

upstart freedom. He sub_stitutes'an Ilethics of choiceýl for 

an "ethics of vocation! '. 

According to Marcel, the meaning of, valuesq the relation 

of value to freedom, and the process whereby values emerge, 

'these are properly comprehended in the ýight.,. qf the 

traditional Christian doctrine of Grace, and there alone. 

lie believes that 'Iles notions de liberte"et de grake ne sont 

pas reellement dissociables, mais quIelles slarticulent 11une 
% 
a l1autre, et quIune, liberte"pensee sans une reference a la. 

grace risque de perdre toute valeur et toute signification, 

si meme elle ne se mue pas en son contraire (1). 11 14an Is 

condition is that of a being Ilen situation qui no peut se 

saisir que dans son insertioVI. As such, his being is 

nourished on the "gifts" which the spiritual and personal 

world, in vexios. e context*hO reSIdesq dispensesand bestowsupon 

him. His-freedom is throughout given meaning by the 

intimations of value. which life proposes, for life, itself is 

'Ile don fondamental... ou encore le fait dletre au monde *a* 

F 

(1) Don et Liberte/, Giornale di bletafisicat Fasc. VI, Dec., 
1947t p. 48ý. - This article was previously given as a. lecture 
at the'College p#ilosophique de B6. le in May, 1947. 

S.... '. 
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une certaine place dans 11immense aventure humaine (1). 1, 

The act of freedom is the act of self-creation,. but one* 

ývhere the act is suspended upon the "receipt" of-the spiritual 

intimations and whore selfhood is as, much a "gift", as a 

creation: 

Slil en est ainsil la liberte, entendue 
co=e creation de soi par soil ne sera 
concevable que pour un 6tre Vig slil va 
au fond de lui-m&me, est appele a 
sI apparaltre co=e ý'tant f oncie'rement don 

-bien loin: de pouvoir en quelque sens que .. / ce-soit slattribuer cette caricature dlaseite 
qulevoquent la plupart des atheasmes 
contemporains (2). 

1 
The creation of'values is inseparable from-this mutual 

activity of interrelated spiritual forces where each unit 

receives and gives. ' Values emerge within this process. 

They are not, of course, fully constituted independently of 

the self's activity; but none the less they are presented 

to his activity as intimations that he cannot and must not 

refuse. Freedom is the power to bring to fruition the 

spiritual values inherent in the world; for the world in 

which iaýn is inserted is no mere amorphous, indeterminate 

6T ound, but throughout instinct with value, a value which 

for its emer6ence in the fully constituted world of'personal 

destinies awaits and demands the collaboration of each and 

every freedom. 

This process of creating values, however, cannot be. 

adequately e: ýTlained in terms of causality. The very 

(1) Ibid. $ p. 490. 
(2) Ibid. t p. 494. 

- -- 
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inseparability of what is received as a E; ift and what is- 

attributable to the self's action precludes or renders 

I 

dangerous the use of the term cause as applied to the active 

subject, In fact, the self appears and is definable as 

cause only to the I'mol refle'chissant"; the term is inadequate 

in the perspective, of wha. t M-arcel_calls the I'moi orant"* In 

this perspective, the perspective Of mutual-creativity-, only 

religion can provide an approximate notion. The type of 

relation obtaining here is what religion means by*graceg 

manifest as a power of "generosityll, and illumination. For 

what characterises precisely the hig4er type of causality 

subsumed under the term grace is the power of "irradiation!, 

transcending the giver and the receiver and uniting them in 

a common centre of spiritual activity, in a profound "inter- 

subjectivity". It is - here Mlarcel reverts to the tradi- 

tional. Augustinian doctrine -a form of "illuminatioW, where 

the. light shed is seen and recognised simultaneously with the 

object which it strikes: "De meme que la generosite nlest 

discernablp pour nous qula-travers les dons quIelle prodigue, 

do m8me la lumie*re no so laisse reconnaa\tre qula\ la faveur 

de ce qu'elle elclaire (1). st 

It is in this world of gifts and Graces that values 

emerge, that being is constituted and that liberty becomes 

positive (2). This is the living nourishment apart from 

(1) Ibid., p. 490. 
(2) Marcel has expounded similar views in a lecture Etre et Valeur given at the College des Sciences Philosophiques in 
May, 1947, and repeated at Vienna and elsewhere. 
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which all three wither and die. The modern world, in 

Marcel's viewq has brought about this divorce of man's being 

from its spiritual content, and the philosophic nihilism 

apparent in so many contemporary thinkers is the measure of 

the disease. The crisis in values isq-and many would agreel 

just as muclIn a crisis of freedom; and both have their, 

source in a failure to recognise man's implication in a 

transcendent which informs and gives meaning to his action 

and divorced from which feeling with its perspective of hope 

dries up. 

- 
.- -- 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTIM XII 

Sartre's conception of freedom, like Heideggerts, is 

the corollary of a'veritable ontologie du neant. He defines 

the being peculiar to man in terms of the process whereby the 1 

self disrupts the initial subjective immediacy and puts 

Being in-itself "in question! ' , so introducing "nothingness" 

into Being and -into the world. "Une cause reelle en effet 

produit un effet reel et I'Stre cause' est tout entier engage 

par la cause dans la. positivite"S dans, la, mesure ou il depend 

dans son 8tre de la cause, il ne saurait y avoir en lui le 

moindre germe de neant, en tant que le questionneur doit 

pouvoir operer pa: & rapport au questionne une sorte de recul 

neantisant, il echappe a 11ordre causal du monde, il se' 

d. esenglue de 1'Etre. Cela signifie. que, par un. double 

mouvement de neantisation, il ne antise le questionne par 

rapport a lui, en le placant dans un e(tat neutre S entre 116tre 

et le non-etre' - et qulil se neantise lui-meme par rapport 

au questionne en slarrachant a lletre pour pouvoir sortir 

de soi la possibilite dlun non-etre... L'homme se presente 

done, au moins dans ce cas, comme un etre qui fait e'*clore 

le*Nelýný dans le monde, en tant qu1il slaffecte lui-m6me de 

non-6tre a cette fin (1). 11 It is'precisely this process 

where the self "nothings itself" (se ne"antise) that secures 

(1) LtEtre et le Ne"ant, PP-. 59-60- 
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for it its peculiar and proper type of being. I'Si l1homme 

se comDorte en face de llýtre-en-soi - et notre interrogation 

philosophiclue e§t un type de ce comportement - clest qulil 

nlest i2as ces etres. Nous retrouvons donc le non-6tre comme 

condition de la transcendance vers 1'Ptre (1). 11 It is this 

act of nelantisation that signifies freedom and-transcendence 

in Sartre's philosophy.,.. Further, it id linked with' dread, 

the latter being 'Ila saisie roýflexive do la liberte par elle- 

A meme 

It is then obvious that "nothingnesVI has an ontic 

significance; indeed, Sartre's doctrine develops an 

Ontology of not-Being parallel with his Ontology of Being. 

He affirms that the neant, is the origin of negation and not 

the inverse. It hasl thereforej a being. It cannot be 

the product of Being in-itselý which is whol1j, positive. 

It must have its source in a particular being which "makes 

nothing of the Nothing in its being', a being, in otheiz words7 

which is its neant. And that is the being of man. 'SIJ 

faut evide=ent trouver le fondement de toute negation'dans - -, 

une neantisation qui serait exerede au sein meme de 

l'immanences clest dans l'immanence absoluel dans la 

subjec. tivite*'pure du cogito instantane que nous devons 

decouvrir llacte originel par quoi l'ho=e est a lui-m; ýme 

I son propre neant. Que doit ftre la conscience dans son 6tre 

pour que llhomme en elle et a partir 
Idlelle 

surgisse dans le 

Ibid., p. - 83. 
(2) ýbid. j P. 77. 
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monde comme I 16tre qui est son propre nelant et par qui le 

neant vient au monde (1)? " 

In short, Sartre attributes undoubtedly a veritable 

"being' to "not-Being. (2). " The relation between those two 

he has-never satisfactorily explained.. His philosophy 

gravitates between the two Ontologies. He does try to unite 

them by suggesting that. the reality is composed of a tension 

between Being, and not-Being: I'll est vrai quIon peut 

concevoir d1autre maniere la co4plementarite' de 118tre et du. 

neant. On peut voir dans 11un e, t 11autre deux composantes 

egalement necessaires du reel, mais sans Ifaire passer' lletre 

dans le neant,, comme Hegel, ni insister, comme nous le 

tentions, sur la posteriorite du neant: on mettrait l1accent 

au contraire sur les forces re"ciproques d1expulsion qu i etre 

et non-etre exerceraient 11un sur llautre, ' le reel etant, en 
I quelque sorte, la. tension resultant'de ces forces antagon- 

istes. Clest vers cette conception nouvelle que sloriente 

Heidegger Nevertheless, his Existentialism, - as an 

ethical system; is rooted in a Negative Philosophy that 

attributes an ontological reality to the "nothing' of dread. 

The source of this Negative Philosophy is undoubtedly 

Heidegger. The latter too derives negation from the neant. 

1) Ibid., p. 83. ý2) 
No doubt the Itphilosophy of consciousness" evolved along 

the same lines$ but it stops short of giving reality to this 
not-being or negativity. In that lies the essential 
difference between it and Sartre, Sartre's philosophy being 
a metaphysics founded on a theory of consciousness, the 
former remaining, on the whole, within the limits of 
psychology. 
(3) Ibid., p. 52. 
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I 

f "Le 'Ne past, cc n'est Pas la negation qui llongendre, mais 

la no"gation ost flondee sur le tne past I loquel a son origine 

dans le du Neant. La ne"C-ation nlest'en outre quo 

llun des, modes du comportment qui neantit, clest--ýa-dire un 

1,1 
node qui est fonde prealablement sur le neantir du Neant (1). " 

he declares the problem of "Nothingness" to be the 

motapiVsical problem. , S, il est vra. 1 que llinterrogation 

ssur ilgetre en tant qu'etrP soit la question comprehensive de 

la kietaphysique, la question du Ifeant stavere dlune nature 

telle ciulelle circonscrit llensemble de la Me/taphysique (2). " 

Indeed, that Ittensior2l between Being and not-Being on 

ivhich Sartre tight insist is replaced in Heidegger by what 

is ultimately a wholly NeGative Philosophy. For, as we have 

seen the reality made present in dread as the inner 

zubstance of Being is precisely not-Being experienced as 

death, as the end, completion and absolute "having-beerY, that 

transcends process and is concealed in the depths of time and 

dread. This "Ground" is in fact an absolute "having-beei2l, 

eternal and vfaolly transcendent; as such, Heide-ger terms 0 
it a llnot-beinCýl or Un-wesen (4). 

I 

(1) ýýjlest~ce que la Ataphysiqua? pp. 36-7. 
JQ lbid. --p. 41. 
3 Cf. Chapter vil. 

(4) VOm Wesen des Grundes III. 
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TiUGEDY 

r2ije religious view o. -C Existence has its counterpart in 

a tragic view of life. IvIarcel's elucidation of the tragic 

is undertaken with reference to his airn dramatic theoriesl 

from which it cannot be justifiably dissociated. We propose, 

therefore, to discuss his general theory of the tragic in its 

relation to tragedy, as vie find it expressed in various 

articles and prefaces, ond notably in the important article 

entitled Note'sur 1'evaluation trarique (1). 

He bee; ins with a clear distinction between the traGic 

and the pathetic: "Le pathdýtique nlest pas une valeur, au 

lieu quo le tragique on est une au premier chef-" (E. T. p. 68. ) 

The pathetic is a mere "state" of mind induced in the 

spectator by a process of "suggestioV': 

Le pathet-ique clest... la qualite" enývertu do 
laquelle une situation d'abord representee, 
Puis idealemant vecue, determine cAez le 
sujet des reactions Motives telles ql-, c 
l'offroij 11indignation, la pitic, ptc.... le 
Si et est tire" hor., s de soi, arrache a lui- 

par dez grocedds de suCrestion auyquels Mým e 
il se soumet a la f ois do son plein c-ro. - t' 
par jeu - et pourtant dans des concUtions 
telles ulil puisse se persuader, 'a lui-r. 'eme 
qulil cýdo a une contrainte irresistible. 

(Ibid., p. 68. ) 

The pathetic is thus simply the outcome of a "technique" 

(1) Journal de Psychologie, Jah. - DIarch, 1926. 
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of suGgestion exploitinG the emotions of the subject. lt*is 

thecontro-cy of a vqluc, whose function is essentially ý 

llattracicive-l , resulting in a recreation$ or a new synthesis 

of the -, otr i personality: 

., uollo que soit la nature de l1c6tion 
iu,, -ill. sive qu'un dranaturge habile parvient z a rae com: -nuniquer9 quels qie soient les 
i,, ýoyens par lesquels il reUssit a modifier 

tat actuel de ma conscience,, il me 
maintieTit au niveau de mon experience 
journaliCre, il ne-procede point ý ce 
renouvellement de la vision, a cette 
reconstruction indivise, b. cette refonte 
on un mot, hors desquels il ne sa-ur-a-17E-y 
avoir place pour des valeurs authentiques. 

I (Ibid., P. 70. ) 

From this it is apparent that there can be no tragic 

other than in a world of selves endowed with unity and real 

objective substantiality: 

Il nly, a de tragique possible que la Ou 
? st prealablement posee une certaine unite 
a la fois actuelleot ideale et qui peut 
toujours etre pensee aur le modýle dlune 
conscie3ýce; disons, si llon veut, dlune 
unitd spirituelle. (Ibid. 9 P. 70. ) 

This spiritual unit may be thýt of a person, a nation, group 

or church "pourva quIelle no soit pas reductible a un 

enchalnement abstrait ou a une sorte dlaggre'gat qui ne 

deviendrait un tout que pour le sujet qui le concoit". (Ibid. ) 
f 

Realities objectively real, "transcendantes a la. conscience 

quIen prend ou qu. 'en prennent celui ou ceux qui la forment". 

(115id. , ', D. 71. ) Such spiritual units, as we have already 

seen, have their prototype in the self conceived as cause or 

will: "Cette unite' spirituelle pourra dans tous les cas etre 
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reGardee comme une volonte qui tend vers certaines fins plus 

ou moins cla-l-rement re-prest-ntue"es, qui pour le moins se, veut 

elle-inCao. 11 (Ibid. 

A evaluatio---i of existence is possible only in a 

world of real sub s-u, -ýLnt I -al selves striving to achieve realisa- 

tion as spiritual forces. Which presupposes a further 

condition, namely the implication of such substances in the 

concrete of temporal duration. The drama of Existence is 

the drama of active, willing selves, involved in the 

historical process which is the instrument either of their 

success or failure. A world, therefore, of selves striving 

to Wroos their true nature in their acts and yet subject, 

by the very fact of Space and Time, to loss of selfhood and 

to see their acts degraded into the "meaningless gestures" of 

idiots. For in a world wherein Time is wholly transcendedl 

where the self is wholly its essence and viaere its acts are, 

as it were, 11soude"s a 116tre". there is no place for tragedy: 

Le*saint nlest un personnaSe do trage"die 
quo da-ns la mesure 0ý il Participe a un 
monde qui an quelque facon l1exclut - plus 
i)rofondMent encore Oiý S'a sainteud so re- ýournant contre elle-m6mo at contra ceux 
quIelle devrait sauver, so rdvele contra- 
dictOite, - at destructrice de soi. (Ibid. ) 

The essence of tragedy, in short, is conflict (only 

possible in a world of Time, providing an obstacle to the 

full realisation of self). But does this mean that the will 

is menaced by external forces? By no means. Mie conflict 

of the self with external forces, even other selves, belonos 

to the pathetic, not the'tragic order. The spectacle of 
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such conflict is merely productive of emotions, such as pity 

and indigna(-, ion, whereby the spectator identifies himself 

with tne h(--. ro or heroine over and aGainst their persecutors. 

It belo-,, i, 
_; 
-1 to ý4faat Alarcel calls the "ordre du pour et du 

J., ut lot us, says Marcel in a passage of cardinal contre". 

importance which deserves quotation in full, picture another 

type of conflict; 

... Supposons que les resistances auxquelles 
cette volonte se heurte, bien loin de lui 
etre exterieures, surgissent de son propre 
fond et slaccroissent du fait meme de son 
exercice; cela d'abord a son insu et sans 
quIelle cease de se croire accordee avec 
soi; slil devient clair, non pas peut-8tre 
pour elle, mais pour nous qui la contemplons 
dans son mouvement memo, quielle est minee 
par une., contradiction non pas accidentelle, 
mais liee la son essence, nous nous trouverons 
soudain places en face d'elle dans une 
situation toute nouvelle. - Paisque cette 
volonte est rdellement divisco d1avec soi 
sans qulaucun eclair ait encore jailli, 
peut-dtre, qui vienne illuminer pour elle 
ce conflit interieurg je ne pourrai prendre 
parti 2our cette volonte sans me prononcer' 
du me-aq coup contre elle ... la partialite qui 
est liee a llessence du pathýtique ... me sera 
.., renSue impossible: je me verrai soudain 
ar ache ý cc monde des causes ou llon plaiae, 
ou llon attaque, oZt 11on defend. (Ibid., PP. 71-2. ) 

In other words, the essence of tragedy is internal 

conflict; it is inspired by the vision of a self beset, in 

its strivin6s, ISy the temptations life sets in its path, a 

prey to the "indigence ontologique" which is its heritage 

and which condemns it irrevocably to inner division and to 

the anguished consciousness of this division. The tragic 

is the drama of what Hegel so expressively has called the 
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"unhappy" or "contrite consciousness! '. 

Confronted by this spectacle, the spectator transcends 

the pathetic sphere, ', the order of for -and against". Psycho- 

logically, there takes place a rupture of the rhythm of 

attention, by virtue of which-the mind transcends the 

vicissitudes of Time and the "ordre des partis pris", and is 

enabled to contemplate the drama sub s2ecie aeternitatis: 

Glen est fini, en effet, de lla=ieuse 
- impatience avec laquelle, je guettais les 

surprises que llinstant a venir pouvait 
apporter avec lui; ma conscience actuelle 
cesse de se modeler sur le cours instable 
des circonstances. Un point est atteint 
d'OU' je domine llincertain ddroulement au- 
quel jusgula present llemotion mlattachait. 

(Ibid., 'p. 73. ) 

Such a state may be rightly termed a state of "transeendened' 

or a 11detachement PuV'. It is a mode of "contemplation! ' in- 

the sense that it is a mode of "being" rather than of 

llknowinV. It is essentially participation: the partici- 

pants in-the drama cease to be "objects,, for the spectator 

for and against which he can take sidesi and take their place 'ý 

as elements in an integrated and significant whole. 

From which it follows that the tragic is the contrary 

of an Ilenseignement". The tragic order transcends the 

purely- moral plane with its categories of , good" and "evil", 

all practical partis pris. 'And with this, transcending of 

the 'moral,, plane is bound up th6 11scepticisr2l which the 

tragic, in*its pure essence, presupposes. This state of 

contemplation attained, the conflict of the divided self 

.1"" 
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or consciousness is exhibited in all its irrevocability and 

fatality; it is the vision of the self striving to maintain 

its being and to edify itself , yet doomed by the element of 

contradiction it carries within itself to see its construction 

shattered and brouGht to nought. This is the supreme tragic 
4 

vision, inscribed in the dramas of a Shakespeareq a Racine or 

an Ibsen: 
iiý 

Les Revenants et plus encore Hedda Gabler, 
-et a-v=E'-To-u-E le Canard squvýLe et --- 
Rosmersholm viennent stinscri-re'en faux, 
non ýoint du 'tout contre tel ou tel 
systeme d'affirmations ethiques, mais 
contre l'idee m8me., dlun Pareil syst6me...; 
il nly pas de traGedie, en effet, o'u no 
slaccomplisse la destruction d1un edifice 

.1 bati'par la. main de 11homme, *edifice otL 
slincorpore une activite quý porte on sol 
le principe meme de son aneantissement. 

(Ibid., p. 74. ) 

Tragedy involves the spectacle of a self torn by its inner 

contradictions and forced to renounce all hope of "assuring 

the foundations of. its personal life". Nietzsche, is, for 

this reason, the very incarnation of the tragic consciousness, 
I for in him "cet acte de renoncement parvient 'a ltexpression 

la plus lucide et la plus de"sespe"ree do lui-meme". (Ibid., 

P. 75. ) The vision of the tragic culminates and must 

culminate in a "sentiment de 11universelle plenitude .;. de 

ltuniverselle. inanite". (Ibid., P. 76. ) 

In describing the final phase of the tragic experience 

as a mode of "contemplatioW wherein temporal vicistitudes 

and the "order of for and against" are transcended, Marcel 

recalls Schopenhauer's conception, of art as I'delivrance". 
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But in fact, his theory of the traGic is more in keeping 

vrith Nietzsche's than with Schopenhauer's aesthetic of 

coirL-e-raplat-3 on and detachment. Sch9penhauer's tragic 

pessimis, ra, indcod his whole aesthetics has a'Plotinian basis 

(- 1) . Lie "detachment' which is the culmination of tragic 

experience, 'is a state-of resignation, passivity and 

quiescence, resulting from a liberation of the Ilivill to live', 

that is from Time and "becoming, (2). " The artist attains 

this state, as does the tragic consciousness, by a vision of 

things, not as related, to our needs and therefore subject to 

change and deperition, but, as they are in their eternal 

essence. It is this "one-sided vieiv" which Nietzsche 

criticises, a view "which values art,, not from the artistts 

standpoint but from-the spectatorls, because it brings 

salvation and deliverance by means of the joy produced by 

the unreal as opposed to the existing or the real... 

Deliverance in the form and its eternity (just as Plato may 

have pictured it) To this "Apollonian!, attitude he 

opposes the "Dionysiar2l, which finds'the source of tragedy 

(1) Cf - E. Krakowski, Une philosophie de 11 amour et de la 
beautd.. L'Esthdtique__cLe P. Lotin et son inLJ-uence, Paris, 
Noccard, 192-9. 
(2) "Was allem Tragischen, in welcher Gestalt es auch auf- 
trete, den eigenthumlichen Schimng zur Erhebung Siebt, ist 
das Aufgehen der Erkenntniss, dass dieVielt, das Leben, kein 
wahres Genügen gewähren könne, mithin unserer Anh" rlichkeit. an 
nicht werth sei; darin besteht der traGische Geist; er 
leitet demnach zur Resignation hin. " (Schopenhauer, 
Z , äritliche Werke, Leipzig, Brockhausq '1877. Die Welt als 
Wille unýI Vorstjjlunr� Vol. II, p. 495. ) 
13) Whe Birth of Xrage Complete Vlorks, ed. 0. Levy, Vol. 

II g. ßdi burgh and London . To-u-ris , 1909 , Introd. , p. XXVI. 
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in the consciousness of Time and change, creation, destruction 

and deperitioni "The first-named would have the vision it 

conjures up eternal; in its light man must be quiescent, 

apathetic, peaceful, healed, and on friendly terms with 

himself and all, existence; tho second strives after 
I creaýion, after theývoluptuousness of wilful creation, i. e. 

constructing and destroying (1). tl, In like manner, - Marcel 

sees in the fact of Time, as the-ageiit of destruction, the 

prime coiidition of a'tragic sense of life. If then he 

speaks of trage'dy as 4 mode of 11 contemplation! ', as'procuring 

a release from temporal vicissitudes and a vision of things 

sub s2ecie aeternitatis, he does not imply, like Schopenhauerg 

a complete deliverance from all that is temporal., The 

catharsis which tragic experience affords is accomplished 

only by virtue of participation at a deep level in the 

temporal vicissitudes which'confront the experiencing 

subject and which he -lives for himself. The "detachment" 

he attains derives not from turning his back on, existence, - 

but from so intense a lllivingýl of existence that he trans- 

cends the temporal vicissitudes it involves and views them 

sub specie aeternitatis. The conception of eternity here 

presented is that 2ositive one already described: eternity 

as "time-fulnesdl, in contrast with the Platonic concept of 

eternity, taken over by *Schopenhauer, as an absolute time- 

lessness, as pure immutability and passivity. 

(1) Ibid. 
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SchoPenhauer's conception of the tragic experience is 

4 

out I and out transcendentalist. It involves a wholesale 

depreciation of, Time and Existence. It does not account for 

one of tile elements essential to tragedy - the deperition and 

destruction vfaich Time involves for the ideal self. A world 

of ideal, eternal essences is not a tragic world. And a 

contemplation which is a pure vision of such a world of' 

eternal essences cannot give rise to the tragic sense. 

Yet Marcel is almost equally at variance with Nietzsche. 

For if Schopenhauer fails to account for the tragic sense by 

an error'of Transcendentalism, Nietzsche fails by what, is at 

bottom an error of Immanentism. His theory of the tragic 

omits the other element essential to tragedy - the factor of 

Transcendence. The sense of deperition has no tragic 

significance except in relation to an order of eternal 

transcendent selves seeking self-realisation. In fact, his 

view of tragedy is bound up with a "re'alisme du temps". The 

tragic spirit seems, in Nietzschels'philosophyg little else 

but the sense of Time. And thus his description of the 

tragic eýTerience gives littlel'if any, place to. "contempla- 

tion! ' or "transcendence"; it omits to account for the 

culminating catharsis. 

IvIarcells conception of the tragic and description. of the 

tragic experience av6ids both pitfalls. It affirms rightly 

that there is no tragedy without conflict between a trans, 

cendent, eternal essence of the self and the obstacles which 

SS5 
"5. $ ""- 
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Time sets in its path as it seeks vainly to realise itself. 

The tragic sense or experience has its source in this 

situation of conflict. It involves, as its culminating 
I 

point, for the subject who experiences tragedy, either 

actively, as himself the tragic subjectl or as a spectator of 
4 

tragedy by participation, what Marcel calls a state of 

contemplatioi2 "pure detachment" or II scepticism!, - but a 

state which is-neither the absolute supra-temporal, 

"deliverance" of Schopenhauer, nor the essentially temporal 

"attachment'-of Nietzsche. It comprises both the sense of 

Time and deperition and no less the transcending of Time by 

such an intense living of its despairs that the drama of lif e 

is revealed sub specie aeternitatis. The tragic subject, by 

the espo4q of his situation and'its temporal vicissitudes, 

at one and the same time senses the inanity and vanity oý his 

efforts in so far as he is doomed never wholly to realise his 

essence, yet comprehandst in the. fulness of his sufferingg 

the relation of his situation to the transcendent ends and 

purposes which he seeks to realise, and no less to the ends 

and purposes to which man and the universe are, ordained. 
I "Sentiment do lluniverselle plenitude - de lluniverselle 

inanite"., ' 

- 

t 

a. _, __, _ 
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There is presupposed as the essential condition of 

tragedy a world of real, substantial selves as so many wills 

or centrer, of spiritual energy striving to realise their ends: 

Cotte destruction a la fois volontaire et 
fatale do soi oU% ilai cru discerner le 
ressort tragique par excellence nlest e'n 
offet concevable que si llon se refuse a 
juxtaposer purement et simplement au sein 
de, la conscience les A&ents de signe 
contraire qui sly opposent et si on les 
regarde bien plutOt comme les faces 
inverses mais complementaires dlun soi 
unique. -C lest bien autour de cette 
position du soi tantOt maintenue tant6t 
exclue que se concentre le debat qui f ait 
le fond de la controverse contemporaine, 
entre les monadistes proustiens etceux 

'0 qui croient au contraire devoir reserver 
une place au substantiel dans la vie de 
llesprit. (E. T. p. 759) 

seek to e-xpress its essence in its acts and construct for 

itself a moral personality. Where there is no such unity of 

the self exhibit a unity, a purpose and a will, that it should 

For where nothing has-been edified, nothing can be imperilled 

and nothing destroyed. The condition of the tragic is that 

the self posited there is no basis for tragedy. Thus it -is 

that the tragic, in Marcel's view, is utterly absent from the 

work of Proust who, by his theory of the "intermittences du 

coeuV', transforms the self into a sequence of discontinuous 

states: 

Si le tragique est totalement absent de 
La Recherche du temps perdu, clest pr4ciselment 

ý parce qulauxyeux de Prolist rien ntayant 
jamais'Ad veritablement ddifidg il nly a ni 
destructions possibles ni menaces rdelles. 

(Ibid. 9 P. 76. ) 

% The denial of the unity and substantiality of the self 
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(resulting from tho "realisme du temps" as already described) 

is the cause of the "depreciation du tragique! l in our day. 

Contemporary man has, too acute a consciousness of his 

multiplicity: 

Llh=, anisme pirandellien est aý cet egard 
l1expression de cet aýnosticisme logique 
et moral prýjudiciel qui exclut. sans doute 
a priori une appr6ciation tragique des 
drames InunaIns. (Ibid. ) 

The theatre of Pirandello demonstrates all too clearly this 

"depreciation of the tragid' in the contemporary world. By* 

their infinite multiplicity-his characters ard refractory to. 

any tragic evaluation: 

La possibilite" m6me de la conscience,, 
clest-a-dire au fond du retour sur soJ., 
est exclue dans une conception aussi 
rigoureusement rýaliste que celle dont 
IM. Tilgher pr4tend nous apporterla 
formule, elle est exclue au m6me titre 
et, pour les mgmes motifs que celle 
dlevaluation. On n1apercoit pas gi3laucune 

)ýýe revit ue" ssi proteique des formes 9n au 
individualite puisse Jamais dtre jugde 
supe'rieurC* ou inf6rieure 'a aucune autre; 
non seulement il nly a pas de criterium 
qui rende un jugement possible, mais on ne 
voit m6me pas comment ce criterium pourrait 
exister. (T. P. p. 41. ) 

Mloreover, they exclude any'participation of the spectator in 

the reality of the drama which confronts him. His characters 

are me re "objects", "curiosities" or "cases", interesting only 

as are the phenomena, of nature to the scientist or the 

clinical patient to the doctor; for deprive the individual 

of his concrete unity as a person or a "toil', you render 

impossible all personal relationship:. 
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... deraciner notre croyance a l1existence 
indiviauelle do ces 6tres, clest, en rompant 
lo lien vital Vi nous unit a eux, nous 
mettre hors dletat non seulement de participer 
a lour drame, mais dly croire. Impossible 
de diviser un 6tre d1avec soi, sans me diviser 
d1avec lui, sans affaiblir a son endro* ma 
puissance d'adhe'rer, sqns le convertir a mes 
yeux en, un cas que je devrai desormais 
considerer Uu-dehors avec moins de sympathie 
que de curiosite". (Ibid. 9 p. - 

42. ) 

-0-, 0 - 

In his own' dramas Marcel has sought to illustrate his 

view of the "pure tragic (1). 11 He aims at a drama, of 

"consciousness! ' or alltragique de penseel, relying not on 

the pathetic and its effects but on the presentation of the 

inner conflicts of the person, victim of his inherent, contra- 

dictions. He explains this clearly in the preface to 

Le Seuil invisible: 

Jlestime done que le drame doit 6tre 
explicite; le lyrisme traSique que je 
souhaite est un lyrisme de la conscience 
claire. Ce lyrisme ne devrait rJen a I ces emotions q4lon a trop exploitees; la 
surprise inquiete en face du mystere, 
llangoisse au seuil de lline)Trimd. Ce 
sont 1ýL. 'a mon sens, des sources taries (2). 

At bottom, what he is attempting to create is a 

I1 
1% 

trage'die pure" , in conformity with the "scheme abstrait du 

tragique purt, established in LIEvaluation tragigueg and oa a 

parallel with the attempt of poets such as Valery and other 

(1) For the relation between his theatre and his philosophy, 
of. G. Fessardl Etudes, March - April, 1936. 
(2) Paris, Grasset, 1914, p. 6. 
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inheritors of Symbolism at a "poeSie pure"I 

131il fallait preciser davantage; je. dirais 
simplemont, et non sans do fortes hesitations, 
qulil ya chez beaucoup, d'auteurs un effort 
plus ou moins explicite pour demager un 
thc, qtre pu ý, effort an quelque maniere 
c -a-)arab oa colui do Paul Valery pour ol,, i 
creer une j2oesie-purie. (T. P. p. 45. ) 

In other words, he aims at a tragedy which will reduce to a 

minimum, if not altogether eliminate, those elements which 

are not properly tragic - all pathetic elements and evenj in 

the narrow sense of the term, ethical ones, just as "pure 

poetry" would dispense 'with all elements not properly 

"poetic". And he believes that such a tragedy, no less 

than such a poeýryq would provoke "an emotion analogous to 

that procured by musiVI., Like the ideal of pure poetry, 

pure tragedy would of course be an ideal limit,. if only by 

the fact that the tragic emotion proper is of short duration. 

For the culminating moment of "contemplation! ', which is the 

pure essence of the tragic, experience, is ne. cessarily 

transitory, to be replaced by a relapse into the "order of 

for and against" and of temporal partis pris: 

Notons d'ailleurs que ce nlest A ine/vitablem ent 
qu'un moment fugace de la dialectiqL; e spiri- I tUelle: ce moment tend presque irresistiblement 
a se supprimer au profit d1un volontarisme 

. doctrinalqui, en retablissant le pri de I ., -mat l1activite constructrice, substitue a l1evalua- 
tion tragique un parti pris nouveau, clest-ýý-dire 
une position particuliere dans les limites do ce 
que j'ai appele 11ordre du pour et du. contre., 

(E. T. P. 75. ) 

On the other hand, responsive to the conditions of his 

artq Marcel recognises that all tragedy must have a realistic 
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basis, presenting real selves and sot in real conditions. 

From this stanapoint he criticiees the Symbolists, Claudel 

includedg f or the ideal character of their settings. His 

'objection to the Symbolist theatre goes even de6per, * for what 

is at stake is not merely a technical question, but a 

profoundly philosophical one. Symbolists like Maeterlinck 

aim at suggesting (by means which appertain to the pathetic 

order) the world of the unknown, hidden from the intellect 

and only obscurely representable by symbol (and hence the. 

abstract nature of. the characters. even of Claudel's theatre). 

But the conception of an indeterminate Unknown impenetrable 

to mind is, in-Marcel's view, correlative of Absolute 

Idealism; such a real is a version of the Indeterminate, 

favoured by the Neoplatonists. It is certainly not the 

positive, transcendent realm of Being, which is the Being of 

Marcel. Is Realism: 

I 
Nous nepouvqns plus situer. le principe de 
toute realite dans une rdgion inaccessible' 
a l1entendement; cet inconnaissable devant 
lequel on nous invitait a nous prosterner 
ne nous apparaltplus comme le foyer., 
mysterieux d'6'u emanerait toute pensee, mais 
comme la zone inde"cise oU la connaissance 
slobnubile pour sleteindre enfin dans 
Ilindetermine' (1). 

As a final point, it might be noted that Marcel's attempt 

to create a "pure tragedy", conceived as a 11tragedie de 

penseell marks a return to'what is most living in French 

Classical Drama of the-Seventeenth Century. It too$ in its 

(1) Preface to, Le Seuil invisible, p. 7. 

2--: 
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essence, is a traGedy of internal conflict and consciousnessi 

the unities servinC precisely as a means to eliminate all 

that is brute external event and which by its nature belongs 

to the pathetic, zad to centre the tragic on the inner 

revelations and the self-awareness accompanying personal 

relationships. The movement back towards Classicism in 

contemporary French literature is no mere ephemeral mode; 

marks a return to the inner and. vital inspiration of the 

French consciousness, an inspiration which finds its 

eiTression not merely in her art but in her philosophy. 

it 

if 

we allow for the fact, that Classical Drama has a Cartesian 

outlook and identifies the subjective with states of mind, 

whereas 14arcell as a Realist, portrays revelations of Being 

to consciousness in i=ediate participationg Marcel's art is 

a continuatioiý, in spite of that important diverE; ence, of the 

Classical Art, putting its accent on the experiencing subject 

and, while admitting the primacy of. Being, on the subjective 

and the inward, on the "tragique de pensee! '. While , in a 

more general manner, this return to Classicism forms part of 

a more international movement which has its representative in 

the English-speaking world in the neo-Classicist, TwIr T. S. 

Eliot. 

A-Tarcel's philosophy itself offers a supremely tragic 

view of life. In him, the vision of selves seeking self- 

realisation but condemned to see their efforts at. personal 

edification brought so often to nought, reaches its utmost 

lucidity: 
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Ce qutil est Peut76tre possible de dire 
d1une fnon tout a fait gdn6rale, clest 
, que la conscience du tragique est ; iee 
a un sentiment aigu de la pluralite 
humaine, clest-la-dire tout h la. fois de 
la comminication et du conflit, mais 
avant tout do 11irreductible que nul 
accord Zationnel ne peut faire 
disparaltre. (H. V. p. 192. ) 

At the same time, Marcel offers to the existing subject a new 

tragic ethics in place of the practical ethics with its 

abstract categories of good and evil which serves in the 

empirical world. He shows how, by intensity of experience, 

the individual may transcend, in what is the very essence of 

tragic experience, the temporal vicissitudes and despairs of. 

his situation, attaining a mode of contemplation wherein he i 

may apprehend something of the significance and the purpose 

of his living. And lest it might be thought that the 

"detachment" advocated savours of dilettantisme, it must be 

underlined anew that such detachment can be the product 

solely of an initial acceptance-of life. The subject, if 

he is to attain the tragic sense and make it of spiritual valueý 

to himself, must first choose life and experience it fully. 

He cannot transcend"the order of for and against" itself 

until he has chosen "for" or "against'. He must, choose and 

struggle for cause or-country; But,, by the vigour of his 

choice and by the espousal of his cause, he can transcend the 

brute empirical fact and realise the significance of his 

actions in relation to the transcendent ends of the universe, 

ends which embrace not only the cause for which he fights but 

that of his adversary, not only himself but his enemy. Only 
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then can he experience to the full the truly tragic sense of 

life with its sentiment of "inanity" and yet of "plenitud&'. 

-0- 0- 0- 

4 

In discussing the nature of Marcel's dramatic works (we 

limit ourselves to the "pieces tragiques! '), we must be fully 

alive to the originality of the conception which underlies 

them; for it is in the light of it that we can demonstrate 

the metaphysical import of his plays at the same time as 

assess their intrinsic dramatic value. 

First and foremost is the intimate relationship 

established between drama and metaphysical reflection. In 

the Preface to the Monde Casse Marcel speaks of these 

together as being"deux versants d1une meme hauteur". in 

actual fact, the dialectic which forms the substance of his 

thought has always been anticipated in terms of dramatic 

conflicts: far from being illustrations of his philosophy, 

his plays have provided the concrete situations$' dramatically 

and imaginatively envisaged, which his philosophy was later 

to elucidate. "Ces conflits sont avant de slexprimer, avant 

meme de se justifier logiquement (i)611 -I 

In actual fact, this statement is not quite exact. 

Vrnat we have is rather a curious parallelism: the dramas 

themselves constituting a dialectic incarnate in live scenes 

(1) Preface to Le Squil Invisibleg P. 7. 
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and characterso being already an elucidation in terms of the 

concrete and the imaginative. There is indeed not one of 

the situations - time, hope, despairg death - iýhich form the 

object of phenomenoloGical study in Etre et Avoir or the 

later books, that is not to be. found simultaneously posed 

and resolved in dramatic terms. 

In short, Marcel's drama is itsdlf a dialectic or meta- 

physical reflection in concreto; and like the more abstract 

dialectic, its substance is formed of the oppositions and 

conflicts nt in human experience which set the person inhere 

at war with himself or with others amid the complex possibi- 

lities of affirmation or negation and which, simultaneously 

lived and reflected upon, bring him to the threshold of, being. 

Thus, as Father Fessard puts it: "Sa valeur tragique se 

doublant d1une valeur dialectique, " Marcel's drama "devient 

a la lettre experience metaphysique (1). " ' Indeed, -Marcel I 
has himself recognised this: -"Je crois profondement que le 

tragique repose toujours sur une dialectique latente (2). 11 

Dialectical in its dramatic structurg'and movement, 

Marcel's drama employs means whose import becomes clear only 

when related to their metaphysical and religious context. 

For 11arcel, the faculty of dramatic creation is essentially 

one of "inearnatioi2l: "La spiritualite au the9tre, clest 

(1) Th 
- 
eatre et'Mystere, 'Introd. to Marcel's La Soif, Paris, 

Deselde d 13. rouwer, -Z38, -p. 19. 
S2). Remarques sur l'Iconoclaste, Revue Hebdomadaire, 27th 

an , 192. ý. 
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avant tout la puissance dlincarnation (1). " It is the power 

whereby the dramatist embodies in objective forms spiritual 

schemes, by which we mean not abstract plots and pre-conceived 

characters or characterisations, but the essential I'mysteriest, 

of a life or lives t6ken not as data for study or dramatic 

exploitation but in their inner durefe, whose unf*olding 

proceeds, as it were, independently of the hand of the 

dramatist; if only because the latter so participates in 

their'life that he is subjectively, one with it. For this 

type of creation depends essentially on a self-renunciation 

on the part of the creator, an "acte d1immolation de sOi qui 

seul rend possibles ces realites, ces presences devant moi 

conjurees 

Now, if the primary relation in drýmatic art is that 

between the dramatist and his subject-matter, the second one 

is that between the actor and this same subject-matterg all 

the more so as he is the link between the author and the 

public. The role and function of the actor, in Marcel's 

view, belongs rather to the order of the, llmysterZýI than to 

the, order of mere technique. "Diderot a*. parle du paradoxe 

(1) Pour un renouveau de la spiritualite dans-l'art dramatique, 
Cmlbat, Veb. -, 1937. Of. "La spiritualit6 d'un thVatre 6 
sur la presence re'side dlabord dans le fait que le dramaturge 
esttenu de procker "a une sorte dlascese pr4alable, et que Ilacte par lequel il se renonce lui-m6meý par lequel il aliene 
partiellement son initiative en faveur de sa cr6ature, nlest 
pas sans correspondre, dans le rdSistre de llart, 'a llacte de 
charitd proprement dit. " (Ibid. ) 
(2). Influence du theAtre, ýevue des Jeunes, 15th March 1935, 
PP. 359-60 

__________ - _______________________ 
.. 
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du comOdien, et il a eu raisot. Mais il ya autre chose; 

il ya un mystere du comedien, et sur lequel il ne me semble 

pas quo llattention du philosophe se soit encore suffisamment 

concentre"a (1). 11 This is so precisely because the actor's 

role is that of-a "responsel, to the . "call" emitted by the 
I 

dramatist: his is-primarily a role of self-abdication. 

"Redoutable est pour le comedien la teitation de se prendre 

lui-m6me comme fin et comme centre, au lieu de se donner a 

ce ro**'le qulil a pour mission dlinearner (2). 11 Yet, on the 

other hand, he is, as between au: thor and public, the ageýt 

by and through whom the "call" goes out to the spectator. 

He is primarily a mediator. the art of the actor, 

poised as he is between the 11 response' and the "call" , his 

role essentially spiritual in. that he*is the transmitter of 

a message, is not so much'the exhibition of a technique as 

the exhibition of a virtue. "'Je pense que nous devons y 

discerner quelque chose co=e cet initium"car'itatis'dont on 

parle en theologie'(3). " 

The use of properly theological terminology, particularly 

of the vocabulary employed by Marcel in his philosophico- 

religious works, is significant. What is primarily intenaed 

is to refute any attempt at reducing the status of the actor 

to th'at of a function, as previously the status of the 

dramatist to that of a mere manipulator of plotp and 
I ýf AI 

j) Reflexions sur les exigences dlun thedtre c1rdtien, La Vie 
tellectuelle, 2 th 1-ilarchl 1937s P. 4 0. 

(2) Ibid. 
(3) Ibid. t p. 461. 

-I---- 
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characters. Moreover, the relations binding them are 

themselves'not functional but spiritual; they exhibit that. 

type of relationship termed by Marcel. Participationg vjhere 

unity cohabits with duality and multiplicity. 

It is of course obvious that these-relationships are 
4 

resolved in the fundamental relationship with the spectators 

of the drama. And here_. crops up the insidious problem of 

the "functiorl' of (ýrama. Marcel rejects entirely, and his 

ovin plays have nothing in co=on with, the piece a these,, so 

dear to the modern. dramatist (the. only type of modern drama 

which can hold its own against the drama of sensationalism, 

basing its effects on that pathetic mhich Marcel has already 
dismissed as a debasement of the tragic emotion). ' In his 

preface to the Monde Casse, Marcel states that it is*not 

"une piece a problemul , and adds: Ice serait bien plutO'%t un 

mystere". 

This conception of drama as a I'mystery' is fundamental 

to Marcell, b theory and practice. The purpose of the dramag 

as he seeý'it, is to create what he'calls a "presence 

dramatique". The play constitutes a "call"'to the spectator 

and demands from him a "response". The type of action it 

exercises, therefore, upon him is not that of an instrument 

or a "mechanism! ' , as Valery would have it, but that of a 

spiritual influence or "presence": 

Rien de tout cela en effet nlest possible 
- sans une activite(de reponse que le ge , nie 

du dramaturge a consiste a amorcer d'abord, 
puls a encouragerl a entretenir et par 

. 

. -- 
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laquelle jo conmunie non pas seulement 
avec cc qui. se passe sur 1ý scene, mais.. au 
dela do cctte actioh limitee, particuliere, 
avec une. infinite do tragedies soudain 
soupconnees cliez mes freress Des lors ce, 
nlest pas sculement mons sens de la re"alite 
cjuý slest aiGuisc ou approfondi,, clest une 
breche qui so crouse dat-is llespecb d'armure 
opaque q ýud. nous protýge et alourdit,, une 
breche par 0a peat-8tre un souffle nouveau 
va pouvoir passer - le souffle de 1'Esprit (1). 

Nor is it on the otlier hand a mere message or'transmission 

of ideas, for the "dramatic presence" which constitutes the 

active substance of the drama is a call to those possibilities 
F 

of existence and being latent, in the participators; its 

purpose and effect is to "lancer au sp'ectateur une 

exhortation non pas a connaitre, mais a etre (2). 11 

Seen thus, the various factors at work in the drama 

author, actor and theme - are but the vehicle of a spiritual 

force who:, ýe source transcends each and which, in so far as 

each is responsive to its intimations, manifests its workings 

in the lives of the spectators. If, at any momentq the 

virtue of charity and self-effacement is lost on the part of 

author or actor, the "dramatic presence" fails to be conjured 

up or is robbed of its'potency. But as it animates them, 

the f inal result is attained, vhich is none other than the 

communion and unity of the participantsq author, actor and 

spectator in the act of mutual self-creation. This final 

result is obtained in the catharsis, consisting in a purging 

(1) Influence du theatre, P. 361. /I ) Pour renouveau dA la s2iritualite dans l1art 
-r 

ý ýL -aafiýq a-e -t ro-c., -c-j- 
2 
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of the emotions'or that state of contemplation already 

described. And this last is dependent on the power of 

author a-ad actor - the latter in his interpretation - to 

envisaGe tho, conflicts presented in. terms of an ultimate 

reconciliation beyond the order of 'Ile pour et le contre". 

Dans la vie pratique, je serais vraisemblable-,. 
ment contraint de prendre parti pour l'un de 
ces personnages contre l1autre, ou de me 
desinteresser d'eux. Dans 11ordre privilegie 
de la creation dramatique, cette alternative. 

0' 
- mlest epargn4e... Ainsi, en quelque maniere, 

je parviens a m1affranchir de ma condition 
mortelle; pendant quelques instants, il me 
sera possible, non pas seulement de respirer 
plus largement l1existence, mais dlatteindre' 
a une justice superieure qui ressemble bL la 
charit; ", qui l1annonce, et qui me permet 
dIftre a la fois les antagonistes, et do les 
comprendre, et de les surmonter (1). 

The final term of the spectators' experience is 

identical with the primary intuition-of the dramatist: the 

accession to an order of Charity where all contradictions, 

without losing their intrinsic existential and dramatic 

substance, become the object of an evaluation purified by 

sympathy a-ad comprehension. 
-0-0-0-0- 

(1) Les Valeurs s2irituelles dans le the'&tre franýais contem- 
poraing Orientations reiigieuses, intellectuciles et litt6r- 
aires, 25th June, 1937, p. 788. In a useful parallel Father 
Fessard quotes a passage from Blondel: "La vraie jouissance 
esthetique ... clest la satisfaction de dominer, d1un point de 
vue supdrieur a llespace et au temps, les attitudes, les 
inquietudes, les incertitudes des acteurs. DloýL nalt le 

sentiment de la beautd dramatique, sinon de cc-tte vision y prophetique qui embrasse le developpement d1une vie et d1une 
destinýe, de cette intuition divinatoire q? ji met en quelque 
mesure le spectateur dans le secret de lldbernitý et de Dieu, 
de cette 11prospectioV1 qui fait de notre raison une sorte de 
Providence interieure au progres logique'des faits et des 
passions? " (La Psychologie dramati2ue du Mystero de la 
Passion a OberwamerEau, Parls, bloud, 191u, pp. 56--7 -, quoted 
10C. cit-9 p. 49, n. 1. ) 
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In setting out these views, Marcel was positinG the 

conditions which seciaod to him essential for the creation of 

a Christian Drwia. It is in the light of them that his Own 

plays must be judged. 

L-larcel's drama does not fail to exhibit a certain 

evolution. This may be described as a progressive awareness 

of its aims and metaphysical import. What was first defined 

as a 11tragique de penseel, was revealed as having deeper 

implications-'subsumed under the term "mystery". The actual 

themes, remain f undamentally the same , ''with this proviso that 

parallel with Alarcel Is spiritual progress, culminýting in his 

conversion in 1929, his drama becomes'ever more fi=ly I 

centred round the mystery of death and the revelation of its 

power as an "indice de 114tre". 

The first two plays La'Grace and Le Palais de Sable. - 

appeared toGether under the title Le Seuil Invisible in 1914 

(1). The theme of both these plays'is essentially that of 

solitude, of non-communication, the fundamental and main theme 

of his drama as a whole. In La Gr9ce, Ge'rard's faith in 

divine Crace, which enables him to meet death with the 

fervent conviction of immortality, remains uncomprehended by 

his vrife Francoise who, unable by reason of her'materialismg 
S 

to share this conviction, is left desolate and hopeless, 

while her love for him is fully understood by him too late, 

on his death-bed. In Le Palais-de Sable, more effective 

(1) Parisi Grasset. 

-. 

a.... a. .. -.. 
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dramatically and more substantial in its psychological 

matter, the deputy kloirans has built the edifice of his life 

on his rationalistic beliefs, but when his daughter Clarisse 

is converted and decides to enter the Cloister, doubts assail 

him and gradually undermine the edifice. But this destruc, 
4 tion of his life's beliefs acts too upon his daughter and, 

led to question her vocation, she sees her faith crumble to 

pieces: she will remain "entre oiel et terre ... trop bas pour 

vivre en Dieu, trop haut pour vivre parmi les hommes". 

Father and daughter are here typical of two souls whose 

incapacity for communication is accompanied by a mutual 

corruption of beliefs. For what is most subtly displayed in 

this drama is the paradox that solitude, whereby the self is 

cut off from the creative commiini on with others, becomes the 

medium of a malignant influence, corroding and eating into 

the -life-force of the partners. ' No less subtly displayed 

is the nature of this corrosion, namely the questioning of 

beli'efs and the treating of them'as "problems". Here the 

intellect. achieves the divorce between the aims- of action 

and action itself, a self-consciousness arises which in the 

long run must ruin them as effective-forces of willed activity. 

Marcel's aim is to show how this double process, the 

corrosion of personal beliefs and the malignant influence it 

extends on the lives of believers and others, is the result 

of one single evil, namely solitude and separation, which 
dries up the source of spiritual life that sustains all Being 

A. 
--. ..;.. .... 
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and can only sustain beinGs when it is shared. 

The three plays, Le Coeur des Autres, Le , 4iatuor en fa 

dieze and Un Homme de Dieu (published bet-veen 1920 and 19259 

but all composed between, 1919 and 1923 (1)) sh6iv other aspects 

of this solitude, its disruptive power. In the first two, 

both heroes are musicians. In Le Coeur des Autres, Daniel 

is wholly devoted to his art but this noble idealism defeats 

itself; enclosed within his self, he finds ultimately that 

11il nly a plus rien de sacre/11 and that the "heart of others" 

is closed to him, his wife herself reduced to"nothing but a, 

Wole" in his life. 

-It is much the same situation which confronts Claire, ' 

the wife of Stephaneg in Le QuatUor. Incensed by-his 

infidelities which he excuses on the grounds that they are 

redeemed in and by his art, she divorces him and marries his 

brother. But she reckons without the power of the music of 

the Quatuor in which their common life had become incarnated. 

"Mon histoire - notre histoire - mais hors du temps, 

purifie"e, et telle quIelle serait pour Dieu. " (Daniel had 

said much the same: "Tout ce qui dans notre'vie a tous les 

deux aura valu la peine dletre retenu, je le consacrerai. en 

l1exprimant. 11) Under the influence of the Quatuor, she sees 

this common past relive and the presence of Stephane made 

manifest, bringing her to understand the error of her divorce 

ý1) Le Coeur des Autres, Paris, Grasset, 1921; Le Quatuor en 
a di6ze, Pa_r_3. _s_, Gadet. _ 1920, and Plon, 1925; Un Homme de, 

kiýeu, Paris-, Grasset, 1925. 

a"'. "., ... 
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and the love she has for her former husband confirmed in her 

love for Roger. 

This play is of the utmost interest. In the first 

if 

place, -we have a first mention of the power of absence (later 

to be envisaged in its extreme form as death) to re-establish 

the broken link, of communication and restore the presence of 

others over and beyond separation and the grave. Secondly, 

Marcel wishes to stress the impossibility of delimiting the 

frontiers of the self. Within the couple composed by herself 

and Rogerg Stephane interposes and is finally merged with the 

latter. Roger, Ste'p'hane and Claire have no reality as 

objective units; their true reality is in their subjective 

unity. Thirdly, the role given to music as the medium of 

this revelation (an extremely common theme of Marcellsý: I'Le 

vrai moi, le moi'avec une majuscule, le moi prof ond. .. est-ce 

que ce nlest pas la musique meAme? "., says Stephane. LIU si 09 

indeed, by its capacity to incarnatel as no other art does, 

the essential being of selves, "notre histoire ... hors du 

temps, purifie'e et telle quIelle serait pour Dieu, " can 

. become the living embodiment of the spiritual presence, all 

the more powerful to act as an influence by its being 

purified of the dross and released from the material and 

absent envelope (1). 

In Un. Homme de Dieu, the problem of solitude takes a 

(1), On the role of music in Marcel's playsq cf. J-P. Dubois- 
Dumee, Solitude et Communion dans le th6gtre de Gabriel k1larcel 
in Exisýentlalisme chr4tien, p. ? -b9. 
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somewhat different form. Here the main theme is failure to 

commimicate with one's own selfg or insinceritY- Marcel 

has taken the extreme case of a protestant pastor whose 

whole life and conduct have been built on an absolute 

sincerity and fidelity to the dictates of conscience. Thus 

he has forgiven his wife's early infidelity and brought up 

her daughter, the fruit of this infidelity, as his own; 

fanatical in his conscientiousnessq he allows both to meet 

again'the man who has injured him. But only to find that 

he has a greater burden than he can bpar and, under the 

promptings of doubt, to question his motives and, beyond 

them, the beliefs and ideals he has taken for his true 

nature: "On a ve"ou des ann(; es sur une certaine idee de soi- 
A meme, on a cru puiser de la force dans cette idee, et on 

stapercoit quIon slest peut-etre indignement trompe"... On 
S' 

n1en est meme pas sur... Alors on ne sait plus, on est perdu 

These doubts extend to. the very principles of his faith: 

"Et lorsque je pense a Dieu, clest pareil. Pai cru 

quelquefois qulil me parlait et ce nletait peut. ý-Stre qu'une 

exaltation menteuse. Qui suis-je? Quand je cherche "a me 

saisir, je mleiýhappe "a moi-meme. 11 

This last "Gui suis-jell might be taken as the theme of 

IvIarcel's drama:, in this-cry solitude shows itself, in its 

irreducible power to destroy, as evil in se. 

To the same period belong three plays, although published 

later'in 1931 under the title Trois Pie"'ces (1). These are 
Paris, Plon. 
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Le Regard Neuf , Le Mort de Demain and La Chnelle Ardente. 

Vie shall limit ourselves to the second, the most important 

of the three and one of the most illuminating and dramatically 

satisfying of all Marcel Is plays. 

The action takes place in 1916 during the great war. 
I 

Noe'l Vramont, a soldier, returns on leave, only to find that 

his wifes Jeanneq refuses to have relations with him., Her 

motive, of which he is ignorant,. is psychologically complex. 

So obsessed is she by the possibility of her husband's death 

that this gnawing fear, has destroyed all sense of future and 

contaminated-her capacity for life in the present. She is 

led to treat her husband as already dead and to centre her 

happinees in memory of 

que vous l1avez jurell 

noble fiction que vous 

fut 11homme. Ce Mort 

the past: 

olest a sa 

fabriquez 
//I 

revere, c 

N "Non, ce nlest pas a lui 

memoire, a je ne sais quell e 

avec les debris de ce qui 
/N -tte idee a laquelle vous 

11immolez, lui... ce nlest tout de mgme qu'une idole et il 

nty a rien en elle de sacreell (p. 160. ) She has deliberately 

excluded all perspective of hope and, under the influence of 

gnawing fear, finds morbid satisfaction in the image of a 

past, finished, absolute and dead: "Antoine. - Mais alors, 

Jeanne, -pourquoi fouiller dans ce passe*' trouble? Jeanne. - 
Parce que je voudrais comprendre... Je voudrais lire dans 

cette vie comme dans la mienne, mlen souvenir comme de la 

mienne. Antoine, avec ironie. Clest ce que vous appelez 

ranger vos pensees? Jeanne. Ouil-peut-6tre... QuIau moins 
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lorsque la nuit sera foLite, lorsqýil nly aura plus entre 
I nous que le silence etornel, la douceur me reste de penser 

quo cette vie tout enticre est connue de mo-i, qu I elle est 

sans ombre et sans myst%Olre ... (pp. 123-4. ) The contrary 

of true memory, which maintains the connection' of past with 
I 

present and feels it as a "presence'19 active in present and 

purposive action. As Antoine, her'brother-in-law, replies: ' 

I'La verite, Jeanne, je vais vous la dire: clest que, pour 

vous, Noel n-lest de*ja plus qutun mort; et ce nlest pas meme 

un mort present avec 1equel on commimie, clest Un tiers 

absent sur lequel on enquete. 11 (p. 124. )' 

As Marcel ip careful to indicate, the root of this 

contaminating is fear; a disease of her whole being, "une 

sorte de vertigell. Moreover, a fear or obsession which has 

enslaved her will so that her will to live has become'negative 

and destructive. Just as hope is shown to be an active, 

positive force which calls forth being ("Aimer un etre, ctest 

lui dire: tToi, tu ne mourras pas"'), so the former is this 

same motive'force directed to the refusal anddestruction of 

being. It is as affirmative as is hope, but the affirmation 

of Evil. "Noe'l ne reviendra, pas. " It is an act of 

11treason! ', as Antoine rightly declares. Its result is 

disruption and separation. For not only does her evil will 

to negation destroy her ovin happiness and life, it no less 

destroys that of her husband. Unable to comprehend her 

motives, he is led to suspecther love. and even to imagine 
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that his brother has replaced him in her affections. His 

love is destroyed and his life broken. ' III1 est entreici 

vivant; il en sortira ... mort, " says Antoine. But the 

influence e-.: tends even further to contaminate by its 

contagion the feelings of Antoine, who hesitates to marry 

the girl he loves. So that solitude and separation expand 

in ever. widening circles to wreak destruction on everything 

with v. hich they come in contact. 

Mention-should be made of the play L'Horizon published 

in 1945 (1) but written, as Marcel tells us in his 

illuminating Post-face, in 1928, a year before his conversion. 

Its theme is exceedingly similar to that cý Le Mort de Demain, 

the role of Germain Lestrade in the former being reminiscent 

of that of Jeanne Framont in the latter. He is, in a 

similar manner, guilty, as Marcel says, of an "infraction a 

la loi de notre conditioxYl, namely the 11devoir*de non- 

anticipation!,. By that, 'of course Marcel does not mean that 

anticipation-has no place in human activity; his whole 

temporal doctrine speaks to the contrary. But a certain 

"image" of the future, becoming, under the influence of fear, 

a fixed fascination, may destroy the very sense of process 

and operate as a dead-weight no less than an image of the 

past to arrest the natural "fluidificatiox2l of spiritual 

growth. Thus, Lestrade, his death foretold at a 

spiritualistic seance at the Institut Metapsychique, allows 

(1) Parisq'ed. Aux Etudiants de France. 
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the thought to haunt him. Ile sets about "contriving! ' the 

life of his wife after his expected deathq*laying plans for 

her to marry their friend Bernard in order to safeguard her 

against the temptations of moral laxity by which he sees her 

beset. In short, he seeks to use Bernard as an "instrument'. 
I 

Valentine's grief, which secures commimion. 

But, as it turns out, not he but Bernard dies. And it is 

left for Valentine, the woman who loves Bernard, to reveal 

to Germain his error and to bring him and his wife Therese 

back into normal. healthy relationship. Or ratherý'it is the 

dead Bernard,. death itself2 working through the spectacle of 

Herej in this theme of death as a power capable of 

restoring lost commini on through the experience of love and 

grief'in their "absolute,, formq we approach a new phase of 

Marcel's dramatic thinking. 

-0-0-0-0- 

Up to this pointg Marcel's drama is concerned mainly 

with the modes of solitude, but now it is the perspective of 

communion which is to come more explicitly to the f ore: this 

perspective being envisaged in the light of the I'mysterY1 of 

death and its power to re-establish the lost presence. 

L'Iconoclaste (published in 1923 (1)) marks the 

transition stage in this development. Jacques Delorme has 

(1) Paris, Stock. 

J- 
-r 

"-" 
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remarried, but his dead wife, Viviane, continues to haunt 

his thoughts and even poison his relations with his second 

wif e. Abel Renaudier, his friend, has also loved Viviano 

and swears fidelity to her memory. To avenge what he 

considers Jacques"Itreasoi2l in remarryingg'and also to break 

, 
the spell, in his eyes an idolatry of the flesh, which 

Viviane exercises on him, he sets out to destroy his faith. 

This he does by raising doubts as to her fidelity. Abel, 

the Iconoclast, is the intellectual eSO"ist who takes upon 

himself to judge; and in actual fact his judgment is wrong 

as redards Jacques' re-marriage, for it was at Viviane's 

request that he had done so. 
Yet the main theme is elsewhere. Both Jacques and 

Abel swear fidelity to the dead Viviane. But she lives in 

their memory in different ways. For Jacques she has become 

an "idol", it is her physical presence he desires and the 

past exercises on him an unhealthy obsession in the shape of 

this physical image of the dead woman whom he wishes to 

"see, hear and touch". 
. 

Abel sees the danger of this, but 

the , spiritual,, fidelity he swears to Viviano is no less vain. 

She is but an idea inIxis memory, a 'subjective image of his 

mind. 

For neither is the true r6le of memory nor the true role 

of the dead in their lives understood. It is when Abel 

learns that Viviano had known his love for her that he, 

invaded at last by the spirit of charityt can see clearly; 
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I 

and finally both he and Jacques learn that the dead Viviane, 

linked as she is by ties with each of them, can act as a 

spiritual presence, no lonSer an idol nor an idea lying heavy 

on the memory. but an active influence in the present to call 

forth taeir latent possibilities of mutual comprehension. 

And it is by realisation of this true "presence" and in 

answer to its call that the-three protagonists may enter 

into communion again., "Nous avons chemine' dans les 

tenebres, mais voici que, pour quelques secondes ce passe 

dlerreurs et de souffrances m1apparalt dans une lumiere qui 

ne peut pas tromper. De toute cette confusion, on dirait 

quIun ordre se degage... . ohl pas une le'con: une harmonie. 11 

(p. 46. ) 

. 
The theme of the play is the esse ntial r6le of mystery 

and spiritual presence in life. To Jacques, who expresses 

his desire for a more physical certainty of Viviane's 

presence, Abel replies: "Tentation dont le plus pur de toi 

West pas dupe. Va, tu ne te satisferais pas lonStemps d1un, 

monde que le mystere aurait deserte. LIhomme est ainsi fait, 

Jacaues. - Que sais-tu de llho=e? Abel. - Crois-moi: la 

connaissance exile a 11infini tout ce VIelle croit ertreindre. 

Peut-e'tre est-ce le myste're seul qui reunit. Sans-le 

mys ere, la vie serait irrespirable. 11 (pp. 46-7. ) 

It is for the most part around this theme that the plays 

which'follow Marepl's conversion in 1929 are built. It is 

not necessary to suppose that these plays are any more 

" '"" /". 
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religious. They mark rather a, great6r awareness of the 

spiritual potentialities of drama and of the priý. nciples 

which underlie a drama conceived as 'mystery" and purposing 

to be the vehicle of a spiritual "call". 

The f irst of these is Le ivionae Casse (written in 1932 

and published in 1933 (1)). In this play Christiane has 

married Laurent without love, after an early love for a young 

man who had become a Benedictine before she could let him 

know her feelings for him and who had since died. The 

result is that, drifting apart from her husband, she enters 

upon the path of pleasure and unfaithfulness; and, 

progressively a prey to despair, she is on the point of 

ending all by suicide. It is then that she learns that the 

young Benedictine, before dying, had divined her love for 

him, and, convinced that his act must have destroyed her 

happiness, had offered his life for her as a sacrifice to 

her salvation. The presence of her dead lover is rendered 

to her in all the'fulness of its spiritual potency to soothe 

her wounds, to convince her of her errors and to lead to 

reconciliation and communion with her husband: the "monde 

cassell is healed and restored to its unity. 

The play is an illustration of Marcel's dictum in 

Position et Approches: I'La mort est une epreuve de la 

presence., ' 

Le Chemin de Crete (published in 1936 (2)) is probably 

(1 Paris*, Desclee de Brouwer.. 
(2ý Paris, qrasset. 
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Marcelts best play: it is certainly the most subtle and the 

most difficult of interpretation. The central character is 

Ariane Leprieur, wife of Je"ro"me; a victim of consumption, 

she lives normally apart from her husbandq from whom indeed 

she has long been separated in mind and body. The latter 
I 

is in love v; ith violette Mazargues, a'young woman who lives 

precariously on the proceeds of her music lessons. Learning 

of this love-affair, Ariane finds a pretext for visiting 

Viole, tte, bu t not to charge her with reproaches. On the 

contrary, she places her husband's. happiness in her hands 

and displays/utmost disintýerestedness. Zýhe. carries her 

confidence so far as to reveal to Violette the inmost secrets 

of her married life-. Overwhelmed by these confidences and 

the friendship she conceives for Ariane, Violette's moral 

scruples are aroused. Jerome, as yet ignorant of their 

friendshipq senses that Violette is no longer the same towards 

him. His reaction is to offer to divorce Ariane, a step he 

had beýn loath to take out of respect for her; even although, 

as both are without money in their own right, it would mean 

poverty for them. But Violette feels this would be "treasox2l 

towards this woman to whose spiritual influence both have 

become sensitive. "Nous autres, nous avancons peniblement 
r 

dans les ravins, mais Ariane est toujours 'sur le chemin de 

crete.,., ' However, she acc6pts, only to refuse in horror 

when Axiane offers to maintain them both, unkhown to Jerome , 
and even hints that she will commit suicide or at least allow 
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herself deliberately to die in order to leave them happy. 

The final scene comes when all three meet to make a final 

reckonin-. As Ariane onde more pleads her fine intentions, 

the trutil comes to violette in a flash: she sees at, last 

that this disinterestedness of Ariane, her saintliness, her 

other-wordliness and seeming self-abdication are riddled with 

insincerity, working, no doubt unconsciously, for evil, to 

destroy the communion between Jerome and herself. "Dites: 
A 

avez-vous sur nous autres cette avance incomprehensible et 

% que je n1arrive pas a envier? Je. ne le crois pas, je ne 

peux pas le croire; est-ce qulil nly a pas dans cette 

acceptation, dans ce faux sublime, dans cette. fausse serenitZ 

je ne saas quelmelange sans nom, quelle duperie, quelle 

imposture involontaire? Le sqvez-vous seulement? Meme si 

llon pouvait. vous contraindre a* dire votre plus seer'*ete 

pensee, serait-ce la ve*rite? Saurais-je enfin la ve*rite? " 

(P. 198. ) "Ce que vous interpre(tez co=e un acte de 

renoncement ou. tout au moins de ge*ne"rosite' absolue, je pense 

m0i que cle(tait une intrasion dans un domaine cýu rien no vous 

donnait le droit de pe"netrer... Le droit de condamner, 

dlinterdir , e, dlexclure, vous llaviez; mais ce qui ne vous 

1N itait pas permis, clet/tait de vous introduire par fraude, a la 6. 

faveur de lladmiration fascine"e, que vous aviez su mlinspirer, 

au coeur meme de notre amour - comme si vous aviez Voulu... je 

ne sais pas ... savourer du regard un fruit auquel il ne-vous 

avait pas ete" donne'de goUter. 11 (P. 240. ) "'Et alors ai. 

---'--. ?"'',, 
" 
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pense quo tout avait ete calcule; 

moyen le plus sU^r, le seul-moyen 

J4r6me tout en gardant a mes yeux 
At 

llessentiel, un role d1heroine ou 

que vous aviez imagine le 

efficace dd, me separer de 

et a= vdtres, ce qui Aait 

de sainte. ll (p. 242. ) 
, 

Vous ne voyez pas qu en vous chargeant , en vous 

accusant comme vous vous y evertuez depuis un instant, vous 

ne tendez quIa vous grandir a ses yeux et ame rendre par 
A 

contre-coup plus meprisable et plus vile... Je suis sure que 

vous parlez Au fond de vous-meme; mais est-ce que vous ne I 

voyez pas que si vous. jouiez la comedie, si vous Aiez la 

femme la plus calculatrice et la plus perfide, vous ne i 

pourriez pas vous y prendre plus habilement pour creuser entre 

Jer6me et moi un ablime infranchissable? " (p. 245. ) The evil 

is done: Violette leaves to join a former lover who can 

assure the existence of herself and child. Ariane, as if to 

complete her r08le of impostor, accepts the offer to publish 

the journal of her experiences as a_consumptive: I'll faudra 

telegraphier... que j'accepte, avec quelle reconnaissancel ... 
Le posthume avant la'lettre; rappelons-nous bieng le posthame . 
avant la lettre... " (p. 248. ) 

One essential'theme of this play is that of sincerity. 

There is nothing to indicate that Ariane does not believe 

herself sincere in her aspiration to sainthood and self, 

abnegation. Her error, as Fathei Fessard points out in his 

fine. analysis of the play, is to have assumed the r6le of the 

saint instead of receivinE it. She is the false saint, the 

-- -SS -- .. 
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victim of an illusion of her vanity and frustration. 

Yet this interpretation does not go far enough and 

cannot explain the place of this drama in the series of plays 

of this date, revolving as they do around the mystery of 

death. We suGgest that the play is a study of the false 

"presence". It is evident that Ariane aspires to fill the 

role of a*dead presence - her cry 'Ile posthume avant la lettrdl, 

which closes the play, gives the key. She wishes to assume 

its prerogatives and exercise its benefic6nt'l- influence. 

But this can only become possible if and when the self has 

attained a true spirituality and been purged of desire and 

egoism. Only then can, it operate as a compelling force for 

good. Her real error is to assume a role which it is not 

hers toýassume and to use her death as a threat, as the 

instrument of a spiritual blackmail, whereas death can only 

be a force for good and for communion when it ceases to be an 

instrument and becomes a call. Her aspiration to fill the 

role of a presence is vitiated at the root by her attitude. 

Ariane is the judgr 
., e: "Eh bienl puisque vous ne parvenez pas 

a vous e ivrer dlun sentiment de culpabilite, mettons que ce 

mensonge qui vous pese soit le chatiment que je vous inflige 

pour cette faute que dlailleurs je me refuse a reconnal 

(P. 139. ) She takes it upon herself to judGe others and her 

very self-humiliation is a judgment on othcrs, an affirmation 

of her justness and their sin. But the "presence! ' does not 

act as judge, it acts as a force of loveg, to influence and not 
to condemn. 
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Tn short, Le Chemin-de GrOte shows the temptation which 

besets the self, even the most sincere and the most idealistic, 

I to presume upon'his own strength and to aspire to a role which 

it is not ýivejj to mpLny to fill in lif e. The image of death 

can, for such, be the most evil and dangerous of, all snares. 
0 

If there is one lesson -ýhhich Marcel undoubtedly wishes to 

give, it is that the life of the spirit. requires a sincerity, 

which is only made possible by grace. 

In the-next two plays, the true action of the dead to 

procure commiinion is exhibited. In Le Fanal (1), the 

presence of the dead wife brin6s together her husband, Antonin. 

Chavie"'re and their son Raymond, and illuminates their lives. 

Chavie're had abandoned his wife to marry Isabelle; his son 

.0 

meanwhile projects marriage with a divorced womang Sabine. 

When Raymond returns to the house of his father, laden with 

'the memories of his mother, the latterts presence makes itself, 

felt, opening the eyes of the father to his betrayal of their 

love, and of the son to the falsity of his engagement; it 

even brings awareness of their egoism to the two women. 

Thus it brings about, from beyond the grave, the communion of 

father, mother and son, found impossible before the death of 

the mother. "Chaviere, avec emotion. - Nous serions tous 

les deux... Raymond, gravement. - Non, papa, tous les U trois, 

comme autrefois... comme ibmais. 11 

-Le Dard (a) is a more satisfying version of this theme. 

Paris, stock, 1936. 
Paris, Plon, 1936. 
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Eustache Soreau has made for himself a successful career and 

El fl 

a happy marriage. But, of extreme left wing views, he I 

suffers tCrom this very fact of his own success, so much at 

odds with his political ideas. An old student friend, 

Werner Schnee, a musician who has fled from Germany, is 
I 

invited to stay with him. The latter's idealism renders 

greater the envy and self-torment, of Bustache: his devotion 

to his mission, his art and his fidelity to his dead friend, 

the communist Rudolf Scho"ntal. Under the influence of this 

envy, Bustache is led to destroy the happiness of his friend 

and of his own wife. He is the cause of separating Werner 

from his own wife, Gisela; and is led into infidelity which 

would have brought about a divorce but for the good iýafluence 

of Werner. 

Eustache's wife, Beatrice, and Werner have found in each 

other kindred spirits, and their affection ripens to a silent 

love, but Werner decides to return and sacrifice his love. 

His motive in this is to preserve his influence. as a force 

for good. By his absence he will be able to operate all the 

more powerfully as a presence to strengthen her to live and 

redeem her husband, as Rudolf had been such an influence in 

his life. I'Vous penserez a moi comme je pense a Rudolf. 

Plus, tard, je vous habiterai Pomme Rudolf m1habite... Et vous 

vous rappellerez alors ce que je vous ai dit il ya quelques 

semaines: slil nl, ý avait que les vivantsl Beatrice 

118. ) 
- 
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The contrast here is between Eustache and Werner: the 

first'a creature of diseased envyq whose noble ambition has S 

turned against itself and become a force for evil; the 

second purified by the spiritual influence of his friend, 

becoming himself an influence for-Good (1), ý 
It is much the same type of opposition we find'in La Soif 

published-in 1938 (ý)) between Arnaud and Eveline. This 

play, with Le Chemin de Crete, is certainly the most 

substant. ial and-dramatically satisfyinG of Marcel's plays. 

Am4de'*e Chartrain is a man of fifty who has married, on 

his wife's death, a much younger woman. He has by his former 

wife a, son, Arnaud, and a daughter, Stella. 

The theme of this'play is once again separation and 

ultimate reconciliation. It is Eveline who acts all 

unwittingly as the ag ent of separation, while Arnaud, strong 

in religious faith, is the instrument of final appeasement: 

it is his r6le to reveal to each characte'r his or her proper 

role, to call up their true natures, and above-all to bring 

them to a mutual comprehension. 

It is Eveline's misfortune to become the instrument of 

mutual mistrust. in her ovin reason, she is too 

ready to judge others and- to- W3. sh others to c9nf orm to this 

summary judgment of hers. In this spiritl she takes upon 
herself to manage the lives of others and sutceeds only in 
(1) See Fessard's interesting interpretation of Eustache's 
character in the light of Scheler's L'HonLme du Ressentimeat. 

Op. cit., pp. 96-9. ) ý2) 
Paris, Deselde de Brouwer. 

" "--" -A 
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destroying their happiness. 

Thus it is she comes near to destroying the very life 3 

of Stella, whose interests she has at heart. The life of CL 
I Stella is poisoned by-the knowledge that her mother died in 

a mental home; and when she learns that the cause of her 

motherts internment was an attempt to poison her father, 

this knowledge stands between her and her love for Alain de 

Puyguerland, destroying her faithin the future and rendering. 

her a slave of-this fascination of the past. "Amedde. 

Mon enfant ... Pailmerals mieux te voir affronter'llavenir. 

Ton avenir. Ce passe tenebreux, dans Iequelý tu no peux pas 

entrer, ne peut clue te souffler au visage je ne sais quelles 

vapeurs ... delelfteres... ' Stella. - Tu me demandes de'ne 

tourner vers l'avenir. Il me semble que je nlai'pas 

d'avenir. Je'nlai'devant moi qulun mur; et clest 

justement... le passed. " (p. 

But her situation is rendered all the worse by Eveline's 

interference. The latter, inspiring in her a doubt as to 

her fathert suggestingthat he was to blame and that her 

mother's motive was simply to gain freedom from an intolerable 

tyranny. The gnawing problem'of her mother's'death becomes 

the cause of further separation between herself and her 

father. 

Then EVeline, judging Alain unfit for her, interferes 

in their love and prevents what alqne could give Stella 

release from her obsession, namely a happy marriage with the 
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man whom, but for Eveline's strictures, she would naturally- 

cling to. It is only whon Alain$ driven to despairg is on 

the point of co=itting suicideq that., confronted by the fact 

of death, Stella can finally shake off her doubts and' 

acknowledge the power of her love. 
_ 

The prime cause of estranGement is Eveline's misjudgment 

. of her husband: unable to comprehend him or allow for his' 

weaknesses, she sees in him a creature devoid of all 

affectipn.. "Voussavez comme noi qutil n1a. jamais eu le 

sentiment d1autrui. 11 "Tu le sais parfaitement, un 8tre nq 

vaut pour ton pere que, par 11image de lui-mdme qulil 

contemple au fond de ses yeux. Pour peu quIelle soit 

flatteuse ... (p. 266. ) Indeed, this is true of Ame"de"e, who 

has constituted an ideal image of-himself which he presents 

to others, transforming himself in his relations with others 

into a cipher. But Eveline cannot reallpe, beneath this, 

his essential solitude, the frustration of'his feelin8s. 

"Je suis tres seul, maman, " he declares pathetically to his 

mother. It is Arnaud who'senses this and reveals it to 

3 iý ,: 

Eveline finally: "Crois-tu que je ne me juge pas coupable 

envers lui? Il est pour moi comme une ile ou je n1aurais 

pas encore trouvel le moyen dIdborder. Je prie chaque jour 

pour y parvenir. Et puis, Eveline, si bizarre clue cela 
' ton contact que je paraisse, cl. est seulement maintenant et a 

prends conscience ... *de sa. mise're. 11 (P. 276. ) And it is he 

who senses the true explanation of the poisoning: in some 

way, his mother was not the cause but týe unwilling agent: 

y-- 
" . 

�. 
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I'Simplement parce qulil slattendait a ce quIelle llaccomplit, 

- parce qulil en avait besoin, tu comprends. Comme slil 

fallait quIun e"venement survint-pour justifier 'a ses yeux la, 

pitie qulil Avait de lui-meme... Pett-'e'tre ceux que nous 
I 

appelons des criminels ne sont-ils quelquefois que ... des 

f as cines. , Mais ce crime emprunte dans 1equel, elle ne 

, 'S pouvait se reconnaitre... je-pense quýil l1a selparele d1elle- 

meme. Et clest alors que sa raison slest troublee... qulelle 

a Ae vraiment perdue. " (P. 277. ) 

In the drama Arnaud acts as a spiritual presence to 

explain and recondile: the subtle motives of each, incoia- 

prehensible to pride and reason and interpreted too readily 

as evil intentions, are interpreted by him in the spirit of 

charity and true comprehension - only thus can the evil 

doubts rising out of the past and poisoning the present be 

exorcised. 

Arnaud, moreover, is himself prompted by a mysterious 

presence, the agent of a Spirit moving, in him and under whose 

4 

influence he becomes himself an influence for good: "Je 

nle"prouve pas 10L besoin de donner un nom a mon.. partenaire; 
0 je sais seulement que clest unepre, sence ... pas une presence 

humaine... quelqu'un dont je ne peux pas parlor, mais pour qui. 

je suis toi. Il est A. 11 veille. " (P. 278. ) 

Through time, Eveline comes to realise her error: the 

error of judging others in a spirit of pride: "Pour parler 

ton langage qui ne sera jamais le mien, Arnaud,, peut-etre... 

oui, peut-etre ai-je pdche par orgueil. - Tu vois, jlen 

g 

4 
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conviens, je ne mlobstine pas... Le chemin que J'ai suivi 

jusqula" present ne m1a, conduite nu-lle part. Paimerais 9 

changer de route. Puisque tu as des lumieres qui me sont a 

refusees, pourquoi nlacceptes-tu pas de me Guider? . Je 

serais docile... et humble, je t1assure. Et peut-Stre 

apprendrais-je a etre plus juste envers lui -. puisque tu 

penses que je ltai meconnii.. " (p. 279. ) 

But the final instrument* of t: his reunion is' once again 

death, all-powerful to reveal the pr, esence and call to 

communion. As, Arnaud bends over. his sleeping fathert he 

cries: "Encore un peu de temps, et toutes ces'phrases dont 

il slest, enchante se perdront dans le silence; cette 

affectation dont il est dupe tombera de lui; il restera la 

seul, desarmet sans, defense, co=e un enfant que le so='eil a 

terrasse et qui serre encore son jouet contre lui. Devant, 

le vivant qui perore et gesticule, ' Eveline, si nous savions 

evoquer le Sisant de demainT ... 11 (P. 288. ) 

- 

In passing judgment on Marcel Is dramal'we must- bear in 

mind the aims it sets before it. " 

We are free to term it a religious drama, provided we 

use-this term in a wide sense and do not seek to 

"confessionalisell his plays. It is to be remembered that 

the -conceptions involved in it, although taking their full 

significance from the context of Christianity and even 

-_: 
SS 
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Catholic doctrine, remain independent of those: they were, 

indeed, formed before his conversion and are conceptions 

inherent in his purely philosophical outlook., The attempt 

of Father Fessard to "confessionalise! ' Marcel's drama is, to 

our mind, doing it a grave injustice and-a greater disservice. 

In many ways, Claudel's religious tragedy is much more 

confessional, witness'L'Annonce faite a Marie. which is quite 

inseparable from Church'doctrine. Marcel's drama has a 

greater universality. and a, wider appeal. ý And it is precisely 

. in those dramas where the confessional note intrudes and 

gives a certain sanctimonious atmospliere, 'e. g. Le Fanal, that 

he is least successful. 

His plays (to be judged as drama) must be taken as 

belonging to the "intimiste" school and in many respects 

recall the work-of M. Jean-ý-Jacques Bernard (1). -It is a 

drama of pe'rsonal relationships-attempting to delve into the 

mysterious sources from which spring human motivation and 

feeling and which call men to solitude or communion. 

It is therefore a contemporary and especially an 

Existentialist drama. But it would not be possible, in our 

view, to term it a_ELeat tragedy, for a purely "intimiste, 

drama could not,, by the limitations it imposes itself, pre 
' 
tend 

to that status. It would seem that tragedy, to attain both 

the universality and the power of great drama, must, as 

M. Thierry Alaulnier has said, have a symbolical content: 

-(l) Cf. Existentialisme q: hr4tiqn, p. 275. 

"I" 
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the use of legend and mythology, consecrated by time, is no 

mere appendage but a vital necessity for poetic effect; it 3 

is the element in which the eternal themes of non's destiny . :1 

have to be clothed in order to tranneend the local and the 

actual. That an existential dra; a can work in this sphere- 

is borne out by 11. Sartre's Les Mouches and especially by bl. 

AnouilhIs Antigone', both of Which restate the legendary in 

terms of man's present problems, in: ýerpreted existentially: 

but Huis Clos remains an"intimistell drama and its. power is 

limit ed. 

Within the limits set, Marcel's drama is of. considerable 

value: he lacks neither psychological insight nor power of 

dialogue and dramatic construction. Its principal merit is, 

as the genre requires, the extreme subtlety-with which hidden 

motives are suggested or brought to the surface and the 

complexity of feelings is rendered. - In this respect, we 

cannot fail to reflect on the element of "artificiality" of 

such a drama. At first reading, this artificiality might 

, seem to be lack of spontaneity and truth, but,, on, considerat- 

ion, if artificiality there is, it is of the type found in 

the works of Mrs Compton Burnett (or even Henry Jcmes), and 

inseparable from the evocation in their complexity of feelings 

and moods, and from the s'eizing of those sudden contacts and 

ruptures of dontact that characterise the life of the spirit. 

This very artificiality is the probf of, the dramatist's 

intimacy vrith his spiritual material. 
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If 1.1arcel's drama does not have the powerful pathos of 

great trae; cdy, it has a power of its - Own, the spiritual power 

to influence. It is, as he wished it to be, a "call" - It 

works almostj insidiously upon the feelings to induce, not by 

any effect of pathos nor by any poetic appeal, that confronta- 

tioA of the self with itself from which alone springs 

spiritual reneival. 

And it has this power to operate as a "presence 

dramatique" precisely because it is everyvihere impregnated 

with the presence of the dramatist. Vle feel at all moments 
I 

his sincerity and his self-effacement before. the I'messase! ' of 

which he is the vehicle. 

This is only possible because the dramatist has achieved 

his desire to transcend the "order of for'and against" andq 

.1 

turning his back on judgment' or condemnation, has found the 

plane of contemplation. 

In this chapter we have attempted to study the principles 

of Marcel's tragic sense of life and bring them into relation 

with his plays. And at the conclusion of our study, we can 

comprehend more clearly the nature of this tragic sense. it 

is above all a type of contemplation transcending but steeped 

in life's conflicts. It is neither optimism nor pessimism, 

for both of these are judgments, both fail to transcend the 

"order of for and against". 

The true tragic sen-so, at, ,! arcel sees it, is not far 

removed from the spirit of charity; and it is for this 

reason that, given itt man . achieves .a true spiritualityq 

... ... 
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without it he succumbs either to the allurements of the 

pathetic illusion or to those of an empty frivolity, passing 

under the names of pessimism on the one hand and optimism on 

the other. 

0 

I 



CHAPTIM XIV 

TiM, 1,10DERN WJORLD 

Together vvith Maritain, Blondel, Claudel and Pe"GuY, 

Gabriel Marcel is a stern opponent and critic of the values 

of the contemporary world. However different their starting- 

point, those five Catholic thinkers are united in the defence 

of-the order of Grace and of the transcendent realm this 

order reveals. 

Marcel's most lucid and penetrating expose of the 

weaknesses of contemporary thought is to be found in a 

lecture given to the Federation of the Association of 

Christian Students in December 1930 and entitled Remarques 

I sur 11irreligion contemporaine (reproduced in Etre et Avoir). 

In it he examines the nature and sources of contemporary 

disbelief and the validity of the, claim that the religious 

question is "pe"rimed'. This claim, he finds, is made by 

three different schools of thought - Rationalism, the 

"philosophy of technique" and the "philosophy of life',. 

Rationalism rejects, religion and the religious viewpoint 

by virtue of the 18th century Enlightenment doctrine or 

doctrine of rational progress to which it remains viedded. 

Nowq a critical examination of this doctrine reveals its 

limitations and defects. In the first place, it reposes on 

a radical misunderstanding of religious values. it 

conceives the history of humanity on analogy with the 
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development of the individual from ebilcUiood to maturity and 

I 

it associatess religion with what it considers the i=aturity 

and ignorance of the child-mind. The Rationalist critique 

-of r. eligion rests on the arbitrary assertion that the 

spontaneous and non-reflective beliefs of the child-mind 

possess no value as Imowledge, but derive from the incapacity 

of a reason not yet developed; and that religious belief in 

the adult is, as it were, a survival from this immature, 

childish phase of mental development. But this assumption 

is quite arbitrary. "Il sera toujours permis, " writes 

lvlarcelg ! Ide se demander slil n, lexiste pas des valeurs liees 

a lienfance. 11 (E. A. p. 263. ) 'Contemporary literature, as 

represented by Pe"guy and Gide, for example, and ev'en more 

contemporary psychology have indeed rehabilitated childhood 

and the child-mentality. 

To those familiar with 18th century philosophy it is 

obvious that the total misunderstanding of the religious 

mentality apparent in Voltairets Essai sur les kloeurs, in 

D'Alembertts Discours pre'liminaire de 1'Encyclopedie or in 

Condorcetts Esouisse d1un tableau historique des progresde 

lles2rit humain is due to an interpretation of belief in 

terms of "nork-value! '. Reducing the mind to one homogeneous 

reason, with analysis as its mode of operationg they are 

inevitably led to equate belief with ignorance; to consider 

all immediate non-reflective products of thought as having a 0 

purely negative character, as springing from a mere "absence 

of reasoVI. That such an interpretation is quite inadequate 

-, -- -1--- C -,, 
ý, 
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even they, and particularly DtHolbach, surmised at times, 

when, confronted by t1ae constant recurrence thrpughout 

history of similar beliefs, they found difficulty in 

accountinýý- for such universality in terms of a purely negative 

interpretation. It is precisely the role of Lelvy-Brahl in 

particular, among contemporary psychologists and sociologists, 

to have rehabilitated belief as a positive value and, by 

demonstrating the heterogeneity, of mind, to have rehabilitated 

the primitive mentality, preserved intact in the child and in 

the adult believer, as a positive mode of knowledge with its 

own logic of participation. In short, Rationalism fails 

entirely to account for the values of the religious as of the 

child mentality, not to mention all the values of''art and 

life which have a like source in the immediacy of feeling. 

In the second place, says Marcel, Rationalism is thb 

creature and victim of pride. Curiously enough, Rationalism 

claims to have destroyed the anthropocentrism of Medieval 

times. In fact this is untrue: if for I-Jedieval thinkers, 

such as Saint Bonaventura, man appeared the centre of the 

universe, it was solely in so far as he was the imaGe of God: 

11en sorte que cet anthropo'centrisme dont on sourit nlest en 

re'alite qutun, th4ocentrisme applique". " (Ibid. j p. 267. ) It 

is, on the contrary, Rationalism itself which has succumbed 

to the 'sin of pride and the error of anthropocentrism; for 

it promotes the human reason to the rank of ultimate reality 

under the title of "Thought" or "Spirit". Marcel is here 

echoing blaritain's attack'on Rationalism which, by I'making 
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the human reason and its ideological content the measure of 

what. is", represents the "extreme of madness (1). 11 Thus, 

in the contemporary Idealism of Brunschviog, mind*is made 

identical with God, but a God deprived of all the qualities 

Which give meaning to the term: that is to the immanent God 

of Absolute Idealism (2). 

Finally, with its depreciation of "matter" and sense- 

experience Rationalism turns its back upon the, contingent 

and the concrete: "Clest qulil est en. rdalitý complItement 

desarme en face de 11histoire - d1une histoire reelle quel- II 
A 

conque, fUt-ce simplement une destinee individuelle. 11 

p. 269. ) And by this elimination of Time, matter and sense 

it finds no place for tragedy: "Taut sentiment du tragique 

lui fait defaut, et aussi, ajouterai-je, et clest capitýal, 

tout'sens du charnel. " (Ibid. ) -The depreciation of I'matteV19 

not in the crudely materialistic sense of the Marxists, but 

in the Christian sense of the "body" and the "flesh", is 

indeed the most important defect of, Idealism. - It has its 

source, curiously enough, in Descartes arid in What Maritain 

calls his "peche flis* d1ange me" Forg whatever importance the V 

Cartesian concept of matter may have for modern science, the 

divorce of mind and matter, whereby the one becomes 

(1) Three Reformers, Engl., ed., London, Sheed and Ward, 1936, 
P. 85. 
(2) Cf. Marcel's reply to Le Roy's definition of God as the 
necessary explanation of the sufficient condition of truth: 
"Un Dieu... en deýý de l1existence, qui nlest personne et pour 
qui nous ne sommes point, ce nlest a mes yeux quIune fiction 
abstraite et sans vertu. 11 (Bulletin do la Soci&ý Francaise !, 
de Philosophie, 1928, p. 

185. 
) 1 

- --. 
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indifferent to the other, is a gross distortion of the 

Christian concept (1). In the Christian doctrine, Saint, 

Augustine included, matter and mind are conjoined; rather 

than possessing a separate. metaphysical reality, matter 

serves to define those activities centred in ca: bnal desire 

and concupiscence which blarcel calls the activities of 

"Havingý'. Vlith matter divorced from mind, the flesh, sin 

and evil cease to retain the spiritual significance vfnich 

they had. in-Christian theology. Moreover, it was a natural 

step for later Idealists to eliminate matter altogether from 

such a dualism. Thus Marcel sees cause for regret in the 

Cartesian dualism, in what Vrhitehead has stigmatised as the 

"bi-fureation of natureLL and Whichl in the opinion of both, 

has had lamentable consequences for metaphysics and religion. 

Idealisms says Marcel, has established itself in the 

contemporary world largely through its association with the 

development of technique in the applied sciences. A techniqueý' 

may be defined as "any discipline tending to assure man's 

mastery over a specified object". (Ibid., p. 271. ) It is 

aimed, as we have already'seen, -at securing possession and 

power over the real and is thereby conditional on the 

conversion of the real into an "object": "Un objet est 

d1autant plus objet, il est, si-je puis dire, d1autant plus 

"Je crois pour ma part quo la substitution du concept (1) 
/ cartesien do matiere ý la notion confuse et riche de la chair 

qui est implique"e dans toute. philosophie chr4tienne consýETI: Eu-e 
tout autre chose qu'un prdGres au point do vue metaphysique. 11 
(E. A. pp. 269-70. ) 

- 

-t 
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expose qulil sert de matie"re ý des techniques plus noiabreuses 

et plus perfectionnees. " (Ibid. ) On the plane of technique 

Progress is a fact. Tho modern world has evolved a 

veritable "philosophie'de la technique". - Its achievements 

in construction, its machines, all represent victories of the 
II 

power-motive. The modern world hast, to employ an expression 

. he uses in Position et Approchesq become "fonctionnaliself. 

b, leanv7hile , this conquSte de techniqueW this extension 

and expansion of the activities of"Having' has had-the most 

disastrous results., The universe has lost its metaphysical 

significance and become-a mere field for exploitation. Even 1" 

the self has been made the "object" of techniques, as wit- 

nessed by the development of practical psychologyq sociology 

and psycho-analysis. Man. comes to see himself as a machine 

whose mechanism can be adjusted by an appropriate treatment: 
%A 

"a reconnaltre en soi-mane certains vices de fonctionnement 

auxquels on. doit pouvoir rele"dier par des dispositifs d1ordres 

41 varie**s, par une therapeutique individuelle ou sociale. 11 '(Ibid. j,,: i 

p. 283. ) All this has been accompanied by an acerbation of 

frustrated emotions and the resultant search for their 

satisfaction in vicious pleasures: "En fait noias voyons bien 

I` 
, que l1extraordinaire perfectionnement des techniques est lie 

a un appauvrissement maximum do la vie interieure. " (Ibid., 
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275. ) (1). 

The triumph of Objectivity at the expense of Existence 

is the central fact in the contemporary world and at the root 

of what Marcel has called elsewhere the "Carence de la 

I spiritualite". The modern world, he says in Position et 

Approches, has lost the sense of the "exigence ontologique"; 

the problem has entirely yeplaced the, mystery. And this 

frustration'of the spiritual life has led in modern times to 

various attempts to substitute for the individual spiritual 

life a corporate spiritual life by. the subjection of the 

individual to the ends of society; the origin, notably, of 

the totalitarian philosophy. These attempts are all based 

on what Marcel calls, ref erring'to the maxim of Durkheim, 

I 'the sophism of sociologists according to which there isnore, 

in the whole than in the sum of the 

A manifest sophism, for "on ne voit 

dlignares dont llideal individuel cA 

dans des danc g" et vibrer '* in saa des 

parts. " (Ibid., p. 275. ) 

pas pourquoi une socidi'te" 

Dnsisterait a tre"pider 

films sentimentaux ou 
.1 .1 

policiers ne serait pas elle-meme une societe ignare". (Ibid., 

(1) This "technicisatiorV, of man, Marcel would agree, with 
M. aritain, has one of its principal sources. in Cartesian 
Dualism and the divorce it institutes between mind and body 
as dual substances, the one spirit, the other extension: the 
universe becomes a mechanism to be regulated in accordance 
with the dictates of thought. On this technicisation and 
the "morale exclusivement technologiquel vd-lich Descartes has 
bequeathed the modern world, cf. J. Maritain, Le Sonre de 
Descartes, Paris, Correa, 1932, pp. 275-81. 

Jaspers has laid similar stress on man's endavement to 
the "dominion of apparatus" whereby "the individual is merged 
in the function. He exists only as 'we'll. (Alan in the 
Modern Age, p. 48. ) 
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pp. 275-6. ) Such attempts must all fail, in view of their 

starti-riG-point. Thore exists at present only one society, 

or rather corxnunity, which is properly a spiritual commimi ty; 

1% that is the Church "ou les etres sans stagglome"rer 

mecaniquement forment au contraire un tout qui les depassel. 

(Ibid. 9 p. 276. ) And for only one reason, that this 

community is founded on the spirituality of each individual 

member and that all are bound as by a common spiritual bond (1). 

What then is the nature of this essential spirituality? 

It is the very contrary of a technique. The subject 

participates and is one with the reality enveloping him. 

He seeks no hold upon it, for such a relationship is the 

contrary of a "prise". "La religion ... fonde en 6ffet un 

ordre ou" le sujet se- trouve mis en presence de quelque chose 

sur quoi toute prise lui est precisement refusee. 11 (Ibid. 9 

p. 277. ) Spirituality is in fact a mode not of "apprehen- 

sion!, but of "contemplation". 

Contemplation has lost'its meaninG in the modern world. 

For this many factors are responsible: the exaltation of 

the practical and moral virtues; above all the Idealism of 

Kant, with its- view of luioviledge as a formal construction, 

limited to the phenomena which the mind orders by the 

(1 "What frees us from solitude is not the world, but tho 
seý-rhood which enters into ties with others. Interlin). caGe 
of self-existent persons constitutes the invisible reality of 
the essential.,, (K. Jaspers, Llan in the Modern Age, p. 222. ) 
Cf. also Berdyaev's distinction between society and community 
in his Solitude and Societ , transl. by G. Reavey, New York, 
Scribner and London, GeofFrey Bles, 1938. 

�.. 
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application of the forms of the Sensibility and the categories 

of the UnderstandinG to s ense- experience, has discredited the 

Realism vAiich allows for an immediate prehension of Being in 

an act of corrtemplation: 

Je pense qulici le moralisme sous toutes ses 
formesq avec la croyance a la valeur presque 
exclusive des oeuvres, a certainement 

. contribue dans une large mesure, a jeter le 
discredit sur les vertus contemplatives; et 
de plus le kantisme, en introduisant llid4e 
d1une activite' constructive co=e principe 

-formel de- la connaissance, a certainement 
tendu - exactement dans le mýme sens - la 
leur de"nier toute realit6 positive, ne fiat-ce 
que par la separation radicale qulil 
instituait entre raison theorique et raison 
pratique. (Tbid., p. 278. ) 

Contemplation, and therefore spirituality are possible only 

in a philosophical Realism. The chief instrument in the 

decadence of spirituality in mbdern times is the subjectivism 

which Kant has left as a heritage: "Je crois hors ýe doute 

que si*le subjectivisme pur devait etre conside"r'e' comme une, 

acquisition definitive de llesprit moderneg la question 
A 

religieuse devrait etre regarde"e comme perimee. (Ibid., P-279. ) 

The retUrn to Realism is the condition of the revival 

of spirituality and religious belief. There is no 

spirituality possible unless we admit a direct contact of the 

mind with reality; faith, prayer, adoration are rendered 

meaningless in an Idealism''which denies the mind access to the 

noumenon; or in a Subjectivism, or doctrine of "practical 

reasov, which explains them as mere "attitudes" of the will: 

-011je pense donc*que clest simplement al-condition'de slappuyer 
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sur des postulats gratuits quion peut etre amene a traiter 

lladoration par exemple comme pure attitude sans adherence 

a une reralite" quelconque. 11 (Ibid., p. 280. ) 

-Uality is bound up with a mode of contemplation pirit 

or, as he calls it more often, "participation" whose 

operation depends, like that of-the Phenomenologistst on a 

preliminary ascesis aimed at the "vision of essences": 

Nous avons peut-etre perdu contact avec 
-cette v&itiý folidamentale que la connaissance :I 
implique une ascese pre"alable - clest-&-dire 
au fond une purification - et pour tout dire 
quIelle ne se livre &ýns sa plirnitude qulý 
celui qui sten est Prealablement rendu digne. 

(Ibid. t p. 231. ) 

Spirituality is the difficult conquest of a mind which sets 

itself to transcend Objectivity and the temptationto convert 

itself into a technique, and which finds its reward in the 

"Si la realite enveloppee receipt of a veritable "grace": 

dans l1adoration exclut-toute-prise possible du sujet, 
6 

inversement celui-ci nous apparait en fait'saisi par une 

election incomprehensible qui emane precisement du treýfonds 

mysterieux de lletre. 11 (Ibid., p. 283. ) 

There is a third, viewpoint inimical to religious belief 

that Of the "philosophy of lif el of which Nietzsche is the 

foremost representative. Certainly modern Vitalism is a 

philosophy of the-concrete; it gives full value to immediacy, 

to the sentiment of life - I'de ma propre vie, - as it is 

present in the experience of the individual. * But it ends 

up more. ofpen than not in a hypostatisation of life; the 

cmerete experience being transformed into an abstract notion, 
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as in the Elan vital of Bergson: ... elle cessera, de 

conside'rer la vie comme henomene ou comme ensemble de p 

. phenomenes bioloSiques observables, pour y voir une sorte 

d'elan ou de courant spirituel. Mais du coup elle perd 

s6n as'siette expe"rimental6.. " (ibid., p. . 287. ) 

Ilhere however it does endeavour to remain. within the 

limits of concrete experience it involves an error 

catastrophic in its spiritual consequences. This error 

dominates a major part of contemporary literature, 'and may 

be expressed in the, proposition: "Je coincide avec ma vie; 

je suis ma vie.,, '(Ibid. p. 288. 'It is at the root' of 

Gidels type of "sincerit-y, his rýfusal to "dominatdl his 

instincts and immediate impulses. The self for him, alI etat 

pur is pure spontaneitY; it is wholly. imm anent in time. 

His ideal of total I'sinceri V, implies the destruction of all 

restraints upon'the*immediate, impulses; for-the acceptance 

of moral restrictions involves continuity, a continuity wh: LCh. 

sets deceit at the very heart of life and pure personality. 

In Gide's view, only the present has value; past and future 

are without status. Ethical principles, on the contrary, 

have significance only for a self which, albeit subject to 

temporal contingency, yet contains within it a-certain 

permanence. An ethical philosophy, such as ?.. Tarr! rsl Is, must 

for that reason accord value and a cortai"a 'ko past 

and future, even although they are made "real" only in 

present experience. Gide's Ilethid' marks an-attempt to 

- -. -.. ----- r- t. '-i-' 
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preserve in its purity the temporal discontinuity of the 

self and, to this end, to shake off the yoke of the past. 

An ideal which would render impossible all faith and fidelity, 

in short Ontology itself: "Secuuer ce joug du passe, clest 

uniquement en fait se livrer a Ilinstant, clest slinterdire 

sous une. forme quelconque tout engagement, tout voeu quel 

qutil soit. 11 (Ibid., p. 289. ) Gide's philosophy may rightly 

be termed, to employ Marcel's expressiong an "instantaneisme". 1 

At its root'is Immanenceq a "realisme du temps" which 

identifies the self with. the'succession of its'states with 

its "life". 

"Against such a philosophy Marcel reacts most strongly 

by a distinction between my 11 lif ell and my 11 self 1 11 ... il nty 

a de salut et pour llintelliE; ence*et pour llke'qulý 

condition de distinguer entre mon 6tre et ma vie.,, (Ibid., 

P. 291. ) This means first of all that the self transcends 

its. partial'realisations in contingent temporal experience. 

It constitutes an eternal essence which finds in Time only a 

means of realisation: 

Dire mon etre ne se confond pas avec ma vie, 
clest dire essentiellement deux choses. 1ja 
premiere, clest que, puisque je ne suis pas 
ma v; e, - clest donc quo ma vie mla E(t6 
-donnee, que je suis en un certain sons peut- 
6tre humainement impendtrable, antdrieur h e en I elle, que je suis avant de vivre. (Ibid. ) 

Secondly, it implies a tragic ethic; for if the self 

transcends its life, life, or more properly Existence, entails 

a ceaseless struggle to realisei over and beyond the dis- 

continuity of temporal experience, the essential transcendent 
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I self. - Lif e is not acceptance of time nor of our discon- 

ýtinuity, but an arduous transcending of time: 

La seconde, clest que mon Stre est quelque N chose qui est menacddas le moMent ou je 
- vis, et ciulil slagit de sauver, que mon 

Stre est un enjeu, et que peut-8tre le 
sens de la vie'est la; et de ce second 
point de vue je suis non pas en dega mais 

dl r tre 
. au delb, de ma v; e. Il nly pas au 41 

faconAlinterpreter 11, epreuve humaine, et 
jej*ne vois pas ce que'notre existence peut 
etre si elle nlest pas une 4preuve. 

(Ibid., pp. 291-2. ) 

We see therefore how Gide*1s ethics, by its failure to 

recognise a transcendent self, deprives both past and future 

of significance and accords value to the present alone. To 

live in-time becomes the end of the moral life; and its sole 

accents are those of an exaggerated. hedonism. For Marcel, 

time and the present instant are but means to a greater end, 

to the realisation of a transcendent self -which serves both 

as a formal ana a final Cause; a present instant whose value 

depends upon its power to make actual, in a timeless 

simultaneous moment, both past and future. 

In conclusion, we may say that the "philosophy of lifelý 

in general remains wedded to a pure subjectivism and 

naturalism. Much of contemporary thought and literature is 

vitiated by the repudiation of the-Transcendent and Eternal 

Order. 

In another lecture given to the same audience in 

February 1934 Marcel analyses more fully the factors of 

religious disbelief. The unbeliever, he states, quoting Max 

I 

I iS 
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Scheler's Homme du ressentiment, affirms that all valid 

values are universal and refuses to subscribe to the 

Irsubjectivell values of religious experience. He fails to 

see that his refusal to accept religion is equally subjective. 

In all matters of belief and disbelief there are no 

"universal" values. There is no such thing-as a religious 

11scepticisdI. It would-only be possible if the believer 

could put himself in the place of the unbeliever and 

inversely; but it is precisely the character of belief (or 

unbelief) to, be incomrminicable, springing as it does from the 

individual, personality: 11 ... dans des situations qui engagent 

le'tout de la personne, ' ceci nlest plus possible; personne 

ne peut se mettre aý ma place., "(Ibid., P. 308. ) The refusal 

to believe is therefore itself a'bel ief no less subjective; 

and religious disbelief has itself no adequate rational 

grounds. Faith is a 'If act" and even the disbeliever may 

come to experience it. - Too often in our day disbelief is 

simply -a result of "inattention! '. 

The contemporary world presents, however. 'another 

phenomenon - the refusal to believe par principe, by virtue 

of what Marcel calls a "heroisme a outrancell., Such is the 

attitude of M. Andre** Malraux and other disciples of Nietzsche. 

But hereq says Ilarcel, we are no longer in the realm of values i 

at all. This attitude'is a mere exaltation, or emotional 

state refractory'to any evaluation or judgment, for it 

contains within itself nothing which may serve to distinguish 

it from other exaltations, -erotic, aesthetic, etc. 
00-00- 
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In a more recent phenomenological study, Marcel has 

analysed the nature of faith and belief in its relations with 

mere "opinion (l). 11 This study has the added value of being 

conducted on a personal plane and one of most scrupulous 

sincerity. Marcel has seen, indeed, that the problem of 

bel ief and unbelief does not concern the Christian as member 

of a body of believers opposed to'a body of unbelievers. In 

strict fact, the conflict of belief and unbelief is set in 

the Christian himself. What this essay studies the heart of 
- 

is the 11symbiose- de la croyance et de ltincroya4ce au sein 1I 

d1une mehe ame. Slil ya un devoir pour le croyantq clest 

de prendre conscience de tout ce qulil ya en lui de non- 
f 

croyant. 11 (R. I. P. 159. ) A problem which he believes he can 

tackle because 11je suis venu tard 'a la foi catholique; par 

mes affections les plus proches je deheure engage en quelque 

maniere parmi les incroyants; je suis \a meme. de 6omprendre 

mieux que d1autres leurs difficultes. " (Ibid., *p. 158. ) 

A certain"duality" is intrinsic-to the Christian's 

experience. He is liable at certain moments'to see his faith 

lose its immediate, compelling-power and degenerate into an 

11opinion". Bet*v., een these two , belief and opinion, reigns a 

chasm. -Their nature is wholly different. Opinion, says 

, 11arcel proceeding to analyse its "structure", fluctuates 

between two limits: on the one hand an impression, on the 

other an affirmation. Its root is a certain 11sembleV1, an 

(1) De 110pinion a la Foi in Du Refus a*' l'Invocation. * 

- 
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appearance of fact which is transformed into. a llclaiiWl: 

... une-opinicn est d1une fac / 
., 
on generale 

un. sembler qui tend a se nger en un 
ýe; cela, ajouterai-je aussit0t, 

& la favelir atune irreflexion. (Ibid., p. 162. ) 

Its first moment is experience, a certain residue of "fact", 

which becomes an opinion in favour of whose truth a claim is 

made in face of others, and that by virtue of an irrational 

-presumption: 

Admettons- qu ejI aie fait deux ou t3oi s. 
constat&tions dont chacune prise separement 
serait. dlailleurs san doute sujette a 

-C eme pas que jI en ai caution; ne , 
Usons in" 

.1 tire' une'inference; tout stest passe au 
-fond sur le plan affectif, le plan de 
11impression; et clest a ce moment que le 
"chango' a eu lieu, que j'ai converti 
11impression en opinion. (Ibid., p. 163. ) 

The opinion'thus evolved has this further. characteristic that 
I 

the claim put forward on its behalf is-I'depersonalised". it 

is advanced in terms of an , on dit" tout- le monde dit" 

k1tout le monde saiV, , or even I'mon* journal affirmd. And 

the very depersonalised nature*of the affirmation betrays- 

the motive behind the affirmation, namely some-aversion, 

hatred or desire. An opiniong therefore, has its basis in 

some appearance of fact which is erected into a depersondlised 

affirmation, put, fonvard as a Ceneralised claim, a "revendica- 

tion ide'ald, by virtue of an irrational choice. Fortified 

, 
by later '. 'facts! ' and "arguments" carefully chosen, it takes 

on all the appearance-of a llconvictioia! '. 

Marcel now proceeds to, apply these findings to the case 

of atheism. He asserts that the latter belongs strictly to 

the realm of, opinion or at least "conviction". He! f inds 
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therein, as in all opinionso an"apport empirique! ' and a 

"revendication ideale", and,, proceeds to scrutinise their 

validity. - 

As for the first, the element of experience is both 

negative and positive. On the one, hand, the atheist 

declares, he has no experience of God; on the other, that he 

has experienced facts, notably the f act of evil, which 

preclude the existence of God.. But, in both cases he is - 

relying On an"idea of God"; in the first case he is putting 

himself outside of experience to pass judgment on this 

experience; in the second he is attempting to put himself 

in the place of-God to explain how God has created or must 

create. From which it may be concluded that "opinion! ' is 

linked with a "non-participation! ': 

'engagement et llopinion,, slexcluent ;; "diproquement. Ceci entraine cette 
consi(quence md! taphysique que je n1ai d1opinion P 
sur 11univers que dans la mesure ou je me 
d If I egagg en r"lite de lui. (Ibid., P. 170. ) 

As for the second element of'atheism, its "revendication 

ide', 
ýel 

proceeds from an act of irrational will. Marcel 

here quotes Alaritain: "Dieu, ecrit J. IMaritain (Le Sens de 

l'Atheisme marxiste in Esprit - octob3ýe 1935), est absolument 

rejete" en, principe, et en vertu d1un dogmatisme mettaphySique 

absolu... et cela au nom de la collectivite sociale, de 11homme 

collectif ou collectivise".. . Llideal social communiste 
"S apparait comme 'la conclusion d1un. athelisme originel pose" en 

pr3ncipe. II (Aid. ) Erected thus into a principle, atheism 
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Pecomes a conviction. 

It might here be asked: is this not simply "faith"? 

Marcel denies it; *and attempts to define the difference. 

A -co. nviction is turned towards the past: it is. simply 

an opinion, a generalised principle, itself chosen in virtue 

of some desire or aversion to which the subject has ýssigned 

a definitive character. 
- 

It is a "judgment which posits the 

immiitability of. its object", it, involves "the pretension to 

arrest time".. (Ibid., p. 172. ) 

At its*root can only be an irrational decision, and it 

itzelf is, in every sense of the term, a "pretension!,. Fort 

in affirming his conviction, the affirmer-is saying either 

that he has foreseen all the objections, which is manifestly 

absurd, or he is saying: whatever should happen, I will stick 

. 
to my conviction. And it is the latter, a gratuitous 

decision, which is its ground: 

Ces reflexions, nous conduisent' a penser que 
114pposition de 11indice definitif ou 
inebranlable "'a 11(ýnonce d-f-u--neconviction 
irap1iq-u--e-Touj ours une pretention au fond 
de laquelle se discerne soit une illusion 
actuelle, soit un consentement au mensonge 
interieur. (Ibid. $ pp. 174-5. ) 

If now we turn to belief (croyance) and faith; does it 

not seem that they are condemned to relativism if, as opposed 

to mere opinion and conviction, they are defined as subject F. 

to growth? Not if we recall that this growth and "change! ' to 

which they aýe subject is something quite different from 

fluctuation, that it is a type of prophetic visiong a 

f i, nality and intentionality. It is, in Bergsonts 
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terminology, the "ouvert, (as opposed to the "clos"). 

It is in this feature that we have the inner nature of 

belief. Belief is something other than "believing that" 

(which is mere opinion): it is "believing in! '. Belief, is 

essentially "faire cre'(dit &";. -it is "engagement'. It may 

be said that*conviction too-bears on sometlling-beyond'the 

self: but it involves no engagement, no'fidelity promised 

and no promise given: 

Certes, la conviction portait, elle au ' si, 
sur quelque chose qui ait exterieur a moi; 
mais elle nlimpliquait de ma part aucun 
engagement vis-a-vis de cet X. Ma 
conviction portait sur X; je Tas qi; ais ma 
position I& propos de X; je ne me liais pas 
envers X. (Ibid., p. ý76-),. 

Hereq then-, is the essence of belief and its'ground: 

not in any gratuitous decision, but in the engagement which 

the transcendent imposes and requires. Moreover, belief 

must bear and can only bear on "une refalite' soit personnelle, 

soit supra-personnelle". For it. is'fidelityp confidence in 

and troth plighted to:, "on ne peut avoir confiance quIen un 

Itoit, quIen une realite, susceptible de faire fonction de 

Itoil, dI etre invoque"e, de-devenir un recours. " (Ibid., p. 177. )! '. 
That -is why faith in It science" , etc. , is meaningless. We 

can only have faith in 'scientists", that is as persons, and 

such faith enters into the'normal categories of fidelity. 

Belief. then, has its ground in this "engagement" which 

involves a "prise de 116tre sur nous". Its ultimate* limit 

is faith, Ill fassurance'invincible fondefe sur l'Etre m6me". 

- --� - 
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As such, all belief is, in some form or another, love, and 

so "unconditional", in the sense that it cannot lay down 

conditions; it cannot be a "pretensiow, 

Coýcluding, Mlarcel comes back to his origiAal statement 

that, within the heart of the-Christian himself, faith 

conflicts with opinion. The 11vulnerability of. faith is 

linked with the remnant-of'opinion subsisting in it" (Ibid*, 

P. 179) the temptation of transforming love into a claim 

or a pretension. 

The Christian. must therefor. e be attentive to 'Ile poids 

mort que ltopinion vient jeter dans la balance infiniment 

delicate des operations spirituelles". '-('Ibid. p. 182. ) 

In this significant essay, Marcel not only aýalyses most 

clearly his conception of faith, but suggests a point of view 

whose importance we must increasingly stress. It is his 

belief that the Christian, and-most of all the Catholic, 

cannot and must not set himmself up in opposition to, the 

unbeliever. Hitherto Marcel has seemed to be the "adversax-j" 

of certain notions and assertions, and he will continue to 

oppose the errors of his time and to affirm his Ohristian 

convictions. 'But yet the character of this criticism changes 

, perceptibly in his later works. Marcel, as in this essay, 

sees that the Christian cannot divorce himself from his 

fellows, that, Christian as he is he participates in a common 

"human reality" that the Christian is one who has more 

clearlY and thoroughly reflected on this reality, not one who 

claims to have discovered'another.. He therefore must 

a 
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transcend the "order of for and against", as tragedy does; 

if only because Christianity is the supreme tragic religious 

consciousness. 

This vievrpoint proceeds partly from a more clearly 

conceiYed existentialist comprehension,.. but especially from 

a deeper intuition of what Christianity. means. 

The Christian is a, man amongst men; as a man he 

participates in human reality; saved and enlightened he may 

be, but he cannot divorce himself from the evil which he 

shares with his f ellow-men. If he knows f aith . he also 

knows the unbelief, different in tiuality and-significancel 

yet still the unbelief of, the unbeliever. So too, he cannot 

shut himself off from all, 'responsibility in the eVil of the 

world. ' He. too is implicated therein. 

Marcel's whole tendency in his religious thought will be 

to interpret his Catholicism in terms of a more deeply 

construed fidelity towards his fellows, He sees the 

Christian's task as involving. a. certain assumption of 

responsibility before and towards men for the evil Tnq n 

commits. And this new responsibility leads him to reject 

more and more the method of opposition and define more 

clearly the spirit of Christian charity as the unifying and 

transforming power wielded by the bearer of God's witness 

before and among men. For it is in the principle of 

"attestatiod' that the Christian's role and specific power 

are siimmed up. 

-4 

-- 
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.. In all the philosophies current in the contemporary 

world which repudiate religion and the transcendent Eternal 

Order there is no place for the "temoiV', for the man who 

"testifies! '. Alienated from Being, delivered over to the 

resources of his contingent finite self, he recognises no 

spiritual principle, nothing to which he may devote himself; 

and without devotion the. soul is a pure "neant". 
. 

Devotion 

or "attestationll of the spiritual. principle is, the very 

essence of spirituality; faith itself being an "attestation 

/tuee perpe 

Marcel's adherence to the Catholic dogma-has its source 

in this doe-brine of "attestationP. He sees in the Church 

and its dogma what he has called- a 11 thesaurus7l 9a spiritual 

tradition perpetuated by a long succession of, "witnesses" 

throughout the contingencies of history. This act Of 

attestation to Church and Christian tradition seems to him 

the essence of orthodoxy as opposed to mere "conformisme"; 

it appears to him no less binding upon the believer than* 

patriotism and love of country upon the citizen. Indeed, 

t 

to accept, to endure and to perpetuate the various spiritual 

realities revealed in time is the moral task of man. On the 

other hand, Marcel is no conformist. Religion is valid only 

in so far as it is lived. And religious formulas, as 

(1) Cf. Le Te*'moigna5e comme localisation. de l1existentiel. 
Nouvelle Revue 'Th6ologique, Plarch - April, 1946. Tni: s-F-es s ay 
appears in English together with others. (Position et Aýproches 
concretes du lvlystere ontoloýique; 1'ExisýE-ence et la libert6 
-ftumai-ne se7 on Jean-Paul Sartre; RefSard en arriýLre) in a, 
volume jusý published (The Phil-nsop of Existence, transl. by 
Manya Harari, London, RaVill Press, 46). 

- : '.., 
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distinct from dogmas, must be brought into harmony with 

intuitions. This supposes a constant labour of criticism 

and revision. He does not believe, like Ularitain, that the 

Thomistic formulas are valid for to-day; indeed, he declares 

that the primary duty confronting religion to-day is to 

reconstitute the Christian truth. For Christianity is not 

a"sublime philosophy, but living Truth: "Clest sur le 

terrain de la, Ve"rite" dlabord que le combat'religieux doit 

Otre poursuivi; clest*sur ce terrain seul quvil sera Sagnel 

ou perdu.,, (E. A. -p, 295. ) 
1 

-0-0-0-0- 

To understand in what consists this "reconstitution! ' of Ito 

the Christian truth, we must consider some important and* 

recent essays, all of them phenomenological and descriptive. 
II 

'The first is the Mýditation sur idee de. p euve de 

l1existence de Dieu in Du Refus a ltInvocation. The process 

of "provinol, - and Marcel is here concerned with the 

persuasion of the non-believer - he there declares, is 

intentional: ' proving is"proving to". It involves a union 

of one mind vvith the other in such a, way as to act upon the 

latter's. "field of apperceptiox2l. It is assumed that one 

field of apperception is in some sense wider than that of the 

otherl and bersuasion is the participation of the two fields 

in such. a way that the zone of obscurity marginal to the 
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narrower-field is "enlightened" by the content of the wider: 

On pourrait dire, il-me semble, q4lil slagit 
pour moi dlobtenir de lui, clest-. 7a-dire en 
realite de son attention, qulil concentre 
sur ce que 

., 
jlai appele son champ dlaperception 

une clarte assez intense pour ciulelle gagne 
par voisinage cette re"Sion adjacente qui pur 
moi etait dejýL lumineuse, mais pour lui etait 
encore dans llombre. (R. I. p. 227. ) - 

It. follows, then, that at the root-of all persuasion is a 

phenomenon of communion or participation: 

... une communication entre soi et autrui qui 
ne. peut sleffectuer que s , ýýr la base d1une 
certaine situation concrete... Catte 
situation concrete comporte la pre'sence 
effective ou au contraire le d6faut d1un 
koindn i, ou, si vous voulez, d1un 
vinculum, qu! est lui-m6me concret, bien 
quIen uH autre sens tout id6al. (Ibid., p. 232. ) 

Yet for this'commilnion to take place, an essential condition 

must be observed. The Christian cannot consider himself as 

set against his hearer or interlocutor, or view himself as 

the detainer of a truth which is-his own by right, Any such 

f 

claim would render impossible that unity and that 11 enlighten- 

ino, of one mind by another through that unity. It requires, 
'therefore,, the realisation on the. Christian's part of his 

position both as a recipient and as a vehicle: that his 

faith is itself a''Iresponsell to a "call" and that only by an 

art of self-effacement can he become in, his turn the instru- 

ment of a 11 call".. He cannot seek to persuade by any 
technique,, nor least of all by-any violent harrying of his 

hearer's, mind (and that excludes argument as such, for the 

production of arguments is a claim to-some body of truth 

t 

"SI.;. 5"SSS 
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opposed to a contrary body of truth deemed heretical and 

belongs to the "order of for and against"). Persuasion can 

only take the form of an' 11 attestation que Je porte ou non 

par ma vie, clest-a-dire non pas seulement ou essentiellement 

par des actes pr4cisables et de"nombrables, mais par ce que je 

degage ou rayonne pour autruill. (Ibid., p. 234. ) And that 

is essentially what is called-" charity". - 

Yet it may be asked how the Christian., confronted by the 

non-believer, can avoid adopting, or at least seeming in the 

eyes of his oppbsite to adopt, an attitude of estrangement. 

Is it not the fact that he possesses a faith which the latter 

does not? And how can mere "testifying! ' be a power of 

persuasion when his testimony, is essentially private? It is 

this that Marcel would deny. For he sees in the experience 

of the believer not a different'and contrary type of experience 

from that of the non-believer but a deeper one: faith appears 

to him the inevitable term of experience 'once it has reached 

"a certain degree of Internal concentratioxvl. 

;a preuve est un moment dans une certaine 
eristique interieure qui demeure malgre 
tout subordonnee ý la position d1un 
invariant, ou, si llon veut, d1un systeme 
de valeurs incontestees en tant que valeurs. 

I 
(Ibid., p. 231. ) 

Thus it is that persuasion is essentially an Ilenlighterment" 

of one mind by another, the penetration or infusing of an' 

obscure zone by the light emanating from a more vividly 

illuminated centre; it is the "raising of a parenthesis". 

But. even more important, the experience of the Christian 

- �-... - 
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is not wholly and simply a region of liGht: on the contrary, 

faith cohabits with a measure of unbelief in his mind. No 

doubt it is not the incredulity of the atheist, but at, least 

it is that element of non-faith which Marcel termed "opinion! '. 

So that the Christian "bears witness" in all humility within 

a unity of two experiences which, diverse in quality, are not 

diverse in kind. It is-not as a Christian with a capital C, 

some special and superior type of man, but as a man, whose 

experience is in every way a human reality that he is called 

upon and enabled to testify and to influence. . So much is 

this so, ' Marcel says, so intimate is the' participation if 

accomplished in the true spirit of charity and humility that 

the very incredulity of the non-believer can radiate upong 

confirm and strengthen the Christian! sfaith; not by procuring 

a sense of superiority but as a witness of the inner reality 

of faith: 

Je suis amene ainsi a mesurer mon inegalite 
par rapport ý cette foi dont je semblais 
dire quIelle etait mon partage, clest-a-dire 
a faire encore la part de mon incroyance au 
sein memo de ce que j'appelle ma foi. Et 
par A s1d'tablit aussit3t une communication 
entre moi et celui qui se declare tout 
simplement incroyant - communication dans 

. une lumiere devýrit6 qui est aussi une 
Ilumiere de charite; - cette communication 
peut meme aller jusqu'a une sorte d1interversion, 
non pas objective, certes - ce qui n1offrirait 
aucun sons - mais portant sur le rapport que je 
pose entre moi et l1autre; puisque je puis 
aller jusqu'a reconnaitre que llatýtre, qui se 
declare incroyant,. atteste plus veritablement, 
plus efficacement que moi qui me pretends 
croyant, cette rd'alite qui est enveloppde 
dans mon acte de foi. (Ibid., p. 234. ) 
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Marcel is not averse even to basing thereon a new version of 

the ontological argLuhent, but one which I'slexerce sur un 

Je crois clui ne -peut sI expliciter que sous la forme Je crois 

en Toi, gua. es mon recours unique'. (Ibid., p. 235. )' 

The iikportance of this statement lies in the refusal to 

establish a radical and'insuperable distinction between 

Christian and non-Christian experience, to set the Christian 

against the-non-believer, and the insistence on the true 

character of-the Christian life which is not to oppose, judge 

and condemn, but to testify to the-spiritual transcendent; 

fidelity and charity are, indeed, the two ways. of the 

-, 
Christian life. It is in the light of these convictions 

that Marcel attempts to reassess the function and ýnission of 

the Christian, and. in particular the Catholic, in the 

contemporary world. 

In his essay entitled L'Orthodoxie contre les 

Conformismes in, Du Refus "a l'Invocatibn, IvIarcel seeks to 

define the nature of orthodoxy'. ' He believes that the trans- 

formation of orthodoxy into mere "conformism! ', is disastrous 

in its consequences: not only so, but it distorts the nature 

of a properly understood orthodoxy. 

"Conformisr2l is essentially the subjection to "un certain 

mot d1ordre emanant non d1une personne, mais d1un groupe qui 

se donne comme incarnant ce qulil faut penser, 'ce*qa1il faut 

apprecier, dans un pays determine, ,a un moment precis de la 

cluree, mais en se gardant, -bien entendug de reconnaltre 
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llindice de relativite ciui affecte toute modalite"historique I, 

d6 la connaissance ou du Sou't". (R. I. p. 239. ) This means 

that, its root is always (whether it-be political or religious) 

the claim to some. closed body of truth exclusive of all other 

truth and aGainst which it has to combat. The Catholic (for 

Marcel is concerned principally with Catholic orthodoxy) is 

thus once again subjected to the abstract order of "for and 

against". The most noteworthy. example, Marcel finds at the 

time he'Writes, is the conflict between Catholics of the 

right and Catholids. of the left during the Spanish Civil war 

and which wast at bottomi the conflict of two 11 conf ormismes". 

Orthodoxy, on the contrary, is a manifestation of 

fidelityj. the obedience to the Word of God and to the Divine 

Spirit. It is therefore opposed to mere "conformism! ', as 

is Bergson's "morale ouvertell to the "morale close": 

La morale de 1'Evangile est-essentiellement 
celle de l1ame ouverte. "Llcýcte par'lequel 
11 ame slouvre a pour effet d'elargir et 
d'elever 'a la pure Apiritualite' une morale 
emp: Usonne'e et materialisee dans ses 
formules. " (Ibid., p. 244. ) 

Marcel takes over Bergson's distinction and defines orthodoxy 

as essentially "open! '. Iýot that this means that the 

believe3ý must suspend his judgment and remain in a state of 

indecision and passivity with respect to life and political, 

social or religious problems, remaining Ilen suspens en ce qui 

reFa23de les-instances dernie%res de la destine'a humainell. 

(Ibid., p. 245. ) Indeed Mlarcel recognises, as a condition 

Of true orthodoxy, a certain "discontinuity'' between faith 
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and life, allowing for a margin of freedom without which 

fidelity would cease to be a "response" and become a mere 

subjection. Thus on all political problems, such as the 

Spanish war, the Catholic is in the same case as his fellow-. 

men. His convictions must be formed in the light of a 

careful. analysis of the conditions and facts: 

Comment ne pas en conclure, si paradoxal . que 
cola puisse sembler, que si le caýholicisme est 
&výLntNtaut 2jiEence d1universalite, notre 

-devoir de- catholiques est de coEpýrendre % d'abord qulil nly a sans doute aucun sens a 
vouloir ici penser en catholiques; mais 
qulil s. la-it simpleFe-nt, en pr'd'sence, d1une 0 question qui mobilise en nous le meilleur 
et le pire, d1une part d1user autant que 
cola est possible d'un,, esprit critique 
aujourd'hui trop discredýt6, et cola bien 

f souvent_au nom d1une conception erronee et 
simpliste de 11intuition. (Ibid., p. 242. ) 

Yet this is not the'essential of his orthodoxy; the 

essential is the submission to the Word of God. That is 

his particularly Catholic and Cl=istian attitude which must 

at all times motivate and penetrate his life, actions and 

convictions. It is this which is the true llorthodoxZý'; 

the submission not to closed principles, but to the ever- 
living and vivifying spirit. And that manifests itself not 

in a spirit of aggressive denigration or violent condemnation, 

but in a spirit of charity and comprehension: the will I'de 

. ne nous departir ni envers les uns ni envers les autres de 

cette justice et de cette charite" hors desquelles il nly a 

place que pour la violence partisane". (Ibid. 9-p. 242. ) 

Ne pourrait- 
* 

on pas dire des lors que tout 
manquement a la Charite" de la. part, je ne 
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I dis pas de 11EClise, mais de ceux qui ont '' 

la mission redoutable d'agir on son nom, 
constitue uneýatteinte ý 11orthodoxie elle- 
meme, en ce senstres precis qqtun tel 
manqueraent tend a faire apparalitre aux yeux 
de l1autre ltorthodoxie comme une pr4tention, 41 1 
au lieu quIelle est un temoignage perpetud? 
quo dans cette mesure il est une trahison 
envers elle et le Christ quIelle atteste? 

(Ibid., p. 243. ) 

Herein, then,. consists the true orthodoxy - it is essentially 

retienne f ait de nous des 11testifyinG41, for "notre condition ch 

temoins, '. (Ibid.,, p. 249. ) The Christian is confronted by 

two ways of life: he may testify for Christ or against' 

Christ, by the presence or absence' of charity in him. He is 

faced by an'ultimate Yes or No. That is the fundamental and 

irreducible opposition which is within himself. Thereand' 

there alone is the problem and measure of his orthodoxy: 

between those two terms there is nothing. It is only an 

error on his part, and the gravest of all errors for the 

Christian, to seek to elude this fundamental decision by 

erecting an abstract body of fixed "opinions" and attributing 

to them. the value of an orthodoxy and seeking to make them 

the. essence and principle of the Christian life: 

Llerreur de tout conformisme est de croire 
quIon peut intercaler un moyen terme entre 
ces deux temoignages, entre ce Oui et ce , 
lion dans lesquels vient cristalliser toute 
destin6e spirituelle, hors de quoi il nly 
a place que pour les nu(ýes inconsistantes 
de 11opinion. (Ibid., p. 249. ) 

It is in a similar sýirit and towards similar conclusiohs pI 

that Iýis essay on tolerance is-conduct9d, where again the 

inquiry is on strictly phenomenological grounds. 

CL 

fl 
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Tolerance, he affirms, is intentional: "on se montre 

tole"rant par rapport *a*., ' At its root, he assures us further, 

is "the recognition not only of a fact, but of a right". 

(R. I. p. 270. ) As such, tolerance is not primitive, it is 

rather a "contre-intolerancell which implies an act, decision 

or choice-on the part of the-tolerating subject. We see 

this already in a certain form of "intolerance" wherej for 

example, the father of a family says he will not tolerate 

certain expressions being held before his children. Here, 

the "intolerance" does, not condemn the expression in question 

as such, or in all cases, but in a specific. case, in the 

interest of some person or persons: it is the expression of 

an obligation ass=ed. I'Le refus de tole'rer se'justifie 

done par une obligation de sauvegarde. " (Ibid., p. 272. ) 

If vie take tolerance itself, in--its essential nature, 

we find the same factor of responsibility assumed with respect 

to others. This is sufficient to dXClude from tolerance as 

an ethical category what normally passes for tolerance but 

ivhbLt,. is mere indifference or scepticism with regard to 

opinions. Such tolerance is only possible to-a self v&ich 

treats others as indifferent and abdicates all "interest's in 

the Kierkegaardian sense, in their persons. 

On the contrary., the essential moral tolerance exhibits 

the above-mentioned sense of obligation with respect to others. 

Here, the self treats the other as a person and respects his 

opinions as the expression of his personality:, 

- 
-. -I 
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Pour autant que je tiens a mon opinion, que 
ilai conscience dly tenir, il peut se faire 

a condition que j1imagine fortement l1autre 
et le lien qui l'unit a son opinion - que je 
me mette assez a la*place de cet autre pour 
concevoir cette opinion comme respectable en 
raison meme de 11intense conviction avec 
laquelle il y adhere. (Ibid. $ p. 274. ) 

And he does so because he recognises an obligation towards 

this-personality: 

Des lorsune crpyance etrangere a la mienne 
m1apparaitra comme dtant 

*' 
elle aussi 

l1expression - mais differente - d1une autre 
realit4 personnelle qui doit 6tre elle aussi 
sauve 

' gardee. Toute tentative personnaliste, 
au sens large, pour fonder, pour legitimer la 
tolerance, slappuiera, me semble-t-il, *sur 
cette postulation. (Ibid., p. 275. ), 

The question then arises, for religious tolerance in 

'. particulart as to how much tolerance. of probabiy heretical 

unbelief can be juS'tified without leading to a form of 

scepticism and passive acquiescence in error: 

Alais la question fondamentale qui se pose a 
nous est de sqxoir sur quel principe, on peut 
fonder une tolerance qui. soit vraiment une 
contre-intolerance et qui cependant ne soit 
pas lle3Tression ou le temoignage d1un 
scepticisme complet, mais au contraire la 
vivante incarnation de la foi. (Ibid., p. 277. ) 

It is solved for the Christian as soon as he recalls his 

specifically Christian condition: - "La fin que se propose 

le croyaný orthodoxe, ou qulil es*t censel se proposer, est 
I le service de Dieu, de la volonte divine. " (Ibid., p. 279. ) 

His situation is one of "transcendence"; he'is there to 

"respond" to the , call, ' of the Divine willl and by his 

testifying to transmit*to other6 this ebal. He stands 
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within a "triadid, relation: he is a 11mediatoV1. But, he 

can only succeed in his task by love and humility, by 

testifyin- in such a way as to show that 11dans tout cela je 
0 

suis instrument, je ne suis absolument pas causeq rien ne 

la volonte de vient de moi, je me maintiens-par rapport a 

Dieu. dans la condition d1humilite absolue qui sauvegarde sa 

transcendance". (Ibid., p. -281. )' To act and speak'with the 

conviction that he is doing so. on his own behalf and in 

favour of an exclusive truth to be imposed by forceful means 

is to destroy the aim and hope of. his testimony by imposing 

"une image execrable du Dieu dont je dis etre llinterprete". 

(Ibid. ) 

Such is the "essential", Christian tolerance: it is 

equally removed from scepticism and. from intolerance; for 

the Christian without abdicating his faith can yet, by the 

conviction that this faith is, not his in the sense of a 
I 

weapon to be levelled against his fellows, but the vehicle 

of a transcendent spiritual presence, respect, modifyq and 

enlighten their opinion'in the spirit of love, charity and 

grace. 

Yet, Marcel recognises that this "essential" tolerance 

is limited when vie pass to the political and social sphere. 

Here it is'the tolerance of the father of a family which must 

operateg for "toute conside"ration de transeendance'est'ici 

I eýcclue par def initior2l The leader of a state would be 

cuilty of abdicating his obligation to the comminity. were he 

� . �.. ". � S.. S .5 
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not to 'Impose certain restrictions on its. members. Yet, on 

the other hand, a system of intolerance is equally to be 

rejected in this field. Those who support it are wont to 

make an analoGy between the doctor dealing with an epidemic. 

and the state confronted by the spread of revolutionary ideas. 

But, in his view, such an analogy and the "remedy' proposed 

are quite false and are an unwarranted confusion between the 

social and the biological: 

En principe, il est difficile d1admettre qulil 
puisse etre legitime de traiter des 6tres ý, J 
pensants ou soi. -disant tels, meme si les fins 
quIlls poursuivent n6us paraissent entierement 
malefiques, comme des rats pesteux ou comme 
des moustiques qulil slagit d1exterminer. 

(Ibid. j p. 232. ) 

The tolerance exercised in society can only be a compromise 

and its limits cannot-be traced a priori, being dependent on 

the relative innocuousness of opinions and actions in any 

I 

given conditions. 

Undoubtedly, such tolerance is empirical and far removed :. 

from the absolute tolerance of Christian charity, but, says 

Marcel "je crois pour ma, part que le social co=e tel est le 

royaume-du decevant, et nous so=es justement ici au coeur 

du social". (Ibid. ) 

In conclusion, tolerance is a point varying between mere 

indifference and the "essential" tolerance of Christian life: 

... ce que nous mettons sous le nom de tolerance 
est en realite une cote mal taillee entre des 
dispositions psychologiques qui sle"chelonnent 
d1ailleurs elles-memesenýre la bienvei; lance, 
11indifference et le degout, un machiavelisme 
larve - et un*dynamisme spirituel dtune essence 

J r_ 
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toute differente, et ciui trouve dans la 
transcendance son point d'appui, et son 
principe moteur. (ibid., p. 283. ) 

- 

V, I It is natural that Marcel should be preoccupied with thq 

problems of Oecumenism. 
- 

He sharýs largely the views 

expressed by. Father Congar in his Principes d1un "Oecumenisine" 

CatholiSLue (1), although he would stop short, 'he declares, of* 

the "irenisme si large dont elles sont empreintes". (R. I. 

p. 268. ) Marcellas a Catholic certainly accepte'the view 

that the Catholic Church represents most fully the Christian 

faith. But he affirms'that, in their dealings with their 

fellovi-Christians, Catholics must avoid converting this 

conviction'into a "clai3V' or "pretension! ' to an exclusive 

truth with which to batter or*ýbludgeon the "heretid". His 

. conviction must only express itself in the form of a living 

testimony beyond all problems: 

... ceci revient a dire que llerreur sera 
atteinte bien plus directement par toute 
action non polOMique, mais positive, par laquelle les catholiques slefforcent, non de purifier lour doctrine, mais do 11incarner 
et de la rayonner toujours plus parfaitement. 
Il ne slaSit pas tant pour eux de proclamer: 
"Notre Eglise est 1'Eglise, elle est la 
. Pld'nitude, " que de rendre cetto ve'rite/ 
manifeste, non a leurs adversaires. - car sur 
ce plan ce mot n1a plus et nepeut avoir 
aucun sens - mais aux freres epars,, 
souffrants et partiellement aveugles 

(1) CKetiens desunis. nincipdz- dlun enismell Catholiqua, Pwis, Editions du Cerf , 
-193-7. 

Oe cum " 
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- amcqiels ils communiquent la%Viel' la 
luraic-'re qui s'e sont pq6tees a eux pour 
qulils les repandent a leur tour. (lbid., pp. 265-6. ) 

He must aim at a "comprehension aussi aigu" e que possible de 

l1autre on tant gulautr (Ibid. 9 p. 263. ) In actual factj 

wliatever opposition there is-does not exist on the plane of 

doctrine. at all, but on the plane of historical Christian 

experience, an experience which must be considered one: 
II Ainsi presentee, cette oppositiong sans k 

ý. - quIon puisse aller jusqu'a soutenir ' quIelle - 
ne signifie rien, nlest que le schema, 
fallacieux de ce qui doit etre regarde 
comme un drame int6ýrieur a la conscience 
chr6tienhe elle-meme. (Ibid., pp. 258-9. ) 

The basis for comprehension and for oecumenical action lies 

in'this fact and the implications which are contained therein. 

In a certain sense, the Catholic Church cannot-consider 

heresy as something for which it has 
: -no responsibility, for 

heresy is internal to the historical and living experience 

of the Christian Church: 

Par consequent, lorsque nous prenons position 
contre elle,, nous ne devons pas seulement 
accuser llhýretique et rejeter -la faute tout 
entiare sur son orgueil peccamineux, mais 
nous sommes aussi tenus de nous reconnaatre 
au moins partiellement responsables de 
llerreur dans laquelle il est tombe. Du 
point de vue philosophique tout au moins; ... il A 

me paralt indubitable que llhe're"sie, du point 
de vue. meme de 11EGlise, ne peut pas etre 
regardee comme une sorte de calamite externe 
quIelle n1aurait quIbL constater; 11her4sie 
lui est en quelque fagon interieure, bien 
quIen un autre sens, suprCme celui-lL, elle- 
m6me en tant quIEglise, en tant que Corps du 
Christ, en soit certainement et de toute 

. dternite indemne, et que llidee d1un peche de 
I'Eglise tel que le congoit un Berdiadff 

.1F. .1 doiveletre resolument rejetee du point de vue 
catho ique. (Ibid., p. 253. ) 

". 
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Even more, heresy may and must have its function in the 

providential govermaent of the Church: 

LIerreur, la faute mOMe a sa fonction 
mystd`ricuse dans,. lle , conomie providentielle; 
il nlest permis a aucune cr6aturej non pas, 
memo aux plus savants docteurs de la. 
traiter simplement comme 'Ice qui n1aurait 
pas da 6tre. "(Ibid., p. 267. ) 

Positively, too, it may be said that the Catholic Church 

-lacks certain values which have been realised through the 

dissident-Churches., Marcel quotes Father Congar when he says: 

'Ice que nos fr'e%res separes ont soustrait %a 1'Eglise et realise" 

en dehors de nous manque"a' notre catholicite'explicite et i 

visible. " '(Ibid., p. 266. ) "On pourra. meme penser que, dans 

la mesure ou l1existence des formes dissidentes du 

christianisme comme corps religieux tient a l1affirmation de 

certaines valeurs dont il existe chez eux une'pereeption 

particulierement aigue, ces corps religieux representent eux 

aussi des familles spirituelles qui ont leur message propre 

et en un sens leur mission. ", (Ibid., pp. 266ý7-) And he adds 

this reflection on Luther: -11ouil peut-etre que ce qulil ya 

de vrai dans l'experience religieuse lutherienne manquel non 

certes la la substance de llEglise catholiquel mais 'a 

llincarnation, a l'explicitation pleniere de ses principes 

vivants. (Ibid. I ý. 267. ) 

Nor can it "ýe denied, according to klarcel, that the 

dissident Churches are in effect Churches: 

... une: tradition, une Eglise qui compte des 
maEýs dans son sein. . .,, uI existence de ces 
martyrs suffit.. -. -E conferera, une communaute 

--S- 
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determine'e une realite clui transcende en 
quelque maniere absolument les jugements 
qulon sera en droit de porter sur la 
doctrine que ses membres professent. (Ibid., p. 253. ) 

It is in the light of this double. recognition, of the 

dissidents' place and function in the historical Christian 

experience-and of their constitution as Churches iacarnating 

in their manner (however inadequately and, for. Marcelg. 

unjustifiably) the Mystic Church, that an oecumenical 

activity-can be succ essful and legitimised: 

L'Oecumenisme veritable co=ence quand on 
admet que les autres - et pas seulement 
les individus, mais les corps eccleýsiastiques 
comme tels - ont aussi raison, bien qulils 
disent 5utre chose que nous, qulils ont aussi 
de la verite, de la saintetel, des dons de 
Dieu, bien qulils ne soient pas'de notre 
chrd'iiente'. (Ibid., p. 261. ) 

And this action must bear upon that. essential and common 

Christian experience and faith which transcends ecclesiastical 

differences: 

a 11instant precis de 11histoire ou nous 
sommes, toute collaboration entre chrAiens 

, catholiques et non-catholiques en vue d1une 
oeuvre de justice, contribue en quelque 
sorte a preparer la voie a\ cette reunion en 
elle-mehe si difficilement pensable - cela 
dans la mesure mene Ou cette collaboration 
supprime c, 3tte fatale distinct-Lon entre le. 
"nous autres" et le "vous autres", qui est 
en soi un principe d1irritation r; "ýiproque 
et de Suerre; (Ibid.; p. 266. ) 

It cannot be said that Marcel has completely overcome 

the difficulties of the Catholic philosopher. Whatever may 
be said, the acceptance of one tradition out of other 

traditions, which by their nature are all historically 

- -------. -- 00 
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justified, must in practice lead to an opposition, for it is 

the claim to institutional primacy and supremacy which is 

the cause of conflict. Lloreover, the adherence to 

Catholicism renders the way of an Existentialist philosopher 

decidedly uneasy, as we see in the'essay in question. -For' 
11arcel seems to define a Church as'being essentially a 
tradition and realisation of a temporal destiny, as distinct 

from its doctrinal affirmations. (cf. Ibid., p. 258); and, 

certainlyt no Existentialist would deny that the thinker must 

work within the conditions of his situation. But the 

sectarian is also obliged to admit the primacy of his 

doctrine and conclude the llinferioriý of other historical 

manifestations; whereas without this doctrinal adherence he 

would be free to interpret wholeheartedly the spiritual 

progress in terms of a pluralism of traditions each and all 

collaborating towards the realization of man Is spiritual 

nature. Marcel, it is obvious, is t6rn between these two 

attitudes, and he is prevented from coming down on either 

side, 

This is the dilemma of all Catholic philosophers. 
Marcel, however, does his best to overcome it by refusing to 

submit to what he calls "confessionalism! ' or catholic 
"paternalisn2l; yet he cannot avoid it when he broaches 

subjects such as the preceding. In the vxiter's vievi. - 
Marcel is leastýhappy when he speaks as a Catholic philoso'pher. 
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It must however be said that those occasions are 

extremely rare. And they are so because his religious 

thought is at bottom recalcitrant to'dogmatism and legalistic 

f orms. It is through and through ethical in character, and 

as a critic of the coirtuem. porary world he speaks not as a 

sectarian but as the exponent of a certain spiritual and 

universally Christian attitude to life. 

We find his prescription for the present-day evils of 

society in his essays devoted to the family and in his obiter 

dicta on Church and State. If he is preoýcupied principally 

with the family, it is by reason of the fact that the latter 

is the prototype of the spiritual unit or "society", to use 

Whitehead's expression, within which man's, spiritual destiny 

is realised. It is indeed only in such'units that the 

communion of selves, collaborating in the accomplishment in 

time of eternal spiritual values essential to the individual's 

self-realisation, is to be found. 

The "obliteratioi2l of the sense of the family he declares 

to be'the, most significant phenomenon of modern times. it 

is the expression of a I'decroyance", a disbelief in life 

itself and in its transcendent implications. Modern science 

has accustomed man to regard himself either as "un simple 

maillon dans une chaýne sans fix2l or as 'Ila re's'ultante de 

forces purement naturelles". (H. V. P. 130. ) From such a 

viewpoint'the family is robbed of any moral or religious 

significance; and whatever relationships it exhibits are 

- 
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chanicall objective and. purely natural. presented as me 

On the contrary, Marcel affir. msq the family is essentially 

a commiini y, and a community whose links are only definable in 

relation to a transcendent order of value, spiritual and 

sacred, giving t'hem order and significance: 

En d'autres termes, contrairement a ltillusion 
tenace quIentretient 11humanisme, il y aurait 
lieu-d'affirmer que les relations familiales, 
co=e les choses humaines en genei-al, ne 
pr4sentent par elles-memes aucune consistance, 
aucune, garantie de solidite; clest seulement, 
la ou , elles sont rd`ferdýes aýun ordre surhumain 
dont 11 ne nous est donne ici-bas de saisir 
que les indices cjulelýes revetent, un caracte're 
authentiqaement sacre. (Ibid.,, p. 131. ). 

I 
This double f actor- of transcendence and cormunion is what 

places the f araily in the "articulation of the -vital and the 

spýxitualll. (Ibid., p. 130. ) The family relationship is not 

Aerely biological. It involves "piety, which is none other 

than a "notion proprement sacrale-du reel". (Ibid., p. 139. ) 

This piety is seen most clearly in paýternity. The essence 

of'pa: ternity is lost whenever marriage is converted into a 

mere contract or converted into a mere instrument of 

procreation. On the contraryt it is fundamentally a certain 

mode of "fidelity" which Marcel terms the I'voeu createur", 

namely the assumption of a resPonsibility towards a reality 

which transcends the family and is yet only realised. in and 

through the family: 

La paternite,, nous llavons'vu,, ne se laisse 
aucunement r; ýuire a la. pr9creation, qui, 

, 
humainement parlant, peut a peine 6tre 
co. -Liside'ree comme un acte. Elle n. existe/ 
quIen fonction d1une responsabilite assumee 

1. 
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et maintenue. Llais dautre part nous 
constatons quIelle dkendre aussitOt quIelle 
se subordonne a des fins strictement 
specifides, telles quo l1assouvissement 
d1une ambition par 11intermediaire de 
l1enfant traite comme pur moyen. (Ibid., PP-159-60. ) 

Seen thus, the relationship bet-.,; een man and his partner is a 

certain communion within a common fidelity: 

11 West donc certainement pas vrai de dire, 
que la procreation est la fin du mariage. II 
Il faut bien plut8t admettre que, ý-Iune et 
l1autre forment des phases complementaires 
d1une certaine histoire que chacun de nous 
a-a vivre, et a travers laquelle il 
accomplit sa dest; n4e dletre cr4ateur. , Le 
sens de ce mot createur est ici tres precis: 
il visý la collaboration active qulil est 

, 
donnd a chaque etre libre d'apporter a 
lloeuvre'universelle qui slaccomplit dans 
notre monde et sans doute infiniment au del a. 

(Ibid., p,. 121. ) 

, 
hIarried life is. "une action de grace, une attestation 

creatrice". (Ibid. ) 

111oreover, the life of the family as a whole, once 

children are embodied in the unit, must be infused with this 

same. spirit of charity of one member to the other and this 

same consciousness of membership which is its condition. 

The family, as the prototype of all human societies must, 

then, ' if it is to fulfil its spiritual function, be the focus 

. 
of a certain irradiation of spiritual life; a certain 

11generosit611 seen in those Whollsement la vie sans calcul par 

une irradiation de la lumiere de vie qui les a eux-memes 

eclaire"s et pe"ne'tre's". (Ibid. ) Only then-can it become the 

temporal image of the "divine paternity". 

The same spirit of charity and love which should 
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manifest itself in marital relations should guide the 

relationship of parents and children, and Marcel condemns 

the e=ess of "paternalisivl , which can only arise when 

children are treated as possessions and not as partners in 

the common labour of creating destiny. -- 
Churches and States constitute similar societies; in 

that so far as they are living spiritual 'organs they are 

f ounded on bonds of commi3nion and require f rom their members 

a fidelity which is of the order of "attestatioW. But these 

raise in another form the question of authority. - In an 

interesting essay. entitled Obeissance et Fidelite"'which, for 

obvious reasons, was banned by the Vichy Regime,. Marcel 

examines what is due to those in authority in the state. 

He affirms that life itself constitutes a "service, and that 

the disappearance of the virtue of service-and consecration-, 

with its corresponding loss of the sense of hierarchy, is to 

be. deplored, and indeed he renders it largely responsible for 

France's disaster. ' But he refuses. absolutely to identify 

service and obedience. A child, he declares, may be 

extolled as "obedient", but such an epithet applied to an 

adult is merely insulting; and to demand obedient citizens, 

as the totalitarian states would have them, marks a 

-degradation of man. 

To obey has, he goes on, only orýe meaning: it is)an act 

whereby the. citizen responds to the command'of the leader. 

It is a question of function pure and simple: 'the latter's 

4. . .. 
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function is to command, the former's to obey. But precisely 
by reason of this fact,, appertaininG to the mechanism of 

0 

social and political life, the act of obedience is limited 

to certain s2ecific ends; the obligation it entails is 

limited; it does not, as Marcel puts'itq engage the whole 

person, for he maintains full liberty to approve or 

disapprove: 

La fonction du chef est de commander, la II- fonction-da sous-ordre est dlexeeuter, 
cl-est-a-dire d1ob6ir. La fonction, dis-je'-, I 
il suit de la que le devoir d1obeissance 
n: engage pas foncierement et necetsairement 
1 3'Ure de celui qui ob4it. Cette obligation 
nq porte Ve sur des actes precis qulil est 
tenu d1executer, ou dont il est tenu de I 
slabstenir, quel que soit d'ailleurs-son 
sentiment personnel ou son jugement. (H., V. P. 176. ) 

Government, then,, has no right to call for obedience except 

when it delimits the zone of application: to insist on total 

obedience brings about the slave-state, of which we have seen 

recent examples: 

Ajoutons que llobelissance ne va pas sans une 
sorte de statut, explicite ou non, precisant 
la sphere dans laquelle elle est exigible 
Plus les frontieres de cette zoyie dIappMation 
tendent, a sleffacer, plus 11obeissance risque 
de se degrader et de se confondre avec une 
servilite'g4ii4rale, dont le caractere 
avilissant doit etre non seulement reconnu, 
mais proclame. (Ibid., p. 177. ) 

This means that the citizen owes obedience to the authority 

only inasmuch as the latter exercises his clearly defined 

function. Outside that he is like any other citizen-and he 

has no claim on our obedience, although he may be the object 

of our fidelity: 

-- S- -- 
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i 
Je serais do-ac porte" a croire que 11obeissance I 
en tant que telle va au chef en t ant que chef 
clest-a-dire a la fonction - non pas au chef 
en tant qu1hon=e,,. en tant qulil, est un tel et 
non tel autre; la ou la qualite humaine du 
chef intervient, clest la fidelite qui 
apparalt. (Ibid. ) 

Fidelity is the relationship of man to man in a community: 

it'cannot conL-aand or demand: it is love, charity and, as suchs 

mutually creative: 

Cre"atrice, lorsquIelle est authentiqueg elle 
Pest au fond de toute mani6re, car elle 
possede le mysterieux pouvoir de renouveler 
non seulement celui qui la pratique, mais 
encore son objet, quelque indigne qulil ait 
pu ýtre d'elle a 11origine, comme si elle 
avait une chance - il nly a rien,, ici'de 
fatal assurement -'de le rendre a la longue I 

permeable au souffle qiýi anime 119me 
iiiterieurement consacree " (Ibid., pp. 184-5. ) 

If, then, the leader is the object of fidelity, he is so 

in the same manner as all the members of the community. In 

actual fact, fidelity as the basis of society, goes not to 

him nor to any other member but to the "oeuvre commune" V&ich 

to'gether all$ leader included, are accomplishing: 

CI est par 1ýa que la fide'lite' re., /Vele sa vraie 
nature qui est d16tre un temoignage, une 
a testation; clest par la aussi qu'une ea tthique 

qui la prend pour centre est .1 irresistiblement conduite, a se suspendre au 
plus qulhumain, a une volont4 d1inconditionalite 
qui est en nous l1exigence et la marque m8me de 
l'Absolu. (Ibid., P. 185. ) 

Marcel'thus envisages a society based on communion and 

fidelity. His vision is clearly Augustinian: the vision 

of a City of God where Christian charity is the motive force 

and the hierarchy established, as in Fenelon's Teýlemaque, ip 

the creature and creation of order and love. 

.. ".. " 
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Yet he does not move wholly on the plane of the ideal. 

His remarks on the essontial, although limited, sphere of 

obedience can be linked with his vi. ews on toleration. He 

seems to admit that the Christian charity possible in the 

field of personal relations cannot be. %fholly infused into the 

State: that there remains a place for the "functions!, of 

authority, provided these are exercised, towards specific - 

ends; and that within these functions will be confined a 

certain "intolerance", due to the fact that authority is 

-m Taii called uon to assume a responsibility towards the co nity 

which is not charity but preservation; provided again that 

its refusal to tolerate is directed towards clearly defined 

and limited dangers. 

With regard to the Church, Marcel has rarely touched on 

the problem of authority except to condemn the "excesses of a 

paternalism directed in a theocratic. senb. e7l. (Ibid. p p. 167. ) 

The Church, for him, is essentially a community; it is the 

very-epitome of alltemoignage perpetue", for it, more clearly 

than the family or-any human society can be, is the recipient 

and incarnation of spiritual and God-given values. 

I 

It is obvious that it is in this light, and that alone, 

that the Church interests Marcel: as the essential society, 

not as an emblem of authority nor, as the expounder of 

theologies. Hence it is that his religious thoug)ýt 

transcends mere Catholic philosophy; it is the vision of a 

philosopher first of all. '. It must refuse a totality of truth 

to any religious form or sect and, in actual fact, it involves 
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the vision of a plurality of societies themselves capable of 

communion and interpenetrationg collaborating, each within 

the limits of its personal entity and the finite conditions 

of its historical development, in the realisation of human 

destiny and the spiritual values that man, by his freedom and 

witnessing, is called upon to accomplish and malt e manifest 

under the guidance of Divine grace. 
Nothing in. this vision is. incompatible with Catholic 

tenets, but-it is none the less independent of them. Vie 

venture_, to suggest. that 
. 
to call 1.1arcel a Catholic philosopherg-I 

as Claudel mey be termed, is to misunderstand his signifi- 

cance: the substance of his thought is ethico-religious, but 

his influence and conclusions far transcend any sectarian 

limitations. 

Indeed, we go so far as to suggest that his spirituality 

has its roots not only in Christian but in pre-Christian modes 

of thought, as many statements testify. The loss of 

spirituality, that 11 carence d'e la spiritualitdlý of which he 

speaks, is the most*significant and striking phenomenon of 

the modern world, invaded as it is by technique. It is it 

which accounts for the obliteration of family life, of the 

sense of social commiinion, as well as of the personal virtues. 

But its precise root is metaphysical. It appears as an 

ennui or souci which eats at the vitals of man's hope and 

confidence in life and his will to realisation. ' And this 

in its turn is but the expression of a rupture of the "lien 

. c. "p. $ "t"' " $$" 
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nuptial entre 11homme et la vie,. (H. V. p. 116. ) The 

zontemporary "ref lux de la viVI , vrith its accompanying 

taediud vitae; with its lassitude on the one hand, and its 

urge to feverish pleasure on the other, is a sort of 

11traumatisme ontolog-ique", made possible by 'Ila rupture ou. 

plus exactement le relachement du lien ontologique qui unit 

chaque etre en particulier a lletre dans sa plenitudellý (Ibid., 

p. 292. What is attacked is the very notion of a human 

order, 'the very faith in man himself as a creature with a 

spiritual missiOn and destiny. 

6 

This destruction has reached its term in the contemporary 

"refusal of salvatior2l the philosophy of despair and radical 

pessimism which is-the most actual form of Nihilism. With 

this philosophy, the refusal of spiritual values has, become 

value itself. The contemporary "nihilist" Ilen vient a nous 

proposer une apologetique a rebours, une apologetique de 

l1absurde pour laquelle le nelant de valeur devient en 
AMe,, reaite" la valeur supre (Ibid. g, p*, 290. ) And he does so 

'by virtue of an "iddalisme solipsiste, which disrupts the 

spiritual 11 organoi2i within which man f inds his centre and 

participates in Being. 

It is, in 1-Jarcel Is view, the whole realm of values that 

is so-endangered; for value is nothing if not "incarnated"t 

if not "incorporated in a cause", which transcends the 

individual and is realised and achieved within the common 

life of a commiinit-j by the process of fidelity and mutual 

creation. 
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It is precisely this "loyalty" of which Royce spoke that 

is now discredited with tile discrediting of humanism. 

In this situation, asks Marcel, how can we proceed? Is 

it sufficient to admit this ethical pessimism as radical and 

to have recourse, as Karl Barth does, to a "metaphysics 'of 

f aith" pure and simple? 

dire que la mort de Dieu Car si llon peut., 
**d ** et rendu au sens nietzscheen a prece e 

i possible l1aSonie de l1homme a laquelle 
nous assistons - il reste legitime en un 
certain sens d1dffirmer que clest des 
cendres de lthomme que Dieu pout et doit 
ressusciter. Le trompeý-je en presumant 
clue le barthisme en particulier tire une 
partie delsa force du pessimisme radical 
auquel l1evenement nous rdduit sur le plan 
proprement humain? (Ibid., p. 219. ) 

Llodern followers of Kierkegaard are willing to "sacrifice the 

ethical". But Plarcel refuses to do so for his'part, for it 

would simply consecrate a divorce to be deplored between the 

religious and the moral life: 

Avons-nous le droit, meme dans; une perspective 
strictement chrAienne, de, faire en quelque 
sorte le sacrifice de 114thique? A quoi 
reviendrait au fond un tel sacri-rice? Ii 
consisterait en somme a sanctionner une 
division de fait qui Itend a se cre'er entre des 
8tres qui tendent dletablir leur existence sur 
une mystique d1une part, et do l1autre des 

'brouiller 6tres qui cherchent simplement a se de 
.1 le moins mal possible dans l1aventure incompre- 

hensible et en fin do compte affrouse ou" ils 
ont conscience d1avoir A3 jete"s par hasard, 
ou, ce qui revient au morie, 'oar le jeu de 
forces inhumaines et incontro31-ables. (Ibid. gpp. 219-20. ) 

It is undesirable in itself precisely because a mysticism of 

faith of this sort cohabiting with an amoral plutocratic 

social system would be and is morally sterile: 
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P,, Lr la risquera de se developper une 
situation d'autant plus inextricable que 
dans une semblable lutte, ce qui a 11origine 
pOuvait, encore faire figure de mystique 
ddC, endrera inevitablement en un pur systeme 
de rancunes et dlassouvissement. (Ibid., p. 221. ) 

The Christian, indeed, cannot simply retire from this dile=a 

and leave an "irreparable rent in the very stuff of %Thich our 

humanity is made". (Ibid., p. 222. ) It'would be tantamount 

to denying his Christianity, to llempiýincr the notion of 

salvation itself'of its substantial content". 

For L-larcel's part, he will not, given his philosophy and 

religion, admit'this dualism between religion and ethics. 

And certain passages are of the utmost significance for 

'Marcel's religious thought. Marcel, indeed, believes in a 

sort of natural morality or incipient grace which is ante- 

cedent to the gift of Christian faith and is, at bottom, 

independent of the latter. And this natural state of-grace 

is none other than the primitive ontological link of selves 

with the Divine and spiritual order inherent in the universe: 

Mais precisoment Ile(clipse de llidee de 
morale naturelle est le pheLomene qui 
commande toutes ces-reflexions; et cc 
phdnomene est lui-mciae lie 'a un autre 
fait tre's gd`n6ral qui domine, me sci-Lible- 

11 / t-ill evolution de 11humanitd' occidentale 
depuis un siecle et demi: la disparition 

. d1une certaine confiance a la fois spontanee 
et metaphysique dans 11ordre ou' slinsere 
notre., existence; ou encore, ce que j'ai 

-appele aillcurs la rupture du lien nuptial 
entre 11homme et la vie. (Ibid., p. 225. ) 

It isthe primitive "piete envers la vie" which is lost to-day: ' 

Vincline forteraent a penser clue cette pie"te 
est le seul vinculum authentique qui puisse 
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ýlker les ho=es entre eu; c en de2a de a 
Revelation, et que tout universallsme 
abstrait qui pr6tend slen passer, si droite 
que soit llintption qui llanime, ne peut 
en fait que preparer la voie a un nibilisme 
dont nous discornons partout llaction 
devastatrice. (Ibid., p. 226. ) 

Plarcel spealks of it as a 11C; race naissante qui palpite au 

coeur de la nature,,. It is evident that he turns his back 

completely on the supernaturalismof Kierkegaard and Karl L 

Barth. Indeed he claims that such an excessive super- 

naturalism can actually, sterilise the spontaneity and 

confidence in life which is God's natural gifý to man: 

Chacun de nous peut connaitre en effet des 
chreftiens surnaturalises a ltexc'es, et qui 
ont perdu le sens, ne disons pas de la 

A nature, mais plus exactement de cette grace 
naissante qui palpitýe au coeur de la nature. (Ibid. ) 

For this reason he rejects-the teachings of Jansenism: 
J Bien des ames marque * es par le janselAsme ont 

cede sans nul doute a la, tentation de renier 
l1laumain et de deserter la, terre, sans pour 
cela peut-etre se rapprochor beaucoup du ciel. 

(Ibid. 9 p. 127. 

And, on the contrary, he is ready to recognise the spiritual 

importance of pagan reliGio: 

Mais en contre-partie, je serais tre"s dispose" 
a croire qulil existe une reliCio dont les 
palens eux-memes nous ont la-sse d'admirables 
temoignages, une pie e envers les morts et 
les dieux qaý foyer, qui, en ' 

deca de toute 
spiritualite proprement chre'tienne, assure la 
solidit6 de ce pacte entre 11hori-ne et la vie 
auquel j'ai eu si souvent lloccasion de me ,e referer; et il nlest quo trop comprehensible 
que 1ý oU cette religio a cede ,a la pression 
impitoyable, nop pas de la technique, mais 
d1une mentalite fascine/e et de'sorbitge par 
les progres de la technique, on voie se 
multiplier comme de nos jours les infractions 
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a ce que nos pores appelaient encore 
11ordre et la morale naturelle. (Ibid. ) 

At the basis of the ethical life we can admit a 11 sorte de 

piete pre-chretienne ou por*i-chretiennell. And it is this 

"sense of the sacred" that must be restored. Religious in 

itself, it cannot wholly be restored by professing Christians 

alone nor need it be, although ip is true that this natural 

grace can only become really fruitful when the actual grace 

of faith. has beenadded thereto. 

However that may beg Marcel recognises at the root of 

the personal life a primitive influx of grace which seals 

the pact between man and life, man and his fellows. He thus 

recognises, with Rilkeg"a permanent value of Orphism which 

cannot be neglected with*impunity", (Ibid., p. 11. ), a 

"reverential love of the created"'whose loss is equivalent to 

alldesacralisation of the realll., (Ibid., p. 355. ) As he sees 

it the-first condition of fidelity,, hope and, communion are 

to be found in the individual's harmony with cosmic forces 

and, rhythms or what elsewhero he calls the I'sens ethico- 

lyrique de llessaimage humaiiV. (Ibid., p. 127. ) 

The ethico-religious task of our time A. Tarcel conceives 

to be the reviving of this sense of the sacred by the 

promotion of small communities: 

On pout pj; nser que clest a de petites 
cornmiinautes, essaimant les unes apres 

i les autres, qulil appartiendra de fomer 
ce quIon pourrait aýpeler des centres 
exemplaires, clest-a-dire en somme des j 
noyaux do vie a partir desquels pourrait 
se reconstituer le tissu lacdr4 de 
l1existence, morale authentique. (Ibid., p. 229. ) 

L 
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Such communities would be the preparing Ground for a future 

spiritual society of plural units participating in the common 

work of creating humanity in the image of God. It is certain 

that the Personalist groups which have sprung up in France 

and Britain have their origin in these. suggestions and it is 

noteworthy that persons'of differing faiths and creeds 

participate therein. 

This task, says Marcel in. conclusion, must to-day involve 

the most urgent prise de conscience of man's enslavement to 

technique. It is, he believes, clear to all, since the 

discovery of the atomic bombs that in the pr. obleM'of 

technical advance we are confronted with the problem of sin 

in its acutest form. The recent war itselfg technical above 

all, has confronted humanity-with sin as never before: to 

each and all, war appears as sin itself. And the fact that 

from now on war and technique are irrevocably linked calls 

for clarification of the relationship bet-aeen technique and 

sin. 

It is a question of correlation, says Marcel, but not 

of identity. For a technique as such is not evil. It may 

be defined as an "ensemble de procdUs me(thodiquement 

elabord"s, et par consequent susceptibles dletre enseignes et 

reproduits, dont la mise en oeuvre assure la realisation de - 
telle fin coner"ote de&rmine"e (l). 11 Indeed, in itself it 

(1ý TecaniaUe et Pe"che, Chaval do Troia, July, 1947, P. 81. 
li! AIS article appeareTýCirst in English in The ChanginG World, 
No. 19 1947. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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is rather a Good, if we. look at it from the point of view of 

the inventor, where the creation of the technique is 

purposive. Whero a technique becomes open to objection is 

when the technical invention is put in the hands of thosp 

whose sole end is to utilise it as a means and thereby loses 

its "authenticity,. 
L 

'It is at this point that technical progress is put at 

the service of evil, becoming "technique de peche' et du peche' 

0 For-it puts . *... an unsurpassable instrument in the 

hands of man's evil pride which by its use develops in the 

modern world into a veritable llautolcqtriell.. ... We see it in 

its. most visible form in the mania for speed records. And 

it assumes gigantic proportions in the cult of ever greater 

and faster machines and ever more highly developed systems 

of transPort and communication. All this technical progress 

is accompaiýied by a progressive isolation of men. Para- 

doxically, the ever greater means of communication themselves 

have only developed this isolation of aggressively minded 

groups and nationalities: 

Llexpe"rience contemporaine perraet d1a: ffirmer 
... que lluniformisation, bien loin d1acheminer 
les hommes vers une certaine assimilation 
-concrete de l'Universel, semble tendre au 
contraire a de"Velopper en eux des particu- 
larismes de plus en plus aGgressifs et 'a les 
dresser les uns contre les autres (2). 

Linked in this way with the evil propensity to self- 

deification and a wild claim, to allcosmic regency", the cult 

Ibid., p. 90. 
2 Ibid., p. 83. 
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of technique has corrupted man's feelings. -It has led him 

in particular to onvisaGe human relationships themselves in 

terms of technique and human beings as so many instruments: 

-as when the worker is considered in view of his productive- 

power as a more "cost" or factor in the-profit-system. 

Modern capitalism, indeed, has ended in"la reduction a la. 

condition dlesclaves de multitudes'dletres humains auxquels 
L 

e E'itres est pratiquement refusee (1). 11 This la. qualit" dle 

inhumanity accompanying the age of technocracy found its 

logical conclusion in the exterminaýion of the inmates of 

concentration camps by the Nazis once their usefulness was 

judged exhausted; for after all, the system dr. eamed by the 

'Nazis 
was simply a "univers de la pure technique,. Hence 

-it is that modern technocracy has created for itself a 

"problematid, universe, a world of counters and ciphers 

devoid, of all that is meant by human relationships. Vrhat 

it has done is to destroy the initial "mystery" of being. 

It has meant the "effacement progressif de ce monde du 

mystere qui est a-la, fois celui de la prC"Sence et celui de 

llespe"rance (2). 11 This mystery of beinG is simply the 

conspiousness of*"enracinement"; the ensemble of habitus 

that compose man's condition as a real, livinG being and by 

virtue of which he is a being of commini on .. and not of 

solitude: 

Mais il apparait aussi de plus en plus 

(1) Ibid., p. 91. 
(2) Ibid., p. 88. 

--- -'. ' 
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clairement ciulon. se comprenant sur -le 
modele des produits do sa propre technique, 

I Ilhor; r, ie so deUrade a llinfini, et se 
condamne a renier, clest-a-dire en. fin de 
compte a annulor les'sentiments fondamentaux 
qui pendant des millenaires ont dirigel sa 
conauite. (1). 

It is these feelings which are proper to him as a human being 
a 

that have been destroyed, and it is only on the condition 

that he finds them again and experiences-anew, the, "mystery 

of being' that man can regain his power for spiritual 

progress: 

Le postulat au nom duquel, de semblables 
exces peuvent Stre condamnes, c, est 
l1existence au coeur mgme du prObl 1 ati'que 
d1un mystere de lletre, mystere irreductible 

. et inviolable (2). 

Therein lies, -according to Llarcel, the fundaiaental 

sense of the Sartrian philosophy, which is the philosophical 

expression of the spiritual .., disruption that has delivered 

man -body and soul over to the ,, vorld of technique. In an 

unpublished lecture (3) he analysed the implications of this 

philosophy in this light and attacked it in the severest 

terms. He believes it to be the outcome of a long 

historical process which, by a sort of "neutralisation of 

the past", has resulted in the "temporal insularisation of 

contemporary maiv. Thanks to this divorce from his 

spiritual context, man has been led to a philosophy of 

unbridled action Which finds its most a6gressive expression 

11 id., p. 92. 
21 id. , p. 91. 
3 Les Tecliniques dlavilissement dans le monde etla pensele 
laujourd'hui, given at Brussels, Vienna, etc., in 1946. 

It 
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in'Sartrels dictum: "faire et en faisont se faire�: 

on ne peut nier plus aggressivement ltexistence 
d1une nature, dtun heritage, plus profondement 
celle d1une investiture, ou, dirai-je, d1une 
participation a une rdalit6 qui nous sac; e a 

6 M6 (Ine que nous pe"n6trons en elle (1). 

But what, Marcel asks, does this doctrine represent except 

the "pretention du teclinicier2l, the degradation of the 

"human nature" into a matter for manipulation?. 

T "he consequences'are seen, in all their danger, to-day in 

the hysteria and desequilibrium which characterise the post- 

war world and which the Sartrian philosophy has codified and 

attempted to justify as a way of life. On the one hand, an 

exaggerated sense of self, a super-man. complexq on the other, 
I 

an excessive self-'depreciatioh. The individual'sets himself .- 
I up as Go& and, simultaneously, sees himself as a I'dechet du 

COSMOVI. These excessas are, as is 1mown to all-psycholo- 

gistst'symptoms of one prevailing self-idolatry; and Marcel 

goes so far as to describe the self depreciation character- 

istic of contemporary man as a "flaGellation dlessence 

drotique". 

No doubt, he concludes, the notions of risk, wager, etc., 

have their place in ethics, and certainly any existential 

ethic, but subordinated to the notion of Being: 

Certes ;a valeur de ces notions existentielles 
est irrecusable, mais a condition quIelles 
soient paintenues a la p; ace qui doit leur 
etre legitimement assignee, clest-a-dire sous 
la dependance de structures qui ne sauraient 
etre mises elles-memes en question (2). 

ý1ý Ibid. 
2 Ibid. 
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The task, of the philosopher to-day is to restore the 

equilibrium of man's nature: what is required is "a thought 

centred on beinrr, and not on doing! ', to restore "that unity 

of poetic vision and philosophic creatiorP upon, Which modern 

thought has turned its back, entering upon the path of a, 

veritable llmisossophie! '. 

It is not, then, technique iýself iýhich is the sin, L 

rather it is that the opportunity it offers has been too 

strong for human pride and sinfulness to withstand; and- 

once succumbing to the temptation, he has become-the slave 

of the machine-mind and been in his turn transformed into a 

machine. So that now there has been created a veritable 

"corps de peche", a load of sin under which we labour and 

are stifled: 

Et ilinclinerais a% me demander aujourd'hui 
si 11hypertrophie des techniques qui slest 
]ýroduite depuis un siecle ne tendrait pas 
a la constitution de ce ciulil faudrait 
appeler un corps de peche, par opposition 
au corps de lumiere dont la charite est 
le seul principe (1). 

Yet by this very fact, says Liarcel, the evil and sin are 

general. Vie are each and all involved therein. It is not 

for any of us, and least of all for: Christians, to pose as 

superior to the universal sin. The fundamental problem for 

man to-day,, each and every individual, is the vrilling 

assumption-of this load of sin with a view to repentance: 

II Ze pro eme tragique qui s bl e pose a 11homme 
aujourd'hui est de savoir, slil assumera 

(1) Technique et_Peche, p. 93. 

r,,: 4 4" 
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ce corps de peche, corame on hisse un fardeau 
sur ses epaules, au point de se confondre en 
quel ue sorte avoc lui et d'affronter les 
repr2S'ailles qýiIappolle sans doute sur lui 

, 
l'esprit de demesure et de prdsomption (1). 

f 

Tragic it is by the fact-that our slavery to technique has 

rendered this repentance a task beyond our powers; for sin 

itself has entered into the realm of the "problematical". 

We have become accustomed to see iýa sin and evil, themselves 

a, mere maladjustment which can be put right by some external 

manipulation. of parts. Vaiereas they are essentially 

I'mysteriedl: 

.,, Le mal nlest pas seulement sous mes yeux, 
il est aussi en moi; bien plus: en un 
semblable domaine la distinction de lten- 

I moi et du hors-de-moi se r6v6le vide de sens (2). 

Our only hope is'to move once and for all from the realm of 

problems to the spiritual revaluation, which Marcel calls 

"recueillement": 

I-, Iais*co=ent la reconnaissance du mystqre 
est-elle possible? Elle ne llest. qula 
la faveur d1un ressaisissement interieur 
qui nlest autre que le recueillement 

By this spiritual reassessment we may hope to regain the 

sense of communion and participation that will renew our 

moral, and ultimately, our social life; -although the super- 
human nature of the task points to the necessity of Divine 

inspiration and the enabling power of Divine grace. 
In this we f ind Mlarcel s final word on man' s present-day 

(1 Ibid. 
(2 Ibid. 2 p. 87. 
(3 Ibid. $ p. 87. 
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problem. As he sees it, the task is not primarilY- one of 

material or social reform, but of spiritual rebirth, for 

when the source of the moral lif e is contominated, all that 

springs therefrom will be contaminated. This, he says, is 

not the time ýor 'Iles grandes ambitions plus ou moins 

utopiques et vagues", but for spiritual. renewal and purifica- 

tion; the rest will follow if only by the fact that man will 

be free to apply his techniquesin the pursuit of his true 

spiritual ends: 

Mais ce nlest que dans le recueillement, on 
peut l1affirmer, que peuvent prendre 
naissance et se rassembler les puissances 
dIamour et d1humilite capables de contrepeser 
a, la longue llorgi4eil aveugle et aveuglant du 
J- bechnicien enferme dans sa technique (1)! 

lbid. 9 p. 94. 

H 
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I CHAPTER XV 

COITCLUSION-4 EXISTEITICE AND ONTOLOGY 

I The philosophy of M. Gabriel IVI-arcel,, reacting against- 

the pretensions, of Absolute Idealism,. has its roots in 

contemporary Realism, but in a Realism vidich finds its 

natural prolongation-in a philosophy of Existence. Turning 

its back upon Rationalismg it reaffirms the rights of* 

immediate experience; like the philosophy of VIhitehead, or 

the final philosophy of Schelling, it appears as a form of- 

empiricism, albeit differing from the "atoiism" of Hume, 

being, to quote M. Wahl, the"affirmation de la non 

deductibilite de 115tre ... du donne, clest-a-dir6 de quelque 

chose d1immediat qui est accueilli, requ (1). " 

This empiricism differs, however, from that. of the neb- 

Realists in being something more than an epistemology. it 

is subordinated to and finds its true significance when 

referred to a. metaphysics of Existence. At the basis of 

his thought is the distinction between Existence and 
6bjectivity and between the essential and the empirical self. 

The task of philosophy becomes essentially "ethical" in 

character, rather than speculative, in that'it is not 

concerned vith analysing the nature of the objective world, 

but-with describing the conditions whereby the true self may 

(1) Vers le concret, Recherches Philosophiques 1,1931-2, P. 5. 

________________________________________ 
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be realised by the transcending of Objectivity. , 
The type 

of knowledge with which it deals is lles-sentialll or 

"existential" knowledge, defined by Kierkegaard in the 

following passage: "That essential knowledge is essentially 

related to existence'does not.. mean the above-mentioned 

identity which abstract thought postulates. between thought 

and being; nor does it signify, 
- 

objectively, that, knowledge 

corresponds to something existent as its object. But it 

means that knowledge has a relationship to the Imower, who 

is essentially'an existing individual, and for this reason 

all essential knowledge is essentially related-to existence 

'(1). 11 For, the transcending of Objectivity can only be 

accomplished by a definite breach with the linear and uniform 

movement of rebLson, by an act which is of the nature of will, 

feeling and passion and which lUerkegaard and Jaspers call 

the I'leaVI, Any objective approach to the 'mystery" of 

existence, is banned by reason of the fact that the subj; ct 

who seeks knowledge of his existence is involved in that very 

existence and cannot transform himself into an object of 

thought without "exiling himself to infinity", as 11arcel puts 

it, or, in Kierkegaard's words,. "abstracting from his 

existence". "The real subject, " says the latter, "is not 

the cognitive subject, since in knowing he moves in-the 

sphere of the possible; the real subject is the. ethically 

existing subject... For. an abstract thinker to try and prove 

(1) Concluding Unscientific Postscript, p. 177. 

- 
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his existence by the fact that he thinks, is a curious 

contradiction; for in the dogree that he thinks abstractly 

he abstracts from his own existence (1). " The realm of 

existence is opened up throuGh a subjective reflection, a 

mode of "iniva'rdness" which, at bottom, is a mode of contem- 
I 

p16. tion rather than- of Imowledge. "For an objective 

reflection the truth becomes an object, something objectivel 

and thought must be pointed away from the subject. For a 

subjective reflection the truth becomes a matter of 

appropriation, of inwardness, of subjectivity, and thought 

must probe more and more deeply into the subject. and his 

subjectivity (2). " 

The starting-ý-point of existential reflection id, for 

Marcel, the EEo su , the primitive Ilontie truth" which 

confronts the subjective thinker once he has withdrawn from 

the sphere of Objectiyity. It is revealed in the fact of 

"incarnatioiwl, the mysterious union of body and mind which 

characterises existence a-11etat pur. It is not a cokito 
I 

in the Cartesian sense, or presentation of self to thought 

in all the clearness and distinctness of an intelligible 

ideal but the mysterious "presence" of a Being transcendent, 

yet immanent vrithin the concrete self of passion and history. 

The transcendent essential self as revealed in-existence is 

not therefore the object of an intuition of pure thought; 

it'constitutes'ratlier 'Ice qui resistell, the, hard core or 

(1) Ibid., p. 281. 
(2) Ibid., p. 171. 
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Ilombre, %faich the existing subject comes up against, the 

irreducible "au delý! ', never wholly permeable to-thought, 

whose veiled-presence lurks within the depths of spatio- 

temporal experience and which opens immediately on to the 

existent realm of other selves and things. For this 

immediate presence of self to self is the condition of all 

other presences. Given this starting-point, the task of 

philosophy. or metapaysics becomes the elucidation of those 

situations involving-the e0o sum which provide the "concrete 

approached' to Being - love, death, faith, etc. 

I 
At the centre of such an Existentialism is the recog- 

nition of, the contingent nature of existence, and of the 

metaphysical significance of the despair which accompanies 

the situation of the self e=eshed in Objectivity and 

temporal succession. In despair Marcel sees the very 

essence ana sign of thellexigence ontologique", constituting 
. in itself the "ontological weight" of human experience. 

The problem of Time is consequently central in the 

Existential philosophy. And in its solution of this problem 

it remains true to its starting-point as a philosophy of the 

actual and of the concrete. It considers the Eternal to be 

zr iý- 

ld !v 

If revealed. and realised only in what is most real in Time, in 

immediate and passionate experience. "It is only momentarily,, 

says KierkeSaard, "that the particular Individual is able to 

realise existentially a unity of the infinite and the finite 

which transcends existence. This unity is realised in the 

moment of passion... in passion the existing subject is 

... 4 .. 
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rendered infinite in the eternity of the inaginpLtive 

representationg and yet heis at the same time most 

definitely himself (1). 11 Similarly, Alarcel affirms that 

real time or duration provides the sole point of contact 

between the finite and the infinite, Time. and Eternity. The 

, 
essential self is revealed and realised in passion, willinG 

and feeling, in a present of simultaneity wherein the eternal 

is mirrored. 

Vie have already made a full comparison between Ala-reel's 

philosophy a-ad the Existentialisms of both the Germans and 

Sartre. As'opposed to those schools, it is in the affirma- 

tion of the transcendent order of Divine Grace that we have 

the final key to 1.1arcel's metaphysics. We may say of it, as 

vie may say of Descartes'sl that the existence of God and His 

activity are throughout implicit therein. 

One of the sources of Jaspers' p6ssimism and admission 

of failure is the recognition of the "antinomies of the 

Dasein! ', implicit in the contingent character of existence, 

which renders impossible a total and continuous realisation 

of the essential self. * 
-A recognition viiiich leads him to the 

conclusion that metaphysics is doomed to failure, and that in 

this f ailure consists the very significance of metaphysics (2). 

ý1ý Ibid., p. 176. 
2 We may note in this connection the apocalyptic strain 

present in Jaspers, thought, notably in his conception of the 
"epochal consciousnesV1. (Cf . Man and the Modern AOe , Introd. ) -a strain very prevalent, often in a morbid form, in 
modern German thought, 'and particularly powerful in Rathanau 
and Spengler. This strain is correspondingly absent from 
Llarcel's work. 

I- .-- s- -" 
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6 

Now Marcel is saved from such pessimism by his affirmation 

of the transcendent Deity and Grace. -On the one hand, the 

discontinuitj whica characterisos existence is overcome by 

the action of Divine Grace which fills in the gaps in 

existence and by a sort of continuous creation constitutes 

the personality of the existing and believing subje'et. On 

. 
the other hand, the margin-which subsists even in the most 

deep* existential experience between the existing self and the 

essential self, and which might be'a source of despair and 
doom Ontology to failure, requires some guarantee; and it 

is God Himself who provides sued a guarantee and-sufficient 

principle of explanation. 

Finally, Marcel's philosophy is a "philosophie au 

sentiment" and, as such, substitutes the criterion of value 

, for that of truth. It cannot therefore have demonstrative 

validity unless and until some guarantee is found that the 

intuitions of feeling are"true". Marcel is confronted by 

the same problem as confronted Descartes. Although the 

immediate experience bears within it a subjective self- 

evidence and needs no guarantee as such, it yet requires for 

its obje_ctive_ certainty to be grounded in some external 

principle of validity. And, as for Descartes, it is God who 

provides this objective Guarantee. The gap that subsists 
between being and truth is "bridged, 19'as 1,11arcel puts it,. by 

God: 

Je na peux plus en aucune fagon admettre llide"e dlun au dela da la ver4ite; il ya 

Ii 

i 
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lonGteraps dailleurs quo cette idee 
suscitait chez moi un malaise. Cette 
marge entre la ve'rit6 et liftre se comble 
2 

lqueplque 
sorte dlelle-me"me des le moment 

0 0 a ýrdsence de Dieu a eft6 effectivement 
Oprouvee, et cc sont les ve'rites partielles 
qui cessentg aux yeux de la, foi, de meriter 
leur nom. (B. A. P. 27. ) 

So that the metaphysics of . 14-larcel finds its ultimate 

principle of explanation in God. -In this light it is seen 

to fit in to the eternal Prench philosophic tradition from 

Descartes and Malebranche onwards, a tradition which has no 

parallel in the German Idealism from vfaich the contemporary 

t1 

I 
German Existentialism derives. The cornerstone of this 

tradition is the double ittuition*of the self and of. God, or 

rather, as the intuition of God is implicit in'the intuition 

of the selft the double moment of a single intuition: Je suis,, ý 

Dieu est (1). In Talarcel's philosophy, the famous phrase of 

Pascal: "Tu ne me chercherais pas si tu ne me possedais" 

regains its full significance. 

0000 

Perhaps the central problem raised by such a'philosophy 
is the relation between immediate and mediate knowledSe, 

feeling 'and intelligence. Marcel's philosophy exhibits 
itself primarily as a 11philosophie du sentiment'. Al. i7ahl, 

in his remarkable article on the Journal Lle'taphysique, has 

ý1) Cf. the comment of J. Chevalier'on Descartes: I'La pierre tangle de sa philosophiee Je suis, 
- 

Dieu est. ',. (Descartes, 
Paris, Plon, 1921, P. 57.; 

" ". "": "' " 
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c--nrne, n-r -hlic- cl-i-f-ri mil-tinr. in this order. Vlhat is 

tI 

the validity of an evidencedu sentiment? We are well aware 

-that feeling may deceive us. It is obvious that it does not 

contain within itself its own grounds of validity. Marcelq 

as we have just seen, recognises the margin between value and 

truth and has recourse to God to breach the gap. Yet the 

problem remains as to the status of demonstrative and 

rational knowledge; has-the latter any role to play in this 

new Ontology and generall'y in experience of the real? Might 

it not be asserted that such experience contains a conceptual 

and rational element inseparable therefrom. -. ýoth Fernandez 

I 

and Hocking answer in the affirmative. The former indeed 

- would suggest that feeling is not knowledge at all. 'but simply 

an emotional state preceding or accompanying conceptual 

thought. This vievi is surely too dogmatic; immediacy has 

certainly some value as knowledge. Yet none the less the 

problem once again arises: is there a'conceptuall rational 

element adhering, so to speak, to experience, and if so what 

is its status? 

If we pose those questions with regard to 1.1arcel's 

philosophy, -we have first to enquire vinat he means by 

immediacy or, as he sometimes calls it, 'Ile sentiment'. And 

here we must refer back to the remarks made in Chapters I and 

VII when comparing Marcel's doctrine with that of Bergson. 

ýThe teým intuition he 'empl6yed where it was appropriate, that 

is in His Idealistic phas'e - for example, in the first part of 

lop, 
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the Journal ERaphysique - and very occasionally, la: ýerq in 

his theory of sensation. From then onwards it no longer 

appears. 

Intuition in the Bergsonian sense is non-relational (in 

the sense in which Bradley defines feeling as "non-relational 

,, 
thought"), all relation being referred to the secondary 

---intellectual process; and_-it is this that explains 

a. 

conception of duration which is properly outwith spatial and 

temporal distinction. For Marcelq on the contrary, immediacy 

is not purely and simply non-relational; it involves in fact 

the sense of spatial and temporal differentiation (a before- 

after sense and a near-far sense). 

For this reason, immediacy constitutes in Marcel's 

philosophy a type of non-conceptual reflection and it embodies 

a dialectic. Whereas Bergson's intuition is pure and 

absolute, beinSprior to any distinction of subject and 

object, 111arcel's immediacy is the medium of a I'dialectique 

d'approfondissement, whereby, within immediacy, itself, the 

subject participates more or less in the "presencO. Thus 

immediacy is what characterises the "mystery" and its mOde is 

best described as participation, or better as "recueillement'. 

Its opposition to intuition is clearly. expressed in the 

following passage: 

hIais comment la reconnaissance au mystere 
est-elle possible? Elle ne Ilest qu"a* la 
faveur d1un, ressaisissement inte'rieur qui 
nlest autre que%le recueillement. Je 4e 
Sarderai quant a moi, de parler ici, 
d1intuition. Car ce ressaisissement nlest 
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sans doute pas une facon de regarder: clest 9 beaucouP plut6t une concentration et co=e 
une refection interieure (1). 

Hence it is that repeats constantly that participation, 

as he defines it, is not a si-, aple, direct vision culminating 

in the fusion of subject and object, but a type of relation 

'involving, 
degrees where subject and object are, even at the 

---deepest level, both one and distinct'. His'-doctrine of, 

participation is quite different from a doctrine of mere 

affectivity, as BerSson's still is in. spite of its claims. 

It is this cohceptýon of immediacy (as opposed to pure 

intuition) that justifies and provides the basis for his 

Ontology. For, as Al. Wahl has underlined in his book Vers, 

le Concret, there is no absolutely concrete experience other 

than the presumed mystical, whore subject and object are one 

outv, rith space and time and which ýranscends ontological 

reflection e4tirely. We may say of Bergsonism as of 
I 

mysticism that, intuition posited, there is nothing more to 

be said. 

In his conception of immediacy, moreover, Marcel is in 

agreement with Whitehead and James and, with certain reserves, 

Bradley, Neither of the two f irst would banish relation 

entirely from immediate experience. Feeling, for Vraitehead, 

is experience "with a min'imum of analysis". But. to conceive 

it as without some differentiation is to create a psycholo- 

Gical abstraction. * Feeling, as tho noll-relational pure and 

(1). Technictue et Pelche, loc. cit., p. 7. 

- ______. ___ s, (00- �0 :-".. -* 
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simple, 'is, as Bradley saw, the basis of experience, but 

experience itself is the field of qualities Waich are never 

relationless, precisely because experience involves process (1). 

It is, however, the vievis of James that are fruitful in 

this context. James finds in immediate experience, as forming 

ýpart of sensation, all those relations such as space and time, 

which intelligence is later to develop. In other words, 

concepts and coziceptual relations-are extracted from the dat a 

of. immediate experience and are but elaborations of it. 

"Miether our concepts live by returning to the perceptual 

world or not, they live by having come from it. * - It is the 

nourishing ground from which their sap is dravin (2). 11 

The substitution of the static for. the dynamic is not 

then a distortion but an elaboration; and the conceptual 

process has its ground and justification in what is already 

contained in'immediacy: it is what James calls a. 11conceptual 

translatiovl. Concepts and percepts are "consubstantial"; 

they are "made of the same kind of stuff, and meltinto each 

other when we handle them together James goes further; 

for if this is so, immediate and mediate together compose the 

tissue of experience. "The universal and the particular 

parts'of the experience are literally immersed in each other 

and both are indispensable (4). 11 Together they form the 

texture of experience in all its richness. "Perception 

(1) Cf. Church, Bradley's Dialectic, pp., 27-8,40-1. 
ý2ý Some Problems of 1-Inilosophy, p. go. 

3 1bid. 9 107. 
(4) Ibid. 

It 
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prompts our thought, ana thought in turn enriches our 

perception (1). " 

Now, there-is in Gabriel Marcel's doctrine the basis for 

such a reconciliation of immediate and mediate knowledge and 

for the integration of the latter in an enlarged concept of 

experience. For what he terms immediacy is no mere 

irrationality or affectivity but a type of reflection, prior 

to the conceptual process and developing within the concrete 

and the dynamic. as opposed to the abstract and the static, 

yet at the same time containing within it the elements from 

which the conceptual is presumably elaborated. 
' 
Thus it would 

be possible for him to -legitimate the conceptual process as 
bearing upon the same I'stuff" as immediate presentification, 

and, to go further, to-make a place for the former in 

experience of the real. 

There are several passages where, 'Llarcel inoves in this 

direction. Thus, for example, he criticises the'radical 

dualism established by Bergson between feeling and intelli- 

gence, asserting that they differ only as riodes of a single, 

reflection, as thought IlthinkinE51 and as thought "thought". 

"Il faudrait opposer au, bergsonisme en tant que systemdl,, 

he vxites, 'Ile bergsonisme en tant que mode de penseril" 

p. 21; ) What he calls the Ilabus du bergsonismell 

consists in Ilune theorie de 11intelligence qui n1en rend pas 

comptel mais, qui, 'au lieu de la penser, au lieu dlen epouser 
(1) Ibid., p. 108. 

h 
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f du dedans les d4marches, tend 'a slarrýter 'a' a representation 

mate"rialisante quIelle sten forme". (H. V. p. 10. ) In 

another passage he is much more explicit and attacks"Ila 

distinction classique et arbitraire... entre sentiment-et 

raison! '. (Ibid., pp. 228-9. ) 

Unfortunately, he does not really succeed in doing'wway 

vvith this dualism, although he has the means for so doing in 

his oivn theory. On the contrary, he insists that "une 

philosophie concrete est une philosophie de la pensee 

pensante", (R. I. p. 21), thereby excluding mediate knowledge 

from any'role. in his philosophy of experience. 
- -Even 

more, 

he tends to describe such knowledge not only, as is just, as 

--4- 

I 

secondary and derived, but to treat it as distorting initself. 

He speaks more often than not as if conceptual knowledge, 

being objective, were sin itself, the very source of our loss 

of commimion. Whereas, as his essay on Technique et Pechel 

declares, the root of such loss is not 'technique'. itself but 

the use made of it by the individual who, in his pride, 

substitutes objective categories and anonymous relationships 

wholly for the immediate; and this he does for the purposes 

of power rather than of knowledge. The temptation has been 

to refer "Objectivity" to the sin of intelligence, to a sin 

of the mind rather than to a sin of the will. But it is a 

confusion ahich is not strictly implicit in Marcel's premises. 

The question becomes all the more important for an 

Existentialism that purports to establish an Ontology. Vie 
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may, without accepting hib Thomistic conclusions, agree vrith 

M. de Corte when he says that a minimum oý, abstraction is 

essential to Ontology, for we have not only to "experience" 

*but also to "understand" the real. VIhen I. -Ilarcel speaks of 

faith or hope as contaýning within themselves their own 

reasons and as being incapable of objective. verification or 

4, 

Iverifiable". he when he rejects the whole philosophy of the,, 

is endangering his own metaphysical positioný No one can 

deny that the existential experience has its own proper 

But to substitute "value" validity and constraining force. 

purely and simply for truth is to risk an arbitrary separation 

from which metaphysics can only suffer. 11. Georges Blin has 

criticised klarcel Is doctrine on this score, affirming that 

Marcel "reste en-deca de la metaphysique dans la mesure cýu i 

celle-ci doit proposer une doctrine valable pour'la totalitel 

de lletre (1). " We may agree with him so f ar as to 

stipulate that-an Ontology, to be complete, requires. as much 

a dialectic of essences as a dialectic of existence, objective 

verification as well as subjective revelation. On the other, 

hand, one must reject the implication of M. Blin and M. de 

Corte that an Existentialism such as Marcel's - indeed any 

Existentialism - cannot establish an Ontology. This is to 

confuse entirely the subjective existential experience, as 

described by Marcel, with mere subjectivism, and it is to 

fail to recognise, the supreme contribution of Existentialism 

(1) Gabriel I-Jarcel, metaphysicien de la foi, Fontaine, Dec. 9 1945 P pp. -1 1-2. 
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It 

to ontological reflection, nmely the postulate that Ontology 
I. 

starts from and is grounded in a subjective revelation, whose 

descr12tion (not verification) constitutes the proper 

dialectic of ontological speculation. This is not in dispute-ýi 

What we ma-r ask is whether. at some later stage. this 

dialectic has not to be supplemented by an'objective verifica- 

tion of the traditional type, whether, in short, a discursive 

treatment of Being, of its modes and categories-'has not a 

still essential part to play in a fully constituted Ontology. 

Indeed, Marcel on many points seems to have recoE; nised 

this. ' After all, on no other grounas can' he justify his 

acceptance of Catholic dogma; if at times he seems almost to 

. 
speak -with the accents of a Llodernist or a Fideist (M. Blin 

, suggests Quietism), he undoubtedly accepts those dogmas for 

their "truth" as miuch as for their experiential "value! '. 

Moreover - and few seem to have noted this - his'Thomistic 

digression on conceptual knowledge and the realistic implica- 

tions of such knowledGe marks an attempt if not to introduce 

a dialectic of essences, at least to'define its mode of 

operation and its 'status. 

The upshot of this digression was the view that the 

distinction between intelligence and'feeling is one between 

two modes of thought inclusive in the order of BeinG. Both 

are direct ed t owards Imowledge of Being, the one immediate, 

the other mediate. Feeling is thought in its pure activity; 

reflection is thought in its derived activity, experience 

poured into the mould'of ideas and rendered capable of 
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communi cation. In all activities of reason the mind operates 

by means of concepts, by which alone the intelligible aspects 

of-reality can be grasped and reasoned about. The task of 

intelligence is to substitute for the variety of'the real, and 

to represent it as, a homogeneous system of concepts and 

relations; not in the positivist sense that the concepts are 

mere commodities of thought" .f or - Marcel s epistemology is 

grounded in Thomistic Realism; they are expressive of the 

universal and intefligible aspects of Being in general. - 

In this connection Marcel's cavalier treatment of Science 

in a passage previously quoted is subject to criticism. He 

there defines Science as a vast"questionnaire". Science, he 

declaredt composes a table of questions vfaich she asks of 

reality and to which she appends the respective answers in the 

form of a series of predicates. On the one hand, a series of 

definite questions prepared in advance; on the other, a table 

of answers. 
But this is not so. In seeking the answers to her 

questions Science finds that reality can offer no fully 

satisfactory ansiver; it constantly outstrips the question, 

for it is wider than the categories of the experimenter. 

Thus, the answers necessitate the transformation of the 

question, the addition of new questions and so on. So 

Science progresses continually; and it is by this process of 

revilsion of his "questionnaire" that the scientist is assured 

that he is at grips with reality, a reality, as 111eyerson has 

shown, ultimately irrational and irreducible to a final 

*-� 
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answer (1). 

In other words , the 11 idead, and symbols with which 

Science operates are descriptive of reality, even although the 

reality they describe surpasses them and they let escape its 

concrete. They are no mere object bf thought; under them 

are subsumed characters of real things. Marcel has gone too,,, 

far in this passage in his criticism of Science; seeking to 

present it as a purely abstract systemq transforming it,. to 

employ an expression of Maritaing into a "po'eme subjectif" 

This point of view is belied by Marcel's later epistemological 

Realism, which rehab: Dlitates the concept as being "directed 

towards" the real. All that he is justified in saying of 

Science, or of intelligence in general, -and, all-that he 

requires to say for his purpose is that they 6perate on the 

plane of Objectivity and not of Existence; 'opposing thus to 

the activities of 8cience and intelligence', however legitimate 

in their sphere, the activities of feeling and the mode of 

(1) Cf. J. Baruzi: "Comme si le propre des sciences... n'4tait 
pas, au contraire, de briser les cadres qui lour preexistent, 
de sans cesse d6border les questions d1oZi- elles furent issues, 
et9 dtrarZeraent e repondre a d1autres, - informulables 
jusque-la, imprevisibles et cnimdriques, - et finalement 
peut-6tro do nous contraindre ý 11im-pensable " (Review of : bhe Journal Metapý. ýiue, loc. cin, ) 'ýOhis is in general 
aGreemvn ivith wilitehead's definit on: "There is the advance 
of detailed knowledge within the method prescribed by the 
reigning working hypothesis; and there is the, rectification 
of the working hypothesis dictated by the inadequacies of the- 
current orthodoxy. " (Adventures of Ideas, p. 286. ) Cf. 
also Collingwood's doctrine of question and answer-(e. g. 
An AutobioL-rapM, Pelican Books, 1944, Chp. V. ). 

I 
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immediacy (1). 

Suffice to say that this anti-science tendency and 

generally thp exclusion of discur. sive modes of thought are 

not a necessary consequence of his premise-s. These would, 

and at times do, enable him to maintain that reason and 

feeling are two legitimate modes of activity of'one mind and 

thought; that they are not strictly heterogeneous, in nature. 

There is nothing to warrant his being 4cdii. ýqdof'the "dualisVI 

of modern ]5hilosophers. such as Bergson or even Meyerson 

stigmatised by M. -Parodi, a dualism which he traces back to 
' Romanticism (2). Vlhatheý. cansqyand is corre ct'in.. saying is 

that they differ not in essence, for mind is one in confronta- 

tion with the real, but in function. On, týhis recognition of 

the heterogeneity of function of reason and feeling Marcel's 

whole philosophy is based. The primacý is at all times 

attributed to the latter; for in immediate experience all our 
knowledge of the real is ultimately. grounded. The conceptual 

(1) 'The anti-science tendency involves certain obvious dangers , particularly when associated with a measure of Occultist 
theory. Although metaplaychical experience can and should 
find a place in an Existential philosophy', it must not entail the setting up of a veritable anti-science. If appeal is 
made to the former, it is all the more necessary that the 
criterion of "value' be supplemented by that of "truth" in the 
philosophy that does so. On this score, the rem-arks of Jaspers are very much to the point, when he speaks of an "anti-scientific superst. itioi2i provinl, 7 as dangerous as the 
preceding "science of the doctrinaires". "Effective inter- 
communication of minds becomes impossible amid the nebulosity * of this superstition, which destroys the possibility alike of 
genuine knowledge and gen: ýUne; -: scientific faith., ' Qlan in the 
Modern Age, P. 159. ) 
(2) LIEssence du romantisme, Rev. do M6t. q 1931;, 
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activity of the pure intelliSence is a secondary and derived 

activity. (In this light, Marcells, use of, the term "parti- 

cipatioW to denote such immediate knowledge is suggestive. 

it seems'a reminiscence of Lby-Brahl's theory of primitive 

mentality, where the latter is described as.. a species of 

llempatl3yl, whereby the subject participates in and becomes 

through "pre-logical" processes the object of his thought; 

intelligence and the-conceptual activity being'described as 

secondary and derived -a theory which gives scientific and 

sociological support to the doctrine of the heterogeneity of 

the knowing mind anticipated by such thinkers as. ]ýascal (1). ) 

This recognition of the heterogeneity of function of 

reason and feeling togetherwith the primacy given to, the 

latter. is the essential for Marcel's philosophy and for the 

creation of the Existential Ontology. He need not revert to 

the above-mentioned dualism; and in fact, as we have shown, 

he does not wish to do so. It would be 'possible for him, 

and of advantage to him, to show how the tv; o modes might 

'operate together and also to develop a dialectic of essences 

as a secondary but important line to his philosophy. 

He is prevented from doing so, as suggested, largely by 

his tendency to equate the sin of "Objectivity" purely and 

simply with the discursive mode of-thinkinG, in the same way 

as he is inclined at times to speak as if technique were sin 

in itself. There is a seeming confusion hero between - 

(1) It must also be said, however, that Levy-Briihlls theory 
has had its share in propagating the uniiarranted dualism 
mentioned above. 

4 

I 
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Objectivity as a mode of reflection and Objectivity as a 

moral category. It is the lcatter that is condemned; and it 

4 

is not 'the necessary consequence of the former. The evil is 

not purely and simply. in the idea or- concept, but in the 

substitution of those -for the feeling to the total exclusion 

of the latter; and the failure thereby to refer it to the 

feeling and so infuse value into abstracý truth. Xoreover, 

that f ailure is the product of an act of will; the evil is a 

sin of the will, -in every sense an act of "treason". From 

which it would appear that, there is a fidelity in the field 

of discursive thinking just as much as there is in immediacy. 

Marcel, by his insistence on treason as the fundamental 

factor of Objectivity, has recognised this himself. Indeed, 

his doctrine develops on much the same lines as that of 

Descartes, and like the latter, he is led to put the cause of 

error in the vdll, not in the judgment. 

Vie may even suggest that i=eýliate knowledge itself is 

not just something. given and acceptable as such. Are there 

not cases waere subjectivity itself is distorted and the 

presence falsified? Is that not what we find in sentimenta- 
lity, one of the temptations of any existential philosophy 
that insists on "passionate experience". The problem of the 

"false p3ýesencell *has hardly been tackled by"the Existentialists' 

(although Sartre's analysis of I'mauvaise fo: Vl is partly 

concerned vrith it). ' Here it is not a question of substituting 

an abst-ract idea for the real self; it is the takiný of a 
feeling I-Iw- vf a 
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d. 

expression of one's being. It is not sufficient, perhaps, - 

-to term immediacy thollauthentic life" (as Kierkegaard himself 

does after all) and leave it at that. - There may be within 

the realm of presences an "unauthentic! ', it too the product 

of a sin of the vvrill, of a false fidelity. One can experience 

. 
an absence" of being in the midst of the most passionate 

'experience;, one, can betray one's self in one's deepest 

feelings no' less than in one's abstract imaginings. 

Let as-combine this argument with the preceding one. 

If it*is admitted that conceptual knowledge has its ground in 

immediate knowledge, and that it is not as such the sin of 

Objectivity, then there- is no reason why a logical -explicita- 

tion should be excluded from an existential philosophy, or why 

the verificatory intelligence should not be called upon to' 

provide a dialectic of "essences" and a ýscience of the 

categori-es of Bein&to accompany, the descriptive dihlectic of 

immediacy, provided always that it is vivified by-the latter. 

We should then have, an existential philosophy of 

experience vfaerein the full richness of experience would be 

represented, there being no valid reason to deny discursive 

thought its properly delimited and secondary role in the 

1j. 

U 
living texture of. thought. Even more, Ontology would. then 

fulfil the dual function it is called upon to fulfil if it is 

to be fully constituted as the supreme philosophical 

discipline, first to provide a faithful and undistorted 

description of the realk of value and being embodied in 

subjective or transobjective experience, secondly-and no less 
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to verify experiqnce as universal and universally significant 

truth. By so doinG it would bocome a complex activity for 

the infusion of truth into value and of value into, truth. 

It would be not only a union of thought and being for, it 

cannot be too strongly stressed, the existential dialectic is 

already that - it is alreadyreflection, ontological reflection 

pure, and for that reason it is the constitutive substance of 

Ontology - but it would also be Science. 

That Ylarcel hasbeen fully alive to the problem is 

apparent from what-has been said. And it is in an attempt 

to solve the difficulty that he calls upon God to "fill the 

gaV1, as he says, between value and truth, between-truth and 

being. 

thinking. 

Once again it is -along Cartesian lines that, Lrlarcel is 

. But his assumption has not the warrant of 

Descartes'. For what is required f or the bridge to be 

secure, for him as for the latter, is the discovery not only 

of a God but of a perfect God. However, apart from any 

question of a vicious circle (which the writer would deny in 

both cases anyway), there is nothing in 1.1arcel's subjective 
I 

evidence of God's presence to establish His perfection. 

It follows -from this that there is an aaditional reason 

wh3ý in his doctrine value and truth should be bridged by a 

rehabilitation 'of discursive reflection. In seeking to 

construct such a bridge his precursor Fascal has on the whole 

gone further and been more successful. It is his Greatness 

as a thinker to have shown how tile two modes of knowledge or 

I'manieres de croirel, intervene alternately to constitute our 
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knowledge of reality. On the one hand, reasoning depends for 

its first principles on feeling, iVaose intimations in their U 
turn, become premises for discursive argument. On the others 

arg=ents and rational proofs converge to establish belief or 
#4 

evidences du coeur. So that the two orders of value or 

beliefýana of truth or verification mutually support one 

another and provide mutual guarantees, of validity. The same 

appeal to reason and feelin,:; as a combined source of knowledge 

is present in Rousseau (1) q while in contemporary philosophy 

Whitehead, following William James, has endeavoured in like 

manner to avoid the disadvantages of an epistemological 

dualism. We have sou-ht ýo show that the. basi. ý f or such a 

revaluation is already present in Marcelts own philosophy, 

and it is in this direction that one would hope earnestly for 

a future development. His type of'meditation is one zhich, 

avoiding all systematisations, develops organically. in 

accordance with the iLer dialectic of his mind, now throwing 

out new shoots, now picking up loose strands. VIhatever Gaps 

may remain, the intensity and purposiVeness of his speculation 

permit continuous development. Moreover, the comments made 

affect not only the Existentialism of Marcel but all 
Existentialisms. 

- 

(1) Cf. G. Beaulavon$ La Philosophie de J. -J. Rousseau et lles. prit cartdsieng Reve de liadt., 1957. 
. 

�I 
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In the preceding discus-sion we have had occasion to 

refer to Desc=-tes a pro2os of IMarcel. Indeed, there is 

underlyin- his philosophy a whole series of traditional 

postulates. In many respects his thought is the least, 

revolution, -Lry of all those evolved by contemporary 

Existentialists. An attempt has. been made-to bring this out 

by endeavouring . to show how, at its variou's stages, it repeats 

and develops the themes-of traditional French religious 

thought. - It. would not be going too far to say that Marcel's 

d. 

philosophy is a restatement of the latter in existentialist 

terms and on the basis of an existentialist method. 

In her interesting study (1), Mme. ' Rachel Bespaloff has 

epuisants!,; 'Ila pensee lbraquee sur un mysterel est une 

pensee qui a fini de souffrir, de juger la vie (3). 11 

This somewhat severe indictment requires elucidation. 

conception professorale de la philoso-ohie". Marcel, she says,, 

refuses to make "une aventureuse revision'des donnees f !! 'I 

premieres de la philosophiell; and in particular he has 

recourse to the traditional-Catholic faith as a. facile 

solution to the-problem of the creation of new values. His 

thought "a quitte la region des durs proble"mes, des d4bats . .. j! 

Cl! what M. Wahl , in a review of her book (2) 9 calls "une certaine 

insisted on this traditionalism of Marcel, attributing to him 

While agreeing that the bracketing of values with those of 

1 In Oheminements et Oarrefours. 
2 Rev. Phil., Jan. - eeb. , 19ZO. 
3 Op. cit., p. 92. 
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Catholic doctrine may seem arbitrary, we may remark that the 

private religion of the author is a personal question. And 

when TvIme. Bespaloff discerns in this private faith a "profonde 

complicite de la pensee et du desir (1)"j' the present, vrriter 

cannot see therein anything which invalidates Marcel's philo-. 
1. 

nu wuu. Lu ma-Lii-ua. -uaa W. P 1.1, Y. U -'j ki LLU. U amucea, -u -u ne cLo c-i; rane i, 

of Marcel is independent of any specifically Catholic inter- 

pretation and is of value philosophically, to be judged on 
this basis; Marcer differs, it may-be suggested, f rom I 

Claudel, in that he speaks primarily as a philosopher and -not 
as a Catholic. 

The essential problem for the thinker has to do with the 

notion'of values in Marcel's thought. Here his traditionalism; 011.1 

is 9 v; e agree, obvious. - He is no revolutiohary. He is led 

to posit a'domain of transcendent values limiting and giving 

significance to existence and freedom, permitting a continuity 

of willed existence or that "permanence ontologiquell of which 
he speaks. 

Mme. Bespaloff is thereby brought to compare Marcel 

unfavourably with a Rimbaud who "ne slinterroge pas un instant 

sur la nature de la liberte - il-llexirw (2)11, and above all 
with Nietzsche. "Clest a cette critique de'llontoloSie, 

chez Nietzsche, que se heurte ot se heurtera toujours la. 

pensee de GabriellMarcel... cette idee d1une permanence 

ontologique, ind4pendante de la vie, Nietzsche y voit la 

(1) Ibid. 9 p. 84. 
(2) Ibid., P. 89. 
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supreme demission de 11ho=e devant le reel (1). " For h1me. 

Bespalof f in f act , the philosopher of the f uture has his 

prototype in Nietzsche, who defines the task of philosophy as 

a perpetual revision of values, freely and adventurously 

created, and the philosopher as one who refuses to be 11 Cured" 

to find a solution. "Que le me"taphysicien reste done, 

semblable au malaae qui cherche sa position., Ne lui ' 

souhaitons pas dq gue"rir. (2). " 

This opposition between Marcel and Nietzsche is certainly 

just and may be tbken, as th; basis of an opposition between 

-the former and the majority of contemporaryýExistentialists 

in general, the Kierkegaardian as well as the Nietzschean 

current, and abo've all M. Sartre. A short discussion of what 

it entails might enable us to define the limits and precise 

nature of Marcel's thought. 

We find those limits suggested by I-Ime. Bespaloff when she 

speaks of his philosophy as constituting "une interpretation 

1.1arcel's philosophy is indeed* ethique du reel 

primarily an ethical-philosophy; and both the religious and 

the social dimension are dissolved in the ethical dimension. 

Consider, for example, the relig-ious consciousness which 

it exhibits. Tjhat Mlarcel is a religious thinker and an 

important one there is no doubt. But there would appear to 

be lacýking one essential feature of the religious consciousness:, ' 

(1) Ibid., pp. 95-6. 
(2 Ib* 'dP. 100. 
(3ý Ib3id* : In her view, this "ethical', bias is one p P. 77.1 
which "denature l1experience originelle de la valeur absolue 
de lletre". (Ibid. ) 
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which Kierkegaard brought to the fore and has bccome urgent 

in the contemporary religious mind, whether one follows 

Kierkegaard to the end or not. This is the element of 

-oaradox. 
. 

It requires that between man and God there be. an. 

abyss that can be bridSea only by a supernatural aid which is 

unique in its kind, one which is through: and through 

irrational and arbitrary. 

Such faith and supernatural action imply a -quite special 

relationship between God and man, one which. cannot i: h any 

sense be assimilaýed to the relation between man and his 

f ellows, even in commiini on. Faith would then be different 

in nature from moral fidelity. It has been seen that Marcel 

rejects the Kierkegaardian and Barthian divorce between faith 

and morality and anything that savours of Jansenism. Not 

without reason, ' For in his thought faith is dissolved in 

fidelity, because the relation (primary and, essential though 

between God and man does not appear to differ from it be 

commilnion. God is a, Person, the Absolute Person, but the 

chief of. a world of persons. The "call" and the "response" 

that link'Him with man are assimilated to those linking 

persons; so that the whole universe is a 11system!, of graces 

of which the Divine"call" and "response" provide'the proto- 

type. 

The recognition of paradox is bound up with the recog- 

nition of the irreducible status of the "neant" in man's 

being.. There seems great reason to affirm a fundamental 

separation of man from God which can be overcome only by the 

,-, VM 
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paradox of a Grace that transcends'entirely the human and of 

which the human can offer no analoSy. Novi Alarcel Sivps an 

important role to dread and to the sense of "nothingness", 

but he would at times appear to treat dread and the temporal 

obstacles to communion involved, therein as a sort of 
I "appearance' to be transcended by more or less ýatural means. 

As for example in the passages dealing with a "natural grace" 

wiaere it would almost seem that the grace which saves is 

simply a promo. tion of the former. Or when he talks of the 

experience of the^Christia: n as being but a wider or deeper 

experience than normal human experience. All. these themes 

suggest a continuity between the moral and the religious, 

between even the natural and the supernatural. Marcel is 

loth to recognise the positive and irreducible character of 

the ne*ant in human experience and therefore has no-need to 

stress and does not even recognise the paradoxical and unigue 

character of the grace which opens up the way to existence. 

In this respect, it might be suggested that Sartre's 

doctrine of liberty, unconditionedg absurd and paradoxical, 

is simply the Divine liberty as defined by Hierkegaard but 

transferred from the Divinity to man (Sartre suSSests as much 

when he says that Descartes ascribes to the Divinity the 

absolute liberty which ýs-mants (1)). What is lacking in 

Sartre, indeed, is not so much the "religious" as the moral 

dimension; 
. and perhaps he should be seen primarily as a 

(1) La liberte cartSsienne in Situations 19 Paris, Gallimard, 
1948-, -pp. 3ý3-4. 

.1. . "' 
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"religious" philosopherg whose religion has omitted Godl , 

It is-not of course suggested that Nve have the right to 

stop at a philoS'Ophy of paradox. Upon it must be suspended 

an ethical philosophy; the paradox of grace opens up the way 

for an ethical doctrine of communion and participation. And 

it is Marcel Is great contribution to have elucidated these 

modes of experience which are open to the self' once the 

integrity of his self-consciousness has been restored. it 

is thi's Sartre fails' to do, leaving us hanging in the qi'r as 

moral beings, riveted to an ethics of the "untenable". 

Marcel deserves no less credit for rejecting the out- and out 

divorce between religion and ethics, whose orthodoxy is 

questionable and whose value as a description of the most , 
highly developed religious experience is open to doubt. In 

any case, its consequences are not without danger; and those 

contemporary Christians who follow lUorkeSaard in his 

"untenable" philosophy have not a leg to stand on when they 

criticise AT. Sartre. 

171hat vie have been trying to suggest is that there- is 

none the less, from the point of view of phenomenological' 

study, a "pure" religious e3Terience which cannot be reduced 
to the moral experience and vice versa; oven although the 

two raust not be allowed, to conflict in the fully developed 

religious experience. 

Now, the same may be said of man's situation as a social 

ýI 

being. Here once more Marcel is inclined to identify. the 

social and the moral problem, offerinG a solution of the 
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f ormer in terms of fidelity and commiinion. It is however 

noteworthy that he has himself sug-ested the limitations of 

this viewpoint. In his essay on tolerance, for example, he 

was obliged to recognise that the spiritual tolerance, or 

charity, existing bet-iýeen persons, differs from the tolerance 

which the authority can exercise within the community; and 

he. -concludes by stating that the social is always a pis al2: er, 

the domain of compromise, 

Would it not be' of value to recognise that the moral' 

commiinity differs quite from the social community? Here 

Sartre and his group of Les Temps Modernes has applied its 

Existentialism in a novel and highly interesting manner. 
* They do not -propose any specific soci al ideal but, applying 

the phenomenological and existential method (encountering 

what is'best and most fruitful in the method of 1.1arxism) to 

social and political situations independently of party 

programmes and ideas, seek to determine the immediate ends 

of political action implicit in a given situation. 

This is tantamount to the realisation that the social 

and political exist in their own right. The relat-Jonship 

between members of the community, and, even more, the 

relation between authority and citizens in the state, are 

relations of a different type perhaps from moral relations. ' 

Mlarcel admits as much when he makes the distinctions between 

obedience and fidelity-or between charity and toleration. 

Any advance, however, towards an elucidation of this 

Particular type of relation is conditional on, the recognition 
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that the study of techniques as such - in their own positive 

nature is not outwith existential enquiry, and on the 

avoidance on the part of Existentialists of the temptation to 

fasten a sort of oriFinal sin upon the P echniques of the 

social and political life. 

in conclusion, -it might be suggested that the new 

Existentialism clistinguish_between the three types,, of reality. 

The results might prove extremely fruitful. The "being! ' of 

man has to be. elucidated by the existential method*in its 

-three aspects: religious, inoral an4 social. And to each of 

these three "beings!, belongs its own type of relationship: 

between man and God* in the first, between person and person 

in the second, between the citizen and the comrniini y or its 

authority in the last. It may then be possible to define 

more clearly the type of "fidelity" appertaining to each; 

for it. - is not identical'in each. - That in its turn would 

permit a clearer understanding of the possibilities of the 

neiv Existential Ontologyq once, it was recognised that there 

is, so to speak, 'an Ontology of the religious, an Ontology of 

the moral and, no less, an Ontology of the social and the 

political. It would also pave the way for its constitution 

as thought and science. 

The prime merit of Gabriel Marcel's philosophy is to 

have edified the solid structure of the new Ontology. There 

remaiL for those who follow to pursue the clues and to 

develop the suGgestions his work provides, and, if possibles 
to emulate the sincerity and penetration iLich he himself has 

TI 
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shamn. 

A word of warning may, howeverl be sounded. The 

development of E-xistentialism in its various fields'can be 

arrested entirely and all its speculations rendered-fruitless 
4. 

if two tempta: 6-ions are not guarded against. No doubt, every 

philosophy has its particular temptation, but LIxistentialism 

all tfie more so since it has recently become the battling- 

Ground of literary cranks and cliques. There are two 

f 

principal Ones facing it. The first is the temptation 

confronting the Sartrian current: that of a rather facile 

pessimism. and doctrine of action for action's sake. it is 

manifest iii 11. Sartrels'unruly disciples, whose conception of 

the "authentid' life -strikes many readers as being the quin- 

tessence of all that is unauthentic. But Marcel's philosophy 

has its temptation too, apparent in some of his young Catholic 

f olloviers and in certain of the Personalist groups %faich have 

sprung up In France and elsewhere. This is the temptation 

of optimism and sentimentality, confessional or otherwise, 

ifaich a too facile doctrine of communion and faith might 

induce. Both these attitudes are emotional states fostered- 

by the desires and passions of individuals who have renounced 

thouGht for a ready-made system flattering to their emotions. 

For such developments, it must be stressed, the original 

philosophers are not responsible, but unless, among those who 

follow in their footsteps, the genuineness of thought proper 

to philosophy is preserved, much of their viork may be undone. 
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We might end by recalling some of the essential features 

I 

I 

of Marcel's thought. The latter derives its peculiar quality 

of distinction froin the'sincerity of mind by which it is 

inspired. Sincerity ceases with him to be a simple moral 

. 
attributue to become, as Berdyaev says of freedom of spirit, 

With which indeed it is synonymous, a "Spiritual and religious 

larcel is in all truth an category'. The sincerity of h. 

"effort de la conscience integrale. (l). " It is the effort of 

a raind to bring-"Co consciousness the Being latent within it 

by the continuous movement of a dialectic which, transcending 

the successive obstacles which Objectivity lays in its path, 

and avoiding each and every deformation of the reality it 

seeks to grasp, delves ever more deeply into the very sources 

of its spiritual power. Of such a "dialectic of sincerity" 

there is no other example in contemporary French literature 

except the outstanding example of Jacques Rivie*reg whose 

V 

1; 

' 

I. 

un perpetuel effort pour creer son ame telle, qulelle est (2)" 

- raight indeed have been penned by I'vlarcel. 

Sincerity is. the pre-requisite of tho type of "subjective 

definition of sincerity and its dialectic - I'La slnce*rite est 

thinkinVI in which the Existential PhilosopIV scesetho sole I 

(1 Berdyaev, Esprit et Liberte*', p. 136. 
(2ý De la Sinedrite enverS Sol Mgme, loc. cit. The comment 
of Du- Bos on Ra-Mýre would apply equally well ý-o 1,, arcel and the quality of his raind: "Ce sentiment d1incessante 
responsabilite vis-a-vis de la totalite de son Gtre intime ou je vois a' tous e"Gards le plus admirable trait de la complexion 
spirituelle de Jacques Riviýre. " (Jacques RivAre et la 
perfection abstraite in Hommage a Jacqu8s Kivi"6re 

9 Nouv, Rev. 
franc. , April 1 1925. 
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me mms of obtaininG contact with the transcendent reality 

within. Of this Existential Philosophy Marcei'isq we 

believe, the purest representative in France to-day. In 

true existential fashion he starts from a repudiation of 

Hegelian idealism and the usurpation of pure thought, that 

"lunatic postulate", as Kierkegaard calls it. A metaphysics 

which claims to offer a total expression of reality in terms 

of pure thought is shown to be mere fantasy. Por the 

concepts by means of which reality is so expressed are, with 

reference to the ultimate reality madeprpsent in immediate 

existential experiej4bel pure possibilities. 11ýbstract 

thought, " says Kierkegaardq "can grasp, reality, only by 

destroying it, and this destruction of reality -consists in 

transforming it into mere possibility (1). 11 True, Marcel 

would admit, no doubt in a way foreign to Kierkegaard and 

most of the Existentialists, that a dialectic of Ilessenceol, 

a science of the "pure possible" has some Ale to-play in 

Ontology: and we'have suggested that he could go further in 

this direction. , Nevertheless, this 3:,, (jle'is and must be a 

subordinate one., The error of "pure thought" is to f ail to 

recognise this subordinate position of the concept or essence 

and to substitute it for the reality itself, transforminb the 

real universe, without residue, into a single homogeneous 

systen, of identities and',, logical relations. An error well 

described by P. Taurice Blondel in the following passage: I'Ainsi 

(1) Concluding- Unscientific Postseriet, p. 278. 

llý ý: 

1 
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envisagee, Itidee, en laquelle no reste rien de la vie 

subjective d1ou elle procede, mais qui n1en est quo davantage 

llexpre,,, sion ebroite d1uno idiosynerasie, est traite"e, co=e 

un etre a part; et cles 
,ta 

cot etre, leguel n1a d'autre, ame, 

que son contour logique, ciutil est donne" de do'cider 

souverainement de, ses relations interieures et de, ses. 

relations etrangCres universelles... L'abstrait et'l. e ge"neral 

sont la regle du concret; le particulier, 11individuel, le 

subjectif s6nt-elimine"s de la science: rien'nlest vu que 

sous forme d1un rationalisme impersonnelg par une pensee, ýixe, 

I 

rigide, sans entrailles, sans ouverture, sans* mouvement, sans, 

soupcon du dedans des choses, infatuante, io erante et 

despoticlue (1). it 

Against such usurping claims of pure thoughtq Marcel 

appeals to j-=ediate personal experience in which Ontology 

finds its sole ground and startitg-point, to the pure 

subjectivity'of a self implicated in reality which, the mor. e 

deeply it is felt and experienced in action and suffering, 

makes known its essential and concrete nature. 

In Marcel's philosophy$ as in all Existentialisms, a 

revised conception of the Absolute appears. ITo lonGer is it 

a totality or a Platonic essence to be grasped directly beyond 

and outside Time, but a predominantly "personal" reality 
immersed in temporal continGency and Srasped only in the- 

depths of temporal experience at moments of fragmentary and 

(1) L'Illusion. idealiste, Rev. de Ale'*t., 18989 P. 744. 

F"" 
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peculiarly in*nse feeling. #Pour 11he", r:; elianisme, " writes 

bl. Wahl, I'llabsolu est 11ense-mble des relations... IMais contre 

cette conception vauara toujours la protestation d1une 

philosophie qui se fonde sur lleýude des visions dii monde 

6ý-troi'tes et passionnoles... Une expei'rience intense est plus 

I tn'hrmlli rilip In tntn1itP rtilntinnpllp clns 

Notre pens e"e de Ilabsolu,, ce serait I'affirmation qu! il Ae 

faut ppLs chercher llabsolu dans la totalite ni dans lleternite, 

mais dans le partiel et llephemere senti avec inten, site" (1). " 

- 0-0-0-0- 

Gabriel Ilarcel's philosophy exhibits itself first and 

foremost as a philosophy of Existence: a philosophy of 

subjective experience vihich maintains that Being is immanent 

in the depths of mind where it inust be sought beyond and 

beneath the irreducible cleavage between subject and object 

vinich. abstract thought has introduced. Existentialism, 

vxites Dr Tillich, Ilairns to cut under the -'subject-object 

distinction' and to-reach. that stratum of Being which Jaspers,, 

for instance, calls the Urspruno or 'Source' (a). " There is 

no philosopher in France to-day who typifies more fully this 

ý1ý Sur lIAb2olu, Idealismus, Bk. Iq 19349 pp. 181,182. 
2 OR- CTET, P. 56. Dr Tillich speaks of this approach as 

I'mystJ call' , underlininrg. that the term "does not indicate a 
mystical union with the transcendent Absolute; it signifies 
rather a venture of faith towards union with the depths of 
life, whether made by an individual or a group., ' 

C Ii . 
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existential attitude nor has applied'more adequately its 

I 

subjective, methodology to the problem o: f Being. Nor has he 

failed. to underline to great effect the factors of anxiety and 

despair involved in human existence, factors which he has 

associated, in-the manner of Ribrkegaard,. with what is most 

positive in the C! 'Xistian notions of sin and gullt, seeing in 

them at once the mark of man's finiteness and the sign of his 

transcendence. In his dramas he offers a tragic vision of 

man*and his enslavement to Time in terms which recall 

H61derlin's lines': 

Doch uns ist gegeben, It t Auf keiner Statte zu ruhn, 11 Es schviinden, es fallen ,Ii 
k' 

1. t Die leidenden Menschen 
Blindlings-von einer ý1 It 
Stunde zur andern, 
Wie Wasser von Klippe 1ý1 Mill 
Zu Klippe geworfen, ! 'ý 11 ýý': 
Jahr lang ins Ungewisse hinab (1). tý 

Yet at the same time, Gabriel Marcel has put this dread, to 

which, in common with all "deely, t1linkers, he is a prey, to 

more fruitful use than other Existentialists. He has, withOut- 

destroying what is most real and positive therein, transcended 

whatever menace it contains to the development of at rue 

spiritual life, has rid it of its barrenness'and put'it at, the 

service-of a deepening of his spirituality. His 

Existentialism has the unusual characteristic of being a 

philosophy of hope. To no one more aptly than to Gabriel 

Marcel may the follovdng penetrating comment be applied: 

(1) Hyperion's Schiksaalslied. 
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"Un grand ho=e clest quelqulun qui a, d`tel malade et clest 

quelqu'un qui slest gueri. La Grandeur de la pensee*clest 
I 

un pathetique vaincu (1). " 

This-is possible because 1VIiarcells Existentialism - and 

here lies its essential characteristic - affirms categorically 

the existence of the Transcendent, His metaphysics. involves 

an absolutely positive notion of transcendenceg"thereby 

I avoiding the pseudo-transcendence of the Germans and their 

disciples. It cannot be too deeply stressed that his philo- 

sophy has its source and, is grounded in a Realism and. a 

primary judgment of, Being. In common with Hocking, Yarcel 

defines the original metaphysical impulse as the "appetit de 

116tret. Without such a preliminary affirmation-of, Being 

(and in positing Being at the outset, as 111arcel has said 

himself , he is in agreement with the Neo-Scholastics) it is. - 

impossible to see how a philosophy of Existence can transcend 

successfully its i=anentist postulate and methodology and 

develop as a true OntoloS7. ' The experience of German 

Existentialism goes to prove that, without it, a philosophy 

of Existence either remains enneshed in a purely phenomeno- 

logical and descriptive standpoint or is incapable of passing 

beyond a mere negative Ontology into the realm of Ontology 

proper (2). 

0. 

(1) Jean Grenier, L'Individu et lAbsolu, Fontaine, Feb., 1942. 
(2) L. I. de Corte's cr!: Eicism R on this score 
(op. cit. ) is valuable, but he is unjust in applyinG it'to 
Marcel's Existentialism. 

0 1. 
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It is this Realism that is at the core of 1.1arcel's philo- 

sophy. We have termed it at times a "subjective Realisn2l a 

term whose sense will now be apparent. It is a term, more- 

over, which serves to distinguish it from the Realism of the 

Neo-Realist School of G. E. hloore and Bertrand Russell. The 

, 
latter follow Cook Wilson's doctrine that "knowing makes no, 

difference to what is know3: 21 ,a view which, is tantamount to 

considering the real as simply "something there". Marcel Is 

theory of participation has nothing in common with this view. 

He is a Realist in the-sense in which V,, Ihitehead may be termed 

one (1). The Realism of both, to repeat our -quotation from 

Professor Emmet, involves a conception of the universe as "a 

maze of interrelated processes which can only be seen through 

the medium of minds which are themselves immersed in the 

process". It is this idea of a participation of selves and 

beings, - immediately present to each other in consciousness, 

in the mutual process of self-creation, viaich chara6terises 

Marcel's Realism. 

Backed by this fundamental Realism, Marcel has been able, 

while utilising the viewpoints and method of the Existential 

(1) "Actually, however, if Irealism' means the doctrine that 
the known is independent of, and unaffected by, the knowing it, 
Whitehead is not a 'realist' at all; for his 'philosophy of 
organism' commits him to the view that everythine which forus 
an element in a given lsitu, ýtionl is connected with everything 
else in that situation, not merely by a relation of compresence, 
but by interdependence. It follows that, where one element 
in a situation is a mind, and a second element something known 
to that mind, the knower and the known are interdependent. 
This is precisely, the doctrine which it was the chief aim of the, lrealists' to deny.,, (R. G. Collingwood, An Autobiography, 
P. 35. ) 

.L 
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philosopb, yt to transcend what might prove to be limiting in 

its postulate and methodology and thereby to gain access to, 

'Ontology and to a religious Ontology in .,,; hich the Christian 

concept of Grace is central. Vie would maintain, indeed, 

that the multiple aspects and standpoints exhibited in his 

thought, whose variety and continuity we have attempted to 

preserve in our enose, represent but successive'moments-or 

varying attitudes in the-dialectic of a mind confronted by 

Being and seeking to apprehend it. They are*so many means 

of approach, no doubt among others, to the pore of a Reality 

which invests the self and whose affirmation-is the postulate 

or datum sine qua non of metaphysical thinking. 

If that is so, however much an Existentialism, '14areells 

philosopby transcends Existentialism. And in actual f act, 

if we wish to understand his place in modern French thought 

or in French thought in general, we must recognise that his 

philosophy represents a restatement in'existentialist terms 

of the classic French philosophy. This philosophy, Which 

has its starting-point in Descartes, and shows a continuity 

throughout the 17th and 19th centuries is a metaphysics -of 

-Being f ounded on the application of a subjective -realist 

method.. It is further characterised by the affinity and 

i'ndeed the'inseparability it posits between metaphysical and 

religious speculation. This is the fundamental current of 

French thought, 'founded on the Cogito and its double content: 

Je suis, Dieu est. From it (and again from Descartes) stems 
the subsidiary philosophie de la conscience, more critical 

t. II1 .0.. -........ 0.....,. p.::. 77 
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and largely anti-metaphysical. Gabriel Llarcel's thought 

belongs to, and is a'revision of the first and fundamental 

'speculative attitude in terms of the ey-istential method and 
consciouz-aesz an[I o-., r-s- 1' -gaa*. ' 4s s4 .: Lcande lie a 
in its beinS a powerful and in every way.. modern e-: Tression of 

the eternal French philosophic consciousness as present in 

France's greatueslu thinkers, from Descartes'and Pascal to 

a 

Maine de Biran and Jules Lachelier. 0 
lvýpreover, the French philosophical mind and the philo- 

sophy of vidich it is'the expression exhibit a unique identity 

between the speculative and the ethical*or ethico-religious. 

The "sincerity" of which vie have spoken as constituting the 

very -essence of Marcel Is genius as a thinker is at bottom the' 

expression of the will to maintain in close commiini on the 

d d lit ft th i h tt tit t t th or mora ers o an yg ru ns or o cons u ea ru 

that is spiritual and a spirituality that is truth. To jj 

believe that Gabriel Llarcel is France's greatest living 

philosopher is to recognise that he incarnates that supreme- 

speculative fidelity which is the permanent and abiding 

virtue of his country's philosophical genius. ' Gabriel Mar col 

stands to-day in French thought as the symbol of the life of 

devotion, as the worthy successor of that other noble and 

symbolic figure to whom modern French thouGht owes an undyinG 

debt, his friend and master, Henri Bergson. No more fitting 

conclusion could be found to a study on Gabriel Marcel than 

the generous tribute paid. by another great figure, of our time, 

a tribute that is not-only-most fully deserved but one that 

.. 0"" ý4 
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indicates most clearly the source, from which Marcel Is thouGht 

derives its power. ... Gabriel 1viarcel r. epre"sente le type 

meme d1uno vie entierement engagee et po=tant toute de"vouee 

eX au service clusif de la vie de llesprit. Le beau mot 

d1incarnation, qui rrend dans, sa doctrine. un sens si profond, 

represente lleffort supreme qulil a sans' cess. e vecu avant 

dIen signifier l1expression philosop-ýique. 11*- est beau 

quIen plein vingtieme siecle certaines vocations spirituelles 

aient ete s3. fidelement servies et avec un de'sinteressement 

total si profondi-que. rien n1ait ete. attendu ni obtý-. u dIelles, 

clulelles-memes (1). " 

(1) Etienne Gilson, in Existentialisme chretien, P. 
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